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Abstract 
 

During the Korean War (1951–1953), the Norwegian government sent a field hospital to 

support the United Nations army’s peace-enforcement activity to stop aggression by North 

Korea against South Korea. The field hospital was a mobile army surgical hospital: a MASH. 

The Norwegian MASH (NORMASH) was operative from July 1951 to October 1954. During 

this period, 111 nurses and 22 deacons (male nurses) served in seven contingents every six 

months. 

 

NORMASH was planned by the Norwegian Red Cross, which operated it for a year and a half 

until November 1951, when it became a military hospital operated by the Norwegian Army 

Medical Services. NORMASH therefore has a history as both a civilian and a military 

hospital. Norway did not have an army nursing corps, and females in the army all had civilian 

status. All nurses were volunteers, and the greater part of the nurses were recruited from 

civilian hospitals in Norway and returned to civilian hospitals after their service at 

NORMASH. 

 

Since the history of the Norwegian nurses’ efforts during the Korean War has not been 

previously investigated, the overall aims of this thesis are to explore and document the 

Norwegian nurses’ nursing practice in the combat zone of the Korean War and the impact of 

their efforts on Norwegian theatre nursing. 

 

A historical research approach has been taken, utilising archive searches, memoirs, searches 

of contemporary nursing periodicals, autobiographies, textbooks and the oral stories of five 

nurses and one physician who served at NORMASH in order to explore the research 

questions. 

 

The first paper is a close study of wartime nursing practice at NORMASH. Only trained 

theatre nurses were used for nursing work in the operation theatre at NORMASH, and only 

trained nurses were used for nursing work on the wards. Orderlies and Korean civilians were 
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trained by the nurses to assist in logistical tasks and auxiliary work, with very good results. 

NORMASH treated over 90,000 patients, of whom 14,755 were inpatients, and 9,600 

operations were performed. The mortality rate during the Korean War was 2.5%; at 

NORMASH it was 1.2%. The exclusive use of educated nurses in the operating theatre and on 

the wards was probably a key factor in the field hospital’s medical success as a hospital. 

 

The second paper explores the nature of NORMASH. NORMASH was both a humanitarian 

hospital and a military hospital. It was subject to the Eighth US Army in Korea and served as 

a frontline hospital 15 to 30 kilometres from the battlefield. Korea was ravaged by war and 

the country’s infrastructure and its provision of civil health care were ruined. NORMASH had 

a close connection with the adjacent Korean society. It employed civilians and treated Korean 

civilians on a priority basis. After the armistice in July 1953, NORMASH started an outreach 

practice with home-based nursing and the training of Korean nurses. The humanitarian side of 

nursing was a distinctive feature of NORMASH, and it was natural for it to offer health care 

to civilians, even if officially it was a hospital under military command.  

 

Paper three explores the impact of the wartime nursing experience in Korea on nurses who 

served there as part of Norwegian nursing after the Korean War. Technological innovation in 

the form of MASHes stationed close to the battlefield and the use of helicopters to rapidly 

transport the most severely injured gave the nurses at NORMASH experience of clinical 

practice in life-saving surgery and the mass evacuation of trauma. These new skills were later 

introduced into Norwegian nursing through daily practice and through the training of new 

personnel. Theatre nurses from NORMASH were among those who, after the Korean War, 

engaged in the nationwide uniform education of theatre nurses. Theatre nurses were cross-

trained in anaesthesia, but greater knowledge was required to conduct the anaesthesia 

necessary in war trauma. The Korean War sped up the process of separating anaesthesia from 

theatre nursing and creating a new nursing specialty: nurse anaesthetist. After the Korean 

War, nurses from NORMASH were involved in the establishment and operation of the 

National Medical Center in Seoul, South Korea, a Scandinavian teaching hospital for 

educating Korean health personnel.  

 

The Norwegian nurses, who were all volunteers, established a wartime nursing practice that 

was organised along the lines of civilian hospitals and ensured personalised nursing for every 

single patient, including Korean civilians and servicemen. The nurses’ Korean War 
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experience served to broaden Norwegian nursing and theatre nursing practice, and the nurses 

who served during the Korean War became a valuable element of Norway’s overall 

preparedness after the Korean War. One may conclude that NORMASH was a medical and 

humanitarian success in its time. 

 

Sammendrag 
 
Under Koreakrigen (1951-1953) ble et norsk feltsykehus sendt som støtte til FNs freds 

gjenopprettende aksjon for å stoppe Nord-Koreas angrep på Sør-Korea. Det norske 

feltsykehuset var et Mobile Army Surgical Hospital, et MASH. Det norske MASH 

[NORMASH] var i operativ drift fra juli 1951 til oktober 1954. I løpet av denne perioden 

tjenestegjorde 111 sykepleierne i syv kontingenter, hver på seks måneder. 

 

NORMASH ble opprinnelig planlagt og organisert av Norges Røde Kors før det i november 

1951, etter et halvt års drift ble et militært sykehus administrert av Forsvarets sanitet. 

NORMASH har derfor en historie både som et sivilt og et militært feltsykehus. Norge hadde 

ikke et militært sykepleiekorps og kvinnene i forsvaret var alle sivilt tilsatt. Alle sykepleierne 

var frivillige og største delen av sykepleierne ble rekruttert fra sivile norske sykehus og 

returnerte til sivile norske sykehus etter tjenesten ved feltsykehuset i Korea. 

 

Historien til de norske sykepleiere som deltok i Koreakrigen er ikke fortalt. Målet med denne 

avhandlingen er å forske på og dokumentere, de norske sykepleiernes praksis ved fronten 

under Koreakrigen og betydningen denne tjenesten har hatt for norsk sykepleie og 

operasjonssykepleie i ettertid. 

 

For å besvare forsknings spørsmålene er det metodisk benyttet flere kilder som søk i arkiv, 

samtidige sykepleietidsskrifter, biografier og lærebøker i sykepleie, sammen med muntlige 

kilder ved intervju av fem sykepleiere og en medisiner som alle tjenestegjorde ved 

NORMASH. 

 

Første artikkel er et nærstudie av sykepleien ved NORMASH. Bare fagutdannete 

operasjonssykepleiere ble benyttet til sykepleieoppgaver ved operasjonsstua og bare 

fagutdannete sykepleiere ble benyttet for sykepleieoppgaver på avdelingene. Sykevoktere og 
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sivile koreanere ble med godt resultat opplært av sykepleierne for å assistere med forefallende 

oppgaver på operasjonsstua og ved postene. Over 90.000 pasienter ble behandlet ved 

NORMASH. Av dette var 14.755 pasienter som var innlagte og over 9.600 operasjoner ble 

utført. Antall dødsfall var for Koreakrigen som helhet 2,5%. For NORMASH var den så lav 

som 1,2%. Bruken av fagutdannete sykepleiere og operasjonssykepleiere var trolig en 

medvirkende nøkkelfaktor for NORMASH’ medisinske suksess som sykehus. 

 

Andre artikkel utforsker NORMASH identitet. NORMASH var både et humanitært sykehus 

og et militært sykehus. Det var taktisk underlagt Åttende US Army of Koreas kommando, og 

var stasjonert ved fronten bare 15-30 kilometer bak slagmarken. Korea var herjet av krig og 

landets infrastruktur og helsetjenester var ødelagt. NORMASH hadde et nært forhold til det 

omkringliggende koreanske samfunn. Sivile koreanere ble ansatt på NORMASH og 

behandlingen av sivile pasienter var prioritert. Etter våpenstillstanden i juli 1953 startet 

NORMASH med hjemmesykepleie og med opplæring av koreanske sykepleiere. Sykepleiens 

humanitære del var et karaktertrekk ved NORMASH og det var helt naturlig å gi helsehjelp til 

sivilsamfunnet selv om det offisielt var et sykehus under militær kommando. 

 

Tredje artikkel utforsker betydningen av de erfaringene som ble gjort av sykepleierne under 

Koreakrigen i norske sykepleie i ettertid. Teknologiske nyvinninger som MASH stasjonert 

nær fronten og bruk av helikopter for rask transport fra slagmarken av de hardest skadde, ga 

sykepleierne klinisk praksis i livreddende kirurgi og masseevakuering av skadde. Dette var 

lærdom som sykepleierne introduserte i norsk sykepleie gjennom daglig arbeid og ved 

opplæring av nytt helsepersonell. Operasjonssykepleierne fra NORMASH var blant de 

sykepleierne som etter Koreakrigen arbeidet for en nasjonal enhetlig utdannelse av 

operasjonssykepleiere. Operasjonssykepleierne var også utdannet til å gi anestesi, men det 

trengtes mer kunnskap for å utføre den anestesi som var nødvendig for operasjoner av 

krigsskadde enn det operasjonssykepleierne på den tiden, hadde. Koreakrigens erfaringer 

bidro i prosessen med å separere anestesi fra operasjonssykepleie og til en ny 

sykepleiespesialitet, anestesisykepleie. Tidligere sykepleiere fra NORMASH var etter 

Koreakrigen med på å etablere og drive National Medical Center i Seoul, Sør-Korea, et 

skandinavisk undervisningssykehus for utdanning av koreansk helsepersonell. 

 

De  norske sykepleiere etablerte under Koreakrigen en sykepleie med store likhetstrekk med 

et sivilt sykehus, med tanke på organiseringen av sykepleien slik at pasienter, fikk en 
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sykepleie tilpasset deres situasjon og diagnose. Sykepleierne erfaringer under Koreakrigen 

utvidet norsk sykepleie og operasjonssykepleie og de sykepleierne som tjente under 

Koreakrigen ble etter krigen en verdifull del av norsk katastrofeberedskap. Man kan 

konkludere med at NORMASH var en medisinsk og humanitær suksess i dets samtid
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Preface 
 

I am a theatre nurse with a general interest in history. This interest led me to write a master’s 

thesis on the development of theatre nursing at Troms and Tromsø Hospital in Norway 

(1895–1974). It was while I was looking for sources and informants that I first learnt that 

Norway had operated a field hospital during the Korean War. A colleague of mine said she 

remembered Sister Ragnhild,1 the head nurse at the operating theatre from 1955 to 1965 and 

added that “she had been in Korea”.2 I was surprised to learn that Norway actually operated a 

surgical field hospital there during the Korean War.  

 

Later the same day, I had luncheon with a nurse anaesthetist, Rigmor Bye Brochman, and told 

her about my master’s thesis. She said: “I had an aunt who lived for nursing. Aunt 

Ragnhild….” For the second time in one day, I was being told about Ragnhild Strand, this 

time by her niece.3 I told her that I had just discovered that her aunt had been in Korea. 

Brochman had inherited her aunt’s photo album. This came to be my first source for this 

study.  

 

 

 

 
 

Ragnhild Strand (Kildahl) at NORMASH  
Reproduced with the kind permission of Rigmor Bye Brochman

 
1 Ragnhild Strand (later Kildahl) served at NORMASH in contingent four, May 1952 to November 1952. 
2 Bockelie, H., R. (2009), interviewed by Jan-Thore Lockertsen in February 2009. 
3 Bye Brochman, R. (2009). 
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1 Introduction 
 

During the Korean War (1950–1953), the Norwegian Government sent a mobile army 

surgical hospital (MASH) to support the United Nations (UN) army. In the period from 18 

July 1951 to 18 October 1954, a total of 111 nurses and 22 deacons (male nurses) served 

under the United Nations flag at the Norwegian Mobile Army Surgical Hospital 

(NORMASH).4 The history of the Norwegian nurses serving during the Korean War has 

never been told, neither in Norwegian history nor in the history of nursing. Norway sent field 

hospitals to several conflicts prior to the Korean War,5 but no research has been condicted 

into nursing practice in these combat zones.  

 

The field of investigation in this thesis is the nurses’ efforts at NORMASH and the impact of 

the nurses’ experience on Norwegian nursing afterwards.    

 

1.1 Background 

 

1.1.1 The Korean War  

 
The Korean War is often referred to as “the Forgotten War”.6 In US sources, it is a war 

squeezed in between the Second World War and the war in Vietnam. Historian Melinda L. 

Pash wrote:  

 

More than thirty-six thousand American soldiers ended their wartime tours of duty in 

Korea this way [shipped home dead] while another 1.8 million returned home alive 

but alone and shrouded in the same anonymity, the forgotten soldiers of a forgotten 

war.7 

 
4 Paus, B. (ed.). (1955). Det norske feltsykehus i Korea «NORMASH» 1951–1954. Oslo: Forsvarets sanitet, pp. 
42–43. 
5 These conflicts are as follows: the First Balkan War (1912–1913); the Finnish Civil War (27 January – 15 May 
1918); the Second Italo–Ethiopian War (1935–1936); and the Winter War between the Soviet Union and Finland 
(30 November 1939 – 13 March 1940): Lockertsen, J.-Th., Fause, Åshild and Hallett, Christine E. (2020). The 
Norwegian Mobile Army Surgical Hospital (NORMASH) in the Korean War (1951–54): Military Hospital or 
Humanitarian “Sanctuary”? Nursing History Review, 28(1), 93–126. https://doi.org/10.1891/1062-8061.28.93 
6 Ness, E. (2016) The Forgotten War. Retrieved March 2019 from: eilifness.no: http://eilifness.no/?p=75  
7 Pash, M. L. (2012). In the Shadow of the Greatest Generation. New York: New York University Press, p. 1. 
See also: Sarnecky, M. T. (2001). Army Nurses in ‘The Forgotten War’. American Journal of Nursing,101(11), 
45–49.  
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In 1910, the Korean peninsula became a Japanese protectorate and thus a Japanese colony. In 

the Cairo Declaration of 1943, the allied powers of World War II declared that in due course 

Korea would be free and independent of Japan. In 1945, during the last phase of the war in 

Asia, Korea was divided into two occupation zones. The border between the Soviet Union’s 

occupation army in the north and US’s occupation army in the south was marked by a line in 

the middle of the country: the 38th parallel. 

 

The great alliance of World War II cracked soon after the victory over Germany and Japan. 

By 1947, the Cold War was a fact. Korea was not united as planned. By 1948, the two 

occupation zones had become two states. In the south, the Republic of Korea, or South Korea, 

was established by the United Nations.8 In the north, the Democratic People’s Republic of 

Korea, or North Korea, was supported by the Soviet Union. 

 

On 25 June 1950, heavily armoured North Korean troops crossed the 38th parallel and 

attacked South Korea. In the swift attack, North Korea overran South Korea as far down as 

the harbour town of Pusan in the south. The United Nation’s Security Council condemned 

North Korea as an aggressor, and by 27 June 1950, it had endorsed a resolution leading to a 

peace-enforcment action by a United Nations army led by the US.9 

 

On 15 September, the UN Army started debarking troops at Inchon, Seoul’s harbour town. 

North Korea was forced to retreat behind the 38th parallel. On 2 October, China intervened in 

the war. On 7 October, the UN forces crossed the 38th parallel and advanced north. UN forces 

and Chinese soldiers engaged in their first combat, but the Chinese withdrew. When the UN 

forces drew closer to the river Yalu, the border between North Korea and China, the Chinese 

attacked again and forced the UN forces south to the 38th parallel.  

 

By the beginning of 1951, the Chinese attacked again and pushed the UN forces south of the 

38th parallel. In a fourth wave of fighting, armies fought from Seoul and up to the 38th 

parallel. Here the war ended up in static trench warfare that would last for another two years, 

until the armistice of 27 July 1953. One and a half million soldiers and civilians are believed 

 
8 Lie, T. (1954). Syv år for freden. Oslo: Tiden Norsk Forlag, p. 306. 
9 United Nations Security Council Resolutions. (1950). Complaint of aggression upon the Republic of Korea 
S/RES/83. 27 June 1950.    
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to have been killed and two and a half million wounded during the active war. In addition, 

five million people became refugees in their own country.10  

 

Korea remains a divided country. No peace treaty followed the armistice of 27 July 1953, and 

over the subsequent 68 years, there have been occasional skirmishes and shelling along the 

heavily guarded border between North Korea and South Korea.  

 

1.1.2 Norwegian Aid to Korea 

 

The peace-enforcment action in Korea depended on the willingness of UN members to assist 

and put personnel behind the UN resolution to stop aggression towards South Korea. The 

North Korean surprise attack raised awareness in Norway, with questions being asked about 

why intelligence had failed and whether this attack might indicate the beginnings of 

communist aggression in the West. With regard to the second question, there was nothing to 

indicate aggression in the West but, nevertheless, a consequence for Norway was an 

accelerated rebuilding of the country’s army.11 Norway was in no position to give military 

assistance as requested in the UN Security Council’s resolution 83. 

 

Norway wanted to contribute and stand by the UN Security Council resolution. Norway 

prepared for aid according to resolution 85, adopted on 31 July 1950: humanitarian aid to the 

civilians in Korea.12 The Royal Norwegian Foreign Department requested that the Norwegian 

Red Cross (NRC) plan and administer a refugee camp in Japan.13 This was politely turned 

down by the UN’s joint command for Korea. A better solution would be a field hospital. 

 

For the Norwegian Foreign Department, this new request led to the request to plan a surgical 

hospital for the NRC. It was evident that a surgical hospital would demand higher levels of 

competence from personnel, as well as more advanced surgical instruments, than would a 

refugee camp. One advantage of a surgical hospital was that it would provide valuable 

 
10 Malakasian, C. (2001). The Korean War, 1950–1953. Oxford: Osprey Publishing, p. 88. 
11 Njølstad, O. (2008). Jens Chr. Hauge – Fullt og helt. Oslo: Aschehoug (W. Nygaard), p. 439. St. prp. no. 122 
(1950) Om ekstraordinære tiltak for å øke utbyggingen av Norges forsvarsberedskap.	
12 United Nations. (1950). Security Council Resolutions. Complaint of aggression upon the Republic of Korea 
S/RES/85, 31 July 1950, p. 6. https://undocs.org/S/RES/85(1950) 
13 Nilssen, R. W. (1952). Med Røde Kors i Korea. Stavanger: Misjonsselskapets Forlag. 
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experience for educated and trained personnel.14 The human resource requirement was 

estimated as twelve surgeons and twenty nurses. 

 

Whereas a refugee camp was considered to be humanitarian aid and a contribution to the 

reconstruction of Korea, a surgical field hospital was not humanitarian aid. For the Ministry 

of Foreign Affairs, a surgical field hospital was considered to be a contribution to the UN’s 

policing action in Korea. The surgical field hospital was therefore planned as a substitute for 

sending military forces as part of the policing action and was operated by the NRC, a 

humanitarian organisation.15 

 

The Norwegian nurses who participated in the first contingent of the field hospital were 

officially under contract with the NRC. The nurses were all committed to a duty of 

confidentiality in political and military matters, and they were subject to military war laws.16 

By August 1951, after one month of operation in Korea, it was reported to Norwegian 

authorities that the field hospital was a front hospital in a combatant position; it was more of a 

state enterprise than a Red Cross enterprise.17 The NRC operated the hospital until 1 

November 1951, when responsibility for operating the hospital was transferred to the 

Norwegian Armed Forces Medical Services.18 From that day, the Norwegian field hospital in 

Korea officially converted from being a humanitarian hospital under the administration of the 

NRC to being a military hospital administrated by the Norwegian Armed Forces Medical 

Services.19 

 

 

 
14 Paus, B. (ed.). (1955). Op. cit. 
15 St. prp. no. 25. (1951). Om tilleggsbevilgninger på statsbudsjettet for budsjettåret 1950–51 under nytt kap 
122, Norsk feltlasarett til rådighet for felleskommandoen for de Forente Nasjoners styrker i Korea. 8 February. 
https://www.stortinget.no/no/Saker-og-
publikasjoner/Stortingsforhandlinger/Lesevisning/?p=1951&paid=2&wid=a&psid=DIVL738&pgid=a_0119 
16 Rekkebo, G.. (1951). Kontrakt mellom Norges Røde Kors og Gotfred Rekkebo, signert 15 Mai (Contract 
between The Norwegian Red Cross and Gotfred Rekkebo, signed 15 May). Private archive of Rannei and 
Gotfred Rekkebo. Ottestad: Migrasjonsmuseets arkiv. 
17 Den utvidete utenriks- og konstitusjonskomite (The Enlarged Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence), 
torsdag 23 August 1951. Redegjørelse fra forsvarsminister Hauge om å stille norske tropper til rådighet i Korea, 
pp. 23–24. https://www.stortinget.no/globalassets/pdf/stortingsarkivet/duuk/1946-1965/510823u.pdf 
18 Florelius, Sten. (1952). Rapport fra Norges Røde Kors til Utenriksdepartementet om DET NORSKE 
FELTSYKEHUSET I KOREA, 20 March 1952. Oslo: Norges Røde Kors. 
19 Den utvidete utenriks- og konstitusjonskomite (The Enlarged Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence), 23 
October 1951. Utenriksminister Lange og forsvarsminister Hauge om Koreaspørsmålet, pp. 23–24. 
https://www.stortinget.no/globalassets/pdf/stortingsarkivet/duuk/1946-1965/511023u.pdf 
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1.1.3 The Norwegian Mobile Army Surgical Hospital 

 

A MASH was a mobile surgical hospital developed by the US and designed to have 60 beds 

and four operating tables. It acted as a tactical unit on its own to give forward surgery as close 

to the front as possible – it was normally located within 15 to 30 kilometres of the front.20 

Patients were meant to receive definitive surgery and have a hospital stay of a maximum of 72 

hours before returning to the front or being transported to an evacuation hospital for further 

treatment.  

 

NORMASH never functioned as a mobile army surgical hospital. The frontline was fixed 

close to the 38th parallel. NORMASH moved only three times: from Uijongbu to 

Dongduchon on 2 and 3 October 1951, and once within Dongduchon to a tactically better 

location.21 Most of the personnel at NORMASH experienced the hospital as a stationary field 

hospital. Approximately 9,600 operations were performed, an average of eight operations 

every day.22 Of the personnel serving in the seven contingents, 111 were female theatre nurses 

and nurses, 22 were male nurses (deacons)23 and 80 were physicians. The rest were 

administration officers, technical staff and guard soldiers. The most intensive fighting in the 

war in Korea probably occurred in the areas where Norway maintained its field hospitals and 

health personnel.  

 

NORMASH was one of six MASHes at the front in Korea. The other five were from the US. 

Each MASH was intended to serve one division of the army. Because of the shortage of 

medical services, NORMASH received patients from more than one army division at the 

section of the frontline along the 38th parallel that was covered by NORMASH.24 Patients 

treated at NORMASH represented 21 different nationalities and included both Korean 

civilians and North Korean and Chinese prisoners of war. The heavy fighting was still 

 
20 Marble, S. (2012). Forward Surgery and Combat Hospitals: The Origins of the MASH. Journal of the History 
of Medicine and Allied Sciences, 69 (1), 68–100. https://doi.org/10.1093/jhmas/jrs032 
21 Rekkebo, G. (1951). Femårs dagbok 1947–1951 (Five-year diary 1947–1951). Private archive of Rannei and 
Gotfred Rekkebo. Ottestad: Migrasjonsmusees arkiv. 
22 Paus, B. (ed.). (1955). Op. cit., p. 68. 
23 Deacons educated before 1948 were, upon request, authorised as nurses following the Nursing Act of 1948, 
but they had received a more mercantile education than what was provided in schools approved by the 
Norwegian Nurses Association. (Erikstein, E. (2005). Diakon Gotfred Rekkebo – heimføding og verdensborgar. 
Dalen: Vest-Telemark Prosti, p. 32. Stave, G. (1990). Mannsmot og tenarsinn. Oslo: Det Norske Samlaget, pp. 
251–258.) Since 1948, deacons have had the same education as all other nurses. 
24 Paus, B. (ed.). (1955). Op. cit., p. 28. 
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ongoing when the frontline was fixed along the 38th parallel. Among the 12,201 individuals 

admitted to NORMASH as in-patients before the armistice, 5,326 operations on casualties of 

war were registered. The total number of in-patients for the whole period was 14,755, 

including 12,201 prior to the armistice of 27 July 1953. The mortality rate for NORMASH in-

patients was 1.2%.25  

 

Torstein Dale, General Surgeon of the Norwegian Armed Forces Medical Services, stated in 

1963 that during the Korean War, the mortality rate among casualities was 2.5%. There were 

several factors contributing to that figure: targeted efforts to improve hygienic standards, first 

aid on the battle front, fast medical evacuation (medevac) and lifesaving surgery at a MASH 

and further treatment with rehabilitation at a hospital in the rear. Medevac by helicopter is 

recognised as one of the primary medical advances of the Korean War.26 The efforts of the 

nurses at NORMASH made an important contribution to the achievement of treatment and 

hygienic standards described by the General Surgeon as two of the improvements that led to a 

mortality rate of 2.5% for the Korean War as a whole.27  

 

The nurses at NORMASH were all trained in aseptic procedures and infection prevention at 

civilian nursing schools in Norway prior to the Korean War.28 In Korea, they ran a hospital 

during a war that affected both servicemen and the civilian population, and where the 

infrastructure was ruined by war. They encountered new technical inventions, such as 

helicopters that brought casualties directly from the battlefield to the hospital for surgical 

treatment faster than ever before, thus increasing the survival rate. They experienced trauma 

receptions with up to 400 patients at a time.

 
25 Paus. B. (ed.), pp. 68–69. The mortality rate at NORMASH refers only to hospital in-patients. Evacuation of 
patients to the rear was meant to occur within 72 hours. Patients treated at NORMASH may have died following 
their evacuation to the rear.  
26 Dale, T. (ed.). (1963). Håndbok i sanitetstjeneste for sykepleiersker. Oslo: Forsvarets sanitet. 
27 The mortality rate recorded at NORMASH during the Korean war is lower than the mortality rate for the war 
as a whole. (Paus, B. (ed.). (1955). Op. cit., p. 69.) 
28 Marthinsen, M. and Haffner, J. (1941). Pleie ved kirurgiske sykdommer. In: Jervell, A. (ed.) Lærebok for 
sykepleiersker, Vol. 1. Oslo: Fabritius og Sønners Forlag, pp. 253–310. In the revised second edition of 1951, the 
chapter was revised and expanded by instruction nurse Solveig Bratli. Bratli was a Rockefeller Foundation 
Fellow in 1950–1951. She was later to be instruction nurse at the NMC in Seoul, South Korea in 1958–1959. 
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1.2 The Research Questions 
 

The history of the Norwegian nurses’ efforts during the Korean War has not previously been 

investigated. The first aim of this dissertation is to explore and document the nurses’ 

contribution to the operation at NORMASH. The second aim is to highlight the impact that 

the nurses’ efforts had on Norwegian nursing and theatre nursing after the Korean War. The 

research questions are therefore as follows: what characterised nursing practice at 

NORMASH, and did the experience of the nurses have any impact on Norwegian nursing and 

theatre nursing practice after the Korean War?    

 

The dissertation is based on three papers that address the overall aim from different 

perspectives. 

 

Paper 1: 

 

The aim of this paper was to explore nursing practice at NORMASH.   

 

The research questions were as follows: 

• What kind of nursing practice was established to ensure the surgical treatment of 

casualties, and what efforts were made to maintain high hygienic standards and 

prevent infection?  

• What kind of experience did the nurses have with untrained health workers such as 

orderlies and Korean civilians as nurse helpers? 

• Why were trained, educated theatre nurses needed at NORMASH? 

 

Paper 2: 

 

The aim of this paper was to explore the identity of NORMASH as a mobile army surgical 

hospital and the nurses’ approach to its field hospital status.  

 

The research questions were as follows: 

• What kind of hospital was NORMASH? A military hospital? A humanitarian 

hospital? Or both?   
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• Was the nurses’ approach to their work essentially military or essentially humanitarian 

in focus?   

• In what way did this influence the nurses’ practice? 

 

Paper 3:  

The aim of the third paper was to explore the legacy of the Korea Sisters’ wartime nursing 

practice for Norwegian nursing after the Korean War. 

 

 

The research questions were as follows: 

• What impact did the nurses’ efforts during the Korean War have on the practice of 

Norwegian nursing following their return to general nursing in Norway?  

• In what way were the nurses’ efforts in Korea later used to enhance nursing education 

in Norway? 

• In what way were the nurses’ efforts subsequently a valuable part of Norwegian 

disaster preparedness? 

 

1.2.1 Explanation of terms used 
 
Nurses: With the Nursing Act of 1948, nurses who had a uniform three years of education 

from an authorised educational institution became authorised and registered nurses. In 

addition, nurses educated at schools approved by the Norwegian Nursing Association (NNA) 

prior to 1948 were granted authorisation. As of 1948, males were also accepted for education 

as nurses.29  

 

At this time, nurses all underwent long practice in operating theatres over the course of their 

education in order to learn antiseptic and aseptic procedures and they were also trained to 

administer simple anaesthesia by dripping ether on a mask.30  

 

Theatre nurses: Theatre nursing is a nursing speciality.  In the period covered in this 

dissertation a registered nurse with one year’s internal training in an operating theatre at a 

 
29 Melby, K. (1990). Kall og kamp – Norsk Sykepleierforbunds historie. Oslo: J. W. Cappelens Forlag A.S., pp. 
194–199. 
30 Marthinsen, M. and Haffner, J. (1941). Arbeidet i operasjonsstuen [Nursing in the operation theatre]. In: 
Jervell Anton (ed.) Lærebok for sykepleiersker, bind 1. Oslo: Fabritius og Sønners Forlag A/S, p. 236. 
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municipal hospital or two years’ internal training at a Red Cross Hospital was a specialist 

nurse in theatre nursing: a theatre nurse.31 Until 1974, theatre nurses were cross-trained in 

anaesthesia.32  

 

Deacons: Until 1949, Det norske Diakonhjem was the only place where males could be 

educated as nurses. An education as a deacon was ecclesiastical in nature, with a somewhat 

reduced level of nursing education, and was aimed more at social work.33 Deacons who 

applied for authorisation after 1948 were authorised as nurses. In this dissertation I have used 

the terms “deacon” for “male nurse”. Twenty-two deacons served at NORMASH.  

 

Head Nurse: “Head nurse” refers to the matron at NORMASH, who was responsible for 

managing and leading the nursing service for the whole hospital. In this dissertation I have 

spelt the position title with a capitalised H and N. 

 

Leading theatre nurse: As a consequence of their specialised nursing, operating theatres had 

their own head nurse who was responsible for the nursing service in the operating theatre. The 

Norwegian tradition is to use titles such as “head nurse”, “first theatre nurse” and “leading 

theatre nurse”. In this dissertation I have used “leading theatre nurse” for the avoidance of 

confusion with the matron, whose title at NORMASH was “head nurse”.  

 

In the primary sources used for this dissertation, the main term used for nurses at NORMASH 

is “nurses”. Only when referring directly to nursing in the operating theatre are terms such as 

“theatre nurse” or “specialist nurse” used.34 

 
31 Ordrop, E. (1953). Hva ligger i uttrykket spesialutdannet sykepleier? Skriv fra og til Helsedirektoratet. 
Tidsskriftet Sykepleien, 19(41). Oslo: Norsk Sykepleierforbund, pp. 587–589. 
32 Lockertsen, J-Th. (2019). Operasjonssykepleie ved Troms og Tromsø sykehus, 1895–1974. Master’s thesis in 
health science. Tromsø: Universitet i Tromsø. 
33 Stave, G. (1990). Mannsmot og tenarsinn. Oslo: Det Norske Samlaget, pp. 201–205. 
34 Andresen, R. (1955). Sykepleiersker. In: Paus, B. (ed.), Det norske feltsykehus i Korea «NORMASH» 1951-
1954. Oslo: Forsvarets sanitet, pp. 79–82. 
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1.3 Previous Research 

 

1.3.1 The impact of research on wartime nursing 

 

Modern nursing is inextricably linked to Florence Nightingale and her efforts in 1854–1855 

during the Crimean War.35 Nurses’ competence and skills are tried during wartime, when 

practice expands and changes.36 Nurse historian Quincela Brunk claims that much of our 

understanding of the development of today’s nursing can be traced to nurses’ efforts and 

experiences in armed conflicts.37  

 

Internationally, wartime nursing is a growing research field. Nurses’ experiences have been 

researched by both nurse historians and historians with an interest in nursing and gender 

history.38 In Norway there is also a growing interest in research on wartime nursing.39 

 

1.3.2 Norwegian research on NORMASH 

 

As previously stated, nursing at NORMASH is absent from Norwegian nursing research. Nor 

is nursing at NORMASH mentioned in the NRC’s own histories from 1965 and 2014, even 

though the nurses in the first contingent were Red Cross nurses under contract with the 

NRC.40 The first nurse historian in Norway, Ingrid Wyller, mentions Korea only in 

Sykepleiens historie i Norge. Her nursing history book was first published in 1951 and edited 

 
35 Taylor, E. (2001). Wartime Nurse: One Hundred Years from the Crimea to Korea 1854–1954. London: Robert 
Hale Ltd. 
36 Helmstadter, C. (2015). Class, gender and professional expertise: British military nursing in the Crimean War. 
Brooks, J. and Hallett, Ch. E. (eds.), One Hundred Years of Wartime Nursing Practices, 1854–1953. 
Manchester: Manchester University Press, pp. 23–41. 
37 Brunk, Q. (1997). Nursing at War: Catalyst for Change. Annual Review of Nursing Research, 15, 217–236. 
Palmer, P. N. (1991). Wars leave indelible marks on the nursing profession. AORN Journal, 53(3), 657–658. 
38 McEwen, Y. (2014). In the Company of Nurses. Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press. Hallett, Ch. E. 
(2014). Veiled Warriors: Allied Nurses of the First World War. Oxford: Oxford University Press. Vuic, K. D. 
(2010). Officer, Nurse, Woman: The Army Nurse Corps in the Vietnam War. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins 
University Press. Sarnecky, M. T. (1999). A History of the U.S. Army Nurse Corps. Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania Press. 
39 Immonen, I. (2013). Nursing during World War II: Finnmark County, Northern Norway. International 
Journal of Circumpolare Health, 72. https://doi.org/10.3402/ijch.v72i0.20278 
Gogstad, A. Chr. (1991). Helse og hakekors. Bergen: Alma Mater Forlag AS, pp. 151–170. 
40 Sæter, M. (1965). Over alle grenser: Norges Røde Kors 100 år. Oslo: Aschehoug, p. 215.  
Mageli, E. (2012). Med rett til å hjelpe. Historien om Norges Røde Kors. Oslo: Pax Forlag A/S. 
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in 1990. Interestingly enough, since its fifth printing in 1964, the book has opened with a 

photograph of Inger Rode receiving the Korea Medal from King Olav of Norway in October 

1955.41  

 

There is, however, Norwegian research on surgical practice at NORMASH. Research has also 

been conducted on the official Norwegian Korea policy between 1946 and 1953.  

 

Dr Bernard Paus (a medical doctor) participated in the planning of the Norwegian Field 

Hospital in Korea. He served two periods as a surgeon at NORMASH, in contingents one and 

five. Paus wrote two medical articles about the field hospital, both in 1954, shortly after 

Paus’s second mission at NORMASH. Paus does not discuss nursing practice. 

 

In Paus’s first article, he discusses shock and the treatment of wounds with delayed primary 

suture. The low infection rate experienced after a treatment with wound debridement and 

delayed primary suture should, in his professional opinion, be discussed for possible use in 

trauma surgery in peacetime. Having an educated and trained team that includes surgeons, an 

anaesthesiologist and theatre nurses, as well as auxiliary health-care workers, is essential for 

medical success.42   

 

In Paus’s second article, the role of advanced forward field hospitals in lifesaving surgery is 

discussed. Field hospitals need to be close to the battlefield and have specialist personnel in 

order to fulfil their mission. The closest that the female nurses serving during the Korean War 

got to the battlefield was in MASHes within 15 to 30 kilometres of the frontline. The 

MASHes used in Korea were designed to have capacity for 60 in-patients, which could be 

doubled or tripled if needed.43 Nursing practice is not discussed in this article. 

 

In 1954, Erling Falsen Hjort, Surgeon and Chief of Hospital at NORMASH contingent three, 

wrote a case report on nineteen abdominal war injuries he had operated on at NORMASH 

between May 1952 and November 1952. In his material, he provides statistical information on 

age, mortality and cause of the injury – e.g. gun shot, mine, grenade or traffic accident. Three 

 
41 Wyller, I. (1990). Sykepleiens historie i Norge. Oslo: Gyldendal Norsk Forlag, p. 8. 
42 Paus, B. (1954). Kirurgiske erfaringer fra Det norske feltsykehuset i Korea. Nordisk Medicin, 51(11), 384–
388. 
43 Paus, B. (1954). Medisinsk liv ved den koreanske krigsskueplass. Tidsskrift for Den Norske Lægeforening, 
Vol. 74 (1). pp. 10–15. 
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of his patients were Korean children under the age of sixteen. Abdominal war injuries are 

time-consuming and have a significant association with infection in the peritoneal cavity and 

shock caused by internal haemorrhage. The survival rate among the cases in his report was 

80%.44 

 

Historian Kjetil Skogrand’s master thesis from 1994 aims to analyse Norway’s official 

policies on the conflict in Korea.45 Two chapters are dedicated to the Norwegian contribution 

to the UN Army: the field hospital.46 Skogrand points out that NORMASH started out as a 

civilian endeavour and became a fully armed and integrated part of the US Army but without 

military status.47 The Norwegian nurses were commended by the US Army. Skogrand states 

that the Norwegian nurses were carefully selected and that they were all volunteers, unlike the 

US nurses, who were drafted.48   

 

1.3.3 International research on nursing during the Korean War 

 

Nurse historian Q. Brunk claims that analytical research on the role of nursing during the 

Korean War is lacking.49 This claim was made in 1997, but it remains partly true twenty years 

later. Little research has been carried out on theatre nursing at the five US field hospitals that 

operated in the Korean War. 

 

According to the research by nurse historian Mary T. Sarnecky on “the forgotten war”, two 

things are notable in the development of US nursing during the Korean War: a shortage of 

trained theatre nurses and an expanding nursing practice.50 US Army nurses were the first 

nurses to be deployed to the combat zone.51 With  casualties from heavy fighting and a 

shortage of nurses, and the nurse’s practice was expanded by penicillin therapy and the 

introduction of blood transfusions. On the other hand, a scarcity of resources led to the 

reduced use of sterile equipment such as gowns, gloves, masks and caps during minor 

 
44 Hjort, E. F. (1954). Abdominale krigsskader – Erfaringer fra Det norske feltsykehus i Korea. Tidsskrift for 
Den Norske Lægeforening, Vol. 74 (19), 611–616. 
45 Skogrand, K. (1994). Norge og Koreaspørsmålet 1945–1953. Master’s thesis. Oslo: Universitetet i Oslo, p. 2. 
46 Ibid., pp. 145–195. 
47 Ibid., p. 155. 
48 Ibid., p. 193. 
49 Brunk, Q. (1997). Op. cit., pp. 229, 217–236. 
50 Sarnecky, M. T. (2001). Army Nurse in ‘The Forgotten War’. American Journal of Nursing, 101(11), 45–49. 
51 Sarnecky, M. T. (1999). A History of the U.S. Army Nurse Corps. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania 
Press, pp. 279–320. 
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surgery. The demobilisation of trained nurses after the Second World War led to the use of 

enlisted men to do the nurses’ tasks without their having had previous training. These enlisted 

men were supervised and taught by nurses.52 Sarnecky does not refer to Norway among the 

countries that provided health care during the Korean War.53  

 

All three Scandinavian countries participated by providing health care. Denmark contributed 

the hospital ship Jutlandia, and Sweden contributed an evacuation hospital in Pusan. The 

Danish and Swedish hospitals were both civilian Red Cross hospitals and were located far 

from the front. Both hospitals had to achieve a balance between humanitarian and military 

objectives in order to remain Red Cross hospitals.54 Norway’s contribution was of a different 

character: it was a frontline hospital and, as such, it was the equivalent of the US MASHes. It 

was an independent Norwegian unit but militarily subject to the Eighth US Army of Korea 

(EUSAK).55 

 

 

 

 
Norwegian nurses visiting Danish nurses at the Danish hospital ship Jutlandia 

Reproduced with the kind permission of Rigmor Bye Brochman

 
52 Ibid., pp. 305–306. 
53 Ibid., p. 317. 
54 Midtgaard, K. K. N. (2003). Historien om hospitalskibet Jutlandia. Siden Saxo, 4, 16–25. 
Midtgaard, K. K. N. (2001). Jutlandia-ekspedition. Tilblivelse og virke 1950–53. København: DUPI. 
Östberg, S. Su-gun. (2014). The Swedish Red Cross Hospital in Busan 1950–1958: A Study of Its Transition 
from a Military to a Civilian Hospital. Korean Journal, 54(1), 133–-156. This article is a shortened version of 
Östberg’s thesis: Svenska Röda Korset-sjukhuset i Pusan 1950-58. Kandidatuppsats i koreanska, Stockholm: 
Stockholms universitet (2012). http://koreanska.se/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Svenska-sjukhuset-i-Pusan-
1950-58-Sigfrid-Östberg-1.pdf 
55 Paus, B. (ed.). (1955). Op. cit., pp. 27–28. 
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In the article by Deborah L. Hallquist, she discusses the expansion of nursing practice and the 

use of operating room technicians in the role of scrub nurse assisting the surgeon. A 

distinctive change also occurred with regard to where nurses were able to serve. The mobility 

of the field hospitals brought the hospitals closer to the battlefield, and nurses therefore came 

closer to combat than had been common in previous wars. The shortage of trained theatre 

nurses was the main reason for operating room technicians (ORTs) being used in the role of 

scrub nurse in the operating team.56  

 

John Patrick Apel’s PhD dissertation discusses a US MASH from the first half of the Korean 

War. In this period there was a rapid turnover in US MASHes. A shortage of personnel 

trained in military medicine and military ways was characteristic of US MASHes. Innovations 

in surgery, the treatment of shock, after loss of blood, helicopter evacuation and the use of 

antibiotics featured in the medical work. Apel does not discuss nursing practice, but nurses 

are highly present in his dissertation, living the same war as the doctors and working with 

them in the operation theatre. Apel’s own father, Otto F. Apel, Jr., is one of his informants, 

and he has included an appendix with cases on the treatment of vascular injuries that comes 

from his father.57  

 

Albert Cowdry in his article discusses the real MASH vs the sitcom M*A*S*H.58 The general 

perception of a MASH and the Korean War has been formed by the situation comedy 

M*A*S*H based on Richard Hooker’s novel from 1968.59 Although there are similarities, 

Cowdry draws a picture of the real MASH as a highly sophisticated hospital that went 

through many changes. The nurses’ role at the MASHes is not highlighted, however. 

 

Several articles have been written about developments in MASH, such as medical evacuation 

by helicopter and medical advancements during the war. Although these articles do not relate 

 
56 Hallquist, D. L. (2005). Development in the RN first assistant role during the Korean War. AORN Journal, 
82(4), 644–647. 
57 Apel, J. P. (1998). A Window of Opportunity: A History of the Mobile Army Surgical Hospital in the First Half 
of the Korean War. PhD Dissertation. Hattiesburg: University of Southern Mississippi. 
58 Cowdry, A. E. (1985). MASH vs M*A*S*H: The Mobile Army Surgical Hospital. Medical Heritage Jan/Feb, 
1(1), 4–11. 
59 Hooker, R. (1968). MASH: A Novel About Three Army Doctors. New York: HarperCollinsPublishers. 
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to nursing, they do document the shortages of nurses and make us aware that nurses are also 

part of the medical history of the Korean War.60 

 

UN and Red Cross health care during the Korean War consisted of not only frontline hospitals 

such as the MASHes, but also medics in pre-hospital treatment, as well as evacuation 

hospitals, hospital ships and the work of flight nurses. Studies have been conducted on 

nursing on hospital ships and in evacuation hospitals behind the front.61

 
60 Marble, S. (2014). Forward Surgery and Combat Hospitals: The Origins of the MASH. Journal of the History 
of Medicine, 69, 68–100. https://doi.org/10.1093/jhmas/jrs032 King, B. and Jatoi, I. (2005). The Mobile Army 
Surgical Hospital (MASH): A Military and Surgical Legacy. Journal of the National Medical Association, 97(5), 
648–656. Woodard, Scott C. (2003). The Story of the Mobile Army Surgical Hospital. Military Medicine, 168, 
503–513. Driscoll, Robert S. (2001). U.S. Army Medical Helicopters in the Korean War. Military Medicine, 
166(April), 290–296. Anderton, G. (1953). The Birth of the British Commonwealth Division, Korea. Journal of 
the Royal Army Medical Corps, 99(2), 43–54. 
61 Dahl, M. (2015). Moving Forward: Australian flight nurses in the Korean War. In: Brooks, J. and Hallett, Chr. 
E. (ed.) One Hundred Years of Wartime Nursing Practices, 1854–1953, pp. 254–277. Cowdrey, A. E. (2005). 
The Medics’ War. Honolulu: University Press of the Pacific. Taylor, E. (2001). Ibid. Omori, F-. (2000). Quiet 
Heroes. Navy Nurses of the Korean War 1950–1953. Far East Command. St. Paul, MN: Smith House Press. 
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2 Theoretical framework 
 
2.1 Norwegian Nursing Traditions 
 

In order to explore the efforts of Norwegian nurses at NORMASH and analyse the impact of 

their mission afterwards, this chapter will present a theoretical framework based upon both 

Norwegian and international professional nursing traditions. Historical research is inductive, 

and theoretical perspectives are described as empirical data that either supports or undermines 

the hypothesis.62 In this dissertation, the hypothesis is that the efforts of the nurses during the 

Korean War led to changes in clinical practice in Norwegian nursing and theatre nursing. 

 

The discipline of nursing has a long tradition, both nationally and internationally. Scholarly 

hospital nursing in Norway dates to 1868, when the deaconess Cathinka Guldberg established 

the first training for nurses at Diakonissehuset in Norway. This training for nurses had its 

roots in the Deaconess Institue of Kaiserwerth, , and links to the Florence Nightingale training 

model.63 The education of nurses at Diakonissehuset was the sole education for nurses in 

Norway for almost thirty years, until humanitarian organisations such as the Red Cross and 

the Norwegian Women’s Public Health Association and municipal hospitals began educating 

nurses in the last decade of the 19th century.64 Norwegian nursing education was 

internationally oriented in terms of both nursing knowledge and the leading of nursing, with 

teachers and leaders often being educated abroad, as in the case of Marie Joys, who was 

educated as a nurse and trained as a theatre nurse in Berlin in 1892–1897, and Camilla Struve, 

who was educated as a nurse in Edinburgh in 1896–1899.65  

 

While the function of taking care of the sick and injured has always been performed, and the 

history of skilled nursing dates back at least 150 years in Norway, internationally the history 

of nursing may date as far back as the 17th century in Southern Europe.66 Through these years 

 
62 Myhre, J. E. (2014). Historie. En introduksjon til grunnlagsproblemer. Oslo: Pax Forlag A/S, pp. 14–15. 
63 Nissen, R. (2000) [1877]. Lærebog i Sygepleie. Oslo: Gyldendal Akademiske, pp. preface, 26, 96–97. 
64 Mathisen, J. (2006). Sykepleiehistorie, 2. utgave. [Nursing history] Oslo: Gyldendal Norsk Forlag AS, pp. 
124–131. 
65 Joys, M. (1948). Erindringer. Oslo: Forlaget av Cammermeyers Boghandel. Melby, K. (1990). Kall og kamp - 
Norsk Sykepleierforbunds historie. Oslo: J.W. Cappelens Forlag A.S., pp. 29–31. 
66 Jones, C. (1989). The Charitable Imperative: Hospitals and Nursing in Ancient Rome and Revolutionary 
France. London/New York: Routledge, pp.113–117. 
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of effort, nursing knowledge and clinical practice evolved and several professional traditions 

in nursing, which include both the clinical practice and the knowledge that professional 

nursing are based upon, also grew. In this dissertation, professional nursing traditions are 

understood as knowledge that is developed over time and expressed in clinical practice as 

perspectives, competences and principles, nursing efforts and nursing techniques, and which 

is often assumed in nursing textbooks. 67   

 

Professional knowledge develops over time, and the history of nursing indicates that nursing 

has been important to the population and for individual security both in times of peace and 

when wars and epidemics strike, but this has not always been expressed clearly nor 

emphasised as significant.68 As today’s scientific knowledge is reckoned as being on a higher 

level of the scale than experience-based knowledge, yesterday’s practice is often seen as old-

fashioned and out of date; we are accustomed to understanding tradition as being in 

opposition to, and contrasted with, modernity.    

 

According to the philosopher Hans-Georg Gadamer, tradition and modernity are not opposed 

to each other but complementary of each other.69 We need to know traditions in order analyse 

the nursing practice of the past and identify changes; otherwise we are at the mercy of myth 

and cliché. At the same time as nursing was being established as a profession in Northern 

Europe, many myths grew up about nurses and their profession, which served to cast a veil 

over nursing as a field of knowledge and community service.70 If one examines how societal 

needs have driven the development of the nursing profession, the work of nurses in wars, 

epidemics and surgical treatment provide a realistic image of the importance of nursing in the 

context of new health challenges. 

 

Nurses did not leave many sources of which we know. The knowledge base has been 

perpetuated mainly through clinical practice. Therefore, in order to rediscover the traditions, 

one must explore nursing practice. Close study of practice and experience today makes 

significant contributions to our professional understanding and professional knowledge, as do 

 
67 Fause, Å. (2017). Om fagtradisjoner og sykepleiehistorie som forskningsfelt. In: Fause, Å. (ed.), Glimt fra 
sykepleiefagets historie. Bergen: Fagbokforlaget, pp. 17–23. Mathisen, J. (2012). Op. cit. Boschma, G., 
Davidson, L. and Bonnifacio, N. (2009). Op. cit. Adriansen, K. K. (2015). Op. cit. 
68 Fause, Å. (2017). Op. cit. 
69 Gadamer, H-G. (2010). Sannhet og metode. Oslo: Pax Forlag A/S, pp. 318–319. 
70 Fause, Å. (2017). Op. cit. 
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historical analyses. Exploring nursing practice, whether in a Norwegian hospital or at 

NORMASH, is vital in order to highlight the knowledge base in its continuity and change and 

its strong roots in a centuries-old tradition. By exploring what the nurses did at NORMASH, 

how they dealt with challenges that occurred there and how nursing practice developed or 

changed after the Korean War, one may find that some things are antiquated and dismissed 

them as not being good practice, while other things are kept and new knowledge is 

incorporated and continued.71   

Historical research is inductive, and a historical theory can be described as empirical data that 

provides a summary description of a historical course.72 In this dissertation, three nursing 

traditions will be highlighted within the systematic work and syntheses of the empirical data.73 

The first is nursing leadership in hospitals, the second is cooperation and interaction between 

nursing and medicine and the last is wartime nursing.   

  

2.1.1 Nursing leadership in hospitals 
 
In Norway, nursing became an independent discipline with its own leaders at all levels in the 

latter part of the 19th century. Over the next hundred years, nurses in Norway held leading 

positions and, together with their superiors, they were responsible for the operation of the 

wards.74 

 

Running a hospital has always required the management of personnel and patient logistics 

along with the nursing staff required to take care of the patients and the equipment needed to 

do so. Educating leaders was a priority for the NNA. As early as 1925, the NNA’s 

Postgraduate School of Nursing (Fortsettelsesskolen) offered courses in administration and 

the teaching of nurses.75 According to nurse historian Sigrun Hvalvik, the idea was to increase 

the competence of nurses in charge, such as matrons and head nurses, so that they could lead 

their own “discipline, teaching and public health work” (translated by JTL).76 The principle 

 
71 Gadamer, H-G. (2010). Op. cit., pp. 318–322. 
72 Sejersted, Francis. (1993). En teori om de økonomiske og teknologiske utvikling i Norge i det 19. århundre. 
In: Demokratisk kapitalisme. Oslo: Universitetsforlaget AS, pp. 47–106. 
73 Kaldal, I. (2003). Historisk forskning, forståing og forteljing. Oslo: Det Norske Samlaget, p. 130. 
74 Austgard, K. and Hovland, B-. (2017). Rikke Nissen. I kamp og kjærlighet. Oslo: Verbum Forlang, pp. 130–
131. Elstad, I. (2014). Sjukepleietenking. Oslo: Gyldendal Akademisk, p. 178. The principles whereby nurses are 
leaders of their own discipline changed during the 1990s.  
75 Melby, K. (1990). Kall og kamp. J.W. Cappelens Forlag A.S., pp. 90–97. 
76 Hvalvik, Si.. (2005). Bergljot Larsson og den moderne sykepleien. Oslo: Akribe, p. 251. 
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of having educated nurses as leaders of their own discipline and administrators of hospitals’ 

daily nursing, and in charge of the teaching of nurses, was highly esteemed.77 

 

According sociologist Torunn Hamran’s study of a hospital’s nursing culture, running a 

hospital requires skills in both administration and nursing practice. The nurse(s) in charge, 

such as the matron and head nurse, must have an overview of the department(s) and of each 

patient. Routines must be established to provide personal knowledge of the individual 

patients. Food needs to be distributed and caring must be planned for each patient in 

accordance with professional nursing standards.78  

 

Marie Joys is an example of a head nurse from the beginning of the twentieth century who 

adhered to the Norwegian tradition of leading and managing nursing. Every other year she 

would travel abroad to study new surgical techniques, technological inventions and 

constructions of operating theatres and hospitals, knowledge which she later implemented in 

the nursing at Haukeland in Bergen. As she wrote in her memoir, “I had to keep up with the 

development in nursing, and there was always much to see and to learn” (translated by JTL).79 

 

Running a hospital has always required the administration of personnel and of patient 

logistics and of the nursing staff required to take care of patients and the equipment needed to 

do so. With the advent of the modern hospital, the leading nurse, either the head nurse or the 

matron, was in a prominent and powerful position, not only as the individual in charge of the 

hospital’s nursing resources and logistics, but also as a close partner of the head doctor. The 

principle whereby nurses are the leaders in their own profession and the administrators of the 

hospital’s daily nursing, and thus its operation, has been maintained.80  

 

 
 
 

 
77 Sykepleien. (1950). Oversøsteransettelsen ved Rikshospitalet, Kirurgisk avdeling b. Tidsskriftet Sykepleien, 
Vol 37 (6), pp. 70-71. In 1950, the nurses from a surgical department at the National Hospital resigned when a 
nurse without an education in administration and teaching from the NNA’s College for Further Education was 
employed as head. 
78 Hamran, T. (1992). Pleiekulturen – en utfordring til den teknologiske tenkemåten. Oslo: Gyldendal Norsk 
Forlag A/S, pp. 52–53. 
79 Joys, M. (1948). Op. cit., pp. 74, 74–76. 
80 Martinsen, K. (1984). Op. cit., p. 181. Andrea, A. (1926). Innledning. In: Grøn, Kr. and Widerøe, S. Lærebok i 
sykepleien. Oslo: H. Aschehoug & Co. (W. Nygaard), pp. 1–9. 
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2.1.2 Interaction and cooperation between nursing and medicine in theatre nursing 
 

As mentioned above, skilled European nursing has been around a lot longer than clinical 

medicine. According to historian Colin Jones, Catholic nursing communities in the early 17th 

century functioned as independent medical practitioners.81 When doctors first appeared in 

hospitals, nurses had already been there for a long time. There were no sharp boundaries 

between caring (nursing) and curing (medical treatment), and sometimes good nursing was all 

that could be prescribed by a physician.82 Nurses were leading and running hospitals long 

before clinical medicine appeared in hospitals; they were not merely performing an assisting 

function for physicians. 

 

The discovery and use of anaesthesia in 1846 and Josephs Lister’s introduction of antiseptic 

in surgery in 1867 are the fundaments of modern surgery.83 The ability to master pain and 

prevent post-operative infection enabled surgeons to perform more complex surgical 

procedures and save the limbs and lives of patients.84 As modern surgery entered the 

bacteriological era, the discovery of the microorganisms that cause disease permitted the 

development of a deeper understanding of how to prevent contagious disease and how to cure 

it. 

 

Following the advent of modern surgery in the 1870s and the bacteriological era in the 1880s, 

nursing knowledge took on a new dimension of medical knowledge that expanded their 

nursing role. Nurses were given a new function in hospital whereby their responsibility was 

expanded and they assumed the new role of theatre nurse. Trained nurses had a key role in the 

development of modern surgery.85 As nurses had learnt and were practising hygiene skills 

before Lister published his antiseptic method in 1867, nurses were given responsibility for 

providing antiseptic equipment and made responsible for the operation theatre environment. 

From the 1890s, this responsibility evolved into providing aseptic equipment and ensuring 

 
81 Jones, C. (1989). The Charitable Imperative: Hospitals and Nursing in Ancient Rome and Revolutionary 
France. London/New York: Routledge, pp.113–117. 
82 Mathisen, J. (2006). Op. cit., p. 41. 
83 Snow, S. J. (2018). Surgery and Anaesthesia: Revolutions in Practice. In: Schlich, T. (ed.) The Palgrave 
Handbook of the History of Surgery. London: Palgrave Macmillan UK, pp.195–214. https://doi.org/10.1057/978-
1-349-95260-1_10 Fitzharris, L. (2017). The Butchering Art. London: Penguin Random House UK. 
84 Wall, R. and Hallett, Chr. E. (2018). Nursing and Surgery: Professionalisation, Education and Innovation. In: 
Schlich, Thomas (ed.) The Palgrave Handbook of the History of Surgery. London: Palgrave Macmillan UK, pp. 
153, 153–174. https://doi.org/10.1057/978-1-349-95260-1_8  
85 Martinsen, K. (1984). Freidige og uforsagte diakonisser. Oslo: Aschehoug/Tanum-Norli, pp. 152–153. 
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that the operation theatre environment was aseptic.86 The medical success brought about by 

the opportunity to prevent infection required nurses who not only understood how to maintain 

aseptic environments during surgical interventions87 but who also understood the vulnerability 

of human beings undergoing surgery and were able to care for them at this time when the 

body could no longer maintain its self-regulation and preservation, and who also had 

knowledge of anatomy, pathology and pathophysiology.88  

 

After preoperative preparation of the patient for surgery and the provisioning of sterile 

instruments and linen for use during surgery, there was teamwork with the surgeon. Theatre 

nurses trained to care for the patient during an operation and to assist surgeons during surgical 

interventions.89 Assisting a surgeon during a surgical intervention was an active role, not a 

spectator role. The theatre nurse had to know every instrument and the operative procedure in 

order to take part as an assistant. In the teamwork between surgeon and theatre nurse, they 

were supposed to be like “one thinking organism” (quotation translated by JTL).90 

 

Observing the sick and analysing and identifying changes in their condition and acting upon 

these are practical skills and are considered the most crucial feature of nursing.91 Surgical 

patients require attentive post-operative nursing and continuous nursing observation. 

Observing and monitoring patients in order to report to the physician and implement nursing 

intervention were important skills, as it was the nurses who cared for patients around the 

clock.92 

 

With the growth in the number of operations, it wasn’t possible for surgical nurses to maintain 

both pre- and post-operative patient responsibility. Beginning in 1920, nursing in the 

operation theatre was mostly separated from other types of nursing on surgical wards and 

 
86 Lockertsen, J.-Th. (2009). Op. cit. Joys, M. (1947). Erindringer. Oslo: Calmeyers Boghandel. 
87 Waage, H. R. (1906). Lærebok i sykepleie (4th edition). Kristiania: H. Aschehoug & Co, p. 203. 
88 Wall, R. and Hallett, Ch. E. (2018). Nursing and Surgery: Professionalisation, Education and Innovation. In: 
Schlich, T. (ed.). The Palgrave Handbook of the History of Surgery. London: Palgrave Macmillian, pp. 153–174. 
https://doi.org/10.1057/978-1-349-95260-1_8 Schlich, T. (2018). Introduction: What is Special about the History 
of Surgery? In: Schlich, T. (ed.) The Palgrave Handbook of the History of Surgery. London: Palgrave 
Macmillian, pp. 1–24. https://doi.org/10.1057/978-1-349-95260-1_1 
89 Joys, M. (1948). Erindringer. Oslo: Cammermeyers Boghandel, p. 40. 
90 Widerøe, S. (1926). Op. cit., pp. 113, 112–113. 
91 Nissen, R. (2000) [1877]. Op. cit., pp. 189–190. (Nissen quotes Florence Nightingale and Marie Simon on 
observations.) Nightingale, F. (1997). Notater om sykepleien. Oslo: Universitetsforlaget, pp. 149–169 
92 Nissen, R. (2000) [1877]. Op. cit., pp. 188–196. Helmstadter, C. (2020). Beyond Nightingale. Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, p.120. 
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theatre nursing became a speciality in nursing with internal training at the hospital. Theatre 

nurses were all cross-trained in anaesthesia. Although the nursing speciality was called theatre 

nursing, theatre nurses were both theatre nurses and nurse anaesthetists.93  

 

Florence Nightingale’s team of nurses at Scutari Hospital in 1854 during the Crimean War 

(1853–1856) are known to have improved sanitary conditions and thus reduced mortality 

within the cholera-infested army. Lesser known is that the nurses performed rather advanced 

nursing and most of them were highly competent clinical nurses skilled in hospital and 

surgical nursing.94 

 

The Norwegian deaconess Rikke Nissen wrote the first textbook on nursing in 1877.95 In this 

textbook, Nissen states that the aim is to provide theoretical and practical training in nursing 

that would make nurses complete nurses and not half physicians.96 Nursing was an 

independent discipline and complementary to that of the physician.97   

 

We find the functionality and architecture of the operating theatre first articulated by 

Nightingale. The operating theatre should ideally be in a separate location but with easy 

access from other wards, and preferably with a recovery room for patients who have been 

newly operated on. It should be oriented so as to be well illuminated by the sun but so as not 

to get too hot.98 In addition, an operating theatre needed to be easy to clean and disinfect and 

should be free of unnecessary equipment.99 

 

 

 
93 Backer-Grøndahl, N. (1926). Narkose og pleie av operationspatienter. Oslo: Grøndahl & Søns Boktrykkeri, p. 
4. Lockertsen, J.-Th. (2009). Op. cit. 
94 Helmstadter, C. (2020). Op. cit., pp. 61–79. Helmstadter, C. (2015). Class, gender and professional expertise: 
British military nursing in the Crimean War. In: Brooks, J. and Hallet. Ch. E. (eds) One Hundred Years of 
Wartime Nursing Practices, 1854-1953. Manchester: Manchester University Press, pp. 23–41. 
95 Her theoretical foundation was textbooks in nursing, such as Florence Nightingale’s Notes on Nursing, 
Florence Lees’ Handbuch für Krankenpflegerinnen and Marie Simon’s Die krankenpflege, theoretische and 
praktische Anweisungen, in addition to contemporary textbooks on medical science and midwifery.95  
96 Nissen, R. (2000) [1877]. Op. cit., pp. 19–21. 
97 Austgard, K. and Hovland, B. (2017). Op. cit., pp. 130–131. 
98 Florence N. (2012) [1863]. Notes on Hospital 3rd edition, p. 147. In: McDonald, L. (ed.) Collected Works of 
Florence Nightingale, 16. London: Wilfrid Laurier University Press. 
99 Widerøe, S. (1926). Om arbeidet på operasjonsstuen. In: Grøn, Kr. and Widerøe, S. (ed) Lærebok i sykepleien. 
Oslo: H. Aschehoug & Co. (W. Nygaard), p. 111. Marthinsen, M. and Hafner J. (1941). Arbeidet i 
operasjonsavdelingen. [Nursing at hte operation theatre] In: Jervell, A. (ed.) Lærebok for sykepleiersker Bind 1. 
Oslo: Fabritius og Sønners Forlag, p. 224. Lockertsen, Jan-Thore. (2009). Op. cit., pp. 29–30. 
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2.1.3 Wartime nursing 
 
Nursing in wartime is inextricably linked to the nurse Florence Nightingale and her brand of 

nursing in Scutari during the Crimean War (1853–1856). The tradition of wartime nursing 

depends on the country in question. In England and the US, both of which had been involved 

in overseas military campaigns and wars, the professional army nursing corps was established 

in 1901 in USA and 1902 in Great-Britain.100 Norway had no experience of war between the 

commencement of scholarly nursing in Norway and the Nazi occupation of Norway in 1940. 

Instead, Norwegian charitable organisations received government grants for educating nurses 

as part of Norwegian readiness in the event of catastrophe or war.101 Nurses who worked with 

the army in the years prior to 1940 were civilians and had no career opportunities in the 

armed forces. 

 

Nurses from the charitable organisations were not obliged to serve in conflict areas outside of 

Norway; the tradition of participating with surgical ambulances (field hospitals) in conflict 

areas where Norway was a neutral party nevertheless evolved. Between 1912 and 1940, 

Norwegian charitable organisations endowed four different humanitarian missions to conflict 

areas outside of Norway with ambulances.102 These ambulances were initially meant for the 

warring parties, and as the ambulances were neutral, both parties to the conflict were offered 

humanitarian aid. An important lesson learnt, however, was that an ambulance in war must 

also take responsibility for civilians and not only combatant soldiers.103 

 

Nurses’ first experience of war within Norway came with the occupation of Norway by Nazi 

Germany (9 April 1940 to 8 May 1945). Nurses in Norway experienced a total war that 

affected the whole of society, and not only in terms of supply shortages and worn-out 

equipment as a consequence of the occupation. Nazi Germany requisitioned wards in 

hospitals and sometimes entire hospitals for their own use.104 Nurses continued serving in the 

 
100 Sarnecky, M. T. (1999). Op. cit., p. 50. 
Taylor, E. (2001). Wartime Nurse. London: Robert Hale Limited. p. 55. 
101 Lockertsen, Fause and Hallett. (2020). The Norwegian Mobile Army Surgical Hospital in the Korean War 
(1951-1954): Military Hospital or Humanitarian “Sanctuary?” Nursing History Review, 28, 93–126. 
102 Ibid., p. 98 (The First Balkan War (1912–1913); The Finnish Civil War (27 January 1918 – 15 May 1918); 
the Second Italo-Ethiopian War (1935–1936); The Winter War between Finland and Soviet Union (30 
November 1939 – 13 March 1940). 
103 Ulland, G. (1936). Under Geneferkorset i Etiopia – Med den norske ambulanse. Oslo: H. Aschehoug & Co. 
(W. Nygaard), pp. 37–55. 
104 Fause, Å. (2002). Sykepleie under okkupasjonen. (bokforf.)  [Nursing during the occupation]Fause, Åshild 
and Micaelsen, Anne (ed). Et fag i kamp for livet. Sykepleiens historie i Norge. Bergen: Fagbokforlaget 
Vigmostad & Bjørke AS,  pp. 197–212. 
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requestioned wards and hospitals, caring for enemy soldiers as well as for civilians.105 

Epidemic diseases affected both enemy soldiers and civilians.106 Norwegian nurses were also 

familiar with the bloodier side of war, as civilian hospitals were bombed by the enemy107 and 

the nurses cared for civilian casualties of friendly fire by allies.108

 
105 Semb, G. (2012). Oral story. 
106 Svane, S. (2000). Hjelpeaksjonen under paratyfoid A-epidemien i Kirkenes 1943-44. Tidsskriftet Den Norske 
Legeforening, 120(30), 3688-92. (Edle Ruden, a nurse at NORMASH in contingent six (November 1953 to May 
1954), participated in this expediton of nurses and physicians travelling from Oslo to Kirkenes.) 
107 Karlsen, Aa. Sigrid Bugge – Organist og sykepleier. (Arkiv i Nordland.) (Bugge was head nurse at 
NORMASH contingent 5 from May to November 1953. 
108 Årdalsbakke, I. (2010). Oral story. 
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3 Sources and Methods 

 

This historical research project starts like all research projects by identifying disparate sources 

and an academic approach for selecting and establishing the reliability of sources.112 

Searching for significant sources and establishing the reliability of the sources found and then 

choosing which sources to use in historical research is a laborious, non-linear process.113 

Given the increasing digitalisation of sources and the use of oral sources, new sources can be 

found throughout the research process.114 

 

Sources can be categorised as primary and secondary sources. Primary sources include first-

hand accounts such as eyewitness testimony, written diaries, letters, reports, photos and 

autobiography, as well as oral sources.115 According to Norwegian historical research 

tradition, primary sources belong to two subcategories depending on their use. An eyewitness 

written account of an incident/happening is a beretning in Norwegian (the literal translation in 

English is “narrative” or “story”) and is treated as a primary source for the happening by the 

researcher. It may also have a function as a source that contextualises, in which case it is a 

levning in Norwegian (or, translated literally into English, a “remnant” or “artifact”).116 In 

addition to primary sources such as eyewitnesses and so on (beretning), textbooks and 

biographical lexica can serve as functional sources and be used as primary sources that 

contextualise (levning) nurses’ education and theatre nursing practice.117 

 

Secondary sources are sources built on primary sources or sources written about the subject. 

If the historical source of a secondary source is missing, the closest secondary source is 

 
112 Duffin, J. (2010). Sleuthing and Science: How to Research a Question in Medical History. In: Duffin, J. (ed.) 
History of Medicine: A Scandalously Short Introduction (2nd edition). Canada: University of Toronto Press, pp. 
428–447. 
113 Hvalvik, S. (2010). Historisk forskning og sykepleie. Klinisk Sygepleje, 24(4), 31–41. 
114 Andresen, A., Rosland, S., Ryymin, T. and Skålevåg, S. A. (2015). Å gripe fortida. Oslo: Det Norske 
Samlaget, pp. 43–62. Tosh, J. (2015). Op. cit., pp. 71–97. 
115 Kjeldstadi, K. (1999). Op. cit., pp. 177–178. Lewenson, S. B. (2008). Doing Historical Research. In: 
Lewenson and Herrmann (ed.) Capturing Nursing History. New York: Springer Publishing Company, pp. 25–
43. 
116 Hatlen, J. F. (2020). Historikerens kode. Oslo: Universitetsforlaget, p. 48. Kjeldstadli, K. (1999). Op. cit., pp. 
173–174. 
117 Melve, L. (2018). Kildekritikk – en kort historikk. In: Melve and Ryymin (ed.) Historikerens arbeidsmåter. 
Oslo: Universitetsforlaget, pp. 39, 35–43. 
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considered a primary source.118 Books of memoir may contain both primary and secondary 

material.119 And a categorisation as primary and secondary sources is complicated and cannot 

be fully accomplished.120   

 

Diverse sources have been used in this dissertation. Archival material, printed sources, oral 

sources, textbooks, contemporary periodicals, newspapers and photos are among the sources 

used. Following a review and evaluation of the sources chosen, I will provide a résumé of the 

methods I have used in my research. Source criticism (evaluation of sources), together with an 

interrogaton  of sources to establish reliability and the questions they can answer in relation to 

other sources, is a method in itself, but other methods – or approaches – have also been 

used.121 In historical research, the expression “method pluralism” is used. A strict and 

formalised method is not always used. Sometimes, as in this dissertation, several methods are 

used and combined in systematic work with the sources.122  

 

3.1 Positioning of myself as researcher  
 

There is a perquisite to the “nurse historian”, the historian is a nurse and knows the tools of 

the nursing trade in one of its many disciplines. I am a registered nurse specialised in theatre 

nursing: a theatre nurse. My background will always be with me, so the question will always 

be raised as to whether I can maintain a critical distance from theatre nursing at NORMASH 

in order to analyse practice. But my background in the tradition of Norwegian theatre nursing 

can be an advantage.123 No Norwegian studies of nursing practice at NORMASH have ever 

been carried out, and there is little written material that we know by Norwegian nurses about 

their nursing practice during the Korean War. When exploring nursing practice in general, 

one finds oneself in the same position as other nurse historians: if you look carefully enough, 

you will find signs of practice,124 although at times finding sources may require a mix of 

sleuthing and science. Practice itself is often passed along through the demonstration of 

 
118 Kjeldstadli, K. (1999). Op. cit., p. 178. 
119 Examples will be given in the review of the secondary sources used in this dissertation. 
120 Tosh, J. (2015). The Pursuit of History (6th edition). New York: Routledge, p. 74. 
121 Kaldal, I. (2003). Op. cit., p. 31. Sandmo, E. (2015). Tid for historie. Oslo: Universitetsforlaget, p. 124. 
122 Andresen, A. et al. (2015). Op. cit., p. 118. Melve, L. and Ryymin, T. (2018). Op. cit., p. 29. 
123 Gadamer, H-G. (2003) [1953]. Op. cit., pp. 10–11. 
124 Hallett, Ch. E. (2017). Nurses of Passchendaele. Barnsley: Pen & Sword History, p. XV. Boschma, G., Scaia, 
M-, Bonifacio, N. and Roberts, E.. (2008). Oral History Research. In: Lewenson and Herrmann (ed.) Capturing 
Nursing History. New York: Springer, pp. 79, 83, 79–98. 
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procedures.125 We can write about practice and we can demonstrate practical knowledge with 

our hands, but we cannot write practice.126   

 

How then can the nursing perspective be addressed in research? Philosopher Jakob Meløe 

addresses the question of how to understand what an actor is doing by using the analogy of 

observing a game of chess. Our understanding of what the actors are doing in the game 

presupposes an understanding of the rules of the game and concepts such as king, queen and 

bishop and how these pieces can be moved around on the board. This creates a community of 

practice with the actors (players) and helps us understand what they are doing. If we write 

down the chess moves and analyse them, we can learn more and sharpen our observation of 

what’s happening in the community of practice.127 Being a registered nurse and theatre nurse 

can be a gateway to identifying clinical nursing and theatre nursing practice in the empirical 

data from the different sources used, but it also requires being open to having a limited 

understanding and an openness for others’ experiences.128 

 

3.2 Primary Sources Used 
 

The archive for NORMASH is Forsvarets sanitet, RAFA-3422 Det norske feltsykehuset i 

Korea (RAFA-3422 The Norwegian Army’s Medical Services: The Norwegian Field Hospital 

in Korea), which has been an important source.129 The archive contains correspondence and 

case documents regarding the establishment and organisation of the field hospital in Korea. At 

the end of every month, reports on the daily operations of the hospital were provided from 

both the medical chief, who was also the hospital chief, and the administration officer, who 

was the military chief. Instructions for the head nurse at NORMASH can be found together 

with the curriculum for the training of orderlies, which shows the heavy work that nurses did 

to be ready for rushes and to make the hospital operational. The need for educated and trained 

nurses to make the hospital function is emphasised throughout the period of 1951 to 1954. 

The reports include the care of Korean civilians as well as operations at civilian hospitals in 

Seoul when it was quiet at the front and nursing outreach following the armistice of July 

1953. Reports from the administration officer, who was a military chief, relate to military 

 
125 Kjeldstadli, K. (1999). Ibid, p. 194. 
126 Elstad, I. (2014). Ibid, p. 209. 
127 Meløe, J. (1983). Om å se. Unpublished. http://www.jakobmeloe.com/publications/  
128 Gadamer, H-G. (2010). Sannhet og metode. Pax Forlag A/S, pp. 338–345. 
129 Part of the material is clauses. The clauses material is not connected to nursing. 
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matters such as military readiness, morale and discipline and the daily running of the 

supporting departments of the hospital.  

 

There are three reports from nurses in the archive. Ruth Andresen, matron-in-chief for the 

Norwegian Army Medical Services, also served as Head Nurse of the hospital in contingent 

three (May to November 1952). Her report is concerned with the daily operation of the 

nursing service. Andresen addresses changeover of staff, staffing plans, plans for the 

evacuation of the hospital and the Korean civilian patients at NORMASH. Most of the staff at 

NORMASH changed over at the same time, which lowered operativity for a period. Whereas 

the nurses were well qualified, the orderlies lacked basic nursing knowledge. NORMASH 

was too permanent to be called “mobile”, and evacuation had revealed deficiencies. Latrines 

were not established on the first day, which was a hygienic problem, and boxes with 

equipment for the holding and post-operative wards were insufficiently labelled.127 

 

The leading theatre nurse in the operation theatre, Harda Hartvigsen, served at NORMASH in 

contingent two (November 1951 to May 1952). The nursing of and work among Korean 

civilians is the subject of her report. She provides an overview of Korea’s history and plans 

for a university college to reconstruct Korea’s own health-care system after the war. 

Hartvigsen describes the rescue chain from the front, including the administration of medical 

treatment of shock needed before admission at the MASH, as well as the value of early life-

saving surgery. Her work in the operation theatre brought her into contact with soldiers who 

were anxious about their future and about their comrades, and POWs without any knowledge 

of English. Anxiety over disease, pain, the future and operations were emotions she was well 

accustomed to as a theatre nurse back home. Hartvigsen also tells us about napalm bombing 

and accidents with petrol, and about the time-consuming task of debriding and cleaning 

burns.128  

 

Head Nurse Inga Stamnes Heide served as leading theatre nurse in the operation theatre in 

contingent six (November 1953 to May 1954) before serving as Head Nurse for the whole 

 
127 Andresen, R. (1952). Noen bemerkninger fra Oversøster ved Nor MASH, angaaende: ____ (Some remarks 
from the head nurse at NORMASH regarding: ____). Riksarkivet (National Archives of Norway) RAFA-3422. 
Oslo: Forsvarets sanitet. 
128Hartvigsen, H. (1954). Det norske feltsykehuset i Korea og dets arbeid blandt sivilbefolkningen (The 
Norwegian field hospital in Korea and its work among the civilian population). Riksarkivet (National Archives 
of Norway) RAFA-3422. Oslo: Forsvarets sanitet. 
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hospital in contingent seven until NORMASH closed down in November 1954. Heide 

analyses the nursing competence needed for every department at NORMASH. Being a good 

nurse in a regular hospital does not mean that you will be a good nurse in a field hospital. She 

recommends that anti-militarists not serve at a military field hospital.129 She also points out 

the hidden work of nurses, such as organising the emptying of latrines, washing cutlery and 

the economic utilisation of food and hospital equipment, before going on to describe a 

workday as head nurse and the importance of having first-hand knowledge of patient flow at 

the hospital and available resources in order to plan patient care. Heide does not comment on 

any particular episodes at NORMASH, and her report can also be viewed as a letter 

describing her suggestions for how the nursing service at a field hospital should be organised 

based on her experiences after a year in leading positions at NORMASH.130 

 

There are also letters of a more informal character from nurses to “Dear Sister Ruth” (Matron-

in-Chief Major Ruth Andresen), who had her office and working place in Oslo, Norway.131 

Nurses wrote to her about their daily life at NORMASH and their happiness and worries 

there. They wrote about how happy they were to be able to help Chinese POWs and to speak 

the Chinese language again,132 about plans to go to the US on their way home in order to 

study and observe American nursing133 and about organising aid for children,134 as well as to 

say thank you for a Christmas gift and express their concern at the many cases of tuberculosis 

in the samples analysed in the laboratory.135 The letters do not use a professional or military 

title: they were written to “Sister Ruth”. 

 

Privatarkiv Rannei og Gotfred Rekkebo (Private Archive of Rannei and Gotfred Rekkebo) is 

the only known private archive of a nurse who served at NORMASH. Rekkebo was educated 

 
129 During I. H.  Stamnes’s period as head nurse at NORMASH, some nurses refused to attend roll call after 
night duty – see Lockertsen, Fause and Hallett. (2020). Op. cit.  
130 Heide, I. S. (1955). Brev/rapport fra Søster Inga Heide til Sjefssøster Andressen (sic!) FSAN, av 15 mai 1955 
(Letter/report from Sister Inga Heide to Matron-in-Chief Andressen (sic!) FSAN of 15 May 1955). Riksarkivet 
(National Archives of Norway) RAFA-3422. Oslo: Forsvarets sanitet. 
131 The previously mentioned period when the matron-in-chief served as Head Nurse for NORMASH was 
Andresen’s only visit to Korea and NORMASH.  
132 Haarvik, O. (1951). Brev til Søster Ruth av 29 september (Letter to Sister Ruth of 29 September). Riksarkivet 
(National Archives of Norway) RAFA-3422. Oslo: Forsvarets sanitet. 
133 Western, G. (1951) Brev til Søster Ruth av 13 september (Letter to Sister Ruth of 13 September). Riksarkivet 
(National Archives of Norway) RAFA-3422. Oslo: Forsvarets sanitet. 
134 Nilssen, E. (1953). Brev til sjefssøster av 23 mars, Forsvarets sanitet (Letter to the Matron-in-Chief). 
Riksarkivet (National Archives of Norway) RAFA-3422. Oslo: Forsvarets sanitet.  
135 Stafsnes, I. (1953). Brev til Søster Ruth av 20 mars (Letter to Sister Ruth of 20 March). Riksarkivet (National 
Archives of Norway) RAFA-3422. Oslo: Forsvarets sanitet. 
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as a deacon in 1937 and registered as a nurse in 1948, when males were accepted as nurses in 

Norway. He served at NORMASH with contingent one (May to November 1951). For most 

of his life, Rekkebo kept a diary where he wrote four lines every day. The diary for the years 

1947 to 1951 contains descriptions of his stay in Korea. In addition, he made scrapbooks 

where he collected contemporary articles about his time at NORMASH.139 In 1955, Gotfred 

Rekkebo and his wife Rannei moved to South Korea, where they lived and worked actively 

until 1972, assisting in the reconstruction of South Korea’s health-care system after the 

Korean War. During “the Korea years” he kept in touch with some of the Korean civilians he 

had come to know during his stay at NORMASH.140 

 

Enquiries with the NRC and the Norwegian Army Medical Services, as well as the 

Norwegian Korean War Veterans Association, have not revealed any other documents that 

can shed light on Norwegian nursing during the Korean War. 

 

The official printed report Det norske feltsykehus i Korea “NORMASH” 1951-1954 has been 

an important source in this study as it provides the frameworks for the running of NORMASH 

and assisted with the search for other sources. The report is subtitled “Generell del” (“the 

General Part”) and was published as a 100-page pamphlet edited by Bernhard Paus. Paus 

served as a surgeon in contingent one (May to November 1951) and contingent five (May to 

November 1953) at NORMASH. He was serving as medical chief for the Norwegian Armed 

Forces Medical Services in 1955 when this report was published. In addition to this official 

report which has given us key figures, a more specific medical report was supposed to have 

been made. No such report has been found in any open sources or archive. If such a report 

was made, access may have been restricted. The official report contains no study of 

practice.141 The various parts of the official report about NORMASH were written 

contemporarily by participants who handled their own discipline. I have therefore counted the 

official report as a primary source.142   

 
139 Rekkebo, Go. (1951). 5-års dagbok 1947–1951 (Five-year diary 1947–1951). Private archive of Rannei and 
Gotfred Rekkebo. Ottestad: Migrasjonsmuseets arkiv. In 1955 G. Rekkebo and his wife Rannei moved to South 
Korea, where they lived and worked actively until 1972, assisting in the reconstruction of South Korea’s health-
care system after the Korean War. During “the Korea years” he kept in touch with some of the Korean civilians 
he had come to know during his stay at NORMASH. Eriksten, Eilev. (2005). Diakon Gotfred Rekkebo – 
heimføding og verdensborgar. Dalen: Prostidiakonatet i Vest-Telemark prosti. 
140 Eriksten, E. (2005). Diakon Gotfred Rekkebo – heimføding og verdensborgar. Dalen: Prostidiakonatet i Vest-
Telemark prosti. 
141 Paus, B. (ed.). (1955). Op. cit. 
142 Kjeldstadli, K. (1999). Fortida er ikke hva den en gang var (2nd edition). Oslo: Universitetsforlaget, pp. 177–
178. Tosh, J. (2015). The Pursuit of History (6th edition). New York: Routledge, pp. 74–75. 
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Oral sources are also a primary source of this thesis. While English textbooks on research and 

nursing research use the term “oral history”, Norwegian researchers tend to use the term “oral 

source”. Knut Kjeldstadli argues in his textbook introducing historical thinking and methods 

that “oral history” is not history, but people’s memories and stories as told in interviews.143 

My informants consisted of five nurses and one anaesthesiologist. The nurses were Gerd 

Semb, who served with contingent one (May to November 1951), Kari Roll Klepstad, who 

served with contingent six (November 1953 to May 1954), Inga Årdalsbakke, who also 

served with contingent six, and Margot Isaksen, also with contingent six, as well as Peder 

Klingsheim, a deacon and male nurse who served with contingent four (May to November 

1952). The anaesthesiologist was Bjørn Lind, who served with contingent three (May to 

November 1952) and contingent seven (May to November 1954). Of the nurses, only Margot 

Isaksen was a trained theatre nurse, but Inga Årdalsbakke also served in the operation theatre 

when needed due to workload or because the trained theatre nurses were exhausted. 

 

Other published Norwegian books used as primary sources include Fjellet med de fallende 

blomster by Lars Bakke Asbjørnsen. Asbjørnsen was chaplain and welfare officer at 

NORMASH in contingent two (November 1951 to May 1952). His book was published in 

1952, when NORMASH was still an active unit. As chaplain and welfare officer, he met 

patients from England, Canada and Australia in the capacity of counselor. Neither nurses nor 

nursing are themes, but Asbjørnsen provides a glimpse of important nursing practices, 

including the reception of nervous patients at pre-op and nurses containing patients’ 

emotional trauma.144 

 

Kaare Gulbransen participated in contingent one (May to November 1951). In his 

autobiography there is one chapter about his stay at NORMASH. Gulbransen’s picturesque 

story provides a snapshot in time of a Korea ravaged by war and of the hard work at 

NORMASH where nurses and surgeons worked day and night. Gulbransen participated in 

three different ambulances (Ethiopia 1936, Finland 1940 and NORMASH). Although it is not 

found in any official archive, a source for the documentary NORMASH. Det norske 

feltsykehuset i Korea 1951–1954 (see chapter 3.3 on secondary sources) says that he left 

 
143 Kjeldstadli, K. (1990). Op. cit., pp. 192–193. Grove, K. and Heiret, J. (2018). Å arbeide med munnlege 
kjelder. In: Melve and Ryymin (ed.) Historikerenes arbeidsmåter. Oslo: Universitetsforlaget, pp. 123, 122–147. 
144 Asbjørnsen, L. B. (1952). Fjellet med de fallende blomster. Oslo: Forlaget Land og Kirke, pp. 12–13. 
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NORMASH in protest when its administration was transferred from the Red Cross to the 

Norwegian Army Medical Services.145 

 

“Norsk feltsykehus i Korea” is a chapter in Ruth Andresen’s book Fra norsk sanitets historie. 

Andresen was matron-in-chief in the Norwegian Armed Forces Medical Services from 1946 

to 1976 and served as head nurse at NORMASH with contingent three (May to November 

1952). After her retirement from the army, she wrote a history of women’s efforts in military 

nursing. Her history is valuable for its details on how Norwegian nurses started educating 

Korean nurses and on the Norwegian nurses’ outreach practice that started caring for Korean 

civilians in their homes.146  

 

Koreasoldat 1953 by Per Øverland contains travel letters to the newspaper Romsdals 

Budstikke and to Øverland’s parents during his time as an orderly at NORMASH with 

contingent five (May to November 1953). This autobiography also includes a section with 

Øverland’s letters to his son beginning in 1990. According to Øverland, this is a book of 

letters that reflect his service in Korea as it happened and his reflections nearly 40 years 

afterwards.147  

 

A chapter in the autobiography of former orderly Olav Sandvik is titled “Norwegian Mobile 

Army Surgical Hospital – NorMASH”. Sandvik was studying veterinary medicine when he 

volunteered as a guard soldier at NORMASH, where he served with contingent two 

(November 1951 to May 1952). He worked primarily as an orderly and aided in the operation 

theatre at NORMASH. He had taken courses in veterinarian surgery and understood the 

principles of aseptic and antiseptic procedures. Insight into theatre nursing practice is 

provided in his accounts of tasks that the theatre nurses taught him. One detail he gives in his 

narrative is that it had been necessary for him to get accustomed to the patients’ physical and 

mental trauma brought about by the war.148  

 

 
145 Gulbransen, K. (1956). Stille ved den 38. breddegrad. Gull og grønne skoger. Bergen: J. W. Eides Forlag, pp. 
392–403. 
146 Andresen, R. (1986). Fra norsk sanitets historie: Kvinners innsats i militær sykepleie. NKS-Forlaget, pp. 
103–108. 
147 Øverland, Per. (2008). Koreasoldat 1953. Trondheim: Forlag 90936 Per Øverland. 
148 Sandvik, O. (2012). Skjebnespill. Fra Kvinnherad til veterinærvesenets innside. Oslo: Norsk 
Veterinærhistorisk Selskap, pp. 56, 49–62.        
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In 1960, Athene Forlag published a two-volume encyclopaedia, Norske sykepleiere, Bind 1 og 

2, with biographical information on the majority of Norwegian nurses. This work was 

accomplished with the assistance of the Norwegian Nursing Association and the various 

Norwegian educational institutions for nursing. It was endorsed by the NNA before 

publication. The nurses contributed information themselves. Using this encyclopaedia, it is 

possible to map the education, work experience and study and stays abroad up to 1960 for 

almost every nurse who served at NORMASH.149 Since the nurses themselves provided all 

the information on education and nursing practice, I regard this encyclopaedia as a primary 

source. 

 

Nursing textbooks that were used between 1920 and 1967 are used as primary sources levning 

in this study.150 Textbooks are normative and give insights into basic knowledge for theatre 

nurses and what shaped theatre nurses’ professional culture.151 In the period studied here, the 

same textbooks were used for training nurses and for training theatre nurses. The theoretical 

foundation for practice for theatre nurses was the same as that for nurses without training in 

theatre nursing. The main difference is the practical knowledge acquired through the specific 

training for theatre nurses. The textbooks contextualise the nursing practice at NORMASH in 

Korea and during the years afterwards.152 The textbooks used for this dissertation are Lærebok 

i Sykepleien from 1926153 and Lærebok for sykepleiersker from 1941 and its revised edition of 

1951154 and the third edition of Lærebok for sykepleiere from 1962.155  

 

The periodical of the Norwegian Nursing Association (NNA), Tidsskriftet Sykepleien, for the 

years 1951 to 1970 has been examined for articles related to the mission in Korea with 

NORMASH (1951–1954) and the National Medical Center (Det Skandinaviske 

 
149 Straume, J. B. (ed.). (1960). Norske sykepleiere, volumes I and II. Oslo: Athene Forlag. 
150 Fause, Å. (2017). Op. cit., p. 22. 
151 Mathisen, J. (2012). Teoriundervisning i sykepleiefagets pionertid. Sykepleien Forskning, 2(7), 142–150. 
Boschma, G., Davidson, L. and Bonnifacio, N. (2009). Bertha Harmer’s 1922 textbook – The Principles and 
Practice of Nursing: clinical nursing from an historical perspective. Journal of Clinical Nursing, 18, 2684–2691. 
doi: 10.1111/j.1365-2702.2009.02891.x. Adriansen, K. K. (2015) Et kvinneyrke tar form: Sykepleie i Rogaland 
1870–1970. PhD dissertation. Bergen: University of Bergen. 
152 Hatlen, J. F. (2020). Op. cit., p. 48. Kjeldstadli, K. (1990). Op. cit., pp. 170–172. 
153 Grøn, Kr. and Widerøe, Sofus. (1926). Lærebok i sykepleien. Oslo: H. Aschehoug & Co (W. Nygaard).  
154 Marthinsen, M. and Haffner, J. (1941). Pleie ved kirurgiske sykdommer. In: Jervell, A. (ed.) Lærebok for 
sykepleiersker, Vol. 1. Oslo: Fabritius og Sønners Forlag, pp. 253–310. In the revised second edition of 1951, the 
chapter was revised and expanded by instruction nurse Solveig Bratli. Bratli was a Rockefeller Foundation 
Fellow in 1950–1951. She was later to be instruction nurse at the NMC in Seoul, South Korea, in 1958–1959. 
(Straume, Johan B. (1960). Norske sykepleiere, Vol. 1. Oslo: Athene Forlag, p. 129.) 
155 Olaussen, Tor. (1962). Kirugisk sykepleie. In: Jervell, A. (ed.) Lærebok for sykepleiere, Vol. 5. Oslo: 
Fabritius & Sønners Forlag, pp. 43–66. 
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undervisningssykehus i Korea) (1958–1968). Contemporary newspapers have to some degree 

been used. The newspaper Aftenposten has been digitalised and was searched for relevant 

articles about the Korean War, “det norske feltsykehuset i Korea” and NORMASH. Clippings 

in scrapsbooks found in Rannei and Gotfred Rekkebos’ private archive indicate that the 

Korean War was covered in several newspapers and magazines that have not yet been 

digitalised and include both reportage and travel letters from those with involvement in 

NORMASH.156 

 

Two articles by Bernhard Paus and one by Erling Falsen Hjort published in medical 

periodicals have been used as primary sources (levning). They are discussed in chapter 1.3.2. 

(on Norwegian research on NORMASH). These three articles are not about nursing practice, 

but they do provide context and show us that theatre nurses were valued members of the well-

educated operating teams. 

 

At the time of the Korean War, the use of photos and film by war correspondents was a long-

established part of their journalism. After a mission in Korea, war correspondent Albert 

Henrik Mohn wrote Rød taifun over Korea in which photos were used to illustrate the horrors 

of the war.157 Private use of photos has been common since the Second World War. Many 

took cameras with them to Korea and documented their trip and daily life at NORMASH. 

Some of the pictures have been published in books of memoirs,158 and some have been 

digitalised and can be searched on the Internet.159  

 

3.3 Secondary Sources 
 

The memoirs used in this dissertation are in the grey area between secondary and primary 

sources. Some of the material has been reused from other sources while other material 

consists of autobiographical texts not found elsewhere, so a clear demarcation line between 

 
156 I have used relevant articles here. I considered it inexpedient to search manually through newspapers and 
magazines for this dissertation.   
157 Mohn, A. H. (1951). Rød taifun over Korea. Oslo: Gyldendal Forlag, pp. 64, 65, 95, 96, 143, 144. 
Norwegian IP addresses can search and read the book online at Nasjonalbiblioteket, https://www.NB.no.  
158 Bakke, F. (2010). NORMASH Korea i våre hjerter. Oslo: Norwegian Korean War Veterans Association, pp. 
I–XXIX. 
159 The Municipal Archive of Trondheim has published Inger Schulstad’s photos. 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/trondheim_byarkiv/albums/72157647401564923/page1 
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secondary and primary sources can hardly be set for the books Norge I Korea and 

NORMASH: Korea i våre hjerter (see below).160  

 

Norge i Korea is by Lorentz Ulrik Pedersen. Pedersen was chaplain at NORMASH in 

contingent five (May to November 1953). His book was written for the forty-year anniversary 

of NORMASH. The book is not only about NORMASH, it is also a history about the start of 

the Korean War and Norwegian efforts in Korea after the Korean War.161 As such, it is a 

secondary source. Other parts include contemporary articles and speeches,162 as well as the 

memories of participants written in retrospect.163 In this respect, it is a primary source.164 

Pedersen's book is a primary source for X-ray sister Unni Foss, who wrote down her 

memories shortly after her service in Korea.165 According to Gerd Semb, Unni Foss’s diary 

from Korea was donated to a museum after her death. I have not been able to locate the 

diary.166 In his book, Pedersen has provided a full list of all the participants and their military 

rank at NORMASH. He has also included the surnames of females in brackets if their 

surname changed due to marriage or divorce.167 

 

In 2010, the Norwegian Korean War Veterans Association published its own book of memoir, 

NORMASH: Korea i våre hjerter.168 No nurses contributed to the book. Veterans from the 

military part of NORMASH contributed excerpts from their personal diaries and letters they 

sent home during the Korean War.169 As the book contains pictures and excerpts from diaries 

written by soldiers during the Korean War, it is a primary source that contextualises 

 
160 Tosh, J. (2015). Op. cit., pp. 74–75. 
161 Pedersen, L. U. (1991). Norge i Korea. Oslo: Huitfeldt Forlag A.S. 
162 Semb, C. (1991) [1952]. Fra sanitetstjenesten i Korea. In: Pedersen, L. U. (ed.) Norge i Korea. Oslo: Huitfeldt 
Forlag A.S, pp. 76–82. This was a speech given by Semb in Oslo Militære Samfund (7 January 1952). 
163 Hjort, E. F. (1991). Fra det norske feltsykehus i Korea. In: Pedersen, L. U. (ed.). Op. cit., pp. 86–89. 
164 Kjeldstadli, K. (1999). Op. cit., p. 178. 
165 Foss, U. (1991). Over til Korea. In Pedersen, L. U. (ed.) Norge i Korea. Oslo: Huitfeldt Forlag A.S., pp. 49–
53.   
166 Unni Foss, Petra Drabløs and Gerd Semb knew each other from the Norwegian Constabulary Force in 
Sweden in 1944 and from the field hospital in Finnmark from February to October 1945. They then served 
together at NORMASH with contingent one (May to November 1951). According to Gerd Semb, Semb donated 
Unni Foss’s diary from Korea to a museum after Foss died. I have not been able to locate the diary. 
167 Pedersen, L. U. (1991). Norge I Korea – Norsk innsats under Koreakrigen og senere. Oslo: Huitfeldt Forlag 
A.S., pp. 183–188. 
168 Bakke, F. (ed.). (2010). NORMASH: Korea i våre hjerter. Oslo: Norwegian Korean War Veterans 
Association. 
169 Fjære, A. (2010). Vaktsoldat i NORMASH. In: Bakke F. (ed.) Ibid., pp. 21–25. Egelien, N. (2010). Dagbok 
fra en vaktsoldat, desember 1952. In: Bakke, F. (ed.) Ibid., pp. 26–30. Imislund, Tor J. (2010). Motorpoolen. In: 
Bakke, F. (ed.) Ibid., pp. 31–33. Randby, D. (2010). Fra en elektrikers dagbok. In: Bakke, F. (ed.) Ibid., pp. 34–
36. Randby’s original diary was donated to the War Museum in Tongduchon, South Korea. 
Øverland, P. (2010). Et brev til de der hjemme. In: Bakke, F. (ed.) Ibid., p. 37. 
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NORMASH from the soldiers’ point of view, but as no nurses participated in it, it is a 

secondary source with regard to nursing practice.170 This book also contains a full list of all 

the participants at NORMASH together with their function (theatre nurse, nurse, surgeon, 

etc.).171  

 

Historian Kjetil Skogrand’s master’s thesis, which analyses Norway’s official policies with 

regard to Korea during the period 1945–1953, has been used as a secondary source. His 

master’s thesis is discussed in chapter 1.3.2. (on Norwegian research on NORMASH). 

 

NORMASH. Det norske feltsykehuset i Korea 1951–1954 is a documentary produced by 

Forsvarets Mediesenter. In this documentary, Norwegian veterans are interviewed about their 

experiences in Korea. The brutality of the Korean War is illustrated with original reports from 

the Korean War. The good relations with the Korean people and the efforts to care for the 

children and to create a university hospital to help rebuild the Korean health-care system are 

highlighted. The experience that the Norwegian Army gained from this first Norwegian UN 

mission is highlighted as well. One nurse, Inga Årdalsbakke, who is a source  by way of her 

oral history, was also interviewed in this documentary.172 I consider this a secondary source as 

the perspectives have been chosen by the creators of the documentary. 

 

3.4 Methods 
 
3.4.1 Source criticism 
 

History is based on sources, and historians need to take a critical and reflective view of 

sources used. “History literacy” can be described as the use of source criticism to evaluate 

sources used and is considered by some to be the “method” of history research.173 Searching 

for and choosing sources and establishing the authenticity and reliability of sources used is 

accomplished by interrogating the sources. When were they produced and by whom?  

 
170 Kjeldstadli, K. (1999). Op. cit., pp. 178–179. Tosh, John. (2015). The Pursuit of History (6th edition). New 
York: Routledge, pp. 74–75. 
171 Bakke, F. (ed). 2010. Op. cit., pp. 88–93. 
172 Forsvarets Mediesenter. (2010). NORMASH Det norske feltsykehuset i Korea 1951–54. Enstad-Karlsen, R. 
and Segelcke, T. (direction). This film is now available at YouTube.com through the Norwegian Army’s 
historical film archives, Forsvarets Historiske Filmarkiv. https://forsvaret.no/aktuelt/forsvarets-historiske-
filmarkiv (29.09.20) 
173 Kaldal, I. (2003). Historisk forskning, forståing og forteljing. Oslo: Det Norske Samlaget, p. 31. 
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For which purpose have they been produced? Is this a primary source a beretning or 

levning?174 Close reading of the text with a focus on language and argumentation are also a 

part of source criticism.175 Furthermore, are the sources used relevant to the research 

question(s)?176 Are there other sources confirming the same?177 Source criticism is used on all 

sources but is often associated with the study of documents and archive material. 

 
Archives are described as a “collective memory”.178 Working with the interpretation of 

textual data in documents is an important approach and working method for a historian, and 

leads to questions about what to search for, where to search and how to use raw material.179 

What is found in people’s “collective memory” and how can one make it talk? Numbers and 

information in a document are silent; this is not history that speaks. It is the historian who 

asks questions and interprets the data so as to elucidate the research question who makes the 

documents talk and tells the history.180 Primary sources such as documents may be used to 

answer different questions depending on the historian and the historian’s research 

questions.181 The use of a source and how it is interpreted can always be questioned.182 Kaare 

Gulbransen was involved in the first contingent at NORMASH. In his autobiography, he 

wrote that the official report told its “part of the history in statistical numbers. But it didn’t tell 

the whole story” (quotation translated by JTL). The story of the surgeons’ and nurses’ hard 

work days and nights under difficult circumstances was not told.183  

 

An example of Gulbransen’s words about official reports don’t tell the whole story can be 

found in a case study of surgery and the story of the same by the same surgeon. Surgeon 

Erling Hjort reported in 1954 of abdominal war wounds during his stay as chief of hospital in 

 
174 Knutsen, Paul. (2018). Gjensyn med spørsmålet om metode. Norsk filosofisk tidsskrift, Vol. 53 (4). pp. 196-
208. https://doi.org/10.18261/issn.1504-2901-2018-04-03  
175 Hatlen, J. F. (2020). Op. cit., pp. 50–51. Melve, L. and Ryymin, T. (2018). Valg av kildematerialer, 
arbeidsmåte og tilnærming. In: Melve and Ryymin (ed.). Historikernes arbeidsmåter. Oslo: Universitetsforlaget, 
pp. 26–33. Kjeldstadli, K. (1999). Fortida er ikke hva den en gang var. Oslo: Universitetsforlaget, pp. 171–175. 
176 Melve, L. (2018). Kildekritikk – en kort historikk. In: Melve and Ryymin (ed.) Historikernes arbeidsmåter. 
Oslo: Universitetsforlaget, pp. 35–43. 
177 Kjeldstadli, K. (1999). Op. cit., p. 178. 
178 Kjeldstadli, K. (1999). Op. cit., p. 154. 
179 Hallett, Ch. E. (2008). “The Truth About the Past?” The Art of Working with Archival Materials. In: 
Lewenson, S. B. and Herrmann, E. Kr. (ed.) Capturing Nursing History. New York: Springer, pp.149–158. 
180 Kaldal, I. (2003). Historisk forskning, forståing og forteljing. Oslo: Det Norske Samlaget, pp. 64–68. 
181 Tosh, J. (2015). Op. cit., p. 111. 
182 Hallett, Ch. E. (2008). Op. cit., p. 155. 
183 Gulbransen, K. (1956). Gull og grønne skoger. Bergen: J. W. Eides Forlag, p. 398. 
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1952. A case report of hemorrhage on the eighth post-operative day is short and clinical.181 

The same case related as a story shows a more dramatic incident and a quick reaction by the 

operating team.182 The patient’s father later sent a letter to Haakon King of Norway to express 

his and his son’s gratitude.183 

 

There is less published and archival material that we know of relating to nurses than to 

physicians.184 Nurses have passed on their profession to one another more as a community of 

practice than through writing.185 They have not had the same tradition as midwives in Norway 

of sharing cases in periodicals.186 Nurses did write, however. On the subject of this 

dissertation, only Gotfred Rekkebo’s diary is known.187 He wrote four lines every day 

intended for no one but himself: everyday things such as problems sleeping after night duty, 

helicopters arriving, patients who died, and daily life where social activities and trips to the 

market in Seoul also had a place. Rekkebo also methodically made scrapbooks. Clippings 

from newspapers which talked about Korea and NORMASH, travel letters from NORMASH 

and even letter from the family of a soldier who died at NORMASH are found in his 

scrapbooks. Of note is the interview with Gerd Semb on her tour of Japan for an official 

gathering to receive UN soldier number 100,000.188 These are details that were also found in 

oral stories and that form a pattern of reliability in the oral stories.  

 

3.4.2 Comparative approach 
 

Historians work with change and try to identify change and what drives it.189 Comparisons are 

systematically made to identify changes in time, and by using few entities, abstraction are 

 
181 Hjort, E. F. (1954). Abdominale krigsskader. Erfaringer fra Det norske feltsykehuset i Korea. Tidsskrift for 
Den Norske Lægeforening, 19(1), 611–616. 
182 Hjort, E.F. (1991). Fra det norske feltsykehus i Korea. In: Pedersen, L. U. (ed.) op. cit., pp. 86-89. 
183 Helle, K. (1955). Norsk feltprest i Korea. Agder bispedømme årbok 1955, pp. 111–120. 
184 Long, T. L. (2013). Nurses and Nursing in Literary and Cultural Studies. In: D’Antonio, P., Fairman, J. A. 
and Whelan, J. C. (ed.) Routledge Handbook on the Global History of Nursing Research. Accessed on 23 May 
2018. https://www.routledgehandbooks.com/doi/10.4324/9780203488515 (ch. 3) 
185 Fause, Å. (2017). Op. cit., pp. 20–21. 
186 Farstad, A. (2016). På liv og død. Distriktsjordmødrenes historie. Oslo: Samlaget, p. 159. 
187 As demonstrated by other researchers, nurses wrote letters to their families and to their alma mater about both 
nursing practice and daily life. These writings were not meant for publication. Some of the letters and even 
diaries can probably still be found in family attics or archives. (Elstad, I. (2006). Sjukepleieyrke i Nord-Norge. 
In Elstad, I. and Hamran, T. (ed.) Sykdom. Nord-Norge før 1940. Bergen: Fagbokforlaget, pp. 307–400.) 
188 Lockertsen, Fause and Hallett. (2020). Op. cit. 
189 Tosh, J. (2015). Op. cit., p. 182. 
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made, and context can be created.193 In this dissertation, it is changes in practice caused by the 

impact of Norwegian nursing efforts during the Korean War that are studied. Making use of 

the sources previously declared, the discipline’s tradition is studied diachronically over time 

so as to identify practice up until the Korean War and changes in Norwegian nursing and 

theatre nursing practice after the Korean War. 

 

3.4.3 Quantitative approaches 
 
In the systematic work with the sources, a simple inductive and quantitative approach has 

been used, counting nurses in the name lists to ascertain how many of the nurses were trained 

as theatre nurses and how many of the nurses had an education from the NNA’s Postgraduate 

School of Nursing (Fortsettelsesskolen).194 The official reports from NORMASH containing 

statistics and the numbers of in-patients, operations and nurses do not directly address the 

practice of theatre nurses, but we can interpret their workload indirectly from these reports 

and form a picture of their practice if we triangulate this with other sources.195 

 

3.4.4 Oral sources 
 

Due to the scarcity of written histories of nursing practice, oral sources are the best method of 

gaining access to memories of the Korean War as experienced by Norwegian nurses.196 It has 

been challenging to find nurses who were active at NORMASH due to the time that has 

elapsed since NORMASH ceased to exist in 1954. The Norwegian Army Medical Services 

has no records of the nurses who served at NORMASH.  

 

The names of all of the nurses and deacons (male nurses) are known only through the work of 

the Norwegian Korean War Veterans Association and Lorentz Ulrik Pedersen. The search for 

nurses and the mapping of their formal competence (education and training) would not have 

been possible without these sources. Both sources were unknown to me when I started 

working on the history of the nurses at NORMASH. My methods for searching for nurses 

who served at NORMASH included “snowballing”, by talking with people about this project, 

 
193 Andresen, A. et al. (2015). Op. cit., pp. 102–107. Melve, Leidulf. (2018). Å arbeide komparativt. In: Melve, 
L. and Ryymin, T. (ed.) Historikerens arbeidsmåter. Oslo: Universitetsforlaget, pp. 74, 70–91. 
194 Lockertsen, J.-T., Fause, Å. (2017). Op. cit. Straume, J. (1960). Op. cit., have been used for simple inductive 
and quantitative approach. 
195 Andresen, A. et al. (2015). Op. cit., pp. 96–102. Fause, Å. (ed.). (2017). Op. cit., pp. 21–22. 
196 Tosh, J. (2015). Op. cit., pp. 264–268. 
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for instance, and then asking for help from the Norwegian Korean War Veterans Association 

and and using the Internet to search for known names.  

 

At the time of the interviews, the nurses were all in their late eighties or mid-nineties. Nursing 

history often involves cooperative disciplines such as that of physicians.197 One physician is 

included in the oral histories. There are guard soldiers who are still alive, but as they were not 

nurses they have been excluded as informants for the oral history. 

 

The interviews were all conducted in the informants’ homes. An interview guide was 

prepared to ensure that central topics relating to their nursing at NORMASH were covered. 

The interviews were conducted using an open format and opening with the question “What 

did you do in Korea?” Consequently their stories provided direction for the conversation 

about their practice in Korea. My purpose in choosing an open format was to let the 

informants tell their stories in accordance with how they remembered their practice during the 

Korean War.   

 

All of the informants had memorabilia from the Korean War in their homes. In one home 

there was a portrait of a young Korean in the entry. The picture was of Kim, an employee of 

Randi, the nurse, and her husband, Bjørn Lind, when they were serving together at 

NORMASH in 1954. Nurse Gerd Semb had the guitar she had taken with her to Korea in a 

corner. It caught my eye since it was decorated with paintings of a Korean flag and a 

Norwegian flag and the dates of her stay at NORMASH. With the guitar in hand, she told 

stories of taking it with her and singing songs and performing together with nurse Petra 

Drabløs.   

 
197 Fause, Å. (ed.). (2017). Op. cit., p. 22. 
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Gerd Semb (1918-2019) with the guitar she used in Korea 

Photo by Jan-Thore Lockertsen 

 

Several of the informants had framed diplomas from the Norwegian Army on their walls. 

Theatre nurse Margot Isaksen’s diploma hung next to her deceased husband’s diploma – he 

had served as an orderly in Korea in the same contingent as she had. The diplomas were 

received long after the Korean War. During the interviews, photo albums from Korea were on 

the table; there were stories connected to some of the photos. Nurse Kari Roll Klepstad and 

nurse Peder Klingsheim had colour slides. 

 

Most of the informants had served together with colleagues from hospitals at home, or they 

had become colleagues afterwards with others who had served in other contingents.198 Some 

of them formed close friendships. All of the interviewees except for Peder Klingsheim had 

visited Korea afterwards. They went on tours arranged by the Norwegian Korean War 

Veterans Association or were invited by the Norwegian Armed Forces Medical Services. 

They had all attended the annual meeting of the Norwegian Korean War Association 

regularly, although not annually.  

 

Only five nurses and one physician are used as oral sources. This can be considered a small 

numbers. The nurses interviewed were all of advanced age when they were interviewed and 

 
198 Årdalsbakke, I. (2011). Oral story. Lind, B. (2015). Oral story. 
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believed to be the last ones still living.196 Their stories, related in an open format many years 

later, can stand on their own and do not necessarily have to be accurate in all details to have 

value as complementary sources showing how the nurses interviewed today understand and 

remember the first Norwegian UN mission to an armed conflict.197 However, in this 

dissertation their stories are used to write out knowledge about an untold history, and the 

question of reliability must be raised. Their stories, as is true of oral sources in general, need 

to be triangulated with other sources.198 

 

For all of them the Korean War was a special happening. It had happened long ago but it was 

still close to them in a way that is often typical of remembered events.199 By triangulating 

with other sources, reliability can be established.200 The Korean War took place in a country 

far away from Norway. During their six-month period there, they lived at the camp. This was 

more than a workplace: it was their home. They still remembered details about the food and 

weather, details which made their stories personal.201 In Kari Roll Kleppstad’s oral story, she 

often returned to the children they had met in Korea and their situation in the war. Her colour 

slides were often of children at play and in recovery at NORMASH.202 Was this concern for 

children a common attitude among the nurses active in Korea and could it be confirmed by 

other sources? When I met Gerd Semb, I was also told stories about the children and taking 

care of them. Indeed, in the archival material from NORMASH it was confirmed that the 

nurses had themselves informally organised the collection of children’s clothes back home in 

Norway to bring to Korea and NORMASH.203   

 

 

 

 
196 All of the female nurses (Kleppstad, Semb, Årdalsbakke, Isaksen and the physician Lind) interviewed for this 
project had passed away by August 2020. 
197 Grove, K. and Heiret, J. (2018). Å arbeide med munnlege kjelder. In: Melve, L. and Ryymin, T. (ed.) 
Historikerens arbeidsmåter. Oslo: Universitetsforlaget, pp. 126, 122–147. Kjelstadli, K. (1999). Ibid., pp. 193–
194. 
198 Grove, K. and Heiret, J. (2018). Ibid., p. 125. 
199 Lummis, T. (1998). Structure and validity in oral evidence. In: Perks, R. and Thomson, A. (ed.) The Oral 
History Reader. London: Routledge, pp. 274, 273–283. 
200 Ibid., p. 274. 
201 Kaldal, I. (2016). Minner som prosesser – i sosial og kulturhistorie. Oslo: Cappelen Damm Akademisk, pp. 
125–129. 
202 Klepstad, K. R. (2011). Opplevelser ved NORMASH (Experiences at NORMASH). Transcript of interview 
conducted by Jan-Thore Lockertsen (hereafter “Oral History”). 
203 Nilssen, E. (1953). Brev til sjefssøster av 23 mars, Forsvarets sanitet (letter to the matron-in-chief). 
Riksarkivet (National Archives of Norway) RAFA-3422. Oslo: Forsvarets sanitet.  
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The informant interviews were conducted over a period of five years due to the fact that their 

names came to me at different times during the research period. Historical research is not 

conducted in the same way as a study where the steps are linear, as in the case of a 

quantitative study.207 A first naïve reading of the first interview and an attempt at a more 

structural analysis of the whole text were carried out in an attempt to identify themes. The 

first interview was carried out before other primary sources were found. As the data 

accumulated, new questions were asked and a new reading and structural analysis were 

carried out, which I interpreted, leading to a new understanding.208 This understanding was 

compared with other informants’ interviews and the questions relating to the primary data to 

form a hermeneutical circle among the parts and the whole.209 With an extended 

understanding of the interviews and the themes identified – e.g. motives for going to Korea, 

relations with Korean civilians; relations with children; relations in the army; memories of 

Korea; changes in practice after Korea – new perspectives were identified and the empirical 

data collected was searched in order to find other sources who could confirm the same.210 I 

could then ask new questions in a scientific approach to the empirical material in order to 

establish a plausible historical interpretation of the research problem – the characteristics of 

Norwegian nursing practice and the impact on Norwegian nursing and theatre nursing after 

the Korean War.211 

 

3.4.5 Use of photos 
 

Documentation with pictures such as drawings and paintings has ancient roots, and pictures 

have functioned as memories, documentation of victory in war, and aesthetic valuables.212 In 

historical research, pictures are a source of information that amplify other sources. As a 

source, the picture may provide information that cannot be found elsewhere.213 As a 

document, it must be treated like other documents to establish reliability.214 Pictures can also 

 
207 Gadamer, H-G (2003) [1953]. Op. cit., pp. 8, 7–15. 
208 Lindseth, A. and Norberg, L. (2004). A phenomenological hermeneutical method for researching lived 
experience. Scandinavian Journal of Caring Science, 18, 145–153. https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1461-
6712.2004.00258.x  
209 Gadamer, H-G. (2003) [1959]. Om forståelsens sirkel. In: Forståelsens filosofi – utvalgte hermenutiske 
skrifter. Oslo: Cappelen Akademiske Forlag, pp. 33–44.  
210 Kjeldstadli, K. (1999). Op. cit., pp. 193–194. 
211 Gadamer, H-G. (2003) [1957]. Hva er sannhet? In: Forståelsens filosofi. Oslo: Cappelen Akademisk Forlag, 
pp.18, 16–32. 
212 Kaldal, I. (2003). Op. cit., p. 55. 
213 Kjeldstadli, K. (1999). Op. cit., pp. 197–201. 
214 Kjeldstadli, K. (1999). Op. cit. 
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be arranged to show what the filmmaker or photographer wants his audience to see, as well as 

to present authentic documentaries of real life.215  

 

At the time of the Korean War, war correspondents had already long established the use of 

photos and film as part of their journalism to illustrate the horrors of the war.216 Private use of 

photos has been common since the Second World War. Many of the personnel at NORMASH 

took cameras with them to Korea and documented their trip and daily life at NORMASH. 

Some of the pictures have been published in books of memoir,217 and some are digitalised and 

are searchable on the Internet.218 Others can be found in municipal collections, on personal 

blogs or on Facebook where they have been privately published, in published books, or in 

magazines and newspapers from the time of the Korean War. 

 

In this dissertation and these articles, I have included photos from the nurses showing daily 

life during the service in Korea. The photos made available by the informants are not from 

clinical practice. They show ambulances arriving in convoys, they show helicopters, they 

come from social gatherings and they feature Korean children in daily life as well as patients 

in recovery at NORMASH. Religious monuments are also found in the picture material. Can 

such motives say something about nursing? They say something of interest about the welfare 

of the people they were there to help. However, the nurses’ pictures were memorabilia that 

they used to show how they perceived and experienced Korea.219  

 

3.4.6 Ethical considerations 
 

It was necessary for the project to be registered and ethically approved. The Norwegian 

Centre for Research Data (NSD) is the privacy ombudsman for the Norwegian Arctic 

University (UIT). Approval from NSD has been granted under number 25104. No clauses 

material has been used in this dissertation and no sensitive data has been registered following 

the interviews with informants. 

 
215 Tosh, J. (2009). Op. cit., pp. 214–21. 
216 Mohn, A. H. (1951). Rød taifun over Korea. Oslo: Gyldendal Forlag, pp. 64, 65, 95, 96, 143, 144. Norwegian 
IP addresses can search for and read the book online at Nasjonalbiblioteket: https://www.NB.no.  
217 Bakke, F. (ed.). (2010). NORMASH Korea i våre hjerter. Oslo: Norwegian Korean War Veterans 
Association, pp. I–XXIX. 
218 The Municipal Archive of Trondheim has published Inger Schulstad’s photos. 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/trondheim_byarkiv/albums/72157647401564923/page1  
219 Kaldal, I. (2016). Op. cit., p. 62. 
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Interviewing informants as part of a history research project using oral sources among others 

involves both formal ethical approval and reflection on ethical guidelines before 

commencement. Information about the project was given written and orally. No sensitive 

information has been registered. A signed contract has been obtained from the informants. 

Informants participated voluntarily and could withdraw their approval at any point in the 

process without giving a reason for their decision. All informants signed to indicate their 

approval of the use of their oral history and their names in this dissertation.  

 

The processing of personal data from oral sources as well as from archives has been carried 

out in accordance with personopplysningsloven (The Personal Data Act) Lov-2000-04-14-31 

§ 8 d) and 20 b); the data is of public interest and necessary for the research project and 

contains no sensitive information. This was the applicable law when the interviews and the 

archive search were carried out and the papers in this dissertation prepared.220 The law of 

2000 has been replaced by personopplysningsloven Lov-2018-12-20-116 and the principles of 

the earlier law are continued in the new law. 

 

A concern prior to the interviews was whether an interview about the Korean War might 

trigger memories from the war that were hard to deal with. Being trained as a nurse means 

having had training in meeting patients with respect and guarding their integrity and 

vulnerability. Informants are to be met with the same respect. As was agreed with my 

supervisor, I would contact veterans organisations for international operations for help if 

needed. From my first telephone contact with the informants, I received the impression that 

they were pleased to be asked to be informants. When looking at the framed photos of 

Koreans on the wall, diplomas from the army for service in Korea and other memorabilia, I 

realised that to varying degrees my informants had very good memories from the Korean 

War. As previously mentioned, some of the informants had been back to Korea on tours for 

veterans, and one was invited by the Norwegian Army Medical Services after papers from 

this dissertation renewed interest in the Korea Sisters.221 The interviews revealed the same: 

 
220 The law of 2000 has been replaced by personopplysningsloven LOV-2018-12-20-116, which continues the 
principles of the earlier law. The new law has no effect on data used in this dissertation. 
221 Fonn, M. (2019). Korea-sykepleier (99): -Det var ikke tid til å være redd for å bli bombet. Sykepleien 30.06.  
https://sykepleien.no/2019/06/korea-sykepleier-99-det-var-ikke-tid-til-vaere-redd-bli-bombet 
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their concern for civilian society, daily life at NORMASH and doing what they were trained 

for, i.e. nursing and running a hospital.  

 

According to nurse Inga Årdalsbakke, they were not allowed to take pictures of patients 

inside the hospital tents at NORMASH.222 However, there are a lot of photos showing patients 

at NORMASH.223 Without written permission, a photo cannot be published. Photos can, 

however, be published 15 years after a person’s death. Most of the photos of patients from 

NORMASH are nameless. Therefore, obtaining written permission is an impracticable task. I 

have therefore excluded from this dissertation any pictures with identifiable patients in 

treatment

 
222 Årdalsbake, I. (2012). Oral story. 
223 Sykepleien (1952, June). Operasjonsrommet ved Norwegian Mobile Surgical Hospital i Korea. Sykepleien, 
39(12): Front cover. Bildet viser Hetty Henrichsen som gir anestesi til en koreansk pasient. Merk at ordet 
‘Army’ mangler da sykehuset var et Røde Kors-sykehus til november 1951(The picture shows Hetty Henrichsen 
giving anaesthesia to a patient. Note that the word ‘Army’ is missing since the hospital was a Red Cross Hospital 
until November 1951). 
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4 Findings  

 
4.1 Paper 1 
 

The purpose of this paper is to explore the nursing practices at the Norwegian Mobile Army 

Surgical Hospital (NORMASH). During the Korean War (1950–1953), MASHes, organised 

in tents and as tactical units that could move and operate on their own, were used for the first 

time. MASH was an innovation based on the experiences of previous wars with forward-

deployed medical teams and early treatment. The NORMASH was one of six MASHes 

serving as frontline hospitals 15 to 30 kilometres behind the frontline in Korea.  

 

Working in tents with earth floors demanded cautiousness and the use of nursing skills to 

prevent infection. At NORMASH, only trained theatre nurses and competent nurses were 

used for nursing work in the operation theatre and in the wards. Proximity to the battlefield 

and the use of helicopters for medical evacuation enabled the swift transportation of casualties 

to frontline hospitals such as NORMASH. Patients with severe trauma that would have been 

lethal in previous wars survived because of the early definitive treatment at the MASHes. 

 

Only trained theatre nurses were recruited for work in the operating theatre and only nurses 

for work on the wards. The exclusive use of educated nurses in the operating theatre and on 

the wards was probably a key factor in NORMASH’s medical success as a hospital. The 

educated nurses trained orderlies and Korean civilians to assist in logistics tasks and specific 

auxiliary work with very good results. 

 

Ninety thousand patients were received and treated at NORMASH: 14,755 as inpatients, of 

whom 12,201 before the armistice of July 1953. Nine thousand six hundred operations were 

performed. The mortality rate in Korea was 2.5%. At NORMASH it was as low as 1.2%. 

Quick medical evacuation and treatment by highly trained personnel played a major part in 

achieving these results.  
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4.2 Paper 2  

 

The aim of this paper is to explore the nature of NORMASH as a military and a humanitarian 

hospital. The Norwegian field hospital was stationed in Korea from June 1951 to November 

1954, for two years during armed conflict and one year into the armistice. Formally, 

NORMASH was a frontline hospital and a subject of the US Eighth Army of Korea as part of 

the UN peace-enforcement action in Korea. It was, however, denied military status by the 

Norwegian Ministry of Defence. It was designed as a civil hospital and operated by the 

Norwegian Red Cross. In November 1951, the operation and administration of the hospital 

were transferred to the Norwegian Armed Forces Medical Services and it became, officially, a 

military hospital. The medical personnel were all non-military volunteers. 

 

Five nurses and one physician have been interviewed in open format about their clinical 

practice in Korea. Their relationships with Korean civilians and their care of children were 

highlighted by them in their oral histories. Contemporary letters to the Matron-in-Chief of the 

Norwegian Armed Forces Medical Services show the same care for and commitment to Korea 

and Korean civilians.  

 

NORMASH served in a country where the infrastructure and civil health-care system had 

been destroyed by war. NORMASH was allowed to reserve 20% of the sixty beds to treat 

Korean civilians. Korean civilians were also employed for various tasks at NORMASH. 

There were stray children and children living in orphanages in the vicinity of NORMASH, 

and some of these children found a home there and were employed by the staff for domestic 

chores.  

 

Although NORMASH was a field hospital subject to EUSAK, humanitarian aid to the 

Koreans was a priority for the medical staff at NORMASH. The interviews and contemporary 

letters show the nurses had no conflict of interest between being a military hospital and being 

a humanitarian hospital. The number of civilian patients at NORMASH increased after the 

armistice of 23 July 1953. Nurses at NORMASH started to train Korean civilians as nurses 

and started an outreach project to teach nursing practice and home care in the rural areas 

surrounding NORMASH. 
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4.3 Paper 3 

 
The aim of Paper 3 is to explore whether, and in what way, the Norwegian nurses had any 

impact on Norwegian nursing after the war. Did their wartime nursing act as a catalyst for 

identifiable changes in education and training in Norwegian nursing? The article also explores 

whether the humanitarian engagement in Korea ended when NORMASH was terminated in 

October 1954. 

 

The Norwegian nurses who served in the Korean War were nicknamed the “Korean Sisters”. 

They experienced wartime nursing and war surgery like no other Norwegian nurses before 

them. Clinical nursing was performed only by trained nurses. Practical work connected to 

logistics and practical assistance on the sick ward was delegated to personnel without nursing 

training after the nurses had taught them basic nursing techniques and only under the 

supervision and guidance of nurses. The Norwegian nurses were recruited from civilian 

hospitals, and they returned to civilian health care after their engagement in the Korean War. 

Open Norwegian sources enable us to trace and map the Korean Sisters’ practice after the 

war.   

 

Trauma surgery and the organisation of medical evacuation with helicopters introduced new 

surgical techniques that were later introduced into civilian trauma surgery and disaster 

preparedness. These were probably introduced into Norwegian health care earlier than in 

other countries since the theatre nurses and surgeons returned to civilian health care after their 

service in Korea. Medical evacuation with helicopters, which was introduced in the Korean 

War, is today an important part of pre-hospital medicine. 

 

Several of the nurses worked through their interest organisation for a uniform education in 

theatre nursing before they served in Korea. As theatre nurses they were cross-trained in 

anaesthesia. Before 1950, there was a tendency towards separation between theatre nurses 

focusing on assisting surgeons in the operation field and theatre nurses conducting anaesthesia 

only, and the Korean War reinforced this process. The fields of theatre nursing and 

anaesthetist nursing were broad for a single specialisation. Nurse anaesthetist became a 

Norwegian nursing speciality separate from theatre nursing in 1965. In 1974, both theatre 

nursing and anaesthetist nursing became uniform educations following national guidelines. 

The interest organisations for theatre nurses and nurse anaesthetists were central in this work.  
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The Korea Sisters’ commitment to the Korean cause did not end in 1954. Between 1958 and 

1968, the Scandinavian countries of Norway, Sweden and Denmark operated a hospital in 

Seoul, South Korea. The hospital was planned during the Korean War. Its purpose was the 

education of nurses and physicians and the restoration of Korea’s health-care system. Several 

of the nurses who had served at NORMASH returned to Korea and held leading positions at 

the hospital. In 1968, the ownership of the hospital was transferred to South Korea. The 

National Medical Centre is still an active hospital in Seoul, South Korea.
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5 Discussion  

5.1 We Ran a Hospital 

 

When theatre nurse Margot Isaksen was asked “What did you do in Korea?” she promptly 

replied: “We ran a hospital.”223 Her answer refers to the first aim of this dissertation, which is 

to explore and document the Norwegian nurses’ contribution to the operations at NORMASH. 

Its second aim is to highlight the impact that the nurses’ efforts had on Norwegian nursing 

and theatre nursing after the Korean War. 

 

5.1.1 Nursing leadership in hospitals 
 
A hospital’s clinical work is centred on the patients’ need for nursing care and medical 

treatment.224 Organising the running of a hospital involves organising a lot of tasks,225 

including menial work, caring for patients, and supervising and guiding nurses and auxiliary 

personnel. The daily running of NORMASH was the Head Nurse’s duty. What kinds of 

routines were established at NORMASH to run the hospital and ensure nursing standards? 

 

NORMASH, together with its supporting departments, was a big hospital by Norwegian 

standards.226 But NORMASH was not just another Norwegian hospital in any Norwegian 

town. NORMASH was a field hospital stationed close to the 38th parallel in a war that took 

place on the other side of the world, far away from Norway. The environment was hostile. 

The nurses worked in tents and slept in tents. The weather was cold during winter and hot 

during summer.227 The noise of nearby artillery was close by, and in the evening it looked like 

fireworks.228 There was no time to rest during rushes. Ambulances with casualties arrived one 

behind the other.229 Yet there was something familiar: running a hospital. 

 

 
223 Isaksen, M. (2012). Opplevelser ved NORMASH (Experiences at NORMASH), 27 Nov. Interviewed by 
Lockertsen, Jan-Thore. Greverud. 
224 Hamran, T. (1992). Op. cit., pp. 52–53. Apel, Otto F. and Apel, Pat. (1998). MASH: An Army Surgeon in 
Korea. Lexington: The University Press of Kentucky, p. 54. 
225 Heide, I. S. (1954). Op. cit. 
226 Paus, B. (1953). Litt om norsk feltsykehus i Korea og tungt feltsykehus. Offisersbladet, 9(2), 74–78.  
227 Klepstad, K. R. (2011). Oral story. 
228 Semb, Gerd. (2011). Oral story. 
229 Rekkebo, G. (1951). 5-års dagbok, 1947–1951. 
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The leadership at NORMASH was shared leadership: a medical leader was the chief of 

hospital, a military leader was in charge of administration and the Head Nurse was the nursing 

leader.230 Head Nurses at NORMASH supervised all clinical nursing at NORMASH and all 

nurses were under her command in clinical as well as disciplinary matters.231 In clinical 

nursing practice, all deacons (male nurses) and orderlies were also under her command. And 

during rushes, all auxiliary personnel supporting nursing activities were under her command 

as well.232 A qualified nursing leader educated at the NNA’s Postgraduate School of Nursing 

(Fortsettelsesskolen) was hard to get. However, at least six of the eight Head Nurses had a 

postgraduate education in hospital administration and teaching, along with experience as 

matrons and head nurses back home in Norway prior to NORMASH.233  

 

Mapping the nurses’ nursing competence was a priority for head nurses at NORMASH.234 

This seems to have been done methodically on arrival at NORMASH in Korea. Logistical 

plans for rushes were necessary, as were plans for round-the-clock work. Patients needed to 

be prepared for operations and monitored afterwards. Preparing for an operation also included 

diagnostics in the X-ray department, where 183,000 X-rays were taken.235 Everyone, not only 

nurses, had to know what to do and when to do it. Registering patients and writing journals 

were important tasks that took time. Deacons (male nurses) were primarily used for this 

nursing task.236 All of the teams in the operation theatre had to have theatre nurses who could 

assist the surgeons during operations and also conduct anaesthesia.237 Based on the 

experiences of three different leading theatre nurses in the operation theatre at NORMASH, it 

was recommended that the leading theatre nurse have at least four years of practical 

experience as a theatre nurse. This would be sufficient to provide confidence in the role of a 

 
230 Paus, B. (ed.). (1955). Op. cit., p. 43. 
231 Andresen, R. (1986). Op. cit., pp. 105–106. 
232 Hjort, E. F. (1952). Instructions for Head Nurse at NORMASH. Riksarkivet RAFA-3422. Oslo: Forsvarets 
sanitet. 
233 Straume, J.  B. (1960). Op. cit. Rønnaug Wüller, Ingebjørg Skoghaug, Ruth Andresen, Signe Bugge and Inga 
Stamnes Heide are listed as having a postgraduate education in administration and teaching from the NNA. Lina 
Børseth is not listed, but she worked as matron after NORMASH and it is reasonable to believe that she had a 
postgraduate education in administration and teaching. In the case of Emma Folven and Kathrine Næss, it is 
unknown whether they had a postgraduate education prior to service at NORMASH. According to L. U. 
Pedersen (1991), op. cit., pp. 184 & 186, both Folven and Næss were promoted from lieutenant to captain. This 
promotion may indicate that both served with two contingents, one as a theatre nurse and the other as head nurse, 
and therefore knew the hospital before having a leading position. 
234 Andresen, R. (1954). Op. cit. 
235 Paus, B. (ed.). (1955). Op. cit., p. 99. According to Bjørn Lind, the X-ray images were sold to Korean 
civilians when NORMASH was closed down in 1954. They were used as windows. (Lind, B. (2015). Oral 
story.) 
236 Rekkebo, G. (1951) Op. cit., 9 October. 
237 Andresen, R. (1953). Op. cit. Heide, I. S. (1955). Op. cit. 
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leader in the operation theatre. The generalist competence of the theatre nurse was important 

at the field hospital. The leading theatre nurse in the operation theatre as well as the other 

theatre nurses had to be able to assist in all surgical interventions and work quickly.238  

 

Patients at a MASH were to stay for a maximum of 72 hours before returning to active duty or 

being evacuated to the rear for further treatment.239 In practice, many patients had stays longer 

than three days. Patients who had undergone abdominal surgery stayed for up to ten days 

before being evacuated to the rear.240 Head Nurse Inga Heide used to do ward rounds of all 

the departments at NORMASH every morning for reports on every patient’s condition. She 

needed to know this to plan the patient flow, i.e. whether the patients be dismissed or 

transported to the rear for further treatment. During the October offensive of 1951, one 

thousand six hundred patients were received over 12 days.241 On one single day during the 

offensive, 400 casualties arrived.242 With their personal knowledge of the patient flow, the 

head nurses were able to administrate the hospital’s nursing resources at all times.243 

 

All the material at NORMASH was provided by the US and paid for afterwards.244 The Head 

Nurse at NORMASH was responsible for maintaining and economically utilising the 

hospital’s equipment. This responsibility was delegated to nurses on the wards, who recorded 

both consumables and reusable equipment. All requisition of food was carried out according 

to the number of military patients. Limited resources had to be carefully and economically 

looked after and distributed, both at NORMASH and the US MASHes.245  

 

According to Torunn Hamran, leadership routines are on both administrative and individual 

levels with regard to the patient needs.246 Mapping of competence is necessary in order to 

safeguard nursing practices for individual patients, whether in the operating theatre or on the 

wards. This relates to the individual level. Having first-hand knowledge of patient flows and 
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the distribution of supplies (food and medicine) and of the need for personnel resources 

relates to the administrative level. In a hospital, the performance of these chores can be 

invisible and only noticed when absent.247 Although it was a Norwegian tradition to ensure 

that nursing leaders were educated, the example of running NORMASH shows us more of the 

duties of the Head Nurse. The personal knowledge of patient needs on the administrative and 

individual levels that Hamran observed was, at NORMASH, woven into Heide’s and other 

leading nurses’ understanding of leading the nursing service: it was a matter of not only 

having skills in administration but also being a skilled nursing practitioner.248  

 

Norwegian nursing is embedded in a nursing tradition of expertise arising from both practical 

and theoretical education.249 As in Norwegian hospitals, the Head Nurse at NORMASH was 

responsible for the teaching and training of personnel.250 These were mainly nursing pupils in 

training to become nurses. At NORMASH, a new situation occurred. Orderlies – soldiers who 

acted as nurse assistants – were planned to be used on all wards. Few of them had any training 

in or experience of hospital work prior to Korea. This was a shortcoming that affected 

NORMASH’s medical readiness in every contingent.251 Instructing and supervising personnel 

in nursing came to be an important and time-consuming duty for the nurses, and courses for 

orderlies were held at NORMASH,252 something which, according to Matron-in-Chief Ruth 

Andresen, occurred much too late: this should have been done prior to their departure for 

Korea.253  

 

The training of orderlies at NORMASH shows the division of labour between the nursing 

staff and the surgeons. The nurses demonstrated the fundamentals of nursing. The surgeons 

gave lessons in the organisation of trauma care and the principles of surgical and medical 

treatment. The hospital head nurse and the leading theatre nurse for the operating theatre gave 

lessons in the work of the operation theatre and observation of patients, as well as in ethics.254  
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The content of the lesson in ethics and the ethical questions raised are not specified in the 

course plan. However, the oral stories of participating nurses show respect and compassion 

for soldiers and civilian patients as well as for POWs.255 Compassion and respect for all 

patients can also be found in contemporaneous letters and reports from nurses.256 The inherent 

dignity of every patient, independent of nationality and status, was probably an issue that was 

raised and highlighted in the ethics lesson. 

 

One could not learn to do the practical work in the operation theatre exclusively through 

theoretical lessons and practical demonstrations, and it was not part of the courses in basic 

nursing procedures. Orderlies assigned to the operation theatre were trained in practical skills 

on the job in the operation theatre. Every operation required a steady supply of sterile 

instruments, drapes, clothes and bandages.257 Assignment to the operation theatre was 

prestigious; one received instruction there in practical work such as using autoclaves for 

sterilising instruments, bandages and gowns.258 Some of the soldiers were also able to assist 

surgeons by holding retractors during operations.259 Holding a retractor was not a primary 

task for theatre nurses but something they did if surgeons lacked assistants.260 Letting non-

nurses perform this task probably did not raise questions of competence. 

 

The lessons for orderlies were too rudimentary to provide exhaustive training in assisting 

nurses. Nevertheless, when looking at examples of the lessons held for orderlies at 

NORMASH, we can identify Norwegian nursing traditions and the knowledge base that 

nurses considered as important. Nursing as an independent subject includes responsibilities 

such as observing patients and practical daily routines such as making a bed.261 Nursing also 

involves interaction with medicine and requires knowledge of the principles of trauma care. 

Furthermore, ethical standards are embedded in nursing practice.262 
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5.1.2 Interaction and cooperation between nursing and medicine in theatre nursing 
 

Nurses have always had the sole responsibility for caring for the patient, but they have also 

acted as assistants and provided support in the medical treatment of the patient.264 Looking at 

clinical practice in the operating theatre can give us a broader understanding of the interaction 

between theatre nurse and surgeon and their dependence on one another in patient treatment 

as this evolved in the Norwegian tradition with the introduction of anaesthesia and aseptic 

procedures.   

 

The operation theatre was the heart of NORMASH and the centre of all daily activities. 

Logistical work and supporting departments were there to enable the surgical activity in the 

operation theatre to function. During its three years of activity, an average of eight operations 

a day were carried out; sometimes this was as few as one operation, and at the most sixty-four 

operations were performed in one day.265 Theatre nurses were present during all operations 

and cared for patients with life-threatening trauma; this care ranged from debridement of 

multiple wounds to band aids on scratches.  

 

The theatre nurse as first assistant, receiving and delivering instruments from and to the 

surgeon, is perhaps the most familiar image of a theatre nurse.266 It is also the image we find 

in writing and articles about the US MASHes. Nurse historian Sarnecky says that US theatre 

nurses “presided” over the instrument table,267 but “presiding over the instrument table” really 

does not tell us what the theatre nurses did. In response to a question about how she arranged 

the surgical instruments before an operation, theatre nurse Margot Isaksen answered: “The 

same as at home. First the instrument for opening, and then arranging them for to use as the 

operation progressed.”268 What is theatre nursing? Is it arranging instruments, or is there 

something more to be learnt from Isaksen’s statement? 

 

Time is of the essence in all surgery. The longer a patient’s wound remains open and the 

patient remains unconscious under anaesthesia, the greater the risk of complication. When an 

operation starts, the whole team must be ready, and each member must know her or his part of 
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the work during surgery. In trauma surgery, detailed planning is not always possible. The 

extent of the operation and the direction it may have to take are not known beforehand. The 

surgeon has to make quick decisions and the operating team must react immediately to his 

decision. Surgeon and Chief of Hospital Erling Hjort has described dramatic bleeding in a 

patient on the eighth day following an operation. He decided to ligate the arteria hypogastrica 

to stop the ongoing bleeding in the gluteral region.269 Once he had made this decision, his 

order to the theatre nurses was: “Iodine abdomen. Anaesthesia and instruments.” These few 

words were instructions to disinfect the skin before operation, put the patient in narcosis and 

have the instruments ready. According to Hjort, this operation took only a few minutes.270  

 

Strict rules and procedures did exist for some parts of the surgical intervention described by 

Hjort. There were rules and procedures for disinfecting the skin to reduce the number of 

microorganisms and prevent harm from disinfectants.271 There were rules and procedures for 

conducting anaesthesia.272 As for the intervention itself, however, there were no strict rules or 

procedures that the theatre nurse could use to prepare herself.273 As surgery is handicraft, not 

all interventions are standardised and it may not be possible to provide detailed rules.274 

Theatre nurses did not assist without prior knowledge, however, even if rules and procedures 

were lacking. 

 

The role of theatre nurse in the operating team, such as the role filled by Margot Isaksen, was 

not that of a bystander. Assistants were trained to take an active part in instrumentation: 

 
The assistant is not to be a bystander but should follow the surgeon in his thinking and 
help him at the right time and in the right place […]. The operation should take place 
with as little conversation as possible – preferably without a word. This demands a lot 
of practice and great interest from the assistant. (Quotation translated by JTL)275 

 

Theatre nurses were trained to be part of an operating team in which their role was to be ready 

with the instruments just before the surgeon needs them. As NORMASH covered a given part 
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of the front and had to take whatever came its way in terms of casualties and trauma, not all of 

the surgical procedures that needed to be performed were familiar to the theatre nurses ahead 

of time.276 Nevertheless, they were familiar with many different operations from hospitals at 

home, and it was recommended that they have at least two years' experience in clinical 

practice in general surgery before serving at NORMASH.277   

 

As previously mentioned, theatre nurses themselves prepared the instruments for an operation 

beforehand, independently of the surgeon. Like Margot Isaksen, the theatre nurses had lists 

of, or knew by heart, which instruments to use for specific operations.278 However, these were 

standardised lists and they were not exhaustive. The theatre nurse had to know the different 

instrument groups and choose according to patient anatomy, pathological condition, how the 

instrument was used and the preferences of the co-working surgeon. Being able to assess 

which instruments might come in handy in addition to the standard instruments for specific 

operations, as well as the knowledge of anatomy and the surgical intervention, was based on 

acquired knowledge that formed each theatre nurse’s clinical forethought. 279  

 

Theatre nurses also understood their speciality as changing rapidly with progress in surgery. 

Operating methods could vary from surgeon to surgeon, even if the basic principles remained 

the same.280 It is believed that on the basis of their understanding of the basic principles of 

practice and their clinical practice, they were able to function at NORMASH, where theatre 

nurses were introduced to new surgical techniques and procedures during the Korean War. 

 

The work in the operation theatre could at times be very intensive. With the reception of up to 

120 casualties within a 60-hour period, as occurred after the Chinese attack on Old Baldy on 

23 March 1953, the waiting time for treatment could be long. Debridement of wounds in 

extremities and the buttocks took time: first washing the wound, then mechanical removal of 

dead tissue and debris before irrigation with a saline solution and then dressing. A new 

method for the debridement of wounds was thorough debridement with delayed primary 
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suturing of the wounds. Without primary sutures, time was saved, and the result was so 

promising that debridement of wounds with delayed primary surgery became standard 

treatment.281  

 

Operations on lungs and abdominal wounds took the most time, but the use of armoured body 

vests had reduced the incidence of these types of trauma.282 With registration upon arrival at 

NORMASH followed by journal writing and X-rays and a pre-operative blood transfusion, 

the process could take three hours, and with an operation time of about two hours, an 

abdominal wound could demand nursing resources for five hours.283 Leading theatre nurse 

Harda Hartvigsen believed the survival rate for abdominal wounds to be 90%, although this 

was not solely a consequence of early operation. According to Hartvigsen, the prophylactic 

use of the antibiotics which had been made available and which were used to prevent 

infection obviously played a major role in achieving the low mortality rate.284 Another field in 

which the prophylactic use of antibiotics played a major role was vessel surgery. 

 

Limbs were frequently injured by shrapnel from artillery and landmines because armoured 

body vests did not protect the extremities.285 The consequences of these injuries included 

acute arterial injury and extensive damage to soft tissue, which often resulted in the 

amputation of lower extremities.286 At the start of the Korean War, the surgeons had not been 

trained in the treatment of vascular injuries and a procedure other than end-to-end 

anastomosis  were against military doctrine. Two of the surgeons at US MASH 8055 started 

arterial repair with vein grafting while it was still prohibited.287 The same procedure was also 

introduced at US MASH 8076 in 1951 by Otto Apel and John Colman.288 This was the 
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MASH that the Norwegian surgeons arrived at in June 1951 to “look over our shoulders and 

learn the operation of a combat MASH.”289 

 

Vein grafting was not new at the time of the Korean War, but it was still a novelty, and the 

surgeons at MASH 8076 even had to have their own clamps produced to use on vessels 

during surgery.290 Vein grafting was also a procedure available at NORMASH. War surgery 

had to be learnt in practice – “on the job” – and theoretical learning was insufficient. Injuries 

of the big vessel were, as one Norwegian surgeon described it, a “nightmare”, and problems 

related to sutures on vessels and vein grafting still had to be resolved and the techniques 

refined.291 However, the Norwegian operating team at NORMASH, consisting of surgeons 

and theatre nurses, as well as the surgeons and nurses at the US MASHes, expanded both their 

roles and their knowledge of arterial repairs during the Korean War.292 

 

Much of the surgery at NORMASH was conducted according to principles of war surgery 

provided by the US Army in its technical bulletins. These were known surgical principles 

adjusted to war conditions. But surgical experience such as arterial repair during the Korean 

War changed the guidelines for surgery. The guidelines for frostbite treatment and modern 

treatment of shock were also changed. 

 

Irreversible shock was one of the main concerns of contemporary surgeons during the Korean 

War,293 as well as a major concern of the surgeons and nurses at NORMASH.294 Theatre 

nurse Hartvigsen wrote the following about her observations at the start of operations: 

 
On occasion we also observed how bloated a thigh or an arm could become from the 
seepage of blood out into the soft tissue (Quotation translated by JTL).295 

 

It was neither the room nor the instrument that concerned Hartvigsen in this case: it was the 

patient and caring for him by monitoring his heart rate and blood pressure while trying to stop 

the haemorrhage and supplement the loss of blood. Nurses’ involvement in the treatment of 
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shock could begin as soon as a patient was admitted, before a journal was written. To ensure 

the the transfusion fast enough, Vaseline was used on the tube to make it smooth prior to the 

tube being “milked” to flush the blood into the patient.296 According to nurse Peder 

Klingsheim, administering blood transfusions was an important task that demanded careful 

observation and nursing of the patient, and in which the patient’s salt and fluid balance had to 

be carefully accounted for and recorded.297 Furthermore, post-operative patients who had 

received a large quantity of blood to compensate for blood loss that had led to shock had to be 

carefully observed by attentive nurses for signs of haemolytic jaundice or liver trauma.298 

There were also other hazards, such as damage to pulmonary circulation in the case of an 

excessive blood transfusion.299 The treatment of shock from blood loss at the MASHes in 

Korea is considered one of the primary advancements in emergency medicine.300   

 

The four operating tables at NORMASH were placed in the same room, and there were no 

curtains to shield patients from seeing what was happening on the other tables if they were 

conscious when they came to in the operation theatre.301 During daily work in a civilian 

operation theatre, theatre nurses would shield patients from the noises from ongoing 

operations when they were received in the operation theatre; letting patients see bloodstained 

clothes was an unforgiveable wrong.302 At NORMASH, such shielding was impossible, and 

the patients’ reactions, such as anxiety and fear of what was to come, were familiar to the 

theatre nurses and were exacerbated by the lack of a common language. This was of great 

concern to the theatre nurses.303 

 

The operation tent at NORMASH was in no way an aseptic operation theatre. It was a tent, 

and the operation tables were placed directly on the earth floor. Blood and fluids ran into the 

soil and were covered with fresh sand, with oil then being poured onto the sand to reduce the 

dust nuisance. Even so, infections have not been recorded. This does not mean that patients 

undergoing operations did not experience post-operative infections, but the patients were at 
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NORMASH for too short a time for post-operative infections to manifest themselves. The 

practice of letting a theatre nurse remain unsterile and handle instruments using only forceps 

when she had to assist two or more surgeons during an operation was not new - it was 

described in the textbook from 1926 – but the practice had been abandoned because it 

compromised the aseptic status of the operation theatre.304 Now, at NORMASH, it was used 

when there was a shortage of theatre nurses. Was this perhaps an example of lifesaving taking 

precedence over aseptic conditions at NORMASH? There was also use of antibiotics and 

vaccinations, including, among other things, the tetanus vaccine.305 However, the 

administration of antibiotics and vaccinations did not exclude aseptic techniques and 

painstaking debridement.306 The nurses did not lower hygiene standards but maintained them 

and increased their efforts because of the absent aseptic conditions.307 

 

The work in the operation theatre at NORMASH was always unpredictable. It was necessary 

to take the patients as they came. In such a situation, the nurses and surgeons had to trust in 

one another’s competence. Surgeon and Chief of Hospital Hjort’s descriptions of his 

operation on an arteria hypogastrica from two different angles and the quick reaction and 

readiness of the theatre nurses that assisted him are an example of the interdependence 

between nurse and surgeon in surgical treatment. Hartvigsen’s discussion of the medical 

treatment of shock and the phenomenon of anxiety in the patient shows two things. One is the 

communication in the therapeutic team over new medical issues such as how to treat shock. 

The other is the attention paid to the patient’s experience of illness and insecurity. Empathy 

for the patient and acknowledgment of the patient’s perception are interwoven with the actual 

procedure and cannot be separated from nursing practice.308 Klingsheim points out that 

clinical observation is not the same as observing. It is clinical practice to monitor the patient’s 

state and note when it is necessary to take action309 Isaksen’s statement “the same as at home” 

is also a statement pointing forward. The Korean War led to mass training in the treatment of 

trauma patients, and new surgical methods and wound debridement were introduced. Practice 

improves skills.310 The surgeons from NORMASH were the leading war surgeons for 
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years.311 In addition, the nurses brought home their experience and improved skills and 

introduced it into Norwegian nursing.312 This will be discussed in chapter 5.2. 

 

5.1.3 Wartime nursing 
 
In the two previous subchapters, the running of and clinical practice at NORMASH were 

discussed. These were based on nursing traditions from Norway and built on the same skills 

as in peacetime. The nurses were able to transfer their civilian practice to war and continue 

with principles that were familiar to them.313 In this subchapter, another part of Norwegian 

nursing tradition will be discussed – humanitarian wartime nursing – and the ways in which 

NORMASH differed from military nursing in wartime, together with the war context and the 

interaction with civilian society. 

 

Beginning in 1912, Norwegian nursing developed a tradition of sending ambulances to 

conflict areas, organised by the humanitarian organisation the Red Cross.314 Norwegian 

humanitarian ambulances prior to the Korean War, such as those in Ethiopia in 1936, had 

given rise to a new experience. An ambulance in a war zone could not dismiss responsibility 

for civilians. Civilians suffered as a result of epidemic disease, malnourishment and weapons 

such as gas – suffering that could be remedied and thus could not be ignored by a 

humanitarian ambulance.315  

 

The Korean War illustrates the changes in warfare during the 20th century, where the 

boundaries between the war and civilian society were blurred. In the First World War, 95% of 

casualties were military and 5% were civilian. This ratio changed during the Second World 

War to 52% military and 48% civilian. In the Korean War, the greater part of the casualties 

were civilian: 60% were civilian and 40% were military.316 
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The rights of a civilian in war are rooted in the Geneva Convention of 1864 (and the Battle of 

Solferino of 1859), which states that injured persons have the right to medical help. Lessons 

learnt from wars after 1864 led to rights being assigned to more groups. The Fourth Geneva 

Convention, of 12 August 1949, stated the rights of civilians to be protected and receive 

help.317 The term “civilian” is contrasted with “military”. The historian Gunner Lind says this 

originates from the time when Europe had standing armies. The term “civilian” replaced the 

ancient term “innocent”. A civilian was an innocent in a war. Children, women and non-

combatant men were innocent and should be spared.318  

 

NORMASH interacted with Korean civilians on many levels, and nurses as well as other 

personnel at NORMASH came to have a very strong sense of responsibility for the treatment 

of patients and hiring them as a workforce, and later for the training and education of 

nurses.319 During the planning for NORMASH, Korean civilians were intended to be 

employed as part of the workforce.320 The reality of the Korean War, in which there were 

stray children and orphans, resulted in immediate action to help them. One way of helping 

them was to employ them to carry out menial tasks in the tents where personnel lived.   

 

The employment of children was a private initiative and a practical response to a 

humanitarian catastrophe. The nurses and other staff at NORMASH understood very well the 

sufferings of children in war. They saw it, and understood that children on their own, without 

grown-ups to take care of them, might starve and die.321 Employing them was a way of 

helping them find shelter and food. Many of the “field hospital Koreans”, as the civilian 

workforce was known, were familiar to several contingents at NORMASH. Many friendships 

 
317 Mageli, E. (2014). Med rett til å hjelpe. Historien om Røde Kors. Oslo: Pax Forlag, pp. 15–16. 
318 Lind, G. (2014). Genesis of the Civilian in the Western World, 1500–2000. In: Lind, Gunner (ed.) Civilians at 
War: From the Fifteenth Century to the Present. Copenhagen: Museum Tuskulum Press, pp. 47–82. 
319 Hartvigsen, H. (1954). Op. cit. Lockertsen, Fause, Hallet and Brooks. (2015). The Norwegian Mobile Army 
Surgical Hospital: Nursing at the front. In: Brooks, J. and Hallett, C. E. One Hundred Years of Wartime Nursing 
Practices, 1854-1953. Manchester: Manchester University Press, pp. 232–253. 
320 Paus, B. (ed.). (1955). Op. cit., p. 41. 
321 Semb, G. (1952). Brev fra Namsosdame i Korea, ‘Barn uten foreldre, heim og mat. Barmhjertighetens arbeid 
mellom nød, blod og lidelse’. Nordtrønderen og Namdalen. Avisa er gått inn. Utklippet er hentet fra Rannei og 
Gotfred Rekkebos privatarkiv. Det er ikke datert, men avisen skriver at Sembs reiseskildring er datert fra mai og 
frem til 7. november 1951 (Letter from lady from Namsos in Korea, ‘Orphan children, home and food. 
Humanitarian work). Ottestad: Migrasjonsmuseets arkiv. 
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were formed.322 One of “the boys” from NORMASH, “Archie” (Chul-Ho Lee), settled in 

Norway and became well-known in Norwegian society.323 

 

 
“Archie” (Chul-Ho-Lee) and nurse Kari Roll Klepstad 

With the kind permission of Kari Roll Klepstad 

 

Several Korean civilians were employed on the sick wards. The nurses at NORMASH clearly 

differentiated between tasks that required nursing knowledge and practical tasks that could be 

performed according to instructions. Rinsing wounds, administering medication and blood 

transfusions were practices that required a nurse’s competence and were not to be delegated to 

orderlies or Korean civilians, according to Klingsheim.324 But there was one exception. 

 

Knowledge of every instrument and its use, together with knowledge of maintenance and 

storage, has been highlighted as being among the knowledge in theatre nursing. This was also 

 
322 Klingsheim, P. (2015). Oral story. 
323 Aftenposten. (8 April 1954). Oslogutt tar liten koreaner med hjem for å la ham få legebehandling (Lad from 
Oslo brings home a small Korean to let him receive medical treatment). Aftenposten, p. 8. Eide, Ole Kåre. 
(2008). Happy Lee. Forsvarets forum, 6. Reproduced in: Bakke, F. (ed.) (2010). Op. cit., pp. 73–77. ‘Archie’ 
Lee var i Norge kjent som ‘Nudelkongen’. Han gikk bort i 2018 (“Archie” Lee was known in Norway as “the 
Noodle King”. He passed away in 2018). 
324 Klingsheim, P. (2015). Oral story. 
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a central learning goal for nursing pupils during practice in the operation theatre.325 At 

NORMASH, Korean civilians were taught how to prepare packets of instruments according to 

lists and under the supervision of a nurse, and it worked very well.326 Packing instruments is 

an early example of a nursing task not related to caring for patients during surgery that could 

be delegated to personnel without any specialised nursing training.  

 

During most of the mission in Korea, 20% of the hospital beds were reserved for Korean 

civilians. NORMASH had its own polyclinic for Korean civilians. When it was quiet at the 

front, operation teams of surgeons and theatre nurses went to Seoul to operate on civilian 

patients at Korean civilian hospitals.327 After the armistice in July 1953, NORMASH was able 

to treat more civilians and hospitalise patients for longer periods.328 As a consequence, it 

started to train Korean nurses.329 All nurses at NORMASH were obliged to teach and train 

Korean nurses. Towards the end, several Korean nurses had independent evening and night 

watches.330 

 
The nurses’ and surgeons’ personal engagement in giving aid to civilians during the Korean 

War is not exclusive to NORMASH. The same procedures can be seen in U.S. MASHes at 

the frontline, with spontaneous aid to civilians and concern for their future, and the 

arrangement of relief funds and collection of clothing.331 Why did nurses and surgeons do 

this, regardless of nationality? The answer may be the humanitarian side of nursing and 

medical work and nurses’ training in caring and relieving pain and distress. 

 

5.2 Post-Korean War Benefits and Changes in Nursing and Theatre Nursing  
 
The second overall aim of this study was to explore the impact of the Korea Sisters’ efforts on 

Norwegian nursing and theatre nursing after the Korean War.332 How did it change nursing 

and theatre nursing, and did the nurses’ experience have an impact on Norwegian nursing 

after the Korean War?   

 
325 Marthinsen, M. and Haffner, J. (1941). Op. cit., pp. 257, 265. 
326 Klepstad, K. R. (2011). Oral story. 
327 Paus, B. (ed.). (1955). Op. cit., p. 68. 
328 Paus, B. (ed.). (1955). Op. cit., p. 27. 
329 Hartvigsen, H. (1954). Op. cit. 
330 Heide, I. S. (1955). Op. cit. 
331 Sarnecky, M. T. (1990). Op. cit., p. 316. Horwitz, D. G. (1997). Op. cit., p. 113. Apel, O. F. and Apel, P. 
(1998). Op. cit., p. 53. 
332 The Norwegian nurses who served at NORMASH were nicknamed “the Korea Sisters”. (Lockertsen and 
Fause. (2017). Op. cit.) 
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5.2.1 Expansion of theatre nursing practice 
 
Tactical changes in the war and the fixed frontline along the 38th parallel had turned the 

MASHes into stationary field hospitals 15 to 30 kilometres from the front at the time 

NORMASH was deployed to Korea in 1951. This did not change the medical purpose of a 

MASH with early definite treatment. Advanced weaponry, shrapnel from artillery and 

landmines, and high-velocity projectiles still caused severe trauma to humans that required 

surgical treatment by trained operation teams. Because of the proximity to the battlefield, 

traumatised soldiers that in previous wars would have been dead upon arrival survived with 

the medical treatment given at NORMASH and the other MASHes at the front. 

 

NORMASH performed surgeries of almost every kind: abdominal surgery, thoracic surgery, 

pulmonary surgery, arterial repair with vein graft to reestablish blood circulation in a 

damaged limb, orthopedic surgery with the nailing of fractures and plastic operations in soft 

tissue. The only exception was neurosurgical operations, which were performed only if 

weather and darkness prevented transportation of the wounded to MASHes specialising in 

neurosurgery.333 This was confirmed by theatre nurse Margot Isaksen, who assisted during an 

emergency neurosurgical operation at a time when transportation was not possible.334  

 

As there was no fixed operating programme at NORMASH, it was impossible for the theatre 

nurses to know what kind of operation they were going to do next during rushes, and patients 

were constantly being transported in and triaged and sent to the operation theatre for 

operations. Preparing instruments by autoclaving them the evening before the operation or in 

the morning was not possible. Instead, instruments were kept sterile for use at all times, and 

boxes with complete sets of instruments for abdominal surgery and thoracic surgery were 

made ready and kept at hand for emergency surgery at any time. Boxes with complete sets of 

instruments for emergency surgery were not described in Norwegian textbooks until 1960.335 

 

In addition to new techniques that expanded the scope of theatre nursing, the theatre nurses 

and nurses at NORMASH gained experience in receiving up to several hundred injured 

people during rushes and following them through triage, pre-operative preparation, operation 

 
333 Hartvigsen, H. (1954). Op. cit. 
334 Isaksen, M. (2012). Oral story. 
335 Olaussen, T. (1960). Arbeidet i operasjonsstuen [The work in the operation theatre] In: Jervell, A. (ed.) 
Lærebok for sykepleiere, Bind 5. Oslo: Fabritius og Sønners Forlag, p. 48. 
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and then post-operative nursing. Several of the nurses at NORMASH were associated with the 

Norwegian Armed Forces Medical Services as reservists after the Korean War. Their 

experience of nursing practice at a surgical field hospital, mass evacuation of casualties both 

with ground ambulances and medevac with helicopters, field hygiene in war and also welfare 

work among patients meant that as reservists they were able to participate in training new 

nurses and pass on knowledge acquired during the Korean War.336 

 

5.2.2 Nurse anaesthetist and pre-hospital treatment 
 

Theatre nurses functioned as anaesthetists in Norwegian operation theatres until 1947, when 

anaesthesiology was approved as a medical specialisation.337 All theatre nurses were cross-

trained in anaesthesia, and many of them were highly skilled in their trade and valued for their 

clinical skills. But something was missing: they needed a deeper knowledge of anaesthesia 

and its effects on the body, and, as a group, they were able, to varying extents, to use the more 

advanced methods that were needed for advanced surgery.338 

 

The Korean War, with the MASHes placed close to the battlefield, had shown the value of 

minimising the time between incident and treatment. The most severely wounded were 

transported by helicopter.339 Swift transportation ensured early surgical treatment that lowered 

mortality. To meet the need for correct treatment, more advanced knowledge was necessary. 

The advanced knowledge needed in order to assist during pulmonary and heart surgery could 

build on the knowledge that theatre nurses already had. Conducting anaesthesia for this type 

of advanced surgery demanded an education beyond the education that theatre nurses already 

had, however, and paved the way for a new nursing specialty: nurse anaesthetist.340 

 

The nursing during the Korean War acted as a catalyst in intensifying the process of the nurse 

anaesthetist becoming an autonomous nursing specialty, as opposed to a subdivision of 

theatre nursing.341 Educated nurse anaesthetists were needed to meet the need for specialised 

knowledge of anaesthesia brought about by progress in surgery and the new opportunities for 

 
336 Dale, T. (1963). Op. cit., pp. 26, 36–37, 40, 54. 
337 Lockertsen, J.-Th. and Fause, Å. (2017). Op. cit. 
338 Lund, Ivar. (1948). Anestesi – en ny spesialitet. Tidsskrift for Den norske lægeforening, 3, pp. 43–44. 
339 Rekkebo, G. (1951). Op. cit., Notation of 22. September. 
340 Lockertsen, J.-Th. and Fause, Å. (2017). Op. cit. 
341 Henningsen, A. (1951). Op. cit., pp. 35–36. 
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early treatment in hospitals and pre-hospital treatment that arose as a result of the field 

hospitals’ proximity to the battle zone and the introduction of medevac by helicopter during 

the Korean War.  

 

Helicopters were introduced in the Korean War to rescue pilots downed behind enemy lines. 

The helicopters were soon tasked with the evacuation of causalities from the battlefield.342 

The “‘copters” used for medevac in Korea were small and not designed for medevac.343 This 

paved the way for a medical invention known to everyone who has taken a course in basic 

first aid.  

 

 

 
Bell H-13 Sioux helicopters at NORMASH 

Reproduced by the kind permission of Rigmor Brochman Bye 

 

Patients were carried on the two external casualty stretchers attached to the side or at the skids 

of the helicopters. If a medical attendant followed, he would be in the crew cabin with the 

pilot. This left the patient unattended outside the cabin. Patients with maxillofacial injuries in 

the back position risked aspiring blood and fluid and vomiting or even swallowing their own 

 
342 Kirkland, R. C. (2009). MASH ANGELS: Tales of an Air-Evac Helicopter Pilot in the Korean War. Short 
Hills, NJ: Burford Books. Driscoll, Robert S. (2001). Op. cit., pp. 290–296. 
343 During the Korean War, helicopters were nicknamed “‘copters”. Later they became known as “choppers”, but 
that name was not known or used during the Korean War. (Apel, J. P. (1998). Op. cit.) 
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tongue when unconscious. To avoid this, pilots or medics started to turn patients on their side 

to a prone position. This was the recovery position.344 The recovery position had been 

described before the Korean War but it was not commonly used. A Norwegian military first 

aid manual from 1951 recommended that helpers turn the patient’s head to the side if the 

patient was vomiting when unconscious.345 In 1961, we find military first aid manuals that 

describe the recovery position as the recommended procedure after securing free airways in 

an unconscious patient.346 Today, the recovery position as practised in the Korean War is 

standard procedure in all first aid manuals. 

 

Medevac by helicopter started when the war had settled into trench warfare. In the moving 

part of the war, the MASHes with their great mobility came to the patient. Now, in trench 

warfare, helicopters transported patients to the stationary field hospitals that the MASHes had 

become, as well as between the field hospitals along the 38th parallel. In this way, they could 

utilise the medical expertise of the different MASHes as the MASHes became more 

specialised, or they could help each other out if technical devices broke down.347 Bigger cargo 

helicopters were used for transporting up to eight litter patients to evacuation hospitals further 

behind the front, and with these helicopters other opportunities arose. With sufficient space, 

acute pre-hospital medical treatment could be carried out during transportation.348 The use of 

helicopters for rescue and emergency medical services in today’s Norwegian acute medicine 

is a direct consequence of the use of helicopters in Korea.349 

 

5.2.3 A Scandinavian hospital in South Korea 
 

The National Medical Centre (NMC) opened in Seoul on 2 October 1958. The NMC was a 

training hospital owned and run by the Scandinavian countries of Sweden, Denmark and 

Norway. The hospital was part of an effort to provide South Korea with a medical 

 
344 Lind, B. (2015). Oral story. Neel Jr., Sh. (1954). Medical Considerations in Helicopter Evacuation. United 
States Armed Forces Medical Journal, 5(2), pp. 220–227. For the prone position for securing free airways, see p. 
225. 
345 Florelius, S (ed.). (1951). Lærebok i militær helselære og førstehjelp. Oslo: Forvarets sanitet, p. 138. 
346 Dale, T (ed.). (1961). Lærebok i militær helselære og førstehjelp: Forbindingslære og førstehjelp, pamphlet 
4. Oslo: Forsvarets sanitet, pp. 17, 48. 
347 Horwitz, D. G. (1997). We Will Not Be Strangers: Korean War Letters Between a M.A.S.H. Surgeon and His 
Wife. Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press. Letter of 13 August 1952. p. 55.  
348 Smith, A. D. (1952). Medical Air Evacuation in Korea and Its Influence on the Future. The Military Surgeon, 
110(5), pp. 323–332. 
349 NOU 1998:8. (1998). Luftambulansetjenesten i Norge. Oslo: Helse- og omsorgsdepartementet. 
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infrastructure and rebuild the South Korean health-care system after the Korean War. The 

hospital remained Scandinavian until 1968, when ownership of the NMC was transferred to 

South Korea.350 The teaching hospital was the result of a plan that took form on the initiative 

of the government of Denamrk before NORMASH became an active unit in the Korean War 

in July 1951.351 

 

According to historian Kjetil Skogrand, leading Norwegian politicians understood the need 

for reconstruction in Korea after the war because of Norway’s own reconstruction needs after 

five years of occupation.352 In a formal meeting with the United Nations Korean 

Reconstruction Agency (UNKRA), a plan for a joint venture was preliminarily agreed upon. 

In the joint committee from the Scandinavian countries, Norway was represented by Karl 

Evang, the Norwegian Health Director, and Carl Semb.353 The agreement on “the peace 

hospital” was formally signed in 1955.354 This was two years after the armistice and one year 

after NORMASH was disassembled in 1954.  

 

Fifty-one Norwegian nurses, out of a total of 164 Scandinavian nurses, worked at the NMC. 

Ten of these – nine nurses and one deacon  – were veterans of NORMASH.355 A book co-

written by a former surgeon at NORMASH was prepared as an introduction to conditions in 

Korea for nurses and physicians who were unfamiliar with Korea356  

 

Travelling was not a novelty for Norwegian nurses. Many nurses had been missionary nurses 

and engaged in educating nurses abroad.357 But the work at the NMC was something else. 

This was a civilian engagement for the Korean people, humanitarian aid in response to a 

catastrophe and not a vocation as a missionary nurse or a wartime nurse. The purpose was to 

 
350 Bjørnsson, J., Odelberg, A., Koch, J. H. and Okkenhaug, K. (1971). The National Medical Center in Korea: 
A Scandinavian Contribution to Medical Training and Health Development 1958–1968. Oslo: 
Universitetsforlaget. 
351 Steen, E. (1952). Forord av presidenten i Norges Røde Kors. In: Nilsen, Ragnar Wisløff (ed.) Med Røde Kors 
i Korea. Stavanger: Misjonsselskapets Forlag, pp. 7–8. 
352 Skogrand, K. (1994). Op. cit., pp. 147–150. 
353 Nilssen, R. W. (1952). Op. cit., pp. 174–184. Nilssen gives much credit to Carl Semb, who had a firm grip on 
the situation and therefore laid good plans for the future. 
354 Bjørnsson, J. (1964). National Medical Center. Past – Present – Future. Lecture by Dr Jon Bjørnsson, Chief 
of the Scandinavian Mission, on a Korean head nurses’ leadership course in April 1964. Rannei og Gotfred 
Rekkebos privatarkiv, boks 3. Ottestad: Migrasjonsmuseets arkiv. 
355 Bakke, F. (ed.). (2012). Op. cit., pp. 84, 94–96. 
356 Buer, L., Holthe, K. and Nilssen, R. W. (1958). Litt av hvert om Korea. En kort innføring i koreanske forhold. 
Oslo: Undervisningssykehuset i Korea. 
357 Erikstein, E. (2005). Op. cit. 
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help Korea educate and train its own nurses and doctors. This joint venture of the 

Scandinavian countries is also the oldest example of Nordic co-operation.358  By the 

Scandinavian Board of NMC, it was named “…a unicue experiment in international good-

will and cooperation.359 Between 1958 and1970, two hundred and twenty-three nurses were 

educated at the School of Nursing at the NMC.360 The NMC is still an active hospital in 

Seoul, South Korea, but it is now a fully owned Korean hospital

 
358 Frydenlund, K. (1966). Norsk utenrikspolitikk i etterkrigstidens internasjonale samarbeid. Oslo: «Tidens 
ekko», NUPI, p.112. 
359 The Scandinavian Board. (1966). Facts about the Establishment and Operation of The National Medical 
Center in Korea and Related activities. Oslo: The Scandinavian Board. p. 22. 
360 Bjørnsson, J. et al. (1971). Op. cit., p. 91. 
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6 Conclusion and Further Perspectives 
 
The Korean War has been referred to as “the Forgotten War”.359 Work with the sources shows 

that the Norwegian nurses’ practice at NORMASH during the Korean War may be an untold 

story, but the footprints of the Norwegian nurses and the impact of their efforts during the 

Korean War can clearly be found in Norwegian nursing after the Korean War, and they are 

not forgotten. 

 

The aim of this dissertation has been to explore and document Norwegian nurses’ clinical 

practice in the combat zone of the Korean War and the impact of their efforts on Norwegian 

nursing and theatre nursing. How did this change nursing and theatre nursing? 

  

The Korean War had settled into a trench war along the 38th parallel by the time NORMASH 

entered the Korean War theatre. Waves of aggression from North Korea and counterattacks 

by the UN army had ruined the infrastructure of Korea. In this dissertation, the history is told 

of the Norwegian nurses, who were all civilian volunteers in the midst of a gruelling war.  

 

Norwegian nursing traditions can be identified in the nursing leadership at NORMASH. 

Structures that constitute routines for nursing in wartime are similar to those in peacetime and 

it is just as necessary to ensure that nursing is properly administered. Plans for round-the-

clock work have to be made for the individual care of patients, the operation room must be 

prepared for surgery, surgeons must be assisted during operations and post-operative patients 

need to be monitored.360 The nurses worked according to familiar routines that they knew 

from Norwegian nursing tradition.361 Most of the orderlies lacked knowledge of nursing and 

were unqualified to serve at a field hospital. Preparing and training orderlies became an 

important part of the nurses’ work.  

 

As a case study, the study of NORMASH can give us insight into central practice traditions in 

theatre nursing and the interaction and cooperation between nursing and medicine in theatre 

 
359 Ness, E. (2016). The Forgotten War. Retrieved March 2019 from: eilifness.no: http://eilifness.no/?p=75 
360 Hamran, T.  (1992). Op. cit., pp. 52–54. Hallett, Ch. E. (2009). Containing Trauma: Nursing Work in the 
First World War. Manchester: Manchester University Press, pp. 92–93. 
361 Hartvigsen, H. (1954). Op. cit. 
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Like all branches of nursing, the actual handicraft is articulated to only a very limited extent. 

But behind terms such as “instrument tables” and “assisting”, we find a living community of 

practice in which theatre nurses have cooperated closely in teams with surgeons in operating 

on patients. Time being of the essence in trauma and war surgery is highlighted in the 

traditions of being prepared and knowing one’s own role in the surgical team and knowing 

one’s own subject.364 

 

The reality of the war in Korea, with more civilian than military casualties, brought 

NORMASH into extensive contact with the Korean people. Employing children for menial 

tasks was a practical solution in a humanitarian catastrophe. A polyclinic for Korean civilians 

was an important function at NORMASH. Twenty percent of the beds at NORMASH were 

reserved for Korean civilians. The nurses at NORMASH trained Korean civilians to support 

the nurses in logistical work not related to patient nursing. After the armistice in July 1953, 

Korean civilians were accepted as students at NORMASH to receive more formal training as 

nurses to support the reconstruction of South Korea’s own health-care system. 

 

Nursing at NORMASH led to the expansion of Norwegian theatre nursing thanks to the 

development and refinement of surgical techniques and the undiluted roles of theatre nurse 

and nurse anaesthetist in the Norwegian operation theatres. Treatment of shock, vessel 

surgery and the debridement of wounds and delayed primary closure were surgical techniques 

that were further developed during this war. Theatre nurses and surgeons incorporated these 

new techniques into their practical skill sets without having any prior training in war surgery. 

Packing boxes with standard packets of instruments for surgery that were sterile and ready for 

emergency surgery were introduced to Norwegian nurses during the Korean War and later 

introduced into Norwegian theatre nursing. The practice at NORMASH trained nurses to be a 

valuable part of Norwegian total readiness, and nurses who had served at NORMASH passed 

their experience on to new nurses through courses and as reservists in the army. 

 

The proximity to the combat zone and the utilisation of helicopters for ambulance transport 

also had an impact on Norwegian theatre nursing and nursing. The early reception of severely 

wounded patients emphasised the need for theatre nurses who could concentrate on surgical 

intervention and nurses who could concentrate on conducting anaesthesia, as opposed to 

 
364 Hjort, E. F. (1991). Op. cit. pp. 86-89. 
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theatre nurses being cross-trained in anaesthesia in order to fill both roles. As such, the 

experiences in Korea served as a catalyst to speed up the division of theatre nursing into two 

nursing specialties: theatre nursing and nurse anaesthetist. The use of helicopters in today’s 

rescue service and pre-hospital treatment is a direct consequence of the use of helicopters 

during the Korean War. Also, when transporting patients with maxillofacial fractures, the 

practice of putting the patient in the recovery position on the skids of the helicopters to avoid 

choking led to the use of the recovery position becoming a standard procedure in first aid 

manuals. 

 

NORMASH was formally an army unit in a UN peace-enforcing action to stop aggression by 

North Korea against South Korea. Nevertheless, there was a prominent humanitarian side of 

the action, including aid to the Korean people, according to known contemporaneous writings 

by nurses and from oral stories related in retrospect. The nurses were very familiar with the 

plans to establish a joint Scandinavian university clinic, which became a reality in 1958 and 

was led by the Scandinavian countries until 1968. The National Medical Centre is still an 

active hospital in Seoul, South Korea.  

 

NORMASH was the first international assignment for Norwegian nurses after World War II, 

and one may conclude that the hospital was a medical and humanitarian success in its time. 

 

There remain perspectives to explore regarding the service in Korea and the impact on clinical 

practice afterwards. 

 

The 111 nurses at NORMASH lived in a male society and seem to have been commissioned 

as officers on equal terms with surgeons. This thesis does not explore the gender question at 

NORMASH. There were not enough male nurses in the period 1951 to 1954 to fill the nurse 

positions at NORMASH.363 And nurses had been seen since the Crimean War, selected for 

their competence and not their sex.364 However, the question of the full implications of being 

women and officers in a male society during a war and whether the efforts of the nurses at 

NORMASH changed the gender roles in the Norwegian Army Medical Services in any way 

still need to be researched. 

 

 
363 Andresen, R. (1955). Op. cit., p. 82. 
364 Helmstadter, C. (2020). Op. cit., p. 310. 
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The interaction and cooperation between nursing and medicine in theatre nursing can be 

approached as a case study at NORMASH. Theatre nurses and surgeons trusted in one 

another’s competence and acquired new skills that were implemented in Norwegian civilian 

medicine after the Korean War. The interaction and cooperation between theatre nurses and 

surgeons after the Korean War has not yet been researched. 

 

The National Medical Centre in Seoul, South Korea was run by the Scandinavian countries 

for 10 years, between 1958 and 1968. During this period, 223 nurses were educated at the 

NMC. The cooperation between nurses from Denmark, Sweden and Norway at the NMC has 

yet to be explored and documented. The impact of the Scandinavian nurses’ efforts on Korean 

nursing also has yet to be explored and documented. 
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The Norwegian Mobile Army Surgical 
Hospital: Nursing at the front

Jan-Thore Lockertsen, Ashild Fause, Christine E. Hallett and Jane Brooks

‘Why I did go to Korea? I guess it was the same reason that I le! my 
home and travelled 1,000 kilometres to train as a nurse. I was young 
and adventurous.’1 "e Korean War is ‘the forgotten war’, the war 
‘in between’ the Second World War and the Vietnam War. Margot 
Isaksen was one of the 111 nurses who served as a ward nurse or 
theatre nurse at "e Norwegian Mobile Army Surgical Hospital 
(NORMASH) in the period during which it was operative (July 1951–
October 1954). 

"e Korean War started on 25 June 1950, when Communist 
North Korea invaded the Republic of South Korea. Armistice was 
declared 27 July 1953. NORMASH was operative from 18 July 
1951 to 18 October 1954. During this period, over 90,000 patients 
were#received and treated, 14,755 as inpatients. Of these, 12,201 were 
treated before the armistice and 2,554 between the armistice and 
the closing down of the hospital. More than 9,600 operations#were 
performed.2 NORMASH was a Norwegian unit and a part of the 
United Nations Army that, following a resolution in the UN Security 
Council, o$ered military support to the Republic of South Korea.3 
Tactically it was a part of the 8th US Army and was equipped as 
an ordinary US MASH.4 Alongside the British Commonwealth, it 
served the US First Corps.5

"e end of the Second World War saw the birth of the Mobile 
Army Surgical Hospital. "e idea behind MASH was to utilise a 
mobile surgical hospital that could move quickly and operate close to 
the combat zone. As a unit, MASH was fully equipped with vehicles 
and tentage, and it could operate and move by itself in coordination 
with the movements of the front line.6 "e Korean War was the %rst 
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war during which this idea was tested.7 !e evacuation line in Korea 
was from a battalion aid station, to MASH, to the evacuation hospital 
and then on to the general hospital.8 But given the lack of su"cient 
evacuation hospitals, MASHs soon evolved from 60-bed surgical 
hospitals to 200-bed hospitals that also functioned as evacuation hos-
pitals. !is situation lasted until 1952, when most MASHs returned 
to 60-bed hospitals.9 

NORMASH was one of six MASHs that were active during the 
Korean War; the other #ve were all from the USA. !e mortality 
in the Korean War was 2.5 per cent. NORMASH had a mortality of 
1.2 per cent overall.10 During one period in 1952, Norwegian #gures 
suggest that the mortality rate was as low as 0.6 per cent.11 

When assembling NORMASH in Japan before departure to 
Korea, the Norwegian nurses were aware of the shortage of nurses 
in the USA, which had a subsequent e$ect on the sta"ng in US 
MASHs. It is claimed that this shortage had led to nurses needing to 
work longer hours and under increasing pressure when on duty.12 
Norwegians observed that the work was much more fragmented 
than they were used to in Norway. Individuals who were not 
trained as nurses did nursing work, something that the Norwegians 
believed to be a result of the shortage of nurses. !ey observed that 
non-nurses performed dressings on patients, and that there was a 
team administering medication such as penicillin and streptomy-
cin.13 US MASHs used both nurses and technicians as assistants for 
physicians during operations.14 It has been claimed that the use of 
surgical technicians in the US MASHs had a signi#cant in%uence 
on the subsequent introduction of surgical technicians to civilian 
hospitals in the USA.15 !is did not happen in the NORMASH, 
which used fully trained operating room nurses wherever possible, 
or registered nurses where necessary, for instrumentation during 
operations. 

!is chapter argues that the use of highly trained nurses for both 
theatre work and ward work in the NORMASH had a signi#cant 
impact on the success of the hospital (including its low mortality 
rate). Specialist nurses were employed in operating theatre work, 
whilst fully trained nurses cared for patients in the wards. !ese 
nurses exercised a signi#cant amount of autonomy in their care and 
treatment of patients. Like US nurses, they were obliged to rely on 
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untrained assistants for support. However, assistants were not used 
for instrumentation in the NORMASH. !e chapter explores the 
nursing done by trained theatre nurses and registered nurses. It also 
considers how they educated and trained orderlies and ‘!e Boys’ as 
auxiliary helpers for de"ned tasks.16

Approaches used

!e Korean War is ‘the forgotten war’. For this reason primary data 
are scarce. Brunk says: ‘In spite of the popularity of military nursing 
as a topic for scholarly inquiry, no studies exist that explicate the role 
of nursing during the Korean con#ict (1950–1953).’17 !e study pre-
sented here uses oral history methodology alongside archive research 
and contemporary journal sources. Signi"cant and illuminating data 
were obtained from oral history interviews with four nurses who 
worked in the NORMASH. It is believed that these are the only four 
nurses still living. Oral history is an e$ective way of collecting tes-
timonies from eyewitnesses.18 !eir stories, told in open interviews 
nearly 60 years a%er serving, along with photographs and other mate-
rials, give a picture of perioperative nursing at NORMASH.

11.1 Gerd Semb, reproduced by kind permission of Gerd Semb
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Captain Gerd Semb served with the !rst contingent at NORMASH. 
Semb trained as a nurse in Trondheim during the Second World 
War. In 1944 she "ed to Sweden and joined up with the Norwegian 
Constabulary Force, which was trained in preparation for the lib-
eration of Norway from German occupation. In February 1945 she 
went with a Norwegian !eld hospital to Kirkenes, a small town close 
to the Russian border. #e Soviet Red Army had liberated Kirkenes 
in October 1944. German forces were retreating from Northern 
Norway, using a scorched earth tactic, and the Norwegian !eld hos-
pital was established in the destroyed landscape. A$er the war she 
stayed in the army, working as a ward nurse; and she was a nurse 
with #e British Army of #e Rhine (BAOR) as a part of the occu-
pation force in Germany a$er the war in Europe.19 Semb continued 
working as a nurse with the army until 1967. Like Gerd Semb, First 
Lieutenant Kari Roll Kleppstad was an army nurse before Korea. She 
had served with BAOR, and continued to serve with the army a$er 
NORMASH. Kleppstad also served in a refugee camp in Austria in 
1958. She participated in many military manoeuvres in Norway, 
only eventually leaving the army to care for an elderly parent. Inga 
Årdalsbakke was not a theatre nurse, but worked in the operation 
theatre at NORMASH. A$er Korea she worked as a nurse both in 
England and the USA. Like many other veterans of NORMASH she 
went back to South Korea, where she worked as Head Nurse at the 
National Medical Centre and CNMC (from 9 August 1959 to 22 
October 1960).20 Margot Isaksen had no military background before 
NORMASH, but worked as a theatre nurse. Isaksen was only allowed 
to have one mission in Korea. She was replaced because the Head 
Nurse of the army, Ruth Andresen, wanted as many nurses as pos-
sible to have combat experience. 

#e oral histories were complemented by additional archival 
evidence and published sources, including o%cial reports about 
NORMASH produced on behalf of the Norwegian Army, and books 
and memoirs written by veteran soldiers. Although these were not 
nurses, their close observations of the nurses give value to their 
writings. #eir writings both con!rm and amplify the oral histories. 
Soldiers such as Olav Sandvik and Herman Anker educated them-
selves as veterinarians and orthopaedic surgeons a$er the Korean 
War. #eir written memories about their duties in the operation 
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theatre con!rm o"cial reports about nurses’ duties as educators and 
supervisors.21

Establishing NORMASH

#e United Nations (UN) wanted Norway to participate with armed 
forces, but this was not possible. #e army was rebuilding a$er the 
Second World War and needed all its personnel to secure Norway 
and to ful!l its obligations to England by providing one brigade to 
BAOR.22 Although the Norwegian government wanted to give aid to 
the civilian population of South Korea through the Norwegian Red 
Cross, the UN had a greater need for a military hospital and demanded 
a MASH rather than civilian aid. #e burden on the US MASHs had 
increased, and there was a lack of general and medically trained per-
sonnel.23 Norway did not have a MASH, but did possess a !eld hospi-
tal, Tungt feltsykehus (TFSH), which was not su"ciently mobile and 
therefore unsuitable for use in Korea. An existing plan for a TFSH was 
put aside, and a MASH was bought from the USA instead.24 

#e sta% of NORMASH were not able to draw upon any prior 
experiences or written accounts for this type of work – everything was 
a !rst-time experience. NORMASH was initially assembled in Japan 
with 60 beds, before being transferred to Korea where further devel-
opment and sta% training took place. An ambulance platoon was also 
assigned for duty at NORMASH.25 NORMASH was planned with 
fourteen physicians in every contingent. Because there was a shortage 
of surgeons in Norway, however, NORMASH was not able to recruit 
the required number.26 Some surgeons visited US MASHs to learn 
from their experiences from one year in the combat zone.27 Peter 
Lexow served as a physician in the !rst contingent. He maintained 
that war surgery was learned at !rst hand, and with feedback from 
the evacuation hospital such as ‘never do …’ and ‘always do …’28 
Contacts when educated nurses came to NORMASH for visiting and 
learning are only recorded late in the assignment and a$er cease!re.29 

From Japan the NORMASH unit was shipped by boat to Pusan 
in Korea. A$er disembarking in Pusan the !rst contingent went by 
train and lorries to Uijongbu. #e journey took them through a war-
scorched landscape in which they were faced with !ghting armies 
four times.30 A$er reaching Uijongbu NORMASH was established 
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in an idyllic garden, ‘!e Orchard’. NORMASH was hence stationed 
between "#een and thirty kilometres from the front line, and was in 
fact the MASH closest to the front line.31 

!e war theatre in Korea developed from a blitzkrieg that swept 
most of the country four times, to a trench war along the 38th parallel. 
When NORMASH was established, the UN army had complete dom-
inance in the air, enabling a good logistic chain. Supplies to the front 
and evacuation of patients could be carried out safely. NORMASH 
received all its material and medical supplies from US depots. All 
medical technical supplies were stored in wooden boxes marked with 
numbers so that essential equipment could be identi"ed in cases of 
emergency.32 

Korea had at that time not only been totally destroyed; it was also 
plagued by infections such as typhus, typhoid, pox and tuberculosis.33 
Experience from previous wars had shown that the greatest losses 
were caused by infections. Personnel were therefore vaccinated before 
service in Korea. !is, along with good personal hygiene, had a ben-
e"cial e$ect, and hardly any contagious disease was recorded among 
the Norwegian personnel.34 !is was particularly noteworthy given 
that human waste was used as fertiliser in Korea; hence Koreans, 
both soldiers and civilians, who underwent surgery at NORMASH 
had ascaris (intestinal worms).35 To avoid ascaris among themselves, 
the Norwegian personnel did not eat local food or vegetables; instead 
everything came from US sources. Nurses describe the food as good 
but boring and very ‘American’, most particularly, they complained 
of too much bacon.36 

Recruitment of nurses 

!ere were eighteen nurses in every contingent. Seven positions were 
theatre nurses and six were ward nurses or deacons (male nurses 
with an ecclesiastical education in addition to social welfare and 
nursing). Deacons served with the "rst four contingents but were not 
assigned as commissioned o%cers like the theatre nurses and regis-
tered nurses. Two nurses were X-ray nurses and one was a laboratory 
nurse. In addition, there was one matron and one head nurse for the 
operation theatre. Both ward nurses and theatre nurses were sup-
posed to be recruited from among those who had served with BAOR. 
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However, the demand for experienced nurses always exceeded the 
supply, and it was never possible to !ll all the specialist positions 
in X-ray and theatres with specialist nurses.37 Very few of the seven 
contingents had more than a handful of personnel with both medical 
and military training.38

Training was provided for those in the !rst contingent who lacked 
military training, when they arrived in Japan. "is was basic and con-
sisted largely of learning how to salute, as well as military dress code. 
All nurses were dressed in uniforms from the US Army. Already, 
from the !rst contingent they learned that they were now under US 
supreme command and that Norwegian o#cers had limited author-
ity.39 Disciplinary rules were adopted from US Army regulations, and 
discipline among the nurses was described as high.40 Semb stated 

11.2 NORMASH ward, reproduced by kind permission of Ragnhild Strand
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that the use of US !eld uniforms, ranks, food and rules made them 
feel that everything was Americanised.41 "e nurses maintained that 
walking around saluting and addressing each other as Lieutenant 
or Captain felt peculiar.42 In fact, no one in the !rst contingent was 
commissioned as an o#cer. "e Norwegian Red Cross operated 
the !rst contingent of NORMASH. "e Ministry of Foreign A$airs 
administrated it, and the sta$ were denied Norwegian military rank 
by the Minister of Foreign A$airs. Upon arrival in Japan, the sta$ 
changed from Norwegian uniforms with Red Cross distinctions and 
ranks, to US Army uniforms and ranks. When Norway realised that 
NORMASH in fact operated as a military unit in Korea in August 
1951, the administration was transferred to "e Ministry of Defence, 
and members of sta$ were given military ranks.43 

Education of nurses

Until 1974, registered nurses had to work two years as apprentices 
in operation theatres in order to become specialist nurses. However, 
there was no additional curriculum for theatre nurses, and they con-
tinued to use the same textbooks as other registered nurses. "e main 
di$erences were the two years of training and the daily experience of 
working in an operation theatre.44 From 1948 Norway had a uniform 
three-year education for nurses. "is secured a standard level for 
all nurses.45 Every school had long practice periods for students in 
operation theatres. During practice, students assisted theatre nurses 
with daily tasks. All operating theatres depended on a supply of 
well-maintained surgical instruments and a supply of sterilised dress-
ings, gowns and linen for use. Single-use equipment was not com-
monly in use in Norway until nearly twenty years a%er the Korean 
War. Packing and sterilisation was therefore an important topic in 
Norwegian textbooks and a key aspect of the students’ training whilst 
in the operating theatre.46 

In the 1950s, theatre nursing had developed into two functions. 
One nurse had the responsibility for establishing a sterile !eld, 
draping patients in sterile linen and assisting the physician during 
surgery with instrumentation and haemostasis. "e other nurse cir-
culated and was responsible for positioning patients for surgery. "is 
nurse also served the physician and scrub nurse in the sterile !eld 
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if they required additional surgical instruments. Students mainly 
followed the circulating nurse. Operation theatre training has been 
criticised for using students as unpaid janitors. However, the practice 
gave every student nurse an education in sterilising and handling 
sterile goods. It also gave them a fundamental knowledge of theatre  
nursing.47

Norway got the !rst medical anaesthetist, Otto Marius Mollestad, 
in 1947.48 Previously, providing anaesthesia was the surgeon’s 
responsibility, but a theatre nurse under guidance from the surgeon 
very o"en carried out the task. A"er the Second World War, a course 
in anaesthesiology was mandatory for theatre nurses who specialised 
in anaesthesia. Intubation and the use of anaesthetic machines were 
reserved for theatre nurses with this additional course. Anaesthesia 
with ether on mask was still commonly in use. Student nurses still had 
the use of ether anaesthesia in their curriculum and training in drip-
ping ether on a mask.49 #rough education and personal experience, 
the theatre nurses and registered nurses had become well prepared 
for working with, and supplementing, each other in the MASH units. 
Gerd Semb, for instance, had several times acted as a theatre nurse 
and also given ether anaesthesia as a nurse during the last war winter 
in Europe.50 

Baptism by !re

During the !rst forty days, NORMASH received 1,048 patients – 
twenty-three of them civilians. Everything came to the hospital, 
including patients with appendicitis, victims of tra$c accidents and 
those with somatic illnesses.51 A total of 184 surgical interventions 
were conducted, of which only sixteen were combat wounds. A 
grenade that landed on a lorry during an evacuation of civilians was 
the baptism by !re, at which point forty-one Koreans and soldiers 
from Canada and Australia were sent to NORMASH. #e critically 
wounded were transported by helicopter, and those less critical were 
moved by ambulances. Once they arrived at NORMASH all patients 
were ‘triaged’, and with four surgical teams operating four operation 
tables all sta% members could retire to bed twelve hours later.52 

#e next test came in October 1951 a"er moving closer to the front, 
to Tongduchon. #e sta% at NORMASH understood that something 
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was about to happen. While soldiers were moved to the front, 
NORMASH was ordered to complete an inventory of the equipment 
and to ensure that the blood bank was !lled. "e October o#ensive 
started with midnight shelling. "e sta# could hear the thunder 
from the artillery. "en the infantry attacked, and soon helicopters, 
ambulances and jeeps with stretchers arrived at the !eld hospital.53 
Helicopters were not initially intended for use as ambulances, but 
for rescuing pilots who crash-landed behind enemy lines.54 However, 
when the !rst requests came for patient evacuation, their success 
was apparent, although not without di$culties. It was a ‘learn-
ing by doing’ process, and technical and medical di$culties were 
solved through improvisation along the way.55 "e introduction of a 

11.3 Evacuation by helicopter, reproduced by kind permission of  
Ragnhild Strand
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 helicopter ambulance service enabled battle casualties to be evacuated 
from battalion !rst aid to a surgical hospital for surgical procedures. 
Some of the nurses could not remember having seen a helicopter 
before arriving in Korea,56 but they soon learned to  distinguish the 
di"erent sounds made by small Bells carrying only two casualties, 
big Sikorskys with multiple casualties, and  ambulances. Each distinct 
sound marked a di"erent degree of urgency. 

Establishing nursing practice at NORMASH

#e centre of a MASH is the operating theatre. A MASH cannot 
be operable without personnel trained for working in the opera-
tion theatre.57 All other facilities are there to support the operation 
theatre. Most of the nurses were recruited from civilian hospitals 
and had not had courses in war surgery or any military experience – 
they only had their education as nurses and practice and training as 
theatre nurses upon which to rely. Nevertheless, they constituted the 
core of a military surgical hospital serving in a bloody war and oper-
ating as close as 15$km from the combat zone. #e operating theatre 
nurse was part of an operating team that conducted sophisticated war 
surgery with a high rate of survival:

#e surgery at a !eld hospital is characterised by the fact that the hospital is 
the !rst place in the evacuation chain where battle casualties are taken care 
of by a fully trained surgical team. It has surgeons, anaesthetists, operating 
theatre nurses and orderlies, etc. and, with regard to both quality and quan-
tity, !rst-class equipment.58 (Quotation translated by JTL)

Also our splendid registered nurses !tted into this [MASH] with their 
thorough education and special education.59 (Quotation translated by JTL)

I hope that I, through this, have been able to give you a picture of what 
modern military medicine is and what it can do, the many special depart-
ments and specially educated personnel near the combat zone, the breadth 
of medical science and the severe wounds a soldier can survive, as well as 
the low mortality and high rate of healing.60 (Quotation translated by JTL)

Nursing at NORMASH developed in a di"erent way compared 
to the other MASHs. #e shortage of nurses in the US Army led to 
use of operating room technicians (ORT) in assisting surgeons with 
instrumentation, freeing registered nurses to educate and supervise 
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11.4 Kari Roll Klepstad and Chul-Ho (Archie) Lee, reproduced by kind 
permission of Kari Roll Klepstad
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auxiliary sta! members in addition to nursing surgical patients.61 
Both theatre nurses and registered nurses at NORMASH were obli-
gated by contract to take part in the training of orderlies. Tasks that 
were the nurses’ responsibility but need not necessarily be done by 
nurses in Norwegian hospitals were o"en taken care of by soldiers 
and by ‘the boys’ under the registered nurse’s supervision. ‘#e boys’, 
as the Korean boys – some of whom were orphans and refugees – 
were known, were used throughout the whole period by NORMASH. 
#eir tasks were mainly supportive, such as $lling up with supplies, 
cleaning and maintaining surgical instruments, and did not include 
specialist nurses’ work. Training others to do these supportive tasks 
was already an established practice in Norway. You did not need to be 
a fully trained nurse but it was the nurses’ responsibility, and nurses 
therefore gave instructions: 

I was in Korea a"er the armistice. It was amazing to see what the boys could 
do. I was alone on night duty in post op. I could never have done it all by 
myself. #e boys had learned a little English and translated for us when we 
had Korean patients. #ey had learned the names of the di!erent instru-
ments and could prepare packets a"er lists made by the theatre nurses.62

In my time it was a boy who cleaned surgical instruments. He was careful 
and o"en came to show us a surgical instrument and ask if it was well 
cleaned.63

Olav Sandvik was a third-year veterinary student. During his 
service as a guard soldier at NORMASH he was reassigned to the 
operation theatre. His training had already included courses on 
surgery on animals, and he had learned about aseptic procedures 
under circumstances that were not ideal. All this he found useful 
working in the operation theatre, a working place of high prestige 
among his fellow soldiers. #eatre nurses, and also deacons, taught 
them how to perform practical tasks:

It was mainly maintaining and autoclaving of surgical instruments, dress-
ings, gowns etc., and it was cleaning a"er long operations where a lot of 
equipment and dressings could be le" in a mess and even on the dirt %oor.64 
(Quotation translated by JTL)

Specialist nurses such as theatre nurses were contracted to work 
as ward nurses when necessary. In practice, nurses also had to $ll 
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the role of theatre nurses when required, o!en during high-intensity 
periods when all hands were needed. If no theatre nurses were avail-
able, or theatre nurses were exhausted and had to sleep, regular 
nurses assisted physicians.65 During periods of intense activity in 
the operation theatre there were no regulated working hours. All the 
theatre personnel were required to work until they could not do any 
more; then they went to sleep, and then up again. On average, there 
were eight operations every day. If a patient had multiple wounds and 
underwent surgery for abdominal and limb wounds at the same time, 
it was recorded as one operation. Once there were 173 operations 
over a period of seventy-three hours.66 Over time there were several 
examples of soldiers being given tasks such as holding retractors and 
forceps for surgeons.67 Herman Anker was a guard soldier in the 
"rst contingent and, like Sandvik, he was reassigned to the operation 
theatre where he was soon required to assist surgeons with holding 
retractors during operations, a task he stated he never felt comfort-
able with:

An older surgeon asks me to give narcosis, a task I don’t feel competent to 
do. But he promises to help me keep an eye on the patient and explains how 
I shall check the size of the patient’s pupils. So here I am, sitting at the end 
of the table dripping ether on mask hour a!er hour.68 (Quotation translated 
by JTL)

Holding retractors had never been seen as a nurse’s main task. Only 
if the surgeons needed an extra hand because of the lack of an assis-
tant would a nurse do this. #eatre nurses had their function during 
operations, assisting surgeons with instruments and haemostasis. 
During the busiest periods, theatre nurses stood between two tables 
and assisted two surgeons.69 According to Årdalsbakke:

#e soldiers who helped us out in the operation theatre said they viewed 
holding retractors as a dreadful task. A!er doing it for some time, they 
got used to it and did a good job. #ere was no one we could call in. We 
also had to teach people from the kitchen how to disinfect their hands 
and dress in scrub and help hold retractors during particularly intensive 
periods.70

#ere were never enough nurses to undertake more than the 
primary nursing tasks. However, despite this, orderlies were not used 
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to support surgeons with tasks such as holding retractors for the 
whole period of the war:

I was in Korea very late. Everything was very well organised. We heard that 
orderlies had been used for holding retractors earlier. We never did that. 
We did it all by ourselves. Except for the washing. It was the boys, as we 
said, who did the cleaning of the operation theatre. It was very clean. !e 
"oor, of course, was only dirt and could not be washed. But it is amazing 
what can be done if everyone is willing. I mostly saw wounds of arms and 
legs. But there were other things. I remember a soldier wounded in the 
head. I was with a neurosurgeon. We didn’t think he would survive. But he 
did. His parents wrote a letter and thanked us.71

NORMASH had two anaesthesia machines. With four operat-
ing tables in use during rush hours only two teams could use the 
machines. !e other two used ether dripped on a mask. !e #rst con-
tingent did not have an anaesthesiologist at all, but from the arrival 
of the second contingent they all had anaesthesiologists.72 Most of 
the work with the more sophisticated methods of anaesthesia there-
fore had to be done by theatre nurses who had undergone additional 
training. Anaesthetising a patient using ether dripped on a mask was 
not an easy task, and the risk of vomiting and expiration was high. 
Experienced theatre nurses were aware that a careful and experienced 
eye was needed.73 However, it was still considered a task that surgeons 
could give to a registered nurse if necessary. At NORMASH there 
were examples of anaesthesia by this method being done by whom-
ever the responsible surgeon could #nd. 

Modern surgery depends on the prevention of infections, but 
during the Korean War there were many issues that could easily have 
led to life-threatening infections among the patients and clinical sta$. 
Bernard Paus, surgeon in contingents 1 and 5, wrote:

!e patients have been wounded on infected Korean soil, they have under-
gone surgery in a tent with a dirt "oor, they are lying in a tent with a dirt 
"oor, and they are lying on stretchers with blankets and no sheets. !ey are 
tossing and turning, and the dressings are o%en on other places than the 
wounds. !e Koreans are also good at plucking at their bandages and taking 
them o$ – and still, we hardly ever, ever see an infection.74 (Quotation 
translated by JTL)

Several questions could be raised in response to that statement. All 
patients were routinely given shots of anti-tetanus serum, penicillin 
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and streptomycin. Many of the nurses were used to using only sulpha 
as antimicrobial medicine, even though penicillin had been used 
in military medicine since the Second World War. !is could have 
meant that they were exceptionally careful with infection control and 
with regard to reducing the risk for exogenous wound contamina-
tion. Moreover, with a median length of stay for inpatients of three to 
four days it would be a bit too early for wound infection to manifest 
itself.75 

To maintain good hygiene at NORMASH, the water supply for a 
daily consumption of 15,000 litres was ensured with big tank wagons. 
!e water was disinfected with chlorine and was not suitable for 
drinking, but was adequate for washing and for personal hygiene. 
Clothes and linen were washed in a US laundry. An improvised wash-
basin had been set up at the entrance to the operating theatre so that 
everybody could wash their hands before entering and before surgi-
cal procedures. !e theatre nurses organised the operating theatre 
to ensure that every piece of equipment had its own place. !is 
organisation served many purposes; "rst it meant that everything 
was easier to store and keep clean when not in use and also easier to 
"nd when needed; moreover, it established clean and unclean areas 
in the operation theatre and surroundings. Bedpans were washed and 
disinfected outside. !e understanding of the need for good hygiene 
is fundamental in nursing, and for nurses who went on to become 
theatre nurses, aseptic procedures became a part of daily life. ‘I do 
believe we had good hygiene at NORMASH. !is was instilled in us 
from home.’76 

I will not underestimate the use of penicillin and streptomycin, but when 
working in a tent on a dirt #oor, we became more eager to maintain a good 
standard in our work. I will say we had the same standards as we did at 
home with regard to hygiene.77

!e nurses’ testimonies, both from the "rst and from last days of 
NORMASH, claim that there was a good standard of hygiene. !ey 
believed that it was their job to ensure good hygiene in the hospital, 
and this was also an important part of their education and the inner 
core in practice in the operating theatres.78

Modern warfare is o$en total war, with weapons that are designed 
to kill and maim. Both sides used artillery, anti-personnel mines, 
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anti-tank mines and !amethrowers. "e UN forces used napalm 
bombs, and there are some records of bombing of allied soldiers with 
napalm.79 Seeing and handling wounds caused by weapons like this 
made an impression on the soldiers. ‘It is hard for me to remember 
everything that happened in Korea. "e reason can be that so much 
of what happened makes me sad?’ (quotation translated by JTL).80 
Burns did not only kill or wound people for life; they also etched a 
mark in the memory of helpers: ‘It is impossible to describe the suf-
fering and pain’ (quotation translated by JTL).81

Testimonies from soldiers say that as a soldier one could read 
about traumatic wounds and even rehearse operating procedures, 
yet one could never be fully prepared for the smell of burned !esh 
and blood. Work such as holding retractors and forceps could make 
a man think about his faith and the future, as well as the future of the 
patient. For example, one soldier stated that the sight of a man having 
his #ngers amputated might make his think: ‘What if he played the 
guitar?’ (quotation translated by JTL).82 Receiving patients in great 
numbers could harden sta$ who were not trained for healthcare, 
although this does not appear to have had an impact on their ability 
to empathise with the patients.83 Nurses also reacted to the Korean 
War, but they were much better prepared for what they might meet. 
Inga Årdalsbakke had, as a nurse in training, been called back to 
duty a%er the friendly bombing of Oslo on 31 December 1944, when 
seventy-nine Norwegian civilians and twenty-seven Germans were 
killed. She thought that if she could cope with it in Oslo, she could 
do so in Korea.84 Gerd Semb maintained that she had a wealth of war 
experience:

I had seen a lot of war before, and I had seen the su$erings of the civilians 
in Germany when I was with BAOR. But Korea – it was just a ruin with 
refugees everywhere. I am not sure that I handled it better than the soldiers. 
My advantage was that I knew what awaited me. It was work. I knew the 
work, and I had done it before. Except for the Sunday when the helicopters 
kept on coming. It was a battle near Imjin – casualties kept on coming; I 
thought it would never stop. "at was the only time I felt that there was so 
little I could do. I washed many of the casualties that were lying there with 
a towel moistened with hot water. Many came in already dead. We could 
only lay them side-by-side outside the tent. "at was the only time I felt 
inadequate in Korea.85
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Nevertheless, the nursing of wounds and the sight and smell could 
be compared to daily practice. In some ways the running of a MASH 
bore similarities with running a civilian hospital. !e participating 
theatre nurses and registered nurses were not given any training in 
war surgery, even though their mission was to run a MASH 15"km 
from the combat zone. Operations had to be done, the instruments 
were the same as they were at home, and many of the surgeons and 
theatre nurses knew each other from home:

 In many ways it was like back home. We did operations and did not #nd 
this to be a new thing. We didn’t lack anything or experience any new thing 
as far as I remember. Everything was well organised.86

I was on a trip in Oslo. On the main street, Karl Johan, I met a physician I 
had worked with. He told me that he was accepted for duty in Korea, and 
his wife was also going as a nurse. And then he asked me to apply and come 
with them. I did so.87

Conclusion

NORMASH was an active unit for three years, two years before the 
armistice and one year a$erwards. During the #ghting the battle 
 casualties were high; however, the death rate at NORMASH before 
the armistice was as low as 0.6 per cent. For the whole period it was 
1.2 per cent pre-evacuation.88 It is possible that the low  mortality 
rate was in part due to highly trained and experienced nurses. 
Without" military training and war surgery courses, they were able to 
operate a military surgical hospital as close as 15"km to the combat 
zone. !e high level of education and training of the nurses also 
made the sta% &exible in" the perioperative work and enabled them 
to train" orderlies and local population in supporting tasks at the 
hospital.

Norway never again operated a MASH. NORMASH was sold 
back to USA in November 1954, when it was disbanded. Typically, 
as demonstrated by other historians, the nurses’ stories were never 
sought. But the in&uence the Korean War had on their lives remained 
with them throughout their lives. Nursing practice was very little 
remarked upon at the time, and did not #nd its way, in any detail, into 
contemporary accounts of the work of NORMASH. However, the 
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oral history data presented here indicate that the four nurses inter-
viewed were con!dent in their practice and dedicated to their duties 
as nurses. "e praise of medical o#cers – who wrote of the nurses’ 
impressive skills, knowledge and professionalism – does !nd its way 
into the historical record. Yet, without the study recorded here, the 
voices of nurses themselves would have been silent. "is study dem-
onstrates the value of oral history in both revealing the hidden nature 
of nursing practice and in o$ering persuasive evidence for the signi!-
cance of nursing work.
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IBWF CFFO FWPLFE CZ JUT FYQFSJFODF PG PDDVQBUJPO CZ /B[J (FSNBOZ� ɨF
/PSXFHJBO HPWFSONFOU JOUFSQSFUFE JUT JOWPMWFNFOU JO UIF ,PSFBO 8BS OPU
BT B CFMMJHFSFOU NPWF CVU SBUIFS BT BO BUUFNQU UP CSJOH QFBDF UP B USPVCMFE
SFHJPO�ȅ *O UIF FWFOU UIJT XBT UIF ëSTU XBS PO GPSFJHO TPJM JO XIJDI /PSXBZ
QBSUJDJQBUFE� 4PNF /PSXFHJBO TPVSDFT EJTDVTT UIF ,PSFBO 8BS BT B QBSU PG UIF
$PME 8BS BOE WJFX JU BT UIF TQBSL UIBU IBTUFOFE UIF EFWFMPQNFOU UIF /PS�
XFHJBO BSNFE GPSDFT�Ȇ .FNPJST BOE EJBSJFT BEPQU B NPSF QFSTPOBM UPOF� .PTU
XFSF XSJUUFO CZ TPMEJFST PS DMFSHZNFO BOE UFMM JOUJNBUF TUPSJFT� UIF EBJMZ MJGF PG
B TPMEJFS UIF XPSLJOHT PG B TDPVU USPPQ� UIF FTUBCMJTINFOU PG B OFXTQBQFS� ɨF
JOUFOUJPO PG UIJT BSUJDMFΉJT UP BEE UP UIJT CPEZ PG LOPXMFEHF CZ PêFSJOH PCTFSWB�
UJPOT PO UIF XPSL PG B IJUIFSUP OFHMFDUFE HSPVQ� OVSTFT�ȇ .FNPJST GPS BMM UIFJS
FDMFDUJD BOE TMJHIUMZ SBOEPN DPOUFOU DBO PêFS JOTJHIUT JOUP UIF XBZT JO XIJDI
QFPQMF HBWF NFBOJOH UP UIFJS XPSL� ɨFZ XFSF BNPOH B SBOHF PG TPVSDFT NPCJ�
MJ[FE CZ UIJT TUVEZ UP HJWF B CSPBE JOTJHIU JOUP UIF PQFSBUJPO PG /03."4)�
"MPOHTJEF UIFN XF QMBDFE UIF PïDJBM EPDVNFOUT PSJHJOBMMZ MPEHFE JO UIF
BSDIJWF PG UIF /PSXFHJBO "SNFE 'PSDFT .FEJDBM 4FSWJDFT $PMMFDUJPO� .BOZ PG
UIFTF SFDPSET IBWF CFFO IBOEFE PWFS UP 3JLTBSLJWFU UIF /BUJPOBM "SDIJWFT PG
/PSXBZ BOE DBO CF GPVOE JO #PY 3"'" 'JMF ����� ɨF DPMMFDUJPO JODMVEFT
PïDJBM SFQPSUT QSPEVDFE EVSJOH UIF XBS BOE B WBSJFUZ PG QSJWBUF MFUUFST XSJU�
UFO CZ OVSTFT UP UIFJS .BUSPO�JO�$IJFG� ɨFTF MFUUFST HJWF JOTJHIU JOUP IPX
OVSTFT QFSDFJWFE UIFJS EBJMZ MJGF EVSJOH UIFJS ��NPOUI BTTJHONFOUT JO ,PSFB
BOE FOBCMF BO VOEFSTUBOEJOH PG TPNF PG UIF XBZT JO XIJDI UIFZ HBWF NFBOJOH
UP UIFJS XPSL BT CPUI FYQFSU QSBDUJDF BOE IVNBOJUBSJBO NJTTJPO� 4PNF PG UIF
MFUUFST XFSF XSJUUFO EVSJOH UIF OVSTFT� TUBZ JO ,PSFB PUIFST TIPSUMZ BGUFS UIFJS
SFUVSO UP /PSXBZ�Ȉ
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0SBM IJTUPSZ JOUFSWJFXJOH XBT B LFZ DPNQPOFOU PG UIF TUVEZ BOE XF XFSF
NJOEGVM PG UIF JOUFOEFE QVSQPTFT PG UIF NFUIPEPMPHZ—B SJHPSPVT EJTDJQMJOF
XIJDI EFWFMPQFE JO UIF MBUF UXFOUJFUI DFOUVSZ�ȉ ɨJT JT UIF ëSTU NBKPS TUVEZ
PG UIF FYQFSJFODFT XPSL BOE QFSTQFDUJWFT PG OVSTFT BU UIF ,PSFBO /03�
."4)� 7FSZ GFX IJTUPSJFT IBWF GPDVTTFE PO UIF BHFODZ PG XPNFO JO XBS
[POFT PS XJUIJO IVNBOJUBSJBO SFMJFG PSHBOJ[BUJPOT� 0OF OPUBCMF FYDFQUJPO JT
4VTBO "SNTUSPOH�3FJE BOE %BWJE .VSSBZ�T "SNJFT PG 1FBDF XIJDI SFDPVOUT
UIF NFNPSJFT PG TP�DBMMFE i6/33"*%4w BOE JMMVTUSBUFT UIF XBZT JO XIJDI
UIFZ CFMJFWFE UIFZ XFSF BCMF UP NBLF B QPTJUJWF EJêFSFODF UP UIF QSPWJTJPO
PG BJE JO TQJUF PG CVSFBVDSBUJD JO�ëHIUJOH BU UIF 6/ 3FMJFG BOE 3FIBCJMJUB�
UJPO "ENJOJTUSBUJPO�Ȋ "OPUIFS JT :JIPOH 1BO�T ���� QBQFS i/FWFS B .BO�T
8BSw XIJDI GPDVTFT PO UIF JOWPMWFNFOU PG UIF XPNFO TPMEJFST PG UIF /FX
'PVSUI "SNZ JO UIF $IJOFTF 8BS PG 3FTJTUBODF BHBJOTU +BQBO 	����–����
�
1BO�T QBQFS FYQMPSFT UIF XBZT JO XIJDI XPNFO�T PXO XSJUJOHT DPVME iIVNBO�
J[Fw GFNBMF XBS�QBSUJDJQBOUT� )FS TPVSDFT FOBCMFE IFS UP HBJO B TFOTF PG iUIFJS
EBJMZ MJGF BOE XPSL GSPN HFOEFSFE QFSTQFDUJWFT JO DPOUSBTU UP UIF .BPJTU
TUFSFPUZQFE TVQFS IFSPJOF JNBHFT PG $PNNVOJTU XPNFO�w )FS XPSL TUSFTTFT
UIF JNQPSUBODF PG TUVEZJOH XPNFO�T PXO XSJUJOHT JO PSEFS UP DBQUVSF UIFJS
iPXO BHFODZw BEEJOH UIBU IFS SFBEJOH PG UIFJS QFSTPOBM XSJUJOHT DPOWJODFE IFS
UIBU iUP <UIFTF XPNFO> UIF XBS XBT OFWFS B NBO�T DBVTF�w�ȁ 1BO�T SF�PSEFSJOH
PG IJTUPSJDBM DBUFHPSJFT JT RVJUF SBEJDBM BOE IFS QFSTQFDUJWF EJêFST GSPN PVST
JO TJHOJëDBOU XBZT� )FS FNQIBTJT PO UIF MJOL CFUXFFO QFSTPOBM XSJUJOHT BOE
IJTUPSJDBM VOEFSTUBOEJOHT PG QFSTPOBM BHFODZ IBT OFWFSUIFMFTT JOìVFODFE PVS
PXO XPSL� ɨF MFUUFST BOE BDDPVOUT PG UIF OVSTFT XIP TFSWFE BU /03."4)
MPEHFE JO UIF /PSXFHJBO 4UBUF "SDIJWFT BMPOHTJEF UIF PSBM IJTUPSZ JOUFSWJFXT
DBQUVSFE UIFTF XPNFO�T TFOTF PG UIFJS PXO QFSTPOBM BHFODZ BOE PQFOFE�VQ
OFX XBZT PG JOUFSQSFUJOH FWFOUT BU /03."4) UIBU DPVME FNQIBTJ[F GPS UIF
ëSTU UJNF UIF QFSTQFDUJWFT PG OVSTFT���

ɨF )JTUPSZ PG UIF i'SPOU�-JOFw )PTQJUBM BOE UIF 'PSNBUJPO PG
/03."4)

ɨF UXFOUJFUI DFOUVSZ TBX B USFNFOEPVT EFWFMPQNFOU JO XBSGBSF GSPN UIF
FOHBHFNFOU PG TUBOEJOH BSNJFT JO DMFBSMZ EFëOFE BOE DPOUBJOFE DPOìJDUT UP
UIF JOWPMWFNFOU PG NBTT DJWJMJBO BSNJFT ëHIUJOH PWFS WBTU TXBUIFT PG UFSSJ�
UPSZ� ɨF FOHBHFNFOU PG DJWJMJBO WPMVOUFFS BSNJFT GPDVTFE UIF BUUFOUJPO PG
XIPMF QPQVMBUJPOT PO UIF TVSWJWBM BOE XFMGBSF PG USPPQT BOE FODPVSBHFE TVQ�
QPSU GPS BSNZ NFEJDBM TFSWJDFT� ɨF SBQJE USBOTQPSUBUJPO PG XPVOEFE TFSWJDF�
NFO GSPN CBUUMFëFMET UP IPTQJUBMT XBT TPPO SFDPHOJ[FE BT CFJOH DSVDJBM UP UIFJS
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TVSWJWBM� 'VMM TDBMF DPOìJDUT TVDI BT UIF TP�DBMMFE i(SFBU 8BSw GSPN ���� UP
���� CSPVHIU SFDPHOJUJPO PG UIF OFFE UP CSJOH NFEJDBM BJE DMPTFS UP UIF CBUUMF
[POF� ɨJT MFE UP UIF EFWFMPQNFOU PG NPCJMF IPTQJUBMT UIBU DPVME CF EFQMPZFE
DMPTF UP UIF GSPOUMJOF� ɨF #SJUJTI 3PZBM "SNZ .FEJDBM $PSQT JOUSPEVDFE DBTV�
BMUZ DMFBSJOH IPTQJUBMT UIBU XFSF MBUFS UP CF DBMMFE DBTVBMUZ DMFBSJOH TUBUJPOT
	$$4T
� ɨFTF TNBMM ëFME IPTQJUBMT MPDBUFE CFUXFFO ëFME BNCVMBODFT BOE TUB�
UJPOBSZ IPTQJUBMT XFSF EFTJHOFE UP PêFS ëSTU�MJOF USFBUNFOU—JO QBSUJDVMBS UP
SFNPWF EFCSJT GSPN XPVOET BOE QFSGPSN MJGF�TBWJOH TVSHJDBM QSPDFEVSFT TVDI
BT BNQVUBUJPOT—BOE UIFZ DPVME IPTU TFWFSBM IVOESFE DBTVBMUJFT��¤

%VSJOH UIF 'JSTU 8PSME 8BS UIF 'SFODI 4FSWJDF EF 4BOUÏ EFT "SNÏFT
FYQFSJNFOUFE XJUI TVSHJDBM VOJUT NPSF NPCJMF UIBO $$4T� "VUPDIJST—
"NCVMBODFT $IJSVSHJDBM "VUPNPCJMF—QSPWJEFE GPSXBSE TVSHFSZ FWFO DMPTFS
UP UIF CBUUMFëFME� ɨF 'SFODI JEFB XBT BEPQUFE CZ UIF 64 "SNZ EVSJOH UIF MBUFS
ZFBST PG UIF XBS��© ɨF 4FDPOE 8PSME 8BS XBT NPSF NPCJMF UIBO UIF 'JSTU BOE
DSFBUFE B OFFE GPS FWFO NPSF NPCJMF VOJUT LOPXO BT BVYJMJBSZ TVSHFSZ HSPVQT
	"4(T
 XIJDI XFSF BTTPDJBUFE XJUI GVSUIFS SFEVDUJPOT JO NPSUBMJUZ SBUFT��ȅ
."4)T HSFX PVU PG UIFTF EFWFMPQNFOUT� UIFZ XFSF ���CFE IPTQJUBMT XIJDI
XFSF EFTJHOFE UP CF IJHIMZ NPCJMF BOE XFSF MPDBUFE �–�� NJMFT GSPN UIF GSPOU
CFUXFFO CBUUBMJPO BJE TUBUJPOT BOE FWBDVBUJPO IPTQJUBMT��Ȇ ɨF ,PSFBO 8BS JT
DMPTFMZ BTTPDJBUFE XJUI UIFJS VTF��ȇ

ɨF DPOUSJCVUJPOT PG NJMJUBSZ OVSTFT JO TNBMM ëFME IPTQJUBMT EVSJOH UIF
,PSFBO 8BS IBWF SFDFJWFE WFSZ MJUUMF TDIPMBSMZ BUUFOUJPO� ɨF XBS IBT CFFO
DBMMFE iUIF 'PSHPUUFO 8BSw BOE 2VJODFBMFB #SVOL BSHVFT UIBU JU XBT BO
VOQPQVMBS TFSWJDF GPS "NFSJDBOT��Ȉ .BSZ 4BSOFDLZ RVPUFT 'JSTU -JFVUFOBOU
.BSZ $� 2VJOO FYQSFTTJOH UIF TBNF WJFX� 2VJOO IBE TFSWFE XJUI UIF 64 ����
."4) BOE IBE BSSJWFE BU UIF GSPOU BU BCPVU UIF TBNF UJNF BT /03."4)
CFDBNF PQFSBUJPOBM� 4IF FYQFSJFODFE B CBSSJFS JO DPNNVOJDBUJPO BCPVU UIF
XBS XJUI QFPQMF JO UIF 6OJUFE 4UBUFT ëOEJOH UIBU UIF ,PSFBO 8BS XBT OPU B
XBS QFPQMF XBOUFE UP IFBS BCPVU��ȉ

&BSMJFS XPSL PO OVSTFT� QFSTQFDUJWFT IBT CFFO MBSHFMZ EFTDSJQUJWF PGUFO
CPSEFSJOH PO UIF DFMFCSBUPSZ� 5XP TIPSU BSUJDMFT JO ǲF "NFSJDBO +PVSOBM PG
/VSTJOH i8JUI UIF "SNZ /VSTF $PSQT JO ,PSFBw BOE i8JUI UIF 'JSTU ."4)w
HJWF JOTJHIUT JOUP CPUI UIF DPOEJUJPOT JO ,PSFB BOE UIF OBUVSF PG QFSJ�PQFSBUJWF
OVSTJOH��Ȋ 0OF JOUFSFTUJOH BVUPCJPHSBQIZ PG iɨF 'PSHPUUFO 8BSw JT B NFNPJS
CZ #SJUJTI OVSTF +JMM .D/BJS� )FS FYQFSJFODF BT B OVSTF JO UIF ,PSFBO 8BS
SFMBUFT UP UIF #SJUJTI $PNNPOXFBMUI (FOFSBM )PTQJUBM JO ,VSF +BQBO BOE
UIF #SJUJTI $PNNPOXFBMUI ;POF .FEJDBM 6OJU JO 4FPVM ,PSFB� TIF OFWFS
TFSWFE JO B ."4)�¤ȁ .JMJUBSZ IJTUPSJBO &SJD 5BZMPS GPDVTFT PO OVSTJOH BU BO
FWBDVBUJPO IPTQJUBM JO 1VTBO BOE PO B IPTQJUBM TIJQ SBUIFS UIBO JO B ."4)
DMPTF UP UIF CBUUMFëFME�¤� )JT GPDVT JT BMTP PO #SJUJTI OVSTFT BOE IJT BQQSPBDI
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JT DFMFCSBUPSZ SBUIFS UIBO BOBMZUJDBM BT JT UIBU PG 'SBODFT 0NPSJ XIP PêFST
B OBSSBUJWF PG OBWZ OVSTFT BOE IPTQJUBM TIJQT�¤¤ " TNBMM OVNCFS PG BSUJDMFT
IBWF GPDVTTFE PO DMJOJDBM EFWFMPQNFOUT JEFOUJGZJOH NFEJDBM BEWBODFT TVDI BT
IFMJDPQUFS FWBDVBUJPO PG DBVTBMJUJFT BOE UFDIOJDBM JNQSPWFNFOUT JO CMPPE CBOL
TFSWJDFT BT PVUDPNFT PG UIF DPOìJDU�¤©

ɨF /PSXFHJBO 3FE $SPTT XBT GPVOEFE JO ����� JUT QVSQPTF XBT WPMVOUBSZ
NFEJDBM BJE JO XBS BOE TVQQPSU UP UIF "SNZ�T .FEJDBM 4FSWJDFT�¤ȅ )PXFWFS JU
IBE MJUUMF JOWPMWFNFOU JO JOUFSOBUJPOBM NFEJDBM BJE JO XBS VOUJM �����¤Ȇ 'SPN
UIFO VOUJM ���� UIF /PSXFHJBO 3FE $SPTT FOEPXFE BNCVMBODFT TUBêFE XJUI
USBJOFE OVSTFT JO GPVS EJêFSFOU NJMJUBSZ DPOìJDUT� ɨF 'JSTU #BMLBO 8BS 	����–
����
� ɨF 'JOOJTI $JWJM 8BS 	�� +BOVBSZ–�� .BZ ����
� UIF 4FDPOE *UBMP�
&UIJPQJBO 8BS 	����–����
� BOE ɨF 8JOUFS 8BS CFUXFFO 4PWJFU 6OJPO BOE
'JOMBOE 	�� /PWFNCFS ����–�� .BSDI ����
�¤ȇ

ɨF /PSXFHJBO ëFME IPTQJUBM JO ,PSFB XBT JOJUJBMMZ B 3FE $SPTT IPTQJ�
UBM BENJOJTUFSFE CZ UIF .JOJTUSZ PG 'PSFJHO "êBJST� 0ïDJBM IJTUPSJFT PG CPUI
UIF /PSXFHJBO 3FE $SPTT BOE UIF "SNFE 'PSDFT .FEJDBM 4FSWJDFT NFOUJPO
UIF IPTQJUBM XIJDI XBT USBOTGPSNFE JOUP B NJMJUBSZ IPTQJUBM VOEFS UIF DPO�
USPM PG UIF .JOJTUSZ PG %FGFODF�¤Ȉ ,KFUJM 4LPSBOE NFOUJPOT /03."4) CVU
EPFT OPU DPOTJEFS UIF SPMF PG OVSTFT PS OVSTJOH�¤ȉ ,BBSF (VMCSBOTFO B WFU�
FSBO GSPN UIF BNCVMBODF JO &UIJPQJB 	����–����
 UIF "NCVMBODF JO 'JOMBOE
	����–����
 BOE ɨF /PSXFHJBO 'JFME )PTQJUBM JO ,PSFB 	$POUJOHFOU 0OF
����
 DPNNFOUFE UIBU OP IJTUPSJFT IBE FYQMPSFE UIF NFBOJOH PG iTVSHFPOT�
BOE OVSTFT� IBSE XPSL EBZ BOE OJHIU VOEFS DPOEJUJPOT UIBU XFSF CPUI EJï�
DVMU VOGBNJMJBS BOE QSJNJUJWF�w¤Ȋ

ɨF CJSUI PG /03."4) XBT UVSCVMFOU� 'SPN ���� POXBSE UFOTJPOT
CFUXFFO UIF 6OJUFE 4UBUFT UIF 4PWJFU 6OJPO BOE UIFJS SFTQFDUJWF BMMJFT
JODSFBTFE BOE &VSPQF CFDBNF EJWJEFE CZ XIBU IBT CFFO UFSNFE BO i*SPO
$VSUBJOw TFQBSBUJOH FBTU BOE XFTU CMPDLT GSPN ���� UP BCPVU ����� *O ����
/PSXBZ KPJOFE UIF EFGFOTJWF BMMJBODF LOPXO BT UIF /PSUI "UMBOUJD 5SFBUZ
0SHBOJ[BUJPO 	/"50
� *U XBT BU UIBU UJNF UIF POMZ /"50 DPVOUSZ UIBU
TIBSFE B CPSEFS XJUI UIF 4PWJFU 6OJPO� *O ���� XJUI UIF PVUCSFBL PG UIF
,PSFBO 8BS UIF TP�DBMMFE $PME 8BS XBT TBJE UP IBWF CFDPNF iIPU�w©ȁ /PS�
XBZ XBT POF PG UIF DPVOUSJFT UIBU IBE FOEPSTFE UIF 6/� EFDJTJPO UP PQQPTF
BOZ BHHSFTTJPO GSPN /PSUI ,PSFB BHBJOTU 4PVUI ,PSFB� ɨF 4FDSFUBSZ�(FOFSBM
PG UIF 6/ 5SZHWF -JF—IJNTFMG B /PSXFHJBO DJUJ[FO—IBE SFGFSSFE UP UIJT
BT B iDPOTUBCVMBSZ BDUJPO�w©� /PSXBZ XBT BTLFE UP QBSUJDJQBUF JO XIBU XBT
XJUIPVU EPVCU B NJMJUBSZ PQFSBUJPO CVU JO UIF FBSMZ ����T UIF /PSXFHJBO
BSNFE GPSDFT XFSF TUJMM VOEFS SFDPOTUSVDUJPO BGUFS BMNPTU � ZFBST PG PDDVQBUJPO
	+VOF �� ���� UP .BZ � ����
 EVSJOH UIF 4FDPOE 8PSME 8BS� )FODF
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BMUIPVHI UIFSF XBT OPUIJOH UIBU JOEJDBUFE BOZ UISFBUT JO /PSUIFSO &VSPQF
ɨF /PSXFHJBO HPWFSONFOU CFMJFWFE UIBU JUT BSNFE GPSDFT XFSF OFFEFE BU
IPNF BOE JU SFGVTFE UP QBSUJDJQBUF JO UIF NJMJUBSZ PQFSBUJPO JOTUFBE PêFSJOH UP
TVQQPSU UIF ,PSFBO QFPQMF XJUI B SFGVHFF DBNQ BOE B IPTQJUBM�©¤ 1SFTTVSF XBT
FYFSUFE PO UIF /PSXFHJBO HPWFSONFOU CZ CPUI UIF 6/ BOE UIF 6OJUFE 4UBUFT
UP QBSUJDJQBUF XJUI BSNFE GPSDFT BOE BT B DPNQSPNJTF JU FWFOUVBMMZ BHSFFE UP
TFOE B ëFME IPTQJUBM�©© ɨF .JOJTUSZ PG 'PSFJHO "êBJST HBWF UIF UBTL PG QMBO�
OJOH BOE TUBïOH UIBU IPTQJUBM UP UIF /PSXFHJBO 3FE $SPTT—/PSHFT 3�EF
,PST�©ȅ

ɨF 3FE $SPTT IBE UXP BMUFSOBUJWF QMBOT GPS UIF PSHBOJ[BUJPO PG UIF ëFME
IPTQJUBM� ɨF ëSTU PQUJPO XBT B ."4) FRVJQQFE MJLF B 64 ."4) BOE TUBêFE
XJUI NJMJUBSZ QFSTPOOFM� ɨF PUIFS XBT B 3FE $SPTT IPTQJUBM TUBêFE XJUI DJWJM�
JBO NFEJDBM QFSTPOOFM TFSWJOH BMPOHTJEF QFSTPOOFM XJUI BVYJMJBSZ GVODUJPOT BOE
PïDJBM TUBUVT XJUIJO UIF 3FE $SPTT� ɨF 4VSHFPO (FOFSBM PG UIF /PSXFHJBO
"SNFE 'PSDFT .FEJDBM 4FSWJDFT XBT JO GBWPS PG UIF ëSTU QMBO CVU UIF /PSXF�
HJBO .JOJTUSZ PG %FGFODF EJE OPU HJWF QFSNJTTJPO UP PQFSBUF B NJMJUBSZ IPTQJUBM
JO ,PSFB�©Ȇ ɨF /PSXFHJBO ëFME IPTQJUBM XBT UIFSFGPSF EFTJHOBUFE BT B DJWJM
ëFME IPTQJUBM XIJDI XPVME PêFS USFBUNFOU BOE DBSF UP DPNCBUBOU TFSWJDFNFO
BOE XPVME TFSWF BMPOHTJEF 64 ."4)T BU UIF GSPOU�

ɨF 6OJUFE 4UBUFT XBT UIF FYFDVUJWF BHFOU GPS UIF 6/�T PQFSBUJPO JO ,PSFB
BOE UIF /PSXFHJBO ëFME IPTQJUBM XBT UBDUJDBMMZ QMBDFE UP TVQQPSU UIF &JHIUI
64 "SNZ JO ,PSFB 	&64",
� "O BHSFFNFOU CFUXFFO /PSXBZ BOE UIF 6OJUFE
4UBUFT SFHVMBUFE BMM QSBDUJDBM BTQFDUT PG UIF IPTQJUBM�T EBJMZ PQFSBUJPO� "MM TVQ�
QMJFT XFSF UP CF QSPWJEFE CZ UIF 6OJUFE 4UBUFT�©ȇ *O QSBDUJDF UIJT NFBOU UIBU
BMNPTU FWFSZUIJOH FYDFQU QFSTPOBM JUFNT XFSF PG 64 PSJHJO� ɨF BHSFFNFOU
BMTP TQFDJëFE UIBU /03."4) QFSTPOOFM XPVME GPMMPX PSEFST IBOEFE EPXO
CZ UIF DPNNBOEJOH HFOFSBM PG UIF "SNFE 'PSDFT PG UIF .FNCFS 4UBUFT PG UIF
6/ JO ,PSFB�©Ȉ

ɨJT DJWJM 3FE $SPTT IPTQJUBM XBT PQFSBUJWF GSPN +VMZ ���� CVU POMZ
BUUBJOFE UIF UJUMF iɨF /PSXFHJBO .PCJMF "SNZ 4VSHJDBM )PTQJUBM 	/03�
."4)
w JO 0DUPCFS ����� *UT NBJO QVSQPTF XBT UP TFSWF DPNCBUBOU GPSDFT
—NBJOMZ UIF $PNNPOXFBMUI %JWJTJPO BOE UIF 'JSTU 64 $BWBMSZ %JWJTJPO—
DMPTF UP UIF ��UI 1BSBMMFM� /03."4) TFSWFE PO FRVBM UFSNT XJUI UIF PUIFS
."4)T� %VSJOH UIFJS UJNF JO ,PSFB 64 ."4)T JODSFBTFE JO TJ[F GSPN ���CFE
IPTQJUBMT UP ����CFE IPTQJUBMT� *O ���� RVFTUJPOT XFSF SBJTFE BCPVU XIFUIFS
/03."4) XJUI POMZ �� CFET XBT CJH FOPVHI UP NBLF B TJHOJëDBOU DPO�
USJCVUJPO�©ȉ " /PSXFHJBO SFQPSU GSPN /PWFNCFS �� ���� SFTQPOEFE UP UIF
DIBMMFOHF CZ TUBUJOH UIBU UIF RVFTUJPO PG UIF OVNCFS PG CFET BU /03."4)
XBT JNNBUFSJBM� ɨF /PSXFHJBO EFUBDINFOU TFSWFE B EJWJTJPO MJLF UIF PUIFST
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BOE IBE UP UBLF UIF QBUJFOUT UIBU DBNF JO EVSJOH UIF SVTIFT� IFODF JU IBE UP
FYQBOE BT BOE XIFO OFDFTTBSZ�©Ȋ

)FBWZ ëHIUJOH FTQFDJBMMZ JO ���� DSFBUFE B MBSHF OVNCFS PG CBUUMF DBVTBM�
JUJFT� ɨF /PSXFHJBO ëFME IPTQJUBM XBT NVDI OFFEFE BOE JU XBT MBUFS SFQPSUFE
UIBU JU iQVMMFE JUT XFJHIU�wȅȁ 'JHVSFT GPS UIF QFSJPE GSPN UIF IPTQJUBM�T PQFO�
JOH PO +VMZ �� ���� UP JUT DMPTJOH EPXO JO 0DUPCFS ���� TVHHFTU UIBU
BQQSPYJNBUFMZ ����� JOEJWJEVBMT XFSF USFBUFE FJUIFS BT JOQBUJFOUT PS UISPVHI
UIF QPMZDMJOJD 	PVUQBUJFOU DMJOJD
� 0G UIFTF ����� XFSF JOQBUJFOUT—�����
CFGPSF UIF BSNJTUJDF BOE ���� CFUXFFO BSNJTUJDF BOE DMPTVSF� ɨJT TVHHFTUT
UIBU UIF QPMZDMJOJD XBT IJHIMZ BDUJWF� 0WFS UIF UPUBM QFSJPE NPSF UIBO ����
PQFSBUJPOT XFSF TBJE UP IBWF CFFO QFSGPSNFE�ȅ�

ɨF /VSTFT PG /03."4)

/PSXBZ IBT OFWFS IBE B QSPGFTTJPOBM BSNZ OVSTJOH DPSQT� /VSTF FEVDBUJPO
JO /PSXBZ XBT DPOEVDUFE JO QVCMJD IPTQJUBMT BOE JO UIF QSJWBUF TDIPPMT PG
DIBSJUBCMF PSHBOJ[BUJPOT� (PWFSONFOU HSBOUT IFMQFE UP TVQQPSU CPUI UZQFT PG
TDIPPMT BOE JO SFUVSO CPUI XFSF PCMJHFE UP QSPWJEF FEVDBUFE OVSTFT GPS EVUZ
EVSJOH DBUBTUSPQIFT BOE JO UJNF PG XBS� :FU UIFTF OVSTFT EJE OPU SFDFJWF BOZ
NJMJUBSZ USBJOJOH�ȅ¤ .JMJUBSZ ëFME IPTQJUBMT NFBOU GPS VTF JO XBS PS EVSJOH
DBUBTUSPQIFT XFSF JOUFOEFE UP CF TUBêFE XJUI QFSTPOOFM NPCJMJ[FE GSPN DJWJM
IPTQJUBMT�ȅ© %VSJOH JOBVHVSBUJPO JOUP 3FE $SPTT TFSWJDF OVSTFT XFSF HJWFO B
NJMJUBSZ iEPH UBHw UPHFUIFS XJUI UIF 3FE $SPTT FNCMFN UP VTF JG NPCJMJ[FE GPS
TFSWJDF EVSJOH XBS�ȅȅ

*O ���� UIF /PSXFHJBO 4UPSUJOH 	/PSXBZ�T QBSMJBNFOU
 MFHJTMBUFE UP FOE
BMM NJMJUBSZ USBJOJOH GPS XPNFO� ɨJT XBT OPU SFWFSTFE VOUJM ���� XIFO
XPNFO XFSF BMMPXFE UP BUUFOE BSNZ TDIPPMT BOE DPVSTFT PO B WPMVOUBSZ CBTJT�
/FWFSUIFMFTT UIFSF XBT EFNBOE GPS OVSTJOH TFSWJDF JO UIF BSNFE GPSDFT CVJMU
PO UIF FOHBHFNFOU PG DJWJMJBO OVSTFT�ȅȆ #FUXFFO ���� BOE ���� /PSXBZ
QSPWJEFE BQQSPYJNBUFMZ ���� TPMEJFST UP UIF #SJUJTI "SNZ PG UIF 3IJOF—
UIF BSNZ PG PDDVQBUJPO JO (FSNBOZ� &BDI DPOUJOHFOU TFSWFE GPS � NPOUIT BT
QBSU PG iOBUJPOBM TFSWJDF�w *O FWFSZ DPOUJOHFOU UIFSF XFSF �� OVSTFT� �� iXBSE
OVSTFTw BOE � iIFBE OVSTF�w *O UPUBM ��� OVSTFT TFSWFE JO (FSNBOZ� PUIFST
TFSWFE XJUI UIF TUBOEJOH BSNZ BU IPNF�ȅȇ

.BOZ PG UIFTF FYQFSJFODFE OVSTFT XFOU PO UP TFSWF BU /03."4)� %VF
UP UIFJS FYQFSJFODFT PG UIF PDDVQBUJPO /PSXFHJBOT JO HFOFSBM GFMU UIBU /PSXBZ
IBE B NPSBM PCMJHBUJPO UP QBSUJDJQBUF JO UIF 6/ PQFSBUJPO UP TUPQ BHHSFTTJPO
GSPN /PSUI ,PSFB BHBJOTU 4PVUI ,PSFB� *O BEEJUJPO /PSXBZ XBT UIF IPNF�
MBOE PG 6/�T ëSTU 4FDSFUBSZ�(FOFSBM 5SZHWF -JF� ɨF GBDU UIBU /PSXBZ IBE
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CFFO PDDVQJFE CZ /B[J (FSNBOZ IBT CFFO TFFO BT TJHOJëDBOU JO NPUJWBUJOH
UIF /PSXFHJBO OVSTFT UP WPMVOUFFS GPS TFSWJDF JO ,PSFB�ȅȈ .PTU XFSF SFDSVJUFE
GSPN DJWJM IPTQJUBMT� "QBSU GSPN UIPTF XIP TFSWFE EVSJOH ɨF 4FDPOE 8PSME
8BS OPOF IBE DPNCBU FYQFSJFODF�ȅȉ ɨFJS QSJPS FYQFSJFODF GVFMMFE UIFJS NPUJ�
WBUJPO� UIF EFTJSF UP PêFS IVNBOJUBSJBO BJE HSFX PVU PG FYQFSJFODFT PG PCTFSW�
JOH UIF TVêFSJOH PG DPNQBUSJPUT�

ɨF QFSTPOOFM BU /03."4) DIBOHFE FWFSZ � NPOUIT� 4FWFO DPOUJO�
HFOUT TFSWFE� JO UPUBM UIFSF XFSF ��� OVSTFT �� EFBDPOT �� TVSHFPOT � EFO�
UJTUT � QIBSNBDJTUT �� PïDFST�/$0T BOE ��� QSJWBUFT�ȅȊ .BOZ QSJWBUFT BOE
TPNF PG UIF PïDFST TFSWFE JO UXP DPOUJOHFOUT� 0OMZ POF PG UIF OVSTFT 1FUSB
%SBCM�T TFSWFE XJUI UXP DPOUJOHFOUT� /VSTFT XFSF VOBCMF UP HFU BCTFODF PG
MFBWF GPS NPSF UIBO � NPOUIT GSPN UIFJS XPSL JO /PSXBZ� TPNF BMTP IBE GBN�
JMZ PCMJHBUJPOT BU IPNF�Ȇȁ 'VSUIFSNPSF 3VUI "OESFTFO UIF NBUSPO�JO�DIJFG
PG UIF BSNZ XBOUFE BT NBOZ OVSTFT BT QPTTJCMF UP HBJO FYQFSJFODF XJUI B ëFME
IPTQJUBM JO DBTF UIF DPME XBS TIPVME MFBE UP B NPSF MPDBM DPOìJDU� 4IF XPVME
OPU SFDPNNFOE UIBU BOZ JOEJWJEVBM OVSTF TFSWF GPS NPSF UIBO � NPOUIT�Ȇ�

/VSTJOH TFSWJDF BU /03."4) XBT EFNBOEJOH� $MJOJDBM TUBê JO 64
."4)T SFBMJ[FE UIBU DSJUJDBMMZ XPVOEFE QBUJFOUT XIP JO FBSMJFS XBST XPVME
IBWF CFFO EFBE VQPO BSSJWBM XFSF OPX CFJOH BENJUUFE UP IPTQJUBMT CFDBVTF
PG SBQJE FWBDVBUJPO WJB IFMJDPQUFST�Ȇ¤ /VSTFT BU /03."4) TPPO CFHBO UP
EFTDSJCF TJNJMBS FYQFSJFODFT� 'PS UIJT SFBTPO "OESFTFO GBWPVSFE OVSTFT XJUI
HPPE HFOFSBM QSBDUJDF FYQFSJFODF BOE JEFBMMZ BU MFBTU � ZFBST� FYQFSJFODF BT B
UIFBUFS OVSTF� /PU POMZ EJE UIF OVSTFT IBWF UP IBWF DMJOJDBM FYQFSJFODF BOE
TLJMMT� UIFZ BMTP OFFEFE UP CF JO HPPE IFBMUI BOE CF BCMF UP TMFFQ JO B UFOU GPS
� NPOUIT� )FODF "OESFTFO BOE IFS NFEJDBM DPMMFBHVFT EFDJEFE UIBU UIFZ
TIPVME OPU CF NPSF UIBO �� ZFBST PME�Ȇ©

ɨF OVSTFT PG /03."4) IBE OPU CFFO USBJOFE UP GVODUJPO BT QBSU PG
B NJMJUBSZ PSHBOJ[BUJPO�Ȇȅ /FJUIFS IBE UIFZ BOZ USBJOJOH JO XBS TVSHFSZ�ȆȆ :FU
/03."4) XBT B IPTQJUBM JO UIF NJETU PG B XBS BOE OVSTFT IBE UP EFBM XJUI
XBS USBVNB BT XFMM BT BDDJEFOUT BOE JOUFSOBM NFEJDJOF� ɨF IPTQJUBM XBT OPU
BCMF UP USFBU FZF BOE IFBE JOKVSJFT� 1BUJFOUT XJUI TVDI JOKVSJFT XFSF FWBDVBUFE
JNNFEJBUFMZ UP UIF SFBS� #VMMFUQSPPG WFTUT NBEF PG OZMPO HBWF QSPUFDUJPO GPS
UIF VQQFS CPEZ� &YUSFNJUZ JOKVSJFT UIFSFGPSF BDDPVOUFE GPS ��� PG UIF JOKVSJFT
BDDPSEJOH UP /PSXFHJBO ëHVSFT�Ȇȇ 64 TPVSDFT IBWF DMBJNFE UIBU UIF SPMF PG
OVSTFT JO USBVNB DBSF EFWFMPQFE EVSJOH UIF ,PSFBO 8BS�ȆȈ 64 "SNZ OVSTFT
XFSF TBJE UP IBWF GVODUJPOFE PO B NVDI IJHIFS MFWFM UIBO JO B DJWJMJBO TFUUJOH�
IFODF GPS UIJT SFBTPO #SVOL IBT DMBJNFE XBS JT B DBUBMZTU GPS DIBOHF JO OVST�
JOH�Ȇȉ ɨF MBDL PG USBJOFE UIFBUFS OVSTFT JO UIF 64 "SNZ MFE UP GPSNBM DPVSTFT
JO PQFSBUJOH SPPN UFDIOJRVFT� %VSJOH UIF XBS FJUIFS B USBJOFE OVSTF PS B UFDI�
OJDJBO DPVME BTTJTU UIF TVSHFPO EVSJOH PQFSBUJPOT BU 64 ."4)T�ȆȊ
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/PSXBZ IBE OPU BMMPXFE NFO UP USBJO BT OVSTFT QSJPS UP ����� *U EJE IPX�
FWFS QFSNJU UIFN UP VOEFSHP B QBSUJBM USBJOJOH BOE RVBMJGZ BT TP�DBMMFE wEFB�
DPOT�w ɨFSF XFSF B GFX FYDFQUJPOT XIP SFDFJWFE GVMM OVSTF�USBJOJOH� "NPOH
UIFTF XBT 1FEFS ,MJOHTIFJN POF PG UIF QBSUJDJQBOUT JOUFSWJFXFE GPS UIJT TUVEZ�
)F SFDFJWFE UIF SBOL PG NBTUFS TFSHFBOU�ȇȁ 4PNF EFBDPOT GFMU UIBU JU XBT VOGBJS
UIBU UIFZ XFSF OPU DPNNJTTJPOFE BT PïDFST� #VU UIF 64 "SNZ EJE OPU HJWF
SBOL BT DPNNJTTJPOFE PïDFST UP NBMF OVSTFT� *O B MFUUFS GSPN UIF NBUSPO�JO�
DIJFG 3VUI "OESFTFO UIF EFBDPO�T XPSL XBT EJTDVTTFE� /POF PG UIF EFBDPOT
XFSF TQFDJBMJTU OVSTFT BOE "OESFTFO NFOUJPOFE UIBU UIF DIJFG TVSHFPO 	"SOF
)WPTMFG 
 GPS POF DPOUJOHFOU PG /03."4) IBE TBJE UIBU EFBDPOT DPVME OPU
XPSL BT UIFBUFS OVSTFT�ȇ� .PTU PG UIFN EJE OPU IBWF BO FEVDBUJPO UIBU DPVME
KVTUJGZ DPNNJTTJPO BT PïDFST�

'PS /03."4) JU TFFNT UIBU UIF OFDFTTJUZ PG VTJOH GVMMZ FEVDBUFE OVSTFT
EVSJOH SVTIFT CFDBNF DMFBSFS BT UIF DPNQMFYJUZ PG UIF XPSL JODSFBTFE� 8IFO B
HSFOBEF FYQMPEFE NBOZ TPMEJFST UISFX UIFNTFMWFT UP UIF HSPVOE� &WFO UIPVHI
UIFJS BSNPSFE WFTUT QSPUFDUFE UIFJS VQQFS CPEJFT TISBQOFM DBVTFE NBOZ TFWFSF
CVUUPDL XPVOET� 1SF�PQFSBUJWF XPSL XBT JOUSJDBUF SFRVJSJOH UIBU QBUJFOUT CF
TUBCJMJ[FE QSJPS UP TVSHFSZ� #MPPE USBOTGVTJPO XBT SFRVJSFE GPS NBOZ QBUJFOUT�
i* XBT UIF POMZ USBJOFE OVSTF PO EVUZ BOE IBE UP EP BMM UIF TVSWFJMMBODF NZTFMGw
TBJE ,MJOHTIFJN�ȇ¤ #FDBVTF PG UIF JODJEFODF PG BEWFSTF SFBDUJPOT UIF BENJOJT�
USBUJPO PG CMPPE USBOTGVTJPOT XBT XPSL UIBU DPVME CF QFSGPSNFE POMZ CZ USBJOFE
OVSTFT� 8JUI SFHBSE UP UIF UIFBUFS OVSTFT XIFO UIF ëSTU DIBOHF PG DPOUJOHFOU
DBNF BGUFS UIF IPNF BENJOJTUSBUJPO PG UIF IPTQJUBM XBT USBOTGFSSFE GSPN UIF
3FE $SPTT UP UIF BSNZ UIF TUBïOH XBT DIBOHFE BOE UIF TUBïOH QMBO SFEVDFE
UIF OVNCFS PG OVSTFT� ɨJT XPSSJFE "SOF )WPTMFG UIF DPNNBOEJOH DIJFG PG
/03."4) XIP XSPUF�

%VSJOH UIF MBTU SVTI XF PQFSBUFE BU GPVS UBCMFT BMNPTU UIF EBZ BSPVOE GPS XFFLT
BOE JU XFOU XFMM� CVU ZPV LOPX UIF CPZT 	TVSHFPOT
 XFSF FYIBVTUFE� "OE IFSF JT
BOPUIFS UIJOH� * UIJOL UIF XPSLMPBE XBT MBSHFS GPS UIF TJTUFST 	UIFBUSF OVSTFT
� 8F BSF
VTJOH POF GPS BOFTUIFTJB BOE POF GPS TUFSJMF BTTJTUBODF BU FBDI PQFSBUJOH UBCMF� ɨFO
UIFSF JT OP POF MFGU GPS SPUBUJPO CVU UIFZ NBOBHF CFDBVTF UIFZ LOPX UIBU SVTIFT EP
OPU MBTU GPSFWFS�ȇ©

ɨF OVSTFT JO UIF PQFSBUJOH UIFBUFS IBE BMM SFDFJWFE TQFDJBMJTU USBJOJOH JO UIF�
BUFS XPSL JO /PSXBZ� ɨFZ DPVME OPU CF SFQMBDFE� ɨFZ XFSF OFFEFE GPS UIF
NPTU TFWFSFMZ XPVOEFE� %FBDPOT DPVME JO DBTF PG FNFSHFODZ SFQMBDF XBSE
OVSTFT CVU TQFDJBMJTU OVSTFT DPVME OPU CF SFQMBDFE� )WPTMFG SFQPSUFE UIBU UIF
OVNCFS PG USBJOFE UIFBUFS OVSTFT DPVME OPU CF SFEVDFE JG UIF ."4) XFSF UP
GVODUJPO BT JOUFOEFE�ȇȅ )JT SFQPSU HBWF SJTF UP NVDI EJTDVTTJPO JO /PSXBZ
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DPODFSOJOH UIF OFFE UP FDPOPNJ[F WFSTVT UIF OFFE GPS QSPQFSMZ FEVDBUFE BOE
USBJOFE OVSTFT JO B XBS� ɨF 4VSHFPO (FOFSBM PG UIF "SNFE 'PSDFT .FEJDBM 4FS�
WJDFT XSPUF UP UIF .JOJTUSZ PG %FGFOTF BOE FYQSFTTFE IJT DPODFSOT XJUI SFHBSE
UP UIF RVFTUJPO BCPVU OVSTFT� /03."4) XBT JO B EJêFSFOU TJUVBUJPO GSPN
64 ."4)T� &BDI ."4) IBE B SFTQPOTJCJMJUZ GPS DBTVBMUJFT JO UIFJS SFTQFDUJWF
BSFBT PG UIF GSPOU� 64 ."4)T DPVME VTF SFTFSWFT BOE EFQFOE PO B SPUBUJPO PG
QFSTPOOFM� /03."4) IBE OP TVDI PQQPSUVOJUZ� ɨFSF XFSF OP /PSXFHJBO
SFTFSWFT JO ,PSFB PS +BQBO� ɨF POMZ BWBJMBCMF TUBê XFSF UIPTF BMSFBEZ BU UIF
IPTQJUBM� .PTU EFBDPOT XFSF OPU GVMMZ�USBJOFE OVSTFT BOE DPVME OPU UBLF PWFS B
OVSTF�T XPSL� ɨF OVNCFS PG UIFBUFS OVSTFT DPVME UIFSFGPSF OPU CF SFEVDFE�ȇȆ

"OESFTFO SBJTFE UIF TBNF QSPCMFN XJUI UIF DIJFG PG TUBê� 8JUI POMZ FJHIU
PQFSBUJOH UIFBUFS OVSTFT JO FBDI DPOUJOHFOU BOE B IFBE OVSTF IFMQJOH XJUI
BOFTUIFTJB JO FNFSHFODZ DBTFT UIFSF XBT OP XBZ UIF OVNCFS PG UIFBUFS OVSTFT
DPVME CF SFEVDFE� *O GBDU TIF BSHVFE GPS BO JODSFBTF UIF OVNCFS PG UIFBUFS
OVSTFT� ɨF #SJHBEF JO (FSNBOZ EVSJOH UIF MBUF ����T IBE IBE �� QPTJUJPOT
GPS OVSTFT CVU UIFZ IBE FOHBHFE NPSF JO PSEFS UP FOBCMF B SPUBUJPO PG TUBê�ȇȇ
"OE UIF #SJHBEF JO (FSNBOZ IBE OPU CFFO BU XBS�

ɨF SFTQPOTF UP UIF .BUSPO�JO�$IJFG �T BOE UIF 4VSHFPO (FOFSBM�T DPODFSO
XBT UP HSBOU QFSNJTTJPO UP JODSFBTF TUBïOH XJUI POF TVSHFPO BOE UXP OVSTFT
JG GPVOE OFDFTTBSZ GPS EBJMZ PQFSBUJPOT BU /03."4)�ȇȈ "OPUIFS RVFTUJPO
UIBU XBT SBJTFE CZ UIF .BUSPO�JO�$IJFG DPODFSOFE UIF JOKVTUJDF PG UIF GBDU UIBU
EFBDPO TUVEFOUT—XIP IBE OPU DPNQMFUFE UIFJS FEVDBUJPO—XFSF CFUUFS QBJE
UIBO GVMMZ FEVDBUFE OVSTFT� /PSXBZ IBE OPU BMMPXFE OVSTF FEVDBUJPO GPS NFO
QSJPS UP ����� 8JUI BO FEVDBUJPO PG � ZFBST 	BOE � ZFBST PG USBJOJOH BGUFS UIBU
UP CFDPNF B UIFBUFS OVSTF
 OP NBMF OVSTF DPVME ëMM B QPTJUJPO BT UIFBUFS OVSTF
BU /03."4)� /FWFSUIFMFTT EFBDPOT EJE B WBMVBCMF KPC JO NBOZ QMBDFT BOE
TPNF PG UIFN IBE FYQFSJFODF GSPN XPSL JO ,PSFB PS $IJOB BT NJTTJPOBSJFT�
0OF SFBTPO GPS VTJOH EFBDPOT XBT B XJTI UP IBWF NBMF OVSTFT JO UIF DPNCBU
[POF�ȇȉ ɨF NFEJDBM PïDFST BU /03."4) DPODMVEFE UIBU OVSTFT DPVME OPU
CF TVCTUJUVUFE XJUI HSPVQT XJUI MFTT FEVDBUJPO�

ɨFSF XFSF BMXBZT UBTLT UP EP JO UIF IPTQJUBM UIBU DPVME CF IBOEMFE CZ QFS�
TPOOFM XJUIPVU USBJOJOH� " OVSTF�T XPSL XFOU CFZPOE EJSFDU QBUJFOU�DBSF� UIFSF
XBT BMTP QSFQBSBUJPO� (PXOJOH MJOFO BOE JOTUSVNFOUT BSF XBTIFE TUFSJMJ[FE
BOE TUPSFE GPS VTF� (MPWFT XFSF OPU TJOHMF�VTF� UIFZ IBE UP CF NBJOUBJOFE BOE
NFOEFE� 4VDI UBTLT UPPL B MPU PG UJNF TP FWFO XIFO JU XBT RVJFU PO UIF GSPOU
UIF IPTQJUBM XPSLFE� *U XBT CZ QFSGPSNJOH UIFTF SPVUJOF UBTLT BU RVJFU UJNFT
UIBU JU DPVME GVODUJPO EVSJOH SVTIFT� .BOZ PG /03."4)�T PUIFS QFSTPOOFM
DBNF BGUFS UIFZ IBE ëOJTIFE UIFJS EBJMZ UBTLT BT ESJWFST PS HVBSE TPMEJFST UP IFMQ
XJUI UIJT JNQPSUBOU XPSL�ȇȊ
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$PQJOH XJUI QBUJFOUT� FNPUJPOBM USBVNB XBT BMTP BO JNQPSUBOU BTQFDU PG
OVSTJOH DBSF� )BSUWJHTFO DPNNFOUFE� i8F LOPX TP XFMM UIF GFFMJOH GSPN PVS
EBJMZ MJGF BOE PVSTFMWFT UIF BOYJFUZ GPS JMMOFTT BOE QBJO GPS IPTQJUBM BOE PQFS�
BUJPO� 8F TBX UIF TBNF UIJOH IFSF�wȈȁ 4PMEJFST� UIPVHIUT BCPVU UIF GVUVSF BOE
UIF VODFSUBJOUZ PG UIF PVUDPNF PG BO PQFSBUJPO XFSF XFMM VOEFSTUPPE CZ UIF�
BUFS OVSTFT GSPN UIFJS XPSL JO DJWJMJBO IPTQJUBMT�

$JWJMJBO /VSTFT JO B .JMJUBSZ )PTQJUBM

ɨF OVSTFT BU /03."4) XFSF GFNBMF DJWJMJBOT JO B NBMF NJMJUBSZ DVMUVSF
BOE XFSF OPU USBJOFE BT BSNZ OVSTFT� ɨF EFTJSF UP PêFS BDUJWF XBS�TFSWJDF
XBT OPU UIFJS QSJNBSZ NPUJWBUJPO� ɨF ,PSFBO 8BS XBT UIF ëSTU UJNF /PSXBZ
IBE QBSUJDJQBUFE JO TVDI B DBNQBJHO� "MM TQFDJBMJTU OVSTFT BOE XBSE OVSTFT BU
/03."4) XFSF XPNFO BQBSU GSPN B TNBMM OVNCFS PG GVMMZ�USBJOFE NBMF
EFBDPOT� /03."4) IBE TUBSUFE�PVU BT B DJWJM 3FE $SPTT IPTQJUBM BOE UIFO
CFFO USBOTGPSNFE JOUP B NJMJUBSZ IPTQJUBM� ɨF OVSTFT EJE OPU POMZ MBDL NJMJUBSZ
USBJOJOH� UIFZ BMTP MBDLFE FYQFSJFODF JO XBS TVSHFSZ�

*O ,PSFB BMM OVSTFT IBE SFDFJWFE 64 "SNZ VOJGPSN BOE XFSF
DPNNJTTJPOFE BT PïDFST JO UIF 64 "SNZ� ɨF $PNNBOEJOH $IJFG PG UIF ëSTU
DPOUJOHFOU PG /03."4) )FSNBO 3BNTUBE XBT VODPNGPSUBCMF XJUI UIF
BSSBOHFNFOU PG CFJOH B DJWJM IPTQJUBM XJUI TUBê BSNFE BOE SBOLFE BT PïDFST
JO UIF 64 "SNZ� *O B SFQPSU UP IJT TVQFSJPST JO /PSXBZ IF TUBUFE UIBU UIF
IPTQJUBM IBE CPVHIU DBSCJOFT BOE HVOT CVU UIBU JU NJHIU iCF CFTU OPU UP NFO�
UJPO UIBU BU IPNF�w )F BMTP XSPUF UIBU IJT TVQFSJPST TIPVME DPOTJEFS SBJTJOH
UIF RVFTUJPO PG XIFUIFS /03."4) TIPVME CF B NJMJUBSZ IPTQJUBM XJUI TUBê
DPNNJTTJPOFE BT PïDFST GPSNBMMZ XJUI UIF .JOJTUSZ PG %FGFODF�Ȉ� 8IFO UIF
/PSXFHJBO HPWFSONFOU CFDBNF BXBSF JO 0DUPCFS ���� UIBU JU IBE B VOJU JO
,PSFB UIBU JO GBDU PQFSBUFE BT B NJMJUBSZ VOJU JU JOTJTUFE UIBU /PSXFHJBO OVSTFT
BOE TVSHFPOT NVTU CF UFNQPSBSJMZ DPNNJTTJPOFE PïDFST JO UIF /PSXFHJBO
"SNZ�Ȉ¤ )PXFWFS JU EJE OPU MFHJTMBUF UP FOBCMF QFSTPOOFM UP XFBS /PSXFHJBO
PïDFS�T JOTJHOJB� ɨSPVHIPVU UIF XBS UIF TUBê PG /03."4) DPOUJOVFE UP
XFBS 64 PïDFST� JOTJHOJB�

*O SFUSPTQFDU JU TFFNT DPOUSPWFSTJBM UIBU B 3FE $SPTT IPTQJUBM XBT USBOT�
GPSNFE JOUP B NJMJUBSZ IPTQJUBM� CVU JU NBZ OPU IBWF CFFO TP GPS UIF NFEJDBM
QFSTPOOFM� /FJUIFS UIF 3FE $SPTT OPS UIF BSNFE GPSDFT JO /PSXBZ CFMJFWFE UIBU
BO PTUFOTJCMZ DJWJMJBO IPTQJUBM DPVME GVODUJPO JO UIF XBS [POF JO ,PSFB� .JMJ�
UBSZ TUBUVT XBT TFFO BT OFDFTTBSZ� &BSMZ JO ���� UIF /PSXFHJBO 3FE $SPTT IBE
B XFMGBSF UFBN JO ,PSFB—POF PG TFWFSBM GSPN UIF -FBHVF PG 3FE $SPTT 4PDJ�
FUJFT� ɨJT UFBN IBE B TJNJMBS FYQFSJFODF UP UIF TUBê PG /03."4)� 8FMGBSF
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UFBNT XFSF BMM B QBSU PG UIF 6OJUFE /BUJPOT $JWJM "TTJTUBODF $PNNBOE ,PSFB
	6/$"$,
 CVU UIF /PSXFHJBO UFBN XBT VOEFS UIF DPNNBOE PG &64",�
"MM XFMGBSF UFBNT IBE UP XFBS UIF 64 "SNZ�T CBUUMFESFTT XJUIPVU BOZ 3FE $SPTT
PS OBUJPOBM FNCMFNT� "MUIPVHI UIF 3FE $SPTT QSPUFTUFE BOE EFNBOEFE UP
PQFSBUF BT JOEFQFOEFOU XFMGBSF UFBNT BOE OPU VOEFS 64 NJMJUBSZ DPNNBOE
UIFJS SFRVFTU XBT EFOJFE� ɨF /PSXFHJBO UFBN EFDJEFE UP BEPQU B QSBHNBUJD
MJOF� 2VFTUJPOT BCPVU FNCMFNT XFSF B RVFTUJPO GPS UIFJS PSHBOJ[BUJPOT� ɨFZ
XPSF UIF 64 "SNZ CBUUMFESFTT BOE DBSSJFE B DBSE XJUI UIFJS SBOL TUBUJOH UIBU
UIJT XBT i7BMJE POMZ JG DBQUVSFE CZ UIF FOFNZ�wȈ© ɨF /PSXFHJBO TVSHFPO $BSM
4FNC IBE JO UIF QMBOOJOH QSPDFTT PG /03."4) IFME UIF SBOL PG UFNQP�
SBSZ NBKPS HFOFSBM� "MM OFHPUJBUJPOT XFSF XJUI NJMJUBSZ QFSTPOOFM BOE PïDFS
TUBUVT XBT OFDFTTBSZ JO PSEFS UIBU UIFTF DPVME UBLF QMBDF PO FRVBM UFSNT� ɨF
/PSXFHJBO 3FE $SPTT TFFNFE XFMM BXBSF UIBU B IPTQJUBM XPVME OPU CF BCMF UP
GVODUJPO BU UIF GSPOU XJUIPVU NJMJUBSZ TUBUVT�

ɨF 3FE $SPTT XBT GPVOEFE XJUI UIF QVSQPTF PG HJWJOH NFEJDBM BJE UP TJDL
BOE XPVOEFE TPMEJFST JO UJNF PG XBS� 3FE $SPTT OVSTFT XFSF BMM GBNJMJBS XJUI
UIJT JEFBM� 1SFWJPVT BNCVMBODFT—BQBSU GSPN iUIF #BMLBO "NCVMBODFw—IBE
BMM PQFSBUFE XJUI NJMJUBSZ FRVJQNFOU CVU XJUIPVU FOTJHOT BOE FNCMFNT GSPN
UIF BSNFE GPSDFT� *U XBT POMZ BGUFSXBSET SFNBSLFE UIBU UIFZ XFSF OPU GVMMZ
OFVUSBM� UIFZ BMXBZT IBE DMFBS TZNQBUIZ GPS POF PG UIF TJEFT JO UIF DPOìJDUT JO
XIJDI UIFZ PQFSBUFE�Ȉȅ

:FU OVSTFT SFTJTUFE NJMJUBSJ[BUJPO JO NBOZ XBZT� ɨFZ IBE UIFJS PXO IJFS�
BSDIZ� *O IPTQJUBMT i.BUSPO�JO�$IJFGw XBT UIF IJHIFTU QPTJUJPO BNPOH OVSTFT�
#VU UIF /PSXFHJBO OVSTJOH QSPGFTTJPO XBT BMTP B TJTUFSIPPE GPSNFE UISPVHI
FEVDBUJPO XPSL BOE B OPO�NJMJUBSJTUJD NPSBM EJTDJQMJOF� /VSTFT� MFUUFST UP
UIFJS .BUSPO�JO�$IJFG XFSF BEESFTTFE UP i%FBS 4JTUFS 3VUIw BOE EJE OPU VTF
3VUI "OESFTFO�T NJMJUBSZ SBOL� ɨF SBOL TZTUFN JO UIF BSNZ XBT OPU OBUV�
SBM GPS UIFN� 4UJMM UIF /PSXFHJBO OVSTFT BDLOPXMFEHFE JUT JNQPSUBODF XIFO
OVSTJOH DPNCBUBOU QFSTPOOFM BOE BEKVTUFE UP UIF NJMJUBSZ TZTUFN�

4JODF UIF OVSTFT MJWFE JO B NBMF TPDJFUZ PïDFS TUBUVT QFSNJUUFE UIFN UP
BTTPDJBUF XJUI CPUI PïDFST BOE QSJWBUFT QPMJUFMZ BOE BT DPNSBEFT� $PNCBUBOUT
XFSF QMFBTBOUMZ TVSQSJTFE UP FODPVOUFS GFNBMF OVSTFT JO UIF XBS [POF� " #SJUJTI
TPMEJFS XIP IBE CFFO BU /03."4) iXBT BEBNBOU UIBU IF IBE TFFO GFNBMF
OVSTFT BU /03."4) BMUIPVHI IF BMTP TUBUFE UIBU IF DPVME IBWF CFFO IBMMV�
DJOBUJOH�wȈȆ 4PMEJFST USBWFMMFE UP UIF VOJU�T 0ïDFST $MVC BOE 4FSHFBOUT $MVC
JO UIF IPQF PG NFFUJOH JUT GFNBMF TUBê�

ɨF GBDU UIBU /03."4) IPVTFE BCPVU UXP EP[FO CFBVUJGVM CMPOEF
/PSXFHJBO OVSTFT XBT VOEPVCUFEMZ BO BEEFE BUUSBDUJPO� ɨFTF XFSF BMNPTU OFWFS BU
UIF DMVC IPXFWFS 	GPS PCWJPVT SFBTPOT
 TP UIBU QBSUJDVMBS BUUSBDUJPO VTVBMMZ GBEFE BGUFS
B XIJMF�Ȉȇ1EG@'PMJP����
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8PNFO

*%�Q����

SFNJOEFE TPMEJFST PG IPNF BOE B EJêFSFOU MJGF GSPN UIF USFODIFT ëMUI
BOE ëHIUJOH CVU OPU BMM TPMEJFST XFSF DPVSUFPVT� 1FEFS ,MJOHTIFJN POF PG UIF
EFBDPOT BU /03."4) EFTDSJCFT TPNF 64 TPMEJFST XIP TIPXFE MJUUMF SFTQFDU
GPS XPNFO� iɨFZ VTFE UP HSBC BGUFS UIFN CVU * HVFTT UIFZ XFSF QSPUFDUFE CZ
UIFJS SBOLT BT DPNNJTTJPOFE PïDFST�wȈȈ 3PNBODFT EJE PDDVS CVU UIFZ XFSF
GFX� ɨFBUFS OVSTF .BSHPU *TBLTFO NFU IFS IVTCBOE�UP�CF B HVBSE TPMEJFS JO
,PSFB� CVU IFS FYQFSJFODF XBT VOVTVBM�Ȉȉ .PTUMZ UIF OVSTFT XFSF TPNFXIBU
PMEFS UIBO UIF /PSXFHJBO TPMEJFST BOE BQQFBS UP IBWF CFFO WJFXFE BT NPUIFS
ëHVSFT�ȈȊ

(FSE

*%�Q����

4FNC B WFUFSBO PG UIF 4FDPOE 8PSME 8BS BOE UIF PDDVQBUJPO GPSDF
JO (FSNBOZ TFSWFE BU /03."4) BT B DBQUBJO� 4IF SFDPVOUFE B TUPSZ BCPVU
IPX TIF IBE CFFO PVUTJEF UIF DBNQ IJUDIIJLJOH JO B NJMJUBSZ USVDL� ɨF ESJWFS
CSPLF UIF TQFFE MJNJU BOE XBT TUPQQFE CZ UIF NJMJUBSZ QPMJDF CVU 4FNC XBT
UIF POF XIP HPU SFQPSUFE� i* UPME IJN UIBU * IBE OPU CFFO ESJWJOH UIF DBS
CVU IF TBJE * XBT UIF IJHIFTU SBOLFE PïDFS BOE SFTQPOTJCMF�wȉȁ 4FNC IBE OPU
SFBMJ[FE UIBU TIF IBE BVUIPSJUZ PWFS UIF BDUJPOT PG UIF ESJWFS KVTU CFDBVTF TIF
PVUSBOLFE IJN� 4FNC BMTP XFOU UP B DFSFNPOZ JO +BQBO XJUI B QSJWBUF TPMEJFS�
*U XBT B EJTBQQPJOUJOH FYQFSJFODF GPS UIFN CPUI� XIFSF TIF DPVME HP IF DPVME
OPU BOE WJDF WFSTB� 4IF TQFOU UIF UJNF BMPOF VOUJM TIF DPVME ëOE B QMBOF CBDL
UP ,PSFB� ɨF QMBOF XBT USBOTQPSUJOH GSFTI USPPQT PO UIFJS ëSTU NJTTJPO BOE
TIF GPVOE B TFBU CFUXFFO UIF QSJWBUFT� ɨFO BO PïDFS TUBSUFE UP BENPOJTI UIF
TPMEJFST�

ɨF

*%�Q����

ZPVOH MJFVUFOBOU HBWF UIFN B IBSE TQFFDI JO GPVM MBOHVBHF� "OE UIFO IF TBX
UIBU UIFSF XBT B XPNBO BNPOH UIF TPMEJFST� "OE UIFO IF OPUJDFE UIBU * XBT B DBQUBJO�
)F XBT TP GVMM PG FYDVTFT� 'PS UIF SFTU PG UIF USJQ GSPN +BQBO UP ,PSFB * XBT JOWJUFE UP
TJU JO UIF DPDLQJU�ȉ�

3�OOBVH

*%�Q����

8àMMFS TFSWFE BT IFBE OVSTF JO ,PSFB XJUI UIF ëSTU DPOUJOHFOU BU
/03."4)� 4IF XBT HJWFO UIF SBOL PG DBQUBJO BOE UIFO QSPNPUFE UP NBKPS�
"GUFSXBSE TIF SFìFDUFE PO UIF GBDU UIBU XJUIPVU VOJGPSN BOE SBOL TIF XPVME
IBSEMZ IBWF CFFO BCMF UP XPSL BT B OVSTF JO B XBS� .JMJUBSZ EJTDJQMJOF BOE
SFTQFDU XBT HBJOFE CZ SBOL� ɨFSF XFSF WFSZ GFX GFNBMFT DMPTF UP UIF GSPOU�
MJOF� 'PS IFS UIF VOJGPSN BOE SBOL JOEVDFE UIF UZQF PG SFTQFDU UIBU XBT OFD�
FTTBSZ UP XPSL BT B OVSTF XJUI NBMF TPMEJFST TPNFUIJOH TIF OFWFS IBE HJWFO
B UIPVHIU UP CFGPSF�ȉ¤ "OE SBOL BMTP QSPWJEFE TFDVSJUZ JG DBQUVSFE CZ UIF
FOFNZ�

4FDVSJUZ

*%�Q����

XBT JOEFFE BO JTTVF� 4PNF RVFTUJPOFE XIFUIFS GFNBMF OVSTFT
TIPVME TFSWF JO UIF XBS [POF BU BMM� .BKPS (FOFSBM $BSM 4FNC TUBUFE UIBU UIFSF
IBE CFFO TPNF WFSZ TFSJPVT BOE OFHBUJWF FYQFSJFODFT GPS XPNFO DBQUVSFE CZ
1EG@'PMJP����
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UIF FOFNZ BOE IF EJE OPU JOJUJBMMZ XBOU UIF IPTQJUBM UPP DMPTF UP UIF GSPOU BU
UIF ��UI 1BSBMMFM�ȉ© ɨF OVSTFT PG UIF ëSTU DPOUJOHFOU XFSF OPU PSEFSFE UP UIF
DPNCBU [POF JO ,PSFB� ɨF NBUUFS XBT EJTDVTTFE XJUI UIFN BOE UIFZ XFSF
HJWFO UIF DIPJDF CFUXFFO TUBZJOH JO 1VTBO PS USBWFMMJOH UP UIF DPNCBU [POF� *U
XBT UIF OVSTFT UIFNTFMWFT XIP WPMVOUFFSFE UP TFSWF DMPTF UP UIF GSPOU MJOFT�ȉȅ

'SPN

*%�Q����

UJNF UP UJNF B OVSTF PVUSBOLFE B TVSHFPO EVSJOH XPSL JO UIF PQFS�
BUJOH UIFBUFS� #VU UIFSF XBT OFWFS B RVFTUJPO PG XIFUIFS UIF TVSHFPO XBT UIF
DIJFG JO NFEJDBM NBUUFST� :FU OVSTFT IBE UIFJS TFOJPSJUZ UPP� JOTUSVDUJPOT GPS QSJ�
WBUF TPMEJFST XIP XFSF XPSLJOH JO UIF IPTQJUBM XFSF UIBU UIFZ JO FWFSZ NBUUFS
UIBU DPODFSOFE UIF IPTQJUBM XFSF UP SFDFJWF PSEFST GSPN BOE XPSL VOEFS UIF
DPNNBOE PG UIF OVSTFT� ɨJT JOTUSVDUJPO XBT KVTUJëFE CZ UIF TVQFSJPS USBJOJOH
PG OVSTFT BOE EJE OPU NFOUJPO UIBU UIFZ BT DPNNJTTJPOFE PïDFST PVUSBOLFE
QSJWBUFT�ȉȆ

/03."4)

*%�UJ����

� " .JMJUBSZ PS B )VNBOJUBSJBO &OEFBWPS 

ɨF

*%�Q����

i0SDIBSEw CFDBNF B MFHFOE GPS /03."4)�ȉȇ "GUFS BSSJWJOH JO
1VTBO UIF OVSTFT BOE PUIFS QFSTPOOFM IBE GPVOE UIFNTFMWFT JO B DPVOUSZ
SJWFO CZ XBS�ȉȈ :FU IFSF JO UIF NJETU PG UIF DPOìJDU XBT BO VOUPVDIFE
HBSEFO—ɨF 0SDIBSE—XIFSF B IBWFO PG IPQF FYJTUFE� ɨF TJHIU XBT
EFTDSJCFE BT JNQSFTTJWF� "GUFS B KPVSOFZ BNPOH SVJOT XIFSF POMZ TIFMMT PG DPO�
DSFUF PS TUPOF CVJMEJOHT IBE CFFO MFGU ɨF 0SDIBSE TFFNFE VOBêFDUFE CZ UIF
XBS� *U XBT SJQF XJUI BQQMFT XJUIPVU TDBCT PS XPSNT SFBEZ UP CF IBSWFTUFE�ȉȉ
)FSF /03."4) XBT FTUBCMJTIFE BOE PïDJBMMZ PQFOFE PO �� +VMZ �����ȉȊ
ɨF QFBDFGVM TVSSPVOEJOHT HBWF PQQPSUVOJUJFT GPS CPUI TJHIU�TFFJOH BOE FOUFS�
UBJOJOH� /VSTF (FSE 4FNC CSPVHIU IFS HVJUBS XJUI IFS UP ,PSFB� 4IF BOE
BOPUIFS OVSTF 1FUSB %SBCM�T QSPWJEFE FOUFSUBJONFOU� 0O POF PDDBTJPO UIFZ
XFSF JOWJUFE UP B 64 ."4)� 4IF EFTDSJCFE UIFJS FYQFSJFODFT�

8F

*%�Q����

EJE OPU SFBMJ[F UIBU JU XBT B SFMJHJPVT HBUIFSJOH BOE EJE OPU LOPX BOZ SFMJHJPVT
TPOHT� * TBJE UP 1FUSB MFU�T UBLF i,PN UJM EFO IWJUNBMUF LJSLFw <ɨF $IVSDI JO UIF
8JMEXPPE>� " QPQVMBS TJOH�BMPOH BOE UIF POMZ TPOH XF LOFX XJUI B SFMJHJPVT UFYU� *U
XBT OPU BMMPXFE GPS B OVSTF UP MFBWF UIF DBNQ XJUIPVU DPNQBOZ PG B TPMEJFS XJUI B
HVO CVU * EJE JU BOZXBZ� 0ODF * IBE B $BOBEJBO TFSHFBOU ESJWF NF UP UIF ��UI 1BSBMMFM�
* BMXBZT GFMU TBGF JO UIF 0SDIBSE�Ȋȁ

ɨF

*%�Q����

IPTQJUBM XBT DPNQPTFE QSJNBSJMZ PG UFOUT BMPOHTJEF XIJDI XFSF UXP DPS�
SVHBUFE JSPO CVJMEJOHT� B XFMGBSF CVJMEJOH BOE B DIVSDI�Ȋ� ɨJT XBT UP CF UIF
TJUF GPS /03."4) GPS � NPOUIT� *U XBT WFSZ RVJFU BMPOH UIF GSPOU EVSJOH
1EG@'PMJP����
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UIFTF ëSTU NPOUIT BOE WFSZ GFX DPNCBUBOUT XFSF XPVOEFE JO BDUJPO� :FU UIFSF
XBT QMFOUZ PG XPSL� "T (FSE 4FNC TBJE� i1FPQMF HFU TJDL BMTP EVSJOH XBS�wȊ¤
%VSJOH UIFTF FBSMZ NPOUIT PG UIF IPTQJUBM�T NJTTJPO OVSTFT BQQFBS UP IBWF GFMU
OP TFOTF PG DPOìJDU� UIF IVNBOJUBSJBO FNQIBTJT PG UIFJS XPSL XBT UP UIF GPSF�

ɨF EBZ CFGPSF UIF PïDJBM PQFOJOH PG /03."4) PO +VMZ �� ���� UIF
ëSTU QBUJFOU XBT SFDFJWFE� B ZPVOH CPZ OBNFE 1BL� ɨF TVSHFPO #FSOIBSE 1BVT
XSPUF BCPVU 1BL JO IJT EJBSZ�

+VMZ �� ����� 8F SFDFJWFE PVS �TU QBUJFOU� B ���ZFBS PME ,PSFBO CPZ TFWFSFMZ
CVSOU B XFFL CFGPSF� "VHVTU �� ����� 5PEBZ XF CSPVHIU CBDL UIF TFWFSFMZ CVSOU CPZ
1BL� * IBWF CFFO IJT EPDUPS XIJMF IF IBT CFFO IFSF�Ȋ©

ɨJT ,PSFBO CPZ XBT POMZ POF PG NBOZ DIJMESFO XIP CFDBVTF PG UIF XBS XFSF
XPVOEFE BOE JO OFFE PG TQFDJBMJTU IFBMUIDBSF� 1SF�XBS IFBMUIDBSF JO 4PVUI
,PSFB IBE CFFO MJNJUFE EVF UP B MBDL PG SFTPVSDFT� ɨF XBS IBE SVJOFE NVDI
PG UIF JOGSBTUSVDUVSF BOE IBE MFGU QSBDUJDBMMZ OPUIJOH�Ȋȅ 'PS QFPQMF MJWJOH DMPTF
UP UIF GSPOU /03."4) CFDBNF B OBUVSBM QMBDF UP TFFL IFBMUIDBSF� ɨF
ZPVOH CPZ 1BL XBT TBJE UP IBWF iDBQUVSFE UIF DMJOJDJBO�T IFBSUT�w "GUFS USFBU�
NFOU IF XBT USBOTQPSUFE UP 4FPVM CVU IF XBOUFE UP SFUVSO UP /03."4)�ȊȆ
/VSTF )FUUZ )FOSJDITFO ESPWF UP 4FPVM UP QJDL IJN VQ BOE CSJOH IJN CBDL
UP ɨF 0SDIBSE�Ȋȇ .BOZ DIJMESFO XFSF IFMQFE BU /03."4)� 0OMZ B GFX BSF
SFNFNCFSFE CZ OBNF� #VU 1BL�T TUPSZ JT OPU FOUJSFMZ POF PG TVDDFTT� 0OF EBZ
IF EJTBQQFBSFE� IF MFGU XJUIPVU B USBDF�ȊȈ #FSOIBSE 1BVT NBEF TFWFSBM BUUFNQUT
UP MPDBUF IJN BGUFS UIF XBS CVU XBT VOBCMF UP USBDL IJN EPXO�Ȋȉ /PU BMM UIF
DIJMESFO OFFEFE TVSHJDBM IFMQ� GPPE TIFMUFS BOE B QMBDF UP TMFFQ XFSF KVTU BT
MJLFMZ UP CF TPVHIU BU /03."4)�ȊȊ

8IFO UIF OVSTFT MFBSOFE BCPVU UIF DPOEJUJPOT PG UIF ,PSFBOT UIFZ QBTTFE
PO UIFJS LOPXMFEHF UP UIF OFYU DPOUJOHFOU� 5SBWFMMJOH GSPN /PSXBZ UP ,PSFB
CZ QMBOF BMMPXFE MJNJUFE XFJHIU BOE GPS B IBMG�ZFBS TFSWJDF FWFSZPOF OFFEFE
QFSTPOBM JUFNT PG EJêFSFOU LJOET� "MPOH XJUI UIF PïDJBM MJTU PG XIBU JUFNT UP
CSJOH XJUI UIFN UIFSF XBT OFWFSUIFMFTT BMXBZT B SFRVFTU UP UIF OFX OVSTFT�
iɨF TJTUFST CFH UIF OFX TJTUFST UP CSJOH XJUI UIFN BT NBOZ DMPUIFT BT QPTTJCMF
GPS UIF ,PSFBOT QSFGFSBCMZ DMPUIFT GPS UPEEMFST�w�ȁȁ

$BSJOH GPS DIJMESFO DPOUJOVFE BGUFS TFSWJDF JO ,PSFB� .BOZ OVSTFT
DPOUJOVFE UP DPMMFDU NPOFZ BOE DMPUIFT GPS iPVS TNBMM GSJFOET�w�ȁ� "MTP
CFGPSF TFSWJDF JO ,PSFB FêPSUT XFSF NBEF UP IFMQ DIJMESFO CZ QSPWJEJOH
DMPUIFT—TPNFUJNFT JO TVDI BNPVOUT UIBU UIFZ DPVME OPU CF NBOBHFE� *O B
MFUUFS UP UIF .BUSPO�JO�$IJFG B OVSTF XSPUF BCPVU UIF USJQ CZ QMBOF BOE TFF�
JOH $BJSP BOE #BOHLPL BOE UIFO� i.Z SFBM SFBTPO GPS XSJUJOH UP ZPV JT UP
BTL JG UIF DIJMESFO�T DMPUIFT UIBU * HPU JO -BSWJL BSF TUJMM JO 0TMP ɨFZ IBWF
1EG@'PMJP����
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OPU CFFO SFDFJWFE IFSF <BU /03."4)> ZFU�w�ȁ¤ /03."4) POMZ SFNBJOFE
JO ɨF 0SDIBSE GPS KVTU PWFS � NPOUIT CFGPSF JU NPWFE DMPTFS UP UIF GSPOU UP
5POHEVDIPO—OPU BT QFBDFGVM BOE SPNBOUJD BT ɨF 0SDIBSE CVU TUSBUFHJDBMMZ
B CFUUFS MPDBUJPO� :FU JU XBT BMXBZT ɨF 0SDIBSE PG XIJDI UIF TUBê UBMLFE��ȁ©

ɨF 4VSHFPO (FOFSBM PG UIF /PSXFHJBO "SNFE 'PSDFT .FEJDBM 4FSWJDFT
IBE BMMPXFE /03."4) UP USFBU DJWJMJBOT XIP DPVME OPU SFBDI B ,PSFBO IPT�
QJUBM� /03."4) PGUFO GFMU B NPSBM PCMJHBUJPO OPU UP EJTDIBSHF UIFTF QBUJFOUT�
ɨF NFEJDBM OFFET XFSF PG B DIBSBDUFS UIBU ,PSFBO IPTQJUBMT XFSF OPU BCMF UP
PêFS SVJOFE BT UIPTF IPTQJUBMT XFSF CZ UIF XBS� " SFQPSU GSPN +VOF ���� CZ
$PMPOFM )KPSU DIJFG PG )PTQJUBM $POUJOHFOU ɨSFF EFTDSJCFE IPX TVSHFPOT
JO RVJFU QFSJPET BU UIF GSPOU IBE CFFO TFOU UP 4FPVM BT BJE GPS UIF ,PSFBO 3FE
$SPTT )PTQJUBM� #PUI UIF ,PSFBO BOE UIF /PSXFHJBO IPTQJUBM XBOUFE UP DPO�
UJOVF UIJT DPPQFSBUJPO� 4VSHFPOT GSPN /03."4) CSPVHIU UIFJS PXO TVSHJ�
DBM JOTUSVNFOUT UP 4FPVM TJODF UIF ,PSFBO IPTQJUBM MBDLFE TVDI JOTUSVNFOUT�
$PMPOFM )KPSU TPVHIU BEWJDF GSPN UIF TVSHFPO HFOFSBM PO XIFUIFS UIJT XPSL
XBT UP CF B QSJPSJUZ� ɨF IPTQJUBM XBT FRVJQQFE XJUI TVSHJDBM JOTUSVNFOUT GPS
XBS JOKVSJFT CVU FRVJQNFOU GPS HZOFDPMPHJDBM JOUFSWFOUJPO GPS JOTUBODF XBT
OPU BWBJMBCMF��ȁȅ ɨF BOTXFS GSPN UIF 4VSHFPO (FOFSBM XBT UIBU IF MPPLFE
VQPO IVNBOJUBSJBO BJE UP UIF DJWJMJBO QPQVMBUJPO PG ,PSFB BT WFSZ JNQPSUBOU
BOE XBOUFE JU UP CF DPOUJOVFE� :FU UIFSF NVTU CF MJNJUT� IVNBOJUBSJBO BJE IBE
UP CF MJNJUFE CZ /03."4)�T QSJNBSZ GVODUJPO BT B NJMJUBSZ TVSHJDBM ëFME
IPTQJUBM��ȁȆ

0G /03."4)�T TJYUZ CFET TUBê XFSF BMMPXFE UP VTF �� GPS DJWJMJBO
QBUJFOUT XIFO JU XBT RVJFU PO UIF GSPOU� *O SFBMJUZ DJWJMJBO QBUJFOUT PGUFO PDDV�
QJFE XFMM PWFS ��� PG UIF CFET� "U DFSUBJO UJNFT UIF BWFSBHF XBT ��–�� DJWJMJBO
JOQBUJFOUT� 8PSL BU UIF IPTQJUBM DPVME TPNFUJNFT CF GPSFTFFO� *G UIFSF XBT SBJO
JU XPVME CF RVJFU BU /03."4)��ȁȇ *G UIF TPVOE PG TIPPUJOH DPVME CF IFBSE
JO UIF NPSOJOH BNCVMBODFT XPVME BSSJWF JO UIF BGUFSOPPO��ȁȈ 8IFO CBUUMF
DBVTBMJUJFT BSSJWFE DJWJMJBOT DPVME OPU CF FWBDVBUFE TJODF UIFZ IBE OPXIFSF UP
HP BOE OPUIJOH XJUI XIJDI UP TVQQPSU UIFNTFMWFT� /VSTFT USJFE UP TFQBSBUF
UIF UXP HSPVQT PG QBUJFOUT TPNFUJNFT CFDBVTF ,PSFBO QBUJFOUT IBE JOGFDUJPVT
EJTFBTFT UIBU XFSF CFDPNJOH SBSF JO UIF 8FTUFSO XPSME�ȁȉ CVU BMTP TPNFUJNFT
GPS NPSF QSPTBJD BOE QSBHNBUJD SFBTPOT� TPMEJFST EJE OPU XBOU UP MJF DMPTF UP
QBUJFOUT XIP BUF HBSMJD�ȁȊ PS UP TIBSF UFOUT XJUI DSZJOH CBCJFT BOE PME iQBQ�
QBTBOTw XIP XFSF TPNFUJNFT TQJUUJOH PO UIF ìPPS���ȁ "U UIF MBCPSBUPSZ B
OVSTF SFNBSLFE UIBU TIF DPVME IBSEMZ ëOE B TBNQMF XJUIPVU UVCFSDVMPTJT BOE
UIFSF XFSF UJNFT XIFO /03."4) TFFNFE NPSF MJLF B TBOBUPSJVN UIBO B
."4)���� *O .BZ ���� 64 NJMJUBSZ DBTVBMUJFT XFSF USBOTGFSSFE UP ."4)T
GVSUIFS BXBZ� *U XBT OPU TBJE EJSFDUMZ—UIF 64 PïDFST XFSF TBJE UP CF GBS UPP
QPMJUF UP TBZ JU EJSFDUMZ—CVU UIF DIJFG PG IPTQJUBM &HJM .PF IBE UIF DMFBS
1EG@'PMJP����
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JNQSFTTJPO UIBU UIJT XBT EVF UP UIF GBDU UIBU /03."4) IBE UPP NBOZ DJWJM�
JBO QBUJFOUT BOE UIBU UIF IPTQJUBM�T SFQVUBUJPO BT B ."4) IBE UP CF SFCVJMU���¤

$BSJOH GPS CVSO WJDUJNT UPPL NPSF SFTPVSDFT UIBO /03."4) BDUVBMMZ
IBE� 8PVOE DBSF GPS POF QBUJFOU DPVME UBLF UXP EPDUPST BOE UXP OVSTFT BO
IPVS PS NPSF� %VSJOH UIF IPU TFBTPO XPVOET CFDBNF DPMPOJ[FE XJUI NBH�
HPUT� "MUIPVHI UIJT JO GBDU QSPNPUFE IFBMJOH UIF JUDIJOH XBT JOUPMFSBCMF GPS
UIF QBUJFOUT� "OE GPS UIF OVSTFT XPVOE DMFBOTJOH BOE CBOEBHJOH CFDBNF B EJG�
ëDVMU UBTL���© 'PPE XBT B MJNJUFE SFTPVSDF� /03."4) HPU BMM JUT GPPE GSPN
64 TVQQMJFT� ɨJT XBT GPS QFSTPOOFM BOE NJMJUBSZ QBUJFOUT� ,PSFBOT IBE UP FBU
XIBUFWFS XBT TVSQMVT UP SFRVJSFNFOUT� ɨFSF XFSF JO PUIFS XPSET TFWFSBM SFB�
TPOT XIZ UIF OVNCFS PG DJWJMJBOT IBE UP CF MJNJUFE���ȅ #VU JU XBT OPU FBTZ UP
TBZ iOP�w $IJMESFO XIP IBE TUFQQFE PO B NJOF PS IBE CFFO CPNCFE CZ OBQBMN
OFFEFE QSPGFTTJPOBM IFBMUIDBSF� ɨFTF DPOìJDUT CFUXFFO UIF EVBM NJTTJPOT PG
/03."4) DPOUJOVFE UISPVHIPVU UIF XBS�

/03."4) BMTP SFDFJWFE QSJTPOFST PG XBS 	108T
� -JLF PUIFS QBUJFOUT
UIFTF NFO GPVOE B TBGF IBWFO BU UIF IPTQJUBM� %VSJOH UIF PDDVQBUJPO PG /PS�
XBZ (FSNBOT IBE SFRVJTJUJPOFE QBSUT PG /PSXFHJBO IPTQJUBMT� /VSTFT DPVME
OPU SFGVTF UP OVSTF (FSNBO TPMEJFST� *O ���� (FSE 4FNC IBE ìFE /PSXBZ UP
BWPJE OVSTJOH (FSNBO TPMEJFST CVU BT TIF TBJE� i* DBO IBUF B TZTUFN� #VU * DBO
OFWFS CSJOH NZTFMG UP IBUF B QFSTPO�w��Ȇ 4VDI QFSTQFDUJWFT XFSF BMTP CSPVHIU
XJUI OVSTFT UP /03."4)� XIFO QBUJFOUT DBNF UP /03."4) UIFZ XFSF
IVNBO CFJOHT SBUIFS UIBO QBSU PG B TZTUFN—JOEJWJEVBMT XIP SFRVJSFE IVNBO�
JUBSJBO TFSWJDF�

*U XBT OPU POMZ OVSTFT XJUI FYQFSJFODF BU IPTQJUBMT XIP BQQMJFE UP TFSWF
BU /03."4)� /VSTFT XIP IBE XPSLFE JO $IJOB CFGPSF UIF DPNNVOJTU SFW�
PMVUJPO BMTP BQQMJFE� ,OPXJOH UIF $IJOFTF MBOHVBHF XBT PG HSFBU IFMQ� 0OF
TJTUFS NFOUJPOFE UIJT JO QBSUJDVMBS XIFO TIF BQQMJFE GPS B OFX QFSJPE JO ,PSFB
JO B MFUUFS UP UIF NBUSPO�JO�DIJFG

*U IBT CFFO QFDVMJBS UP NFFU 108 QFPQMF� "OE JU IBT CFFO HSFBU GVO UP CF BCMF
UP TQFBL UP UIF $IJOFTF QSJTPOFST� * GFFM TP EFëOJUFMZ UIBU * BN JO UIF SJHIU QMBDF BOE
JU�T TP TUSBOHF GFFMJOH IBQQZ CFJOH BCMF UP HJWF B MJUUMF IBOE PG IFMQ JO B HSFZ EBZ� "HBJO
UIBOL ZPV EFBS TJTUFS 3VUI���ȇ

1BUJFOUT XFSF ëSTU PG BMM QBUJFOUT� /VSTFT USJBHJOH XPVOET EJE OPU BMTP USJBHF
OBUJPOBMJUZ� 0OMZ JOEJWJEVBM DPOEJUJPOT DPVOUFE XIFO USFBUNFOU XBT EFDJEFE�
0OMZ BGUFS TVSHJDBM USFBUNFOU BU UIF IPTQJUBM BOE VQPO USBOTQPSUBUJPO UP FWBD�
VBUJPO IPTQJUBMT XPVME 108T CF TPSUFE PVU BOE TFOU UP B QSJTPO IPTQJUBM OFBS
1VTBO�
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#MPPE

*%�Q����

USBOTGVTJPOT XFSF QFSGPSNFE VTJOH CMPPE GSPN EPOPST JO UIF 6OJUFE
4UBUFT� 6QPO EFMJWFSZ JO ,PSFB UIF CMPPE XBT BMSFBEZ CFUXFFO �� BOE �� EBZT
PME BOE IBE UP CF VTFE XJUIJO B XFFL� #FSOBSE 1BVT DPNNFOUFE�

4P

*%�Q����

JU IBQQFOT UIBU JO B ."4) iB QMBDF JO ,PSFBw B GSJFOE PS B GPF ZFMMPX XIJUF
PS CMBDL QBUJFOUT BSF CFEEFE TJEF CZ TJEF� ɨFJS MJWFT BSF TBWFE CZ IBMG B MJUSF PG CMPPE
WPMVOUBSJMZ EPOBUFE CZ BO "NFSJDBO NBO PS XPNBO MJWJOH UIPVTBOET PG LJMPNFUSFT
BXBZ���Ȉ

4PNF

*%�Q����

PG UIF 108T XFSF BGSBJE PG CFJOH QPJTPOFE CZ UIF /PSXFHJBO OVSTFT�
1SPQBHBOEB IBE UPME UIFN UIBU UIFZ XPVME CF UPSUVSFE BOE FYFDVUFE PS LJMMFE
CZ TUFBMUI� /PSXFHJBO EFBDPOT BOE OVSTFT XIP DPVME TQFBL $IJOFTF BOE IBE
XPSLFE BT NJTTJPOBSJFT JO $IJOB XFSF PG HSFBU IFMQ JO USBOTMBUJOH BOE HJWJOH
JOGPSNBUJPO BCPVU XIBU XBT HPJOH PO� 8JUIPVU TVDI IFMQ DPNNFODJOH BOFT�
UIFTJB DPVME CF B QSPCMFN� ɨF NFEJDBM DPOEJUJPO XBT PG DPVSTF POF UIJOH CVU
UIF IPSSPS PG CFMJFWJOH UIBU ZPV XFSF UP CF FYFDVUFE BOE XPVME OFWFS XBLF
VQ NBEF QBUJFOUT ëHIU CBDL USZJOH UP TUBZ BXBLF� " OVSTF XIP TFSWFE JO UIF
TFDPOE DPOUJOHFOU MBUFS DMBJNFE UIBU 108T CFDBVTF UIFZ CFMJFWFE UIF QSP�
QBHBOEB XFSF PGUFO USFBUFE XJUI HSFBUFS DBSF UIBO BMMJFT� 0OF PG IFS 108
QBUJFOUT IBE GPVHIU MJLF B USBQQFE XJME BOJNBM BU UIF CFHJOOJOH PG OBSDPTJT� i*
IBWF TFMEPN TFFO TP NVDI IPSSPS BOE BOYJFUZ BT * TBX JO UIF FZFT PG UIBU ZPVOH
NBO�w��ȉ *OHB "BSEBMTCBLLF TPNFUJNFT IBE UP UBTUF UIF GPPE PS FYDIBOHF UIF
GPPE XJUI UIBU PG BOPUIFS QBUJFOU CFGPSF B 108 EBSFE UP FBU JU� 4IF DMBJNT UIBU
FWFSZCPEZ XBT USFBUFE FRVBMMZ OP NBUUFS XIBU IJT PS IFS OBUJPOBMJUZ PS TUB�
UVT���Ȋ " UPUBM PG ��� 108T GSPN /PSUI ,PSFB BOE $IJOB SFDFJWFE USFBUNFOU
BU /03."4)��¤ȁ

4PNF

*%�Q����

OVSTFT BU /03."4) BQQFBS UP IBWF NBEF B EFMJCFSBUF DIPJDF
UP USFBU UIFJS XPSL BT B IVNBOJUBSJBO SBUIFS UIBO NJMJUBSZ FOEFBWPS� ɨFJS
EFDJTJPO�NBLJOH XBT JOEFQFOEFOU PG UIF FYQFDUBUJPOT PG UIFJS iDPNNBOEJOH
PïDFST�w *OEFFE NPTU EJE OPU FWFO SFDPHOJ[F UIF FYJTUFODF PG B DPNNBOE
TUSVDUVSF BQBSU GSPN UIF OVSTJOH BOE NFEJDBM IJFSBSDIJFT UP XIJDI UIFZ XFSF
BMSFBEZ BDDVTUPNFE� ɨFJS BUUBDINFOU UP UIFJS PXO QSPGFTTJPOBM JEFOUJUZ BOE
UIFJS SFTQFDU GPS UIFJS IFBE OVSTF—i4JTUFS 3VUIw—FOHFOEFSFE BO JOEFQFO�
EFODF BOE TFMG�CFMJFG UIBU TFFNFE UP JOTVMBUF UIFN GSPN UIF QPMJUJDT PG UIF
,PSFBO 8BS NFEJDBM TFSWJDFT� *O BO BDDPVOU XSJUUFO TFWFSBM ZFBST BGUFS UIF XBS
)BSEB )BSUWJHTFO XSPUF JO UFSNT WFSZ TJNJMBS UP UIPTF PG 'JSTU 8PSME 8BS
DJWJMJBO WPMVOUFFS�OVSTF .BSZ #PSEFO XIP IBE DBMMFE IFS ëFME IPTQJUBM iUIF
TFDPOE CBUUMFëFME�w�¤� )BSUWJHTFO�T QFSTQFDUJWF FWPLFT B TJNJMBS JNBHF�
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8IFO

*%�Q����

UIF DBOOPO SPBST BU UIF GSPOU BOE UIF ëHIUJOH SBHFT UIF TUSVHHMF JOTJEF UIF
IPTQJUBM DPOUJOVFT UBLJOH JO JUT PXO QBSUJDVMBS GPSN� "U UIF GSPOU POF UIJOH JT NPSF
JNQPSUBOU UIBO BOZUIJOH FMTF� UP EFTUSPZ UIF HSFBUFTU OVNCFS PG IVNBO CFJOHT BOE
NVOJUJPOT� *OTJEF UIF IPTQJUBM XF ëHIU BDSPTT B EJêFSFOU GSPOU�MJOF� XF ëHIU BHBJOTU
EFBUI UP QSFTFSWF MJGF� /FJUIFS OBUJPOBMJUZ OPS DPMPVS PG TLJO NBUUFST� ɨF POMZ UIJOH
UIBU NBUUFST JT UIF 3FE $SPTT QIJMPTPQIZ� iJOUFS BSNB DBSJUBT� CFUXFFO UIF HVOT MPWFw�
'SJFOE BOE GPF HFU UIF TBNF USFBUNFOU� *O GBDU TPNFUJNFT NBZCF B GPF JT OVSTFE XJUI
HSFBUFS DBSF��¤¤

ɨF

*%�Q����

OVSTFT UPPL QMFBTVSF JO UIFJS IVNBOJUBSJBO TFSWJDF� "TMBVH )ÌSWJL XSPUF
UP "OESFTFO PO �� 4FQUFNCFS �����

*

*%�Q����

GFFM UIF VSHF UP UIBOL ZPV GPS HSBOUJOH NF B QMBDF IFSF� ɨBOL ZPV FWFS TP NVDI�
8F IBWF B HPPE UJNF IFSF—JU JT GVO UP TFF UIF QFPQMF BOE UIF DPVOUSZ BOE GFFM UIF
QMFBTVSF JO IFMQJOH TPMEJFST ,PSFBOT BOE PVS PXO QFPQMF� *U JT OP TNBMM UIJOH UP ëOE
IBQQJOFTT BOE QMFBTVSF JO CFJOH POF DPNQPOFOU JO TVDI B CJH XPSL� * NVTU FYQSFTT NZ
IFBSUGFMU QMFBTVSF JO UIJT PQQPSUVOJUZ UP TFSWF PUIFST��¤©

*O

*%�Q����

BOPUIFS MFUUFS *OHSJE 4UBGTOFT EFDMBSFE� iXF IBWF BMM HPPE UIJOHT—BOE JO
BEEJUJPO HPPE IVNPVS� * NVTU TBZ BHBJO� A* BN HMBE UP CF BMJWF�w� 4IF BEEFE�
i5P CF IPOFTU * IBE JNBHJOFE ,PSFB BGUFS BMM * IBWF IFBSE UP CF B ESFBEGVM
QMBDF � � � <#VU> * BN JO OP XBZ EJTBQQPJOUFE� 0O UIF DPOUSBSZ * BN HSBUFGVM
GPS UIJT PQQPSUVOJUZ�w�¤ȅ

ɨF

*%�Q����

TFOTF PG UIF iUISJMMw PG IVNBOJUBSJBO TFSWJDF UIBU SFTPOBUFT UISPVHI
UIF OVSTFT� MFUUFST DBSSJFT XJUI JU B TUSPOH FMFNFOU PG QFSTPOBM QPXFS BOE BVUPO�
PNZ� 'PS TPNF PG UIFTF OVSTFT UIFJS XPSL JO ,PSFB XFOU XFMM CFZPOE iHPPE
OVSTJOHw BOE UIF FYQFSJFODF XBT POF UIFZ USFBTVSFE� *U XBT BMTP BO PQQPSUVOJUZ
GPS MFBSOJOH� 4UBGOFT XSPUF� i)FBSUGFMU UIBOLT GPS UIJT PQQPSUVOJUZ UP USBWFM PVU
IFSF� *U IBT CFFO B HSFBU FYQFSJFODF GPS NF� * IBWF MFBSOFE B MPU PG UIJOHT—OPU
POMZ OVSTJOH JUTFMG CVU QFSIBQT FWFO NPSF TQJSJUVBM MFBSOJOH�w�¤Ȇ

ɨFTF

*%�Q����

OVSTFT EP OPU DPNF BDSPTT BT JOEJWJEVBMT XIP BSF iGPMMPXJOH PSEFST�w
"MUIPVHI JU XBT FYUSFNFMZ SBSF GPS UIFN UP BDUJWFMZ PQQPTF BOZ PG UIF JOTUSVD�
UJPOT UIFZ XFSF HJWFO NPTU BQQFBS UP IBWF IBE B TUSPOH TFOTF PG UIFJS PXO QSJ�
PSJUJFT� .JMJUBSZ DBTVBMUJFT EJE UBLF QSFDFEFODF BU /03."4)� ZFU UIF OVSTFT�
IVNBOJUBSJBO JOTUJODUT NFBOU UIBU UIF PQQPSUVOJUZ UP BTTJTU BOZ QBUJFOU XIP
BSSJWFE BU UIFJS EPPST—XIFUIFS NJMJUBSZ PS DJWJMJBO—XBT JNQPSUBOU UP UIFN�

$POìJDU

*%�UJ����

PG -FBEFSTIJQ BU /03."4)

ɨSFF

*%�Q����

4DBOEJOBWJBO DPVOUSJFT IBE NFEJDBM IVNBOJUBSJBO NJTTJPOT JO ,PSFB�
4XFEFO IBE BO FWBDVBUJPO IPTQJUBM JO 1VTBO %FONBSL B IPTQJUBM TIJQ
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+VUMBOEJB� CPUI LFQU UIFJS NJTTJPO DJWJM BOE VOEFS OBUJPOBM DPOUSPM� /PS�
XBZ�T NJTTJPO /03."4) XBT B 3FE $SPTT IPTQJUBM VOEFS 64 DPNNBOE�
:FU BMUIPVHI JU CFDBNF B NJMJUBSZ IPTQJUBM JU TUSVHHMFE UP CF B NJMJUBSZ
PSHBOJ[BUJPO�

*OTPGBS BT JU XBT VOEFS 64 DPNNBOE JU DPVME CF RVFTUJPOFE XIFUIFS
/03."4) XBT VOEFS /PSXFHJBO OBUJPOBM DPOUSPM BU BMM� *O BO PïDJBM MFUUFS
XSJUUFO CFGPSF /03."4) PïDJBMMZ PQFOFE JUT ëSTU NJMJUBSZ DPNNBOEFS IBE
SFQPSUFE UIBU UIF /PSXFHJBOT IBE CFDPNF QPQVMBS XJUI UIF 64 "SNZ CFDBVTF
UIFZ IBE BHSFFE UP TFSWF DMPTF UP UIF GSPOU MJOFT PG UIF XBS� *U XBT PCTFSWFE UIBU
UIF /PSXFHJBOT iEPO�U QMBZ OFVUSBM BT UIF 4XFEJTI BSF EPJOH IFSF�w�¤ȇ

ɨF RVFTUJPO PG XIFUIFS UIJT XBT B /PSXFHJBO PS B 64 EFUBDINFOU XBT
OPU FBTJMZ TFUUMFE� "GUFS B ZFBS�T EVUZ BU UIF GSPOU UIF DPNNBOEFS PG B MBUFS DPO�
UJOHFOU SFQPSUFE UIBU /03."4) EJE OPU IBWF B ìBH UIBU XPVME TIPX UIBU
UIJT XBT BO PïDJBM /PSXFHJBO IPTQJUBM� /PU FWFO UIF FOTJHOT VTFE PO VOJGPSNT
XFSF /PSXFHJBO� )F XBOUFE B ìBH GPS VTF PO QBSBEF UP EFNPOTUSBUF /PSXF�
HJBO TPWFSFJHOUZ BOE DSFBUF FTQSJU EF DPSQT��¤Ȉ " ìBH XBT TFOU GSPN /PSXBZ
CVU UIF FOTJHOT VTFE DPOUJOVFE UP CF UIPTF PG UIF 64 "SNZ�

ɨF USBOTGPSNBUJPO PG UIF IPTQJUBM GSPN B 3FE $SPTT IPTQJUBM UP B NJM�
JUBSZ IPTQJUBM TUBUJPOFE DMPTF UP UIF CBUUMF [POF DBVTFE NJTVOEFSTUBOEJOHT
PO TFWFSBM MFWFMT� ɨFTF SFMBUFE UP UIF NJMJUBSZ TUBUVT CPUI PG UIF IPTQJUBM BOE
PG JUT QFSTPOOFM BMUIPVHI UIFZ EP OPU BQQFBS UP IBWF JOìVFODFE UIF NFEJDBM
USFBUNFOU UP BOZ DPOTJEFSBCMF FYUFOU� 0O /PWFNCFS � ���� UIF BENJOJTUSB�
UJPO PG /03."4) XBT USBOTGFSSFE GSPN UIF /PSXFHJBO 'PSFJHO .JOJTUSZ UP
NJMJUBSZ DPNNBOE VOEFS UIF /PSXFHJBO .JOJTUSZ PG %FGFODF� 0O B RVFTUJPO
GSPN &64", BCPVU UIF TUBUVT PG UIF IPTQJUBM UIF BOTXFS XBT UIBU UIF IPTQJ�
UBM XBT B NJMJUBSZ VOJU��¤ȉ &WFO XIFO JU XBT B 3FE $SPTT IPTQJUBM JU XBT GPS
QSBDUJDBM QVSQPTFT DPOTJEFSFE QBSU PG UIF NJMJUBSZ BOE QSBHNBUJDBMMZ BEKVTUFE
UP 64 NJMJUBSZ SVMFT��¤Ȋ *U XBT OPU DPNNVOJDBUFE XFMM JO /PSXBZ UIBU /03�
."4) XBT BDUJWF JO B XBS BOE B QBSU PG B 6/ "SNZ��©ȁ ɨF ,JOH PG /PSXBZ
)BBLPO UIF 4FWFOUI $PNNBOEFS JO $IJFG PG UIF /PSXFHJBO "SNFE 'PSDFT
BEESFTTFE JU BT B 3FE $SPTT IPTQJUBM JO B UFMFHSBN JO ���� TPNFUIJOH UIBU UIF
FYFDVUJWF PïDFS PG /03."4) GPS UIBU DPOUJOHFOU .BKPS 4UFJOVN GPVOE
iPêFOTJWF�w�©�

ɨF LJOH XBT OPU UIF POMZ QFSTPO XIP NJTUPPL /03."4) GPS B DJWJM�
JBO 3FE $SPTT IPTQJUBM� " NFNPSBOEVN XSJUUFO BU /03."4) BOE EBUFE
���� FYQSFTTFE DPODFSO BCPVU MBDL PG JOGPSNBUJPO UP UIF QFSTPOOFM� ɨFSF
XFSF JOTUBODFT PG DPOTDJPVT PCKFDUPST BOE NFO XIP HPU UIF iVOQMFBTBOU TVS�
QSJTFw UIBU MJGF JO B NJMJUBSZ DBNQ XBT TVCKFDU UP NJMJUBSZ MBX BOE CFIBW�
JPS� .FBOXIJMF DPNNJTTJPOFE PïDFST EFTDSJCFE /03."4) BT B iIBMG�DJWJM
EFUBDINFOU�w�©¤

*U XBT UIJT IBMG�DJWJM TUBUVT UIBU IBE UIF NPTU JNQPSUBOU JNQMJDBUJPOT JO
UIF PSHBOJ[BUJPO PG UIF IPTQJUBM� " ."4) XBT TVQQPTFE UP NPWF PO JUT PXO
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BOE JU XBT TVQQPTFE UP QSPWJEF NFEJDBM IFMQ GPS POF QBSUJDVMBS BSNZ EJWJ�
TJPO��©© /03."4) EJE TVQQPSU B EJWJTJPO MJLF UIF 64 ."4)T CVU JU BMTP
PQFSBUFE BT B /PSXFHJBO VOJU JO B OPO�DPNCBUBOU SPMF� ɨJT EJE GSPN UJNF UP
UJNF DBVTF GSJDUJPO CFUXFFO DPNCBUBOU PïDFST BOE NFEJDBM PïDFST BT DPN�
CBUBOU PïDFST GFMU UIBU NFEJDBM PïDFST JOUFSGFSFE XJUI UBDUJDBM EJTQPTJUJPOT PO
IPX OPO�NFEJDBM QFSTPOOFM TIPVME CF VTFE BT HVBSE TPMEJFST� 8IFO RVFTUJPOT
XFSF BTLFE UIF BOTXFS XBT UIBU /03."4) XBT B IPTQJUBM� $PNCBUBOU Pï�
DFST XFSF B TVQQPSU UP UIF NFEJDBM BDUJWJUZ BOE UIF ."4) XBT UP CF MFE CZ
NFEJDBM PïDFST BOE OPU DBSFFS PïDFST� ɨJT BSSBOHFNFOU NBZ BMTP IBWF DSF�
BUFE B ìBUUFS TUSVDUVSF CFUXFFO PïDFST BOE TPMEJFST UIBO JO 64 ."4)T� ɨF
FUJRVFUUF CFUXFFO PïDFST BOE TPMEJFST XBT TBJE UP CF HPPE CVU GBS UPP JOGPSNBM
DPNQBSFE UP UIF NJMJUBSZ DPOEVDU JO BO PSEJOBSZ NJMJUBSZ EFUBDINFOU� ɨJT
XBT B TPVSDF PG TVSQSJTF UP OPO�/PSXFHJBO WJTJUPST��©ȅ 1FEFS ,MJOHTIFJN XBT
NBEF B NBTUFS TFSHFBOU� ɨJT SBOL XBT OPU JO VTF JO /PSXBZ—BOE TP JU EJE
OPU NFBO NVDI UP IJN� 4BMVUJOH XBT OPU TP DPNNPO BOE IF EJE OPU GFFM PS
UIJOL PG IJNTFMG BT B TPMEJFS� )F XBT B OVSTF JO B IPTQJUBM��©Ȇ

/PSXBZ EJE OPU TFOE /PSXFHJBO iPSEFSMJFTw UP TFSWF JO ,PSFB� ɨF ëSTU
/03."4) DPOUJOHFOU IBE POMZ QMBOOFE B TUBïOH PG �� NFO JO OPO�NFEJDBM
QPTJUJPOT BOE GPS USBJOJOH UP GVODUJPO BT PSEFSMJFT BOE EFQFOEFE PO FNQMPZJOH
,PSFBOT JO EJêFSFOU QPTJUJPOT� &JHIUZ UISFF NFO XFSF UPP GFX UP SVO B ."4)
QSPQFSMZ� ɨF 64 "SNZ PSEFSFE B DMFBSJOH DPNQBOZ PG �� NFO BOE POF Pï�
DFS UPHFUIFS XJUI BO BNCVMBODF QMBUPPO UP /03."4)� 4PNF NFO JO UIF
DMFBSJOH DPNQBOZ XFSF PSEFSMJFT BOE XFSF FYQFDUFE UP XPSL UPHFUIFS XJUI UIF
OVSTFT� CVU UIJT QSPWFE UP CF B QPPS TPMVUJPO CFDBVTF PG UIFJS MJNJUFE USBJOJOH
BOE UIFJS QFSTQFDUJWFT PO NJMJUBSZ CFIBWJPS� /PSXFHJBOT IBE B NPSF JOGPSNBM
WJFX BCPVU FUJRVFUUF BOE NPSF FBTZ�HPJOH BUUJUVEF UPXBSE NJMJUBSZ EJTDJQMJOF
UIBO "NFSJDBOT��©ȇ

/03."4)� ɨF -BTU %BZT

/PSXFHJBO OVSTFT BU /03."4) XFSF OPU DBSFFS PïDFST� ɨFZ XFSF WPMVO�
UFFS QSPGFTTJPOBM OVSTFT� ɨFJS TUBUVT BT PïDFST XBT UFNQPSBSZ UIPVHI OPU
XJUIPVU TJHOJëDBODF� *O UIF MBTU EBZT PG /03."4) UIFSF XFSF JODJEFOUT XJUI
UIF OVSTFT XIFSF UIF RVFTUJPO PG XIFUIFS UIJT XBT B DJWJM PS B NJMJUBSZ IPTQJ�
UBM CFDBNF JNQPSUBOU� *U XBT POMZ BU UIJT QPJOU XIFO UIF TJUVBUJPO JO ,PSFB
IBE DIBOHFE GSPN XBSGBSF UP BSNJTUJDF BOE UIF DPNQMFNFOU PG QBUJFOUT IBE
DIBOHFE GSPN DPNCBUBOU QFSTPOOFM UP DJWJMJBO ,PSFBOT UIBU B DMBTI CFUXFFO
UIF OVSTFT BOE UIF DIJFG PG UIF IPTQJUBM UPPL QMBDF� OVSTFT SFGVTFE UP BUUFOE SPMM
1EG@'PMJP����
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DBMM BOE QBSBEF BGUFS OJHIU EVUZ� ɨF DIJFG PG /03."4) XSPUF BO BOHSZ MFU�
UFS UP UIF .BUSPO�JO�$IJFG PG UIF "SNZ� )F DMBJNFE UIBU IF B DJWJMJBO USJFE
UP LFFQ VQ B NJMJUBSZ BQQFBSBODF PG UIF IPTQJUBM BOE EFNBOEFE UP LOPX JG UIF
OVSTFT XFSF DJWJMJBOT PS TPMEJFST��©Ȉ ɨF .BUSPO�JO�$IJFG BOTXFSFE CPUI XJTFMZ
BOE EJQMPNBUJDBMMZ TIPXJOH B SFTQFDU GPS CPUI NJMJUBSZ SVMFT BOE OVSTFT� OFFE
GPS SFTU BOE TMFFQ BGUFS OJHIU EVUZ� i:FT� ɨFZ BSF NJMJUBSZ BOE TVCKFDUFE UP
NJMJUBSZ MBX CVU DBO�U SPMM DBMM CF MBUFS JO UIF EBZ w�©ȉ ɨF RVFTUJPO XBT OFWFS
SBJTFE BHBJO CVU JU TZNCPMJ[FE UIF UFOTJPOT JOIFSFOU JO UIF EVBM JEFOUJUZ PG
/03."4) BT CPUI NJMJUBSZ BOE DJWJM IPTQJUBM�

"GUFS UIF BSNJTUJDF JO +VMZ ���� BMM NJMJUBSZ VOJUT XFSF LFQU JO B TUBUF PG
QSFQBSFEOFTT GPS GVSUIFS QPTTJCMF IPTUJMJUZ� "T UIF ZFBS QBTTFE JU CFDBNF DMFBS
UIBU UIF BSNJTUJDF XPVME FOEVSF� ɨF QBUJFOU ìPX BU /03."4) DIBOHFE
EVSJOH UIF MBTU IBMG PG ����� $PNCBU XPVOET XFSF OP MPOHFS BO JTTVF� 4UJMM
QBUJFOUT XJUI USBVNB GSPN SPBE BDDJEFOUT BDDJEFOUBM HVOTIPU XPVOET BOE
NJOF JOKVSJFT DBNF UP UIF IPTQJUBM� *O BEEJUJPO UIFSF XFSF TPNBUJD JMMOFTTFT�
ɨFTF QBUJFOUT XFSF OPU FWBDVBUFE UP UIF SFBS BT CFGPSF�

ɨF UFOUT XFSF TUBSUJOH UP XFBS PVU BGUFS PWFS � ZFBST VTF—BOE JO BOZ
DBTF UIFSF XBT OFFE GPS CFUUFS DPOEJUJPOT UIBO UIF PSJHJOBM TUSVDUVSFT DPVME
QSPWJEF��©Ȋ ɨF PQFSBUJOH UIFBUFS IPMEJOH BOE QPTUPQ UFOUT XFSF SFQMBDFE
XJUI IVUT NBEF PG DPSSVHBUFE JSPO� BOE UIF CFE DBQBDJUZ XBT JODSFBTFE GSPN
�� UP ����ȅȁ 8IFO /03."4) CFHBO GVODUJPOJOH BT B QVSFMZ DJWJM IPTQJUBM
USBVNB TVSHFSZ XBT OPU UIF QSJNBSZ EFNBOE� ,PSFBOT MJWJOH JO UIF BSFB OFFEFE
USFBUNFOU GPS JMMOFTTFT� TVDI QBUJFOUT SFRVJSFE MPOHFS IPTQJUBM TUBZT UIBO UIPTF
SFDFJWJOH TUBCJMJ[JOH TVSHJDBM USFBUNFOUT� 8JUI UIF FOE PG IPTUJMJUJFT UIF TVQ�
QMZ PG CBOL CMPPE DFBTFE� 4UBê BU /03."4) FTUBCMJTIFE UIFJS PXO CMPPE
CBOL GPS ,PSFBOT� JUT EPOPST XFSF UIF ,PSFBO TUBê BU /03."4) BOE UIF
ëSTU USBOTGVTJPOT XFSF EPOF JO .BSDI ������ȅ�

ɨJT OFX EFNBOE BMTP MFE UP DIBOHFT GPS UIF OVSTFT JO UIFJS PSHBOJ[BUJPO
BOE XPSL� 5XP UIFBUFS OVSTFT XFSF SFBTTJHOFE UP XBSE XPSL� "T UIF TJUVBUJPO
XBT TUBCJMJ[FE UIF /PSXFHJBO OVSTFT TUBSUFE BO PVUSFBDI QSPKFDU UP UFBDI QSBD�
UJDBM OVSTJOH JO SVSBM BSFBT DMPTF UP UIF IPTQJUBM� ɨJT XBT BMTP SFìFDUFE JO IJSJOH
QSBDUJDFT� ,PSFBO OVSTFT XFSF FNQMPZFE BOE USBJOFE��ȅ¤ ɨF PSJHJOBM /PSXF�
HJBO JEFB PG /03."4)—IVNBOJUBSJBO BJE UP DJWJMJBOT BOE UIF EFWFMPQNFOU
PG ,PSFB�T PXO QVCMJD IFBMUI TZTUFN—UIVT CFDBNF NPSF BOE NPSF WJTJCMF�

*O ���� UIFSF IBE CFFO BO BHSFFNFOU CFUXFFO 4XFEFO %FONBSL BOE
/PSXBZ UIBU UIFZ XPVME CVJME B VOJWFSTJUZ DMJOJD JO ,PSFB UP BJE FEVDBUJPO PG
IFBMUI QFSTPOOFM��ȅ© %VSJOH UIF XBS UIFSF IBE CFFO EJTDVTTJPOT BCPVU XIFUIFS
/03."4) DPVME CF USBOTGPSNFE JOUP B VOJWFSTJUZ IPTQJUBM JO UIF FWFOU PG B
QFBDF TFUUMFNFOU JO ,PSFB��ȅȅ "GUFS UIF BSNJTUJDF UIF GVUVSF VTF PG UIF IPTQJUBM
BHBJO CFDBNF BO JTTVF� $BSM 4FNC XIP IBE OFHPUJBUFE UIF ëSTU BHSFFNFOU GPS
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/PSXBZ�T QBSUJDJQBUJPO JO UIF 6/ BSNZ BHBJO QMBZFE B QBSU� 'PS /PSXFHJBOT
UIFSF XBT B OFFE GPS DMBSJUZ� 4IPVME UIF IPTQJUBM XJUIESBX BOE CF EJTNBOUMFE�
PS TIPVME JU CF DPOWFSUFE JOUP B KPJOU 4DBOEJOBWJBO VOJWFSTJUZ IPTQJUBM #VU
BO BSNJTUJDF JT OPU B QFBDF TFUUMFNFOU� &64", XBOUFE UIF /PSXFHJBO VOJU
UP SFUBJO JUT DBQBDJUZ GPS FNFSHFODZ SFTQPOTF� "OE QFSIBQT UP ìBUUFS UIF /PS�
XFHJBOT UIF $IJFG 4VSHFPO PG &64", (FOFSBM 4NJUI DIBSBDUFSJ[FE /03�
."4) BT UIF CFTU PG UIF TJY ."4)T UIBU IBE TFSWFE BU UIF GSPOU��ȅȆ

/03."4)

*%�Q����

XBT LFQU BU UIF GSPOU� #VU XIFO &64", TUBSUFE UP XJUIESBX
GSPN UIF ��UI QBSBMMFM JU MPTU UIF MBTU SFNOBOUT PG JUT NJMJUBSZ QVSQPTF BT BO
FNFSHFODZ SFTQPOTF VOJU JO DBTF PG SFOFXFE IPTUJMJUJFT� ɨFSF XBT OP BSNZ UP
TVQQPSU� "T UIF ZFBS XFOU PO /03."4) XBT MFGU—BO PVUQPTU XIFSF UIFSF
IBE PODF CFFO B XBS� ɨF ëSTU QSPCMFN OPX XBT UIBU UIFSF XBT OP MPHJTUJDT
DIBJO MFGU� 'JHVSFT TIPX UIBU GPS UIF ëSTU IBMG PG ���� ��� JOQBUJFOUT PVU PG
B UPUBM PG ���� XFSF DJWJMJBOT� 0G ����� QPMJDMJOJD DPOTVMUBUJPOT ���� XFSF
DJWJMJBOT BOE UIF OVNCFS PG DJWJMJBO QBUJFOUT XBT JODSFBTJOH��ȅȇ

ɨF

*%�Q����

$IJFG PG UIF )PTQJUBM "UMF #FSH SFQPSUFE UIBU /03."4) XBT OPU
BCMF UP HJWF BEFRVBUF USFBUNFOU UP DJWJMJBO QBUJFOUT� ɨFSF XFSF UPP GFX QIZTJ�
DJBOT BOE UIF VOJU XBT FRVJQQFE BT B TVSHJDBM IPTQJUBM� " QFSNBOFOU IPTQJUBM
XPVME IBWF PUIFS NFEJDBM JTTVFT BOE OFFET UP EFBM XJUI� ɨF DJWJMJBOT� OFFE
GPS IPTQJUBM TFSWJDFT XBT IVHF CVU JU DPVME OPU CF GVMëMMFE CZ /03."4)
CZ "VHVTU ������ȅȈ "OE TP UIBU BVUVNO UIF /PSXFHJBO ëFME IPTQJUBM XBT
EJTNBOUMFE�

$PODMVTJPO

*%�UJ����

%VSJOH

*%�Q����

UIF ,PSFBO 8BS /PSXBZ PQFSBUFE B IPTQJUBM DMPTF UP UIF CBUUMF [POF
GSPN +VMZ ���� UP 0DUPCFS ����� ɨF /03."4) CFDBNF B TBGF IBWFO GPS
EJêFSFOU HSPVQT JODMVEJOH TFSWJDFNFO 108 BOE DJWJMJBOT� 8IFO JU XBT
MPDBUFE BU iɨF 0SDIBSEw JU XBT TFFO CZ UIF OVSTFT BT B TBODUVBSZ UIBU PêFSFE B
QMBDF PG TBGFUZ BXBZ GSPN UIF XBS� 'PS XPVOEFE TPMEJFST JU XBT B NJMJUBSZ IPTQJ�
UBM XIFSF UIFZ DPVME SFDFJWF FYQFSU TVSHJDBM BOE NFEJDBM DBSF� GPS PUIFS TPMEJFST
JU XBT B QMBDF UP NBLF TPDJBM DBMMT BOE ëOE GSJFOET� GPS TPNF DJWJMJBOT JU CFDBNF
B QMBDF UP TFFL NFEJDBM TFSWJDFT� GPS PUIFST JU PêFSFE B CFE BOE XPSL� 0OF FMF�
NFOU PG UIFJS QSPGFTTJPOBM JOEFQFOEFODF XBT UIF DBNBSBEFSJF BOE DPPQFSBUJPO
TIBSFE CZ /03."4) OVSTFT� BOPUIFS XBT UIFJS FWJEFOU QSJEF JO UIFJS DMJOJDBM
TLJMMT� #FZPOE UIJT UIFZ BQQFBS UP IBWF TIBSFE B QBSUJDVMBS TFOTF PG QVSQPTF�
UIFZ WJFXFE UIFJS XPSL BU /03."4) BT BU MFBTU JO QBSU B IVNBOJUBSJBO NJT�
TJPO PQFSBUJOH BMPOHTJEF UIF USFBUNFOU PG XPVOEFE BOE TJDL DPNCBUBOUT�
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"QQSPYJNBUFMZ ����� QBUJFOUT XFSF TBJE UP IBWF CFFO USFBUFE BU
/03."4)—JO UIF XBSET BOE QPMZDMJOJD��ȅȉ ɨF IPTQJUBM TFSWFE B NJMJUBSZ
EJWJTJPO MJLF BOZ PUIFS ."4) BU UIF GSPOU CVU JU OFWFS SFBMMZ CFDBNF NJM�
JUBSJ[FE� 6OJGPSNT BOE SBOLT XFSF B NBUUFS PG DPOWFOJFODF� ɨFSF XFSF GFX
XPNFO BU UIF GSPOU� ɨF OVSTF�T SBOL XBT B QSPUFDUJPO BHBJOTU VOXBOUFE BUUFO�
UJPO BOE HBWF BVUIPSJUZ UP IFS PSEFST JO UIF IPTQJUBM

6OMJLF UIF 64 ."4)T /03."4) XBT TUBêFE CZ OPO�NJMJUBSZ QFS�
TPOOFM BDUJOH BT WPMVOUFFST� 0OF PG UIF NBJO DPODFSOT PG UIFTF WPMVOUFFST
XBT UIF XFMMCFJOH PG UIF ,PSFBO DJWJMJBOT BOE UIFJS OFFE GPS IFBMUIDBSF GPPE
BOE DMPUIFT� ɨF OVSTFT BQQFBS UP IBWF JEFOUJëFE UIFNTFMWFT BT OVSTFT HJWJOH
IVNBOJUBSJBO BJE UP B TNBMM DPVOUSZ UIBU XBT UIF WJDUJN PG BHHSFTTJPO KVTU
BT /PSXBZ IBE CFFO EVSJOH UIF JOWBTJPO CZ /B[J (FSNBOZ JO ����–�����
ɨF /PSXFHJBO OVSTFT BU /03."4)—UIF i,PSFB TJTUFSTw—QSPWFE UIFN�
TFMWFT WBMVBCMF JO B DPNCBU [POF� ɨFJS QSPGFTTJPOBM TLJMM BOE LOPXMFEHF XBT
DPNNFOUFE�VQPO JO UIF MBUFS NFNPJST PG CPUI EPDUPST BOE QBUJFOUT� "MUIPVHI
OPU TQFDJBMMZ USBJOFE BT NJMJUBSZ OVSTFT UIFZ IBE DPOëEFODF JO UIFJS FYQFS�
UJTF BOE XFSF BCMF UP TVQQPSU QBUJFOUT XJUI UIF NPTU EFWBTUBUJOH PG XBSUJNF
JOKVSJFT� "OE FWFO JO B UJNF PG XBS UIFZ XFSF BCMF UP SVO B IPTQJUBM UIBU NBOZ
TBX BT B iTBODUVBSZw—B TBGF IBWFO QSPWJEJOH OPU KVTU USFBUNFOU BOE OVSTJOH
DBSF UP NJMJUBSZ DBTVBMUJFT CVU BMTP TVQQPSU SFTPVSDFT SFTQJUFΉBOE GSJFOETIJQ
UP ,PSFBO DJWJMJBOT�

/03."4) OVSTFT JOUFSWJFXFE GPS UIJT TUVEZ XFSF QSPVE PG UIF IVNBO�
JUZ UIFZ IBE TIPXO UP CPUI TPMEJFST BOE DJWJMJBOT JO ,PSFB� 0WFS �� ZFBST BGUFS
IJT TFSWJDF XJUI /03."4) OVSTF 1FEFS ,MJOHTIFJN TBJE�

8IFO * MPPL VQPO XIBU XF EJE GPS UIF ,PSFBO QFPQMF JO ,PSFB XIBU JU NFBOU
GPS UIFN BOE UIF GSJFOETIJQT BOE CPOET XF GPSHFE XJUI UIFN * UIJOL UIBU XF TIPVME
OFWFS TFOE TPMEJFST UP B DPOìJDU� 8F HPU UIF CFTU SFTVMU XIFO XF TFOU QIZTJDJBOT BOE
OVSTFT��ȅȊ

,MJOHTIFJN�T XPSET SFWFBM UIF TFOTF PG IVNBOJUBSJBOJTN UIBU GVFMMFE UIF XPSL
PG /03."4)�T OVSTFT� ɨFZ BMTP TVHHFTU UIBU TVDI IVNBOJUBSJBOJTN DBO
BDU BT B QPXFSGVM TPVSDF PG FOFSHZ BOE NPUJWBUJPO ESJWJOH B DMJOJDBM NJTTJPO�
"MUIPVHI UIFZ SBSFMZ DBNF JOUP DPOìJDU XJUI UIF NJMJUBSZ DVMUVSF PG UIFJS VOJU
UIF /PSXFHJBO OVSTFT XIP TFSWFE BU /03."4) IBE UIFJS PXO TFOTF PG B
QVSQPTF CFZPOE NJMJUBSZ TFSWJDF—B IVNBOJUBSJBO NJTTJPO UIBU HBWF UIFN QSP�
GFTTJPOBM JEFOUJUZ� ɨFJS QFSTPOBM BHFOEBT DIJNFE XFMM XJUI UIF NPUUP PG UIF
*OUFSOBUJPOBM 3FE $SPTT� i*OUFS "SNBT $BSJUBT�w
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/PUFT

�� 5SZHWF -JF 4ZW ÌS GPS 'SFEFO 	0TMP� 5JEFO /PSTL 'PSMBH ����
�
�� $BSUFS .BMLBTJBO ǲF ,PSFBO 8BS ����–���� 	0YGPSE� 0TQSFZ 1VCMJTIJOH

����
� #SVDF $VNNJOHT ǲF ,PSFBO 8BS� " )JTUPSZ 	/FX :PSL� .PEFSO -JCSBSZ ����
�
�� -BST #BLLF "TCK�SOTFO 'KFMMFU NFE EF 'BMMFOEF #MPNTUFS—4LJTTFS GSB ,PSFB 	0TMP�

'PSMBHFU MBOE PH LJSLF ����
� -PSFOU[ 6MSJL 1FEFSTFO /PSHF J ,PSFB� /PSTL *OOTBUT VOEFS
,PSFBLSJHFO PH 4FOFSF 	0TMP� $� )VJUGFMEU 'PSMBH ����
�

�� ,OVU &JOBS &SJLTFO BOE )FMHF �ZTUFJO 1IBSP ,BME ,SJH PH *OUFSOBTKPOBMJTFSJOH
����–���� /PSTL 6UFOSJLTQPMJUJTL )JTUPSJF #JOE � 	0TMP� 6OJWFSTJUFUTGPSMBHFU ����
� /JMT
" 3�IOF %F '�STUF 4LSJUU JOO J &VSPQB� /PSTL &VSPQB�1PMJUJLL GSB ���� 	0TMP� *OTUJUVUU GPS
'PSTWBSTTUVEJFS ����
�

�� &SJLTFO BOE 1IBSP ,BME ,SJH PH *OUFSOBTKPOBMJTFJOH � ,KFUJM 4LPOHSBOE /PSTL
'PSTWBSTIJTUPSJF 7PM� �� ����–����� "MMJFSU J ,SJH PH 'SFE 	#FSHFO� &JEF GPSMBH "�4 ����
�

�� "TCK�SOTFO 'KFMMFU NFE EF 'BMMFOEF #MPNTUFS� 1FEFSTFO/PSHF J ,PSFB� 'JOO #BLLF
FE� /03."4)—,PSFB J WÌSF IKFSUFS 	0TMP� /PSXFHJBO ,PSFBO 8BS 7FUFSBOT "TTPDJBUJPO
����
� 0MBW 4BOEWJL 4LKFCOFTQJMM—'SB ,WJOOIFSBE UJM 7FUSJO�SWFTFOUT *OOTJEF 	0TMP� /PSTL
7FUSJO�SIJTUPSJTL 4FMTLBQ ����
�

�� ɨF /PSXFHJBO OVSTFT� MFBEFS—4JTUFS 3VUI "OESFTFO FODPVSBHFE IFS TUBê UP
XSJUF EFUBJMFE MFUUFST BCPVU UIFJS FYQFSJFODFT JO ,PSFB� ɨFTF MFUUFST PêFS QBSUJDVMBSMZ WJWJE
JOTJHIUT JOUP UIF NFOUBMJUJFT BOE MJWFE FYQFSJFODF PG UIF /PSXFHJBO OVSTFT� #PY 3"'" 'JMF
���� -FUUFST UP .BUSPO�JO�$IJFG 'PSTWBSFUT 4BOJUFU ����–���� 3JLTBSLJWFU ɨF /BUJPOBM
"SDIJWFT PG /PSXBZ 0TMP� )FSFBGUFS DJUFE BT -FUUFST UP .BUSPO�JO�$IJFG 3JLTBSLJWFU� *O
BEEJUJPO UP UIF MFUUFST BOPUIFS XSJUUFO TPVSDF JT PG QBSUJDVMBS WBMVF� BO VOQVCMJTIFE BDDPVOU
XSJUUFO CZ POF PG UIF OVSTFT )BSEB )BSUWJHTFO TIPSUMZ BGUFS IFS FYQFSJFODFT JO ,PSFB� #PY
3"'" 'JMF ���� )BSEB )BSUWJHTFO%FU/PSTLF 'FMUTZLFIVT J ,PSFB PH EFUT "SCFJE #MBOU 4JWJM�
CFGPMLOJOHFO %BUFSU �� 4FQUFNCFS ���� 'PSTWBSFUT 4BOJUFU ���� 3JLTBSLJWFU ɨF /BUJPOBM
"SDIJWFT PG /PSXBZ 0TMP� )FSFBGUFS DJUFE BT )BSUWJHTFO %FU /PSTLF 'FMUTZLFIVT J ,PSFB
3JLTBSLJWFU�

�� 'JWF GPSNFS OVSTFT XFSF JOUFSWJFXFE TQFDJëDBMMZ GPS UIJT TUVEZ� 8IJM BDLOPXM�
FEHJOH UIBU UIJT JT B MJNJUFE TBNQMF PG UIF ��� OVSTFT BOE �� EFBDPOT XIP TFSWFE XF XPVME
FNQIBTJ[F UIBU UIF EBUB QSPEVDFE GPSNFE POF PG UIF TUVEZ�T NPTU WBMVBCMF BOE PSJHJOBM
FMFNFOUT� ɨF QBSUJDJQBOUT XFSF JO UIFJS FJHIUJFT BOE OJOFUJFT XIFO JOUFSWJFXFE� "MM HBWF
XSJUUFO DPOTFOU GPS UIFJS UFTUJNPOZ UP CF QVCMJTIFE� *O FBDI DBTF DPOTFOU JODMVEFE UIF
TQFDJëDBUJPO UIBU UIFJS DPOUSJCVUJPO TIPVME CF BUUSJCVUFE UP UIFN CZ OBNF� ɨFZ BSF� (FSE
4FNC *OHB "SEBMTCBLLF ,BSJ 3PMM ,MFQQTUBE .BSHPU *TBLTFO BOE 1FEFS ,MJOHTIFJN� ɨF
PSJHJOBM TJHOFE DPOTFOU GPSNT BMPOH XJUI UIF GVMM USBOTDSJQUT PG UIF JOUFSWJFXT BSF TUPSFE
TFDVSFMZ BU UIF "SDUJD 6OJWFSTJUZ 5SPNTP /PSXBZ BMPOH XJUI TJHOFE BOE EBUFE QFSNJTTJPOT
MFUUFST GPS UIF SFQSPEVDUJPO PG UIF QIPUPHSBQIT SFQSPEVDFE JO UIJT BSUJDMF� ɨF JOUFSWJFXJOH
TUZMF XBT PQFO BOE QFSNJTTJWF QFSNJUUJOH QBSUJDJQBOUT UP EFUFSNJOF XIBU XBT TJHOJëDBOU
UP UIFN� ɨF QSFTFOU TUVEZ PXFT JUT DFOUSBM FNQIBTJT BOE JUT NPTU PSJHJOBM ëOEJOH—UIF
JEFOUJëDBUJPO PG /03."4) BT B iTBODUVBSZw BOE B IVNBOJUBSJBO NJTTJPO—JO QBSU UP
UIF RVBMJUZ PG JUT PSBM IJTUPSZ JOUFSWJFX EBUB� ɨF PSBM IJTUPSJFT BEE DPNQMFYJUZ BOE OVBODF
UP UIF PTUFOTJCMZ iGBDUVBMw JOGPSNBUJPO DPOUBJOFE JO UIF PïDJBM SFDPSE� &UIJDBM BQQSPWBM GPS
UIF TUVEZ XBT HSBOUFE CZ UIF /PSXFHJBO 4PDJBM 4DJFODF %BUB 4FSWJDFT 	/4%
 BOE JODMVEFE
QFSNJTTJPO GPS UIF OBNJOH PG PSBM IJTUPSZ JOUFSWJFX QBSUJDJQBOUT BU UIFJS PXO SFRVFTU BOE
GPS UIF QVCMJDBUJPO PG RVPUBUJPOT GSPN UIFJS JOUFSWJFXT� )JTUPSJBOT TVDI BT 1BVM ɨPNQTPO
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3PC 1FSLT BOE +PBOOB #PSOBU XPSLJOH NPTUMZ JO B #SJUJTI DPOUFYU BEWPDBUF UIJT BQQSPBDI
BT B NFBOT GPS DBQUVSJOH QBSUJDVMBS WPJDFT—NPTU VTFGVMMZ UIPTF PG JOEJWJEVBMT XIP IBE CFFO
TJMFODFE CZ UIFJS PNJTTJPO GSPN UIF IJTUPSJDBM SFDPSE� 1BVM ɨPNQTPO ǲF 7PJDF PG UIF 1BTU�
0SBM )JTUPSZ �SE FE� 	0YGPSE� 0YGPSE 6OJWFSTJUZ 1SFTT ����
� +PBOOB #PSOBU BOE 3PC
1FSLT 0SBM )JTUPSZ )FBMUI BOE 8FMGBSF 	-POEPO� 3PVUMFEHF ����
� .PSF SFDFOUMZ TDIPM�
BST TVDI BT (FFSUKF #PTDINB IBWF EPOF NVDI UP EFWFMPQ PSBM IJTUPSZ NFUIPEPMPHZ BT BO
BQQSPBDI XJUI QBSUJDVMBS SFMFWBODF GPS IJTUPSJBOT PG OVSTJOH�Ή(FFSUKF #PTDINB FU BM� i$PN�
NVOJUZ .FOUBM )FBMUI 1PTU������ 3FDPOTJEFSJOH /VSTFT� BOE $POTVNFST� *EFOUJUJFTw JO
3PVUMFEHF )BOECPPL PO UIF (MPCBM )JTUPSZ PG /VSTJOH FE� 1BUSJDJB %�"OUPOJP +VMJF 'BJS�
NBO BOE +FBO 8IFMBO 	/FX :PSL� 3PVUMFEHF ����
 ���–��� #BSCSB .BOO 8BMM /BODZ
&� &EXBSET BOE .BSKPSJF -� 1PSUFS i5FYUVBM "OBMZTJT PG 3FUJSFE /VSTFT� 0SBM )JTUPSJFTw
/VSTJOH *ORVJSZ �� OP� � 	����
� ���–���

�� 4VTBO "SNTUSPOH�3FJE BOE %BWJE .VSSBZ "SNJFT PG 1FBDF� $BOBEB BOE UIF
6/33" :FBST 	5PSPOUP $BOBEB� 6OJWFSTJUZ PG 5PSPOUP 1SFTT ����
�

��� :JIPOH 1BO i/FWFS B .BO�T 8BS� ɨF 4FMG�3FìFDUJPOT PG UIF 8PNFO 4PMEJFST
PG UIF /FX 'PVSUI "SNZ JO UIF 8BS PG 3FTJTUBODF BHBJOTU +BQBO ����–��w 3FTFBSDI PO
8PNFO JO .PEFSO $IJOFTF )JTUPSZ�+JOEBJ 4IPOHHVP 'VOV 4IJ :BOKJV �� 	����
� ��–���� 8F
BSF EFFQMZ JOEFCUFE UP :JIPOH 1BO GPS GPSXBSEJOH VT B GVMM DPQZ PG UIF PSJHJOBM &OHMJTI
WFSTJPO PG IFS QBQFS 	XIJDI XBT USBOTMBUFE JOUP $IJOFTF GPS QVCMJDBUJPO


��� 0O UIF DPODFQU PG iBHFODZw JO IJTUPSJDBM XPSL TFF BMTP� +� -� -FF i1BUJFOU�
$MJFOU "HFODZ JO "NFSJDBO /VSTJOH ����–����w 	1I% EJTT� 6OJWFSTJUZ PG 4PVUIFSO $BM�
JGPSOJB ����
� "OOJF %FWFOJTI i1FSGPSNJOH UIF 1PMJUJDBM 4FMG� " 4UVEZ PG *EFOUJUZ .BLJOH
BOE 4FMG�3FQSFTFOUBUJPO JO UIF "VUPCJPHSBQIJFT PG *OEJB�T 'JSTU (FOFSBUJPO PG 1BSMJBNFO�
UBSZ 8PNFOw 8PNFO�T )JTUPSZ 3FWJFX �� OP� � 	����
� ���–��� .BOVFMB 4DBSDJ $SF�
BUJOH 8PNFO� 3FQSFTFOUBUJPO 4FMG�3FQSFTFOUBUJPO BOE "HFODZ JO UIF 3FOBJTTBODF 	5PSPOUP
$BOBEB� $FOUSF GPS 3FGPSNBUJPO BOE 3FOBJTTBODF 4UVEJFT 6OJWFSTJUZ PG 5PSPOUP ����
�
$ISJT 1FBSTPO i%PHT )JTUPSZ BOE "HFODZw )JTUPSZ BOE ǲFPSZ �� 	����
� ���–��� %BWJE
(BSZ 4IBX iɨF 5PSUVSFS�T )PSTF� "HFODZ BOE "OJNBMT JO )JTUPSZw )JTUPSZ BOE ǲFPSZ ��
	����
� ���–��� 4FF BMTP $IBSMPUUF &QTUFJO iɨFPSJ[JOH "HFODZ JO )PCCFT�T 8BLF� ɨF
3BUJPOBM "DUPS UIF 4FMG PS UIF 4QFBLJOH 4VCKFDU w *OUFSOBUJPOBM 0SHBOJ[BUJPO �� 	����
�
���–����

��� *BJO (PSEPO BOE -JGFMJOF " #SJUJTI $BTVBMUZ $MFBSJOH 4UBUJPO PO ǲF 8FTUFSO
'SPOU ���� 	4USPVE� ɨF )JTUPSZ 1SFTT ����
� )FOSZ 0XFOT " %PDUPS PO UIF 8FTUFSO
'SPOU� ǲF %JBSZ PG )FOSZ 0XFOT ����–���� 	#BSOTMFZ� 1FO � 4XPSE #PPLT -UE� ����
�
.BSL )BSSJTPO ǲF.FEJDBM 8BS� #SJUJTI .JMJUBSZ .FEJDJOF JO UIF 'JSTU 8PSME 8BS 	0YGPSE�
0YGPSE 6OJWFSTJUZ 1SFTT ����
� $ISJTUJOF &� )BMMFUU $POUBJOJOH 5SBVNB� /VSTJOH 8PSL *O
ǲF 'JSTU 8PSME8BS 	.BODIFTUFS� .BODIFTUFS 6OJWFSTJUZ 1SFTT ����
� $ISJTUJOF &� )BMMFUU
7FJMFE8BSSJPST� "MMJFE/VSTFT PG UIF 'JSTU8PSME8BS 	0YGPSE� 0YGPSE 6OJWFSTJUZ 1SFTT ����

��–��� +PIO 4UFWFOT BOE $BSPMJOF 4UFWFOT FET� 6OLOPXO 8BSSJPST� ǲF -FUUFST PG ,BUF
-VBSE 33$ BOE #"3/VSTJOH 4JTUFS JO 'SBODF ����–���� 	4USPVE� ɨF )JTUPSZ 1SFTT ����
�

��� 4DPUU $ISJTUPQIFS 8PPEBSE iɨF 4UPSZ PG UIF .PCJMF "SNZ 4VSHJDBM )PTQJ�
UBMw .JMJUBSZ .FEJDJOF ��� 	+VMZ ����
� ���–��� 4BOEFST .BSCMF i'PSXBSE 4VSHFSZ BOE
$PNCBU )PTQJUBMT� ɨF 0SJHJO PG UIF ."4)w +PVSOBM PG UIF )JTUPSZ PG .FEJDJOF BOE "MMJFE
4DJFODFT �� OP� � 	.BZ ����
� ��–����

��� #PPLFS ,JOH BOE *TNBMJM +BUPJ iɨF .PCJMF "SNZ 4VSHJDBM )PTQJUBM 	."4)
�
" .JMJUBSZ BOE 4VSHJDBM -FHBDZw +PVSOBM PG ǲF /BUJPOBM .FEJDBM "TTPDJBUJPO �� OP� � 	.BZ
����
� ���–���
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��� 8PPEXBSE iɨF 4UPSZ PG UIF .PCJMF "SNZ 4VSHJDBM )PTQJUBMw ����
��� ,JOH BOE +BUPJ i.PCJMF "SNZ 4VSHJDBM )PTQJUBMw ����
��� 2VJODFBMFB #SVOL i/VSTJOH BU 8BS� $BUBMZTU GPS $IBOHFw "OOVBM 3FWJFX PG

/VSTJOH 3FTFBSDI �� 	����
� ���–���
��� .BSZ 5� 4BSOFDLZ " )JTUPSZ PG UIF 6�4� "SNZ /VSTF $PSQT 	1IJMBEFMQIJB� 6OJ�

WFSTJUZ PG 1FOOTZMWBOJB 1SFTT ����
 ���–���
��� .BSHBSFU (� #MBLF i8JUI UIF "SNZ /VSTF $PSQT JO ,PSFBwǲF "NFSJDBO +PVS�

OBM PG /VSTJOH �� OP� � 	����
� ���� "OPOZNPVT i8JUI UIF 'JSTU ."4)w ǲF "NFSJDBO
+PVSOBM PG /VSTJOH �� OP� � 	����
� ����

��� +JMM &� .D/BJS " #SJUJTI "SNZ /VSTF JO ǲF ,PSFBO 8BS 	4USPVE� 5FNQVT 1VC�
MJTIJOH ����
�

��� &SJD 5BZMPS 8BSUJNF /VSTF� 0OF )VOESFE :FBST GSPN ǲF $SJNFB UP ,PSFB
����–���� 	-POEPO� 3PCFSU )BMF -UE� ����
 ���–����

��� 'SBODFT 0NPSJ 2VJFU )FSPFT� /BWZ /VSTFT PG UIF ,PSFBO 8BS ����–���� 'BS
&BTU $PNNBOE 	4BJOU 1BVM� 4NJUI )PVTF 1SFTT ����
�

��� .JDIBFM 4� #BLFS i.JMJUBSZ .FEJDBM "EWBODFT 3FTVMUJOH GSPN UIF $POìJDU JO
,PSFB 1BSU �� 4ZTUFNT "EWBODFT ɨBU &OIBODFE 1BUJFOU 4VSWJWBMw .JMJUBSZ .FEJDJOF ���
	����
� ���–��� #FSOIBSE 1BVT i,JSVSHJTLF FSGBSJOHFS GSB %FU OPSTLF GFMUTZLFIVT J ,PSFBw
/PSEJTL NFEJDJO �� OP� �� 	����
� ���–���

��� .BSUJO 4�UIFS 0WFS "MMF (SFOTFS� /PSHFT 3�EF ,PST ��� ÌS 	0TMP� "TDIFIPVH �
$P ����
�

��� &MESJE .BHFMJ .FE SFUU UJM Ì IKFMQF� )JTUPSJFO PN /PSHFT 3�EF ,PST 	0TMP� 1BY
'PSMBH ����
�

��� 4�UIFS 0WFS "MMF (SFOTFS� .BHOF #SFLLFO i)VNBOJU�S CFLZNSJOH PH NJMJU�S
CFHFJTUSJOH� /PSTLF CFSFUOJOHFS GSB CBMLBOLSJHFOF ����–����w 	.BTUFST EJTT� /PSXFHJBO
6OJWFSTJUZ PG 4DJFODF BOE 5FDIOPMPHZ 5SPOEIFJN ����
� )BSBME /BUWJH 'SB EFO íOTLF
GSJIFE LSJHFO * ����� 7FTUBSNFFO 	,SJTUJBOJB� .JUUFU ����
� .POJDB +BOGFMU i"NCVMBO�
TIKÊMQ UJMM 'JOMBOE ����� /PSEJTL 3ÚEB ,PST�BLUJPO NFMMBO QSJWBU PDI PêFOUMJH OÚEIKÊMQw JO
%FO QSJWBU�PìFOUMJHB HSÊOTFO� %FU TPDJBMB BSCFUFUT TUSBUFHJFS PDI BLUÚSFS J /PSEFO ����–����
FE� +BOGFMU .POJDB 	,�CFOIBWO %FONBSL� /PSEJTL .JOJTUFSSÌE ����
 ���–��� (VOOBS
6MMBOE 6OEFS (FOGFSLPSTFU J &UJPQJB� .FE EFO OPSTLF BNCVMBODF 	0TMP� "TDIFIPVH ����
�
.BHFMJ .FE SFUU UJM Ì IKFMQF� ,BBSF (VMCSBOTFO (VMM PH HS�OOF TLPHFS 	#FSHFO� +�8� &JEFT
'PSMBH ����
�

��� 5PSTUFJO %BMF %FU /PSTLF 'FMUTZLFIVT J ,PSFB� /03."4) ����–���� 	0TMP�
'PSTWBSFUT 4BOJUFU ����
� 0MF +� .BMN 'PSTWBSFUT 4BOJUFU� �� "S 6OEFS 'FMMFT -FEFMTF�
����–���� 	0TMP� 'PSTWBSFUT 0WFSLPNNBOEP ����
� ,BBSF (SBOÌ )�SFOT TBOJUFU
����–���� 	0TMP� 'PSTWBSFUT 4BOJUFU XJUI *OGP.FEJB)VTFU "4 ����
� 4�UIFS 0WFS "MMF
(SFOTFS�

��� ,KFUJM 4LPHSBOE i/PSHF PH ,PSFBTQ�STNÌMFU ����–����w 	.BTUFST EJTT� ɨF
6OJWFSTJUZ PG 0TMP ����
�

��� (VMCSBOTFO (VMM PH HS�OOF TLPHFS USBOT� +BO�ɨPSF -PDLFSUTFO ����
��� )BMMWBSE 5KFMNMBOE %FO LBMEF LSJHFO 	0TMP� %FU /PSTLF 4BNMBHFU ����
�

4LPHSBOE /PSTL 'PSTWBSTIJTUPSJF� 0MBW /K�MTUBE +FOT $IS� )BVHF—'VMMU PH IFMU 	0TMP�
"TDIFIPVH ����
�

��� -JF 4ZW ÌS GPS GSFEFO ����
��� 4LPHSBOE /PSHF PH ,PSFBTQ�STNÌMFU�
��� /K�MTUBE +FOT $IS� )BVHF—'VMMU PH IFMU�
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.JMJUBSZ )PTQJUBM PS )VNBOJUBSJBO i4BODUVBSZ w ���

��� 4UFO 'MPSFMJVT 3BQQPSU GSB /PSHFT 3�EF ,PST UJM 6UFOSJLTEFQBSUFNFOUFU 	0TMP� ɨF
/PSXFHJBO 3FE $SPTT ����
�

��� #PY 3"'" 'JMF ���� 5� %BMF� .JMJU�SF (SBEFS GPS 1FSTPOFMMFU WFE /PSTL 'FMU�
TZLFIVT UJM ,PSFB BW �������� 'PSTWBSFUT 4BOJUFU ���� 3JLTBSLJWFU ɨF /BUJPOBM "SDIJWFT
PG /PSXBZ 0TMP�

��� #PY 3"'" 'JMF ���� ,JOHEPN PG /PSXBZ BOE UIF 6OJUFE 4UBUFE PG "NFS�
JDB� "HSFFNFOU #FUXFFO ɨF (PWFSONFOU PG /PSXBZ BOE ɨF 6OJUFE 4UBUFT PG "NFS�
JDB $PODFSOJOH UIF 1BSUJDJQBUJPO PG B /PSXFHJBO .PCJMF 4VSHJDBM )PTQJUBM JO ɨF 6OJUFE
/BUJPOT 0QFSBUJPOT JO ,PSFB �� 4FQUFNCFS ���� 'PSTWBSFUT 4BOJUFU ���� 3JLTBSLJWFU
ɨF /BUJPOBM "SDIJWFT PG /PSXBZ 0TMP�

��� *CJE�
��� '� 0UUP "QFM BOE 1BU "QFM ."4)—"O "SNZ 4VSHFPO JO ,PSFB 	-FYJOHUPO�

ɨF 6OJWFSTJUZ 1SFTT PG ,FOUVDLZ ����
� "MCFSU &� $PXESZ ǲF .FEJDT� 8BS 	)POPMVMV�
6OJWFSTJUZ 1SFTT PG UIF 1BDJëD ����
 ����

��� #PY 3"'" 'JMF ���� "SOF )WPTMFG 3FQPSU UP 4VSHFPO (FOFSBM /PSXFHJBO
"SNFE 'PSDFT .FEJDBM 4FSWJDFT PG /PWFNCFS �� ���� 'PSTWBSFUT 4BOJUFU ���� 3JL�
TBSLJWFU� ɨF /BUJPOBM "SDIJWFT PG /PSXBZ 0TMP�

��� "QFM BOE "QFM .BTI—"O "SNZ 4VSHFPO JO ,PSFB�
��� 'MPSFMJVT 3BQQPSU GSB /PSHFT 3�EF ,PST� %BMF %FU /PSTLF 'FMUTZLFIVT J ,PSFB

��–���
��� 3VUI "OESFTFO 'SB /PSTL 4BOJUFUT )JTUPSJF—,WJOOFST *OOTBUT J .JMJU�S 4ZLFQMFJF

	0TMP� /,4�'PSMBHFU ����
�
��� 0MF (FPSH .PTFOH 'SBNWFLTU PH QSPGFTKPOBMJTFSJOH—/PSTL 4ZLFQMFJFSGPSCVOE

HKFOOPN ��� ÌS 	����–����
 #JOE � 	0TMP� "LSJCF "4 ����
�
��� #JSHJU &WFOTFO 'SB 4ZLFIVTMPGUFU UJM .)�#ZHHFU� 4ZLFQMFJFSVUEBOOJOHFOT )JTUPSJF

J 5SPNT� 	5SPNT�� &VSFLB 'PSMBH ����
�
��� .BMN 'PSTWBSFUT 4BOJUFU� �� "S VOEFS 'FMMFT -FEFMTF�
��� "OESFTFO 'SB /PSTL 4BOJUFUT )JTUPSJF�
��� 0MBW 4BOEWJL 4LKFCOFTQJMM� 'SB ,WJOOIFSBE UJM 7FUSJO�SWFTFOUT *OOTJEF� '� #BLLF

/03."4)—,PSFB J 7ÌSF )KFSUFS 	0TMP� /PSXFHJBO ,PSFBO 8BS 7FUFSBOT "TTPDJBUJPO
����
 ���

��� #PY 3"'" 'JMF ���� "OPOZNPVT 3FQPSU %BUFE �� "QSJM ���� 'PSTWBSFUT
4BOJUFU ���� 3JLTBSLJWFU ɨF /BUJPOBM "SDIJWFT PG /PSXBZ 0TMP�

��� %BMF %FU /PSTLF 'FMUTZLFIVT J ,PSFB� #BLLF /03."4)—,PSFB J 7ÌSF )KFSUFS
��–���

��� 3�OOBVH 8àMMFS i.FE /PSTL 'FMUTZLFIVT UJM ,PSFBw 4ZLFQMFJFO� 0SHBO GPS
/PSTL TZLFQMFJFSGPSCVOE �� 	.BSDI ����
� ���–��� (FSE 4FNC 0SBM )JTUPSZ +BOVBSZ �
���� DPOEVDUFE CZ +BO�ɨPSF -PDLFSUTFO -�SFOTLPH /PSXBZ� )FSBGUFS DJUFE BT (FSE
4FNC 0SBM )JTUPSZ�

��� .BSHPU *TBLTFO 0SBM )JTUPSZ /PWFNCFS �� ���� DPOEVDUFE CZ +BO�ɨPSF
-PDLFSUTFO (SFWFSVE /PSXBZ� )FSFBGUFS DJUFE BT .BSHPU *TBLTFO 0SBM )JTUPSZ�

��� ,� &� 7BO #VTLJSL iɨF .PCJMF "SNZ 4VSHJDBM )PTQJUBMw ǲF.JMJUBSZ 4VSHFPO
��� 	+VMZ�%FDFNCFS ����
� ���

��� #PY 3"'" 'JMF ���� )FJEF *OHB 4UBNOFT -FUUFS�3FQPSU UP .BUSPO�JO�$IJFG
'PSTWBSFUT 4BOJUFU ���� 3JLTBSLJWFU ɨF /BUJPOBM "SDIJWFT PG /PSXBZ 0TMP�

��� *OHB ¯SEBMTCBLLF 0SBM )JTUPSZ %FDFNCFS � ���� DPOEVDUFE CZ +BO�ɨPSF
-PDLFSUTFO 4LFJ /PSXBZ� )FSFBGUFS DJUFE BT *OHB ¯SEBMTCBLLF 0SBM )JTUPSZ�
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��� *TBLTFO 0SBM )JTUPSZ�
��� #FSOIBSE 1BVT i.FEJTJOTL -JW WFE EFO ,PSFBOTLF ,SJHTTLVFQMBTTw 5JETTLSJGU

GPS EFO /PSTLF -�HFGPSFOJOH �� OP� � 	+BOVBSZ ����
� ��–���
��� %FCPSBI -� )BMMRVJTU i%FWFMPQNFOU JO UIF 3/ 'JSTU "TTJTUBOU 3PMF %VSJOH

UIF ,PSFBO 8BSw "03/ +PVSOBM �� 	����
� ���–���
��� #SVOL i/VSTJOH BU 8BS� $BUBMZTU GPS $IBOHFw ���–��� 4FF BMTP 4BSOFDLZ

" )JTUPSZ 0G UIF 6�4� "SNZ /VSTF $PSQT�
��� 4BSOFDLZ " )JTUPSZ 0G UIF 6�4� "SNZ /VSTF $PSQT ��� ����
��� 1FEFS ,MJOHTIFJN 0SBM )JTUPSZ +BOVBSZ �� ���� DPOEVDUFE CZ +BO�ɨPSF

-PDLFSUTFO "TL�Z /PSXBZ� )FSFBGUFS DJUFE BT 1FEFS ,MJOHTIFJN 0SBM )JTUPSZ� ,MJOHTIFJN
XBT FEVDBUFE CFUXFFO ���� BOE ���� � ZFBST USBJOJOH BT OVSTF BOE BO BEEJUJPOBM ZFBS JO
TPDJBM BOE UIFPMPHJDBM USBJOJOH�

��� #PY 3"'" 'JMF ���� 3� "OESFTFO -FUUFS GSPN .BUSPO�JO�$IJFG UP $IJFG
PG 4UBê 4FQUFNCFS �� 'PSUTWBSFUT 4BOJUFU ���� 3JLTBSLJWFU ɨF /BUJPOBM "SDIJWFT PG
/PSXBZ 0TMP�

��� ,MJOHTIFJN 0SBM )JTUPSZ�
��� #PY 3"'" 'JMF ���� "SOF )WPTMFG� 3FQPSU UP ɨF 4VSHFPO (FOFSBM ɨF /PS�

XFHJBO "SNFE 'PSTDFT .FEJDBM 4FSWJDFT /PWFNCFS �� ���� 'PSTWBSFUT 4BOJUFU ����
3JLTBSLJWFU� ɨF /BUJPOBM "SDIJWFT PG /PSXBZ 0TMP� 2VPUBUJPO USBOTMBUFE CZ +BO�ɨPSF
-PDLFSUTFO�

��� *CJE�
��� #PY 3"'" 'JMF ���� 5� %BMF 3FQPSU GSPN (FOFSBM 4VSHFPO ɨF /PSXFHJBO

"SNFE 'PSTDFT .FEJDBM 4FSWJDFT UP .JOJTUSZ PG %FGFOTF %FDFNCFS �� 'PSTWBSFUT 4BOJUFU
���� 3JLTBSLJWFU� ɨF /BUJPOBM "SDIJWFT PG /PSXBZ 0TMP�

��� -FUUFST UP .BUSPO�JO�$IJFG 3JLTBSLJWFU�
��� #PY 3"'" 'JMF ���� 'JOO #BDLFS 3FTQPOTF PG ɨF 3PZBM .JOJTUSZ PG %FGFODF

UP ɨF (FOFSBM 4VSHFPO ɨF /PSXFHJBO "SNFE 'PSDFT .FEJDBM 4FSWJDFT �� %FDFNCFS
'PSTWBSFUT 4BOJUFU 0TMP�

��� %BMF %FU /PSTLF 'FMUTZLFIVT J ,PSFB�
��� )BSUWJHTFO %FU /PSTLF 'FMUTZLFIVT J ,PSFB 3JLTBSLJWFU�
��� *CJE�
��� #PY 3"'" 'JMF ���� )FSNBO 3BNTUBE 3FQPSU +VOF � ���� GPS ɨF /PSXF�

HJBO 3FE $SPTT +VOF � ���� 'PSTWBSFUT 4BOJUFU ���� 3JLTBSLJWFU ɨF /BUJPOBM "SDIJWFT
PG /PSXBZ 0TMP�

��� #PY 3"'" 'JMF ���� 5� %BMF -FUUFS XSJUUFO CZ 4VSHFPO (FOFSBM PG /PSXFHJBO
"SNFE 'PSDFT .FEJDBM 4FSWJDFT UP ɨF /PSXFHJBO 3FE $SPTT 0DUPCFS �� ���� 'PSUTWBSFU
4BOJUFU ���� 3JLTBSLJWFU ɨF /BUJPOBM "SDIJWFT PG /PSXBZ 0TMP�

��� 3BHOBS 8� /JMTTFO .FE 3�EF ,PST J ,PSFB 	4UBWBOHFS� .JTKPOTTFMTLBQFUT GPSMBH
����
�

��� 4�UIFS 0WFS "MMF (SFOTFS� +BOGFMU i"NCVMBOTIKÊMQ UJMM 'JOMBOE ����w ���–���
��� +BNFT +BDPCT 'SPN UIF *NKJO UP UIF )PPL� " /BUJPOBM 4FSWJDF (VOOFS JO UIF

,PSFBO 8BS 	#BSOTMFZ� 1FO � 4XPSE #PPLT -UE� ����
 ���
��� $PMJO #BLFS 8JME (PPTF� ǲF -JGF BOE %FBUI PG )VHI 7BO 0QQFO

	$BSEJê� .QFNCB #PPLT ����
� 4FF BMTP "SWJE 'K�SF i7BLUTPMEBU J /03."4)w JO
/03."4)—,PSFB J 7ÌSF )KFSUFS FE� '� #BLLF 	0TMP� /PSXFHJBO ,PSFBO 8BS 7FUFSBOT
"TTPDJBUJPO ����
 ��–���

��� ,MJOHTIFJN 0SBM )JTUPSZ� 2VPUBUJPO USBOTMBUFE CZ +BO�ɨPSF -PDLFSUTFO�
1EG@'PMJP����



.JMJUBSZ )PTQJUBM PS )VNBOJUBSJBO i4BODUVBSZ w ���

��� *TBLTFO 0SBM )JTUPSZ�
��� ɨPS 5SFJEFS i'SB 7JOUFSLSJHFO UJM ,PSFBw JO * LSJH GPS GSFE FE� )BBLPO #VMM�

)BOTFO 	0TMP� ,BHHF GPSMBH ����
 ���
��� (FSE 4FNC 0SBM )JTUPSZ� 2VPUBUJPO USBOTMBUFE CZ +BO�ɨPSF -PDLFSUTFO�
��� *CJE�
��� &� -VOE i4ZLFQMFJFSTLFOF J .PEFSOF ,SJH� #FTLZUUFMTF (KFOOPN .JMJU�SF

(SBEFS PH 6OJGPSN "CTPMVUU /�EWFOEJHw "ESFTTFBWJTFO ��� OP� �� 	+BOVBSZ ����
� ��
��� #PY 3"'" 'JMF ���� $BSM 4FNC� 3FQPSU /VNCFS ɨSFF UP ɨF .JOJTUSZ PG

%FGFODF /PSXBZ 'PSTWBSFUT 4BOJUFU ���� 3JLTBSLJWFU� ɨF /BUJPOBM "SDIJWFT PG /PSXBZ
0TMP� 0O BUSPDJUJFT DPNNJUUFE EVSJOH UIF ,PSFBO 8BS� TFF 1IJMJQ %� $IJOOFSZ ,PSFBO
"USPDJUZ�'PSHPUUFO 8BS $SJNFT ����–���� 	#BSOTMFZ� 1FO � 4XPSE #PPLT -UE� ����
�

��� #PY 3"'" 'JMF ���� )� 3BNTUBE 3FQPSU UP ɨF /PSXFHJBO 3FE $SPTT EBUFE
+VOF � ���� 'PSTWBSFUT 4BOJUFU ���� 3JLTBSLJWFU� ɨF /BUJPOBM "SDIJWFT PG /PSXBZ
0TMP� #PY 3"'" 'JMF ���� $� 4FNC 3FQPSU /VNCFS 'PVS UP UIF .JOJTUSZ PG %FGFODF
'PSTWBSFSUT 4BOJUFU ���� 3JLTBSLJWFU ɨF /BUJPOBM "SDIJWFT PG /PSXBZ 0TMP�

��� #PY 3"'" 'JMF ���� &SMJOH )KPSU *OTUSVDUJPOT�4UBOEJOH 0SEFST GPS /VSTFT
"VHVTU ���� 'PSTWBSFUT 4BOJUFU ���� 3JLTBSLJWFU ɨF /BUJPOBM "SDIJWFT PG /PSXBZ 0TMP�

��� "TCK�SOTFO 'KFMMFU NFE EF 'BMMFOEF #MPNTUFS ���
��� 6OOJ 'PTT i0WFS UJM ,PSFBw JO /PSHF J ,PSFB� /PSTL *OOTBUT VOEFS ,PSFBLSJHFO

PH 4FOFSF FE� -� 6� 1FEFSTFO 	0TMP� $� )VJUGFMEU 'PSMBH "�4 ����
 ��–���
��� (VMCSBOTFO (VMM PH (S�OOF 4LPHFS�
��� ,� 4LPHSBOE i/PSHF PH ,PSFBTQ�STNÌMFU ����–����w 	.BTUFST EJTT�

ɨF 6OJWFSTJUZ PG 0TMP ����
�
��� (FSE 4FNC 0SBM )JTUPSZ *OUFSWJFX�
��� 1FEFSTFO /PSHF J ,PSFB�
��� (FSE 4FNC 0SBM )JTUPSZ *OUFSWJFX�
��� #FSOIBSE 1BVT 'BMDL 1SJWBUF %JBSZ USBOTM� -VDJF 1BVT 'BML "VUIPS�T PXO DPM�

MFDUJPO 	+BO�ɨPSF -PDLFSUTFO
� 2VPUBUJPO USBOTMBUFE CZ -VDJF 1BVT 'BMDL�
��� /JMTTFO .FE 3�EF ,PST J ,PSFB�
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��� -VDJF 1BVT 'BMDL 0SBM )JTUPSZ +BOVBSZ � ���� DPOEVDUFE CZ +BO�ɨPSF -PDL�

FSUTFO 0TMP /PSXBZ� )FSFBGUFS DJUFE BT -VDJF 1BVT 'BMDL 0SBM )JTUPSZ� -VDJF 1BVT 'BMDL JT
UIF EBVHIUFS PG UIF MBUF #FSOBSE 1BVT� "GUFS UIF XBS TIF GPMMPXFE IFS GBUIFS UP 4FPVM ,PSFB
BOE XPSLFE CFUXFFO ���� BOE ���� BU UIF /BUJPOBM .FEJDBM $FOUFS 	/.$
� /.$ XBT B
KPJOU WFOUVSF CFUXFFO /PSXBZ %FONBSL BOE 4XFEFO UP FEVDBUF BOE USBJO ,PSFBO IFBMUI
QFSTPOOFM� *U XBT IBOEFE PWFS UP 4PVUI ,PSFB JO �����

��� (FSE 4FNC 0SBM )JTUPSZ *OUFSWJFX�
���� #PY 3"'" 'JMF ���� 3FQPSU PG "QSJM �� ���� 'PSTWBSFUT 4BOJUFU 3JL�
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TBSLJWFU� ɨF /BUJPOBM "SDIJWFT PG /PSXBZ 0TMP� #PY 3"'" 'JMF ���� 1FUUFS 4VOEU� -FU�
UFS UP ɨF (FOFSBM 4VSHFPO ɨF /PSXFHJBO "SNFE 'PSDFT .FEJDBM 4FSWJDTFT PG �� +VOF
'PSTWBSFUT 4BOJUFU ���� 3JLTBSLJWFU� ɨF /BUJPOBM "SDIJWFT PG /PSXBZ 0TMP�

���� #PY 3"'" 'JMF ���� 5� %BMF� -FUUFS GSPN ɨF (FOFSBM 4VSHFPO ɨF /PS�
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���� )BSUWJHTFO %FU /PSTLF 'FMUTZLFIVT J ,PSFB 3JLTBSLJWFU�
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���� (FSE 4FNC 0SBM )JTUPSZ *OUFSWJFX� 2VPUBUJPO USBOTMBUFE CZ +BO�ɨPSF -PDL�

FSUTFO�
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+BO�ɨPSF -PDLFSUTFO�
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�
2VPUBUJPO USBOTMBUFE CZ +BO�ɨPSF -PDLFSUTFO�

���� )BSUWJHTFO %FU /PSTLF 'FMUTZLFIVT J ,PSFB 3JLTBSLJWFU� 2VPUBUJPO USBOTMBUFE
CZ +BO�ɨPSF -PDLFSUTFO�

���� ¯SEBMTCBLLF 0SBM )JTUPSZ�
���� %BMF %FU OPSTLF GFMUTZLFIVT J ,PSFB�
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�
���� )BSUWJHTFO %FU /PSTLF 'FMUTZLFIVT J ,PSFB�
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ɨPSF -PDLFSUTFO�
���� 4UBGTOFT -FUUFS UP .BUSPO�JO�$IJFG 3JLTBSLJWFU�
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���� #PY 3"'" 'JMF ���� )BOT 4PMMJF 3FQPSU UP .BKPS 7PMDLNBS UIF /PSXFHJBO

,PSFB 0ïDF PG +VOF �� ���� 'PSTWBSFUT 4BOJUFU ���� 3JLTBSLJWFU ɨF /BUJPOBM "SDIJWFT
PG /PSXBZ 0TMP� 2VPUBUJPO USBOTMBUFE CZ +BO�ɨPSF -PDLFSUTFO�
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���� #PY 3"'" 'JMF ���� ,BSM 1FUUFS 4UFJOVN 3FQPSU UP ɨF (FOFSBM 4VSHFPO
ɨF /PSXFHJBO "SNFE 'PSDFT .FEJDBM 4FSWJDFT GSPN "ENJOJTUSBUJPO 0ïDFS /03."4)
0DUPCFS � 'PSTWBSFUT 4BOJUFU 3JLTBSLJWFU ɨF /BUJPOBM "SDIJWFT PG /PSXBZ 0TMP�

���� #PY 3"'" 'JMF ���� 'JOO #BDLFS� ɨF 3PZBM .JOJTUSZ PG %FGFOTF UP UIF
/PSXFHJBO 3PZBM 'PSFJHO .JOJTUSZ +VMZ � ���� 'PSTWBSFUT 4BOJUFU ���� 3JLTBSLJWFU ɨF
/BUJPOBM "SDIJWFT PG /PSXBZ 0TMP�

���� #PY 3"'" 'JMF ���� "SOF )WPTMFG -FUUFS UP ɨF (FOFSBM 4VSHFPO ɨF /PS�
XFHJBO "SNFE 'PSDFT .FEJDBM 4FSWJDFT �� 0DUPCFS ���� 'PSTWBSFUT 4BOJUFU ���� 3JL�
TBSLJWFU ɨF /BUJPOBM "SDIJWFT PG /PSXBZ 0TMP�

���� 'MPSFMJVT 3BQQPSU GSB /PSHFT 3�EF ,PST�
���� #PY 3"'" 'JMF ���� ,� 1� 4UFJOVN 3FQPSU GSPN "ENJOJTUSBUJPO 0ï�

DFS /03."4) UP ɨF /PSXFHJBO "SNFE 'PSDFT .FEJDBM 4FSWJDFT "VHVTU �� ����
'PSTWBSFUT 4BOJUFU 3JLTBSLJWFU ɨF /BUJPOBM "SDIJWFT PG /PSXBZ 0TMP�

���� #PY 3"'" 'JMF ���� 0UUP ,SPHI�4�SFOTFO 3FQPSU GSPN "ENJOJTUSBUJPO
0ïDFS /03."4) UP ɨF /PSXFHJBO "SNFE 'PSDFT .FEJDBM 4FSWJDFT +BOVBSZ � ����
'PSTWBSFUT 4BOJUFU ���� 3JLTBSLJWFU ɨF /BUJPOBM "SDIJWFT PG /PSXBZ 0TMP�

���� 8PPEBSE iɨF 4UPSZ PG UIF .PCJMF "SNZ 4VSHJDBM )PTQJUBMw ���–���
���� #PY 3"'" 'JMF ���� &� .PF� 3FQPSU GSPN $IJFG PG )PTQJUBM /03."4)

UP ɨF (FOFSBM 4VSHFPO ɨF /PSXFHJBO "SNFE 'PSDFT .FEJDBM 4FSWJDFT .BZ � ����
'PSTWBSFUT 4BOJUFU ���� 3JLTBSLJWFU ɨF /BUJPOBM "SDIJWFT PG /PSXBZ 0TMP�

���� ,MJOHTIFJN 0SBM )JTUPSZ *OUFSWJFX�
���� #PY 3"'" 'JMF ���� )� 3BNTUBE 3FQPSU GSPN $IJFG PG )PTQJUBM /03�

."4) UP 4VSHFPO (FOFSBM /PSXFHJBOT "SNFE .FEJDBM 4FSWJDFT 'PSTWBSFUT 4BOJUFU ����
3JLTBSLJWFU ɨF /BUJPOBM "SDIJWFT PG /PSXBZ 0TMP�

���� #PY 3"'" 'JMF ���� "UMF #FSH� .JMJUBSZ %JTDJQMJOF GPS /VSTFT BU ɨF 'JFME
)PTQJUBM� &ORVJSZ GSPN $IJFG PG )PTQJUBM /03."4) UP .BUSPO�JO�$IJFG ɨF /PSXF�
HJBO "SNFE 'PSDFT .FEJDBM 4FSWJDFT +VMZ �� ���� 'PSTWBSFUT 4BOJUFU ���� 3JLTBSLJWFU
ɨF /BUJPOBM "SDIJWFT PG /PSXBZ 0TMP�

���� #PY 3"'" 'JMF ���� 3� "OESFTFO� .JMJUBSZ %JTDJQMJOF GPS /VSTFT BU ɨF 'JFME
)PTQJUBM� 5P $IJFG PG )PTQJUBM /03."4) "VHVTU � ���� 'PSTWBSFUT 4BOJUFU ����
3JLTBSLJWFU ɨF /BUJPOBM "SDIJWFT PG /PSXBZ 0TMP� 2VPUBUJPO USBOTMBUFE CZ +BO�ɨPSF
-PDLFSUTFO�
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/03."4) UP 4VSHFPO (FOFSBM /PSXFHJBO "SNFE .FEJDBM 4FSWJDFT 0DUPCFS ��
'PSTWBSFUT 4BOJUFU ���� 3JLTBSLJWFU ɨF /BUJPOBM "SDIJWFT PG /PSXBZ 0TMP�

���� #PY 3"'" 'JMF ���� 3BHOBS /PSEMJF 3FQPSU GSPN $IJFG PG )PTQJUBM
/03."4) UP ɨF (FOFSBM 4VSHFPO ɨF /PSXFHJBO "SNFE 'PSDFT .FEJDBM 4FSWJDFT
.BSDI � ���� 'PSTWBSFUT 4BOJUFU ���� 3JLTBSLJWFU ɨF /BUJPOBM "SDIJWFT PG /PSXBZ
0TMP�

���� #PY 3"'" 'JMF ���� 3BHOBS /PSEMJF� 3FQPSU GSPN $IJFG PG )PTQJUBM
/03."4) UP ɨF (FOFSBM 4VSHFPO ɨF /PSXFHJBO "SNFE 'PSDFT .FEJDBM 4FSWJDFT
PG "QSJM � ���� 'PSTWBSFUT 4BOJUFU ���� 3JLTBSLJWFU ɨF /BUJPOBM "SDIJWFT PG /PSXBZ
0TMP�
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���� #PY 3"'" 'JMF ���� 5� %BMF 'SPN 4VSHFPO (FOFSBM ɨF /PSXFHJBO "SNFE
'PSDFT .FEJDBM 4FSWJDFT UP UIF 3PZBM .JOJTUSZ PG %FGFODF QBHF � 'PSTWBSFUT 4BOJUFU ����
3JLTBSLJWFU ɨF /BUJPOBM "SDIJWFT PG /PSXBZ 0TMP�

���� #PY 3"'" 'JMF ���� $� 4FNC 5P ɨF .JOJTUSZ PG %FGFODF� 'VSUIFS VTF PG
/03."4) BGUFS UIF BSNJTUJDF PG � /PWFNCFS 'PSTWBSFUT 4BOJUFU ���� 3JLTBSLJWFU ɨF
/BUJPOBM "SDIJWFT PG /PSXBZ 0TMP�

���� #PY 3"'" 'JMF ���� #� 1BVT ɨF /PSXFHJBO 'JFME )PTQJUBM JO ,PSFB�
0O DMPTVSF PS OPU "VHVTU �� ���� 'PSTWBSFUT 4BOJUFU ���� 3JLTBSLJWFU ɨF /BUJPOBM
"SDIJWFT PG /PSXBZ 0TMP�

���� #PY 3"'" 'JMF ���� "� #FSH $IJFG PG )PTQJUBM /03."4) UP ɨF (FO�
FSBM 4VSHFPO ɨF /PSXFHJBO "SNFE 'PSDFT .FEJDBM 4FSWJDFT� 0O $MPTVSF PG /03."4)
PG "VHVTU �� ���� 'PSTWBSFUT 4BOJUFU ���� 3JLTBSLJWFU ɨF /BUJPOBM "SDIJWFT PG /PS�
XBZ 0TMP�

���� %BMF %FU OPSTLF GFMUTZLFIVT J ,PSFB�
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Abstract
AimĹ�	�ubm]�|_;��ou;-m�)-u�ŐƐƖƔƏŋƐƖƔƒőķ�|_;��ou�;]b-m�]o�;uml;m|�v;m|�-��o0bѴ;�
�ul�� "�u]b1-Ѵ��ovrb|-Ѵ� Ő��"�ő� |o� v�rrou|� |_;� ;==ou|v� o=� |_;�&mb|;7��-|bomv� Ő&�ő�
�ul�ĺ� 	�ubm]� |_;� �-uķ� ƐƐƐ� �ou�;]b-m� m�uv;v� v;u�;7� bm� v;�;m� 1om|bm];m|vķ� ;-1_�
ѵ�lom|_ķ�-|�|_;��ou�;]b-m�b;Ѵ7��ovrb|-Ѵ�bm��ou;-ĺ�$_;�m�uv;v��;u;�mb1hm-l;7�ľ$_;�
Korea Sisters”. The aim of this study is to explore the impact and influence of their 
�-u|bl;�m�uvbm]�om��ou�;]b-m�rov|Ŋ��ou;-mŊ�)-u�m�uvbm]ĺ
Design: Qualitative.
�;|_o7vĹ�$_;�v|�7���v;v�v;�;u-Ѵ�_bv|oub1-Ѵ� u;v;-u1_�-rruo-1_;vĺ� �m|;u�b;�ķ�-u1_b�-Ѵ�
v;-u1_ķ�v;-u1_�bm�m�uvbm]�r;ubo7b1-Ѵvķ�1om|;lrou-u��l-]-�bm;v�-m7�m�uvbm]�|;�|�0oohvĺ
Result: The nursing legacy of The Korea Sisters can be found in changes in general 
m�uvbm]ķ��mb=oul�;7�1-|bom�o=�|_;-|u;�m�uv;vķ��mb=oul�;7�1-|bom�o=�-m-;v|_;|bv|�m�uv;v�
and in humanitarian work.

K E Y W O R D S

;7�1-|bomķ��ou;-m�)-uķ�|_;-|u;�m�uv;vķ��-u|bl;�m�uvbm]

ƐՊ |Պ��$!�	&�$���

�o7;um� m�uvbm]� bv� �m0u;-h-0Ѵ;� Ѵbmh;7� |o� Ѵou;m1;� �b]_|bm]-Ѵ;� -m7�
_;u��;ѴѴ�7o1�l;m|;7�ou]-mb�bm]�o=�m�uvbm]�bm�ƐѶƔƓŋƐѶƔƔķ�7�ubm]�|_;�
�ubl;-m�)-u�ŐƐѶƔƒŋƐѶƔѵőĺ�$_uo�]_�blruo�;l;m|� bm�v-mb|-u��1om7b-
tions and carefully nursing of fever and diarrhoea at the barrack hos-
rb|-Ѵv�bm�"1�|-ubķ�|_;�lou|-Ѵb|��u-|;�-lom]�1-�v-Ѵb|b;v�=;ѴѴ�1omvb7;u-0Ѵ��
Ő�Ѵv|-7ķ��Ѵ-v7-lķ�ş���7-lķ�ƑƏƏѶőĺ���uv;v� hmo�Ѵ;7];� -m7� vhbѴѴv� -u;�
tested in wartime and emergencies. Competence tried and practice 
;�r-m7;7�-m7�1_-m];7�Ő�;Ѵlv|-7|;uķ�ƑƏƐƔőĺ

Wartime nursing is a growing research field among nurse histori-
ans as well as historians with interest in gender and war. Several schol-
-uѴ���ouhv�_-�;�0;;m�r�0Ѵbv_;7�0o|_�-0o�|�vr;1b=b1��-uv�-m7�|orb1vķ�
-v��;ѴѴ�-v�-m|_oѴo]b;v�-0o�|�m�uvbm]�bm��-u|bl;ĺ�ou�om;��-uķ�_o�;�;uķ�
the material is scarce. The Korean War. It is claimed that nursing in war 
bv� -�1-|-Ѵ�v|� =ou�1_-m];� Ő�u�mhķ�ƐƖƖƕőĺ��;7b1-Ѵ�-7�-m1;l;m|� u;v�Ѵ|-
bm]�=uol�$_;��ou;-m�)-uķ�_-�;�0;;m�b7;m|b=b;7�-m7�7bv1�vv;7�Ő�-h;uķ�
ƑƏƐƑőķ�0�|��_-|�-0o�|�m�uvbm]ĵ

	�ubm]�|_;��ou;-m�)-u��ou�-��;v|-0Ѵbv_;7�-m7�u-m�-�=b;Ѵ7�_ovrb|-Ѵ�
bm��ou;-ĺ��ou�-��7b7�mo|�_-�;�-�m�uvbm]�1ourv�ou�m�uv;v�|u-bm;7�=ou�
lbѴb|-u��v;u�b1;ĺ���|o|-Ѵ�o=�ƐƐƐ�1b�bѴb-m��ou�;]b-m�m�uv;v�v;u�;7�-|�|_;�
�ou�;]b-m��o0bѴ;��ul��"�u]b1-Ѵ��ovrb|-Ѵķ���!��"�ĺ�$_;�r�urov;�
of this article is to address the impact of their nursing experiences on 
�ou�;]b-m�rov|Ŋ��ou;-mŊ�)-u�m�uvbm]ĺ

$_;��ou;-m�)-u�v|-u|;7�ƑƔ���m;�ƐƖƔƏ��_;m��ou|_��ou;-�-||-1h;7�
"o�|_� �ou;-ĺ� $_;� &mb|;7��-|bomv� 1om7;lm;7��ou|_� �ou;-� -m7� u;-
vrom7;7�|o�|_;�-]]u;vvbom��b|_�-�r;-1;�;m=ou1bm]�&���ul��Ѵ;7�0��|_;�
&"�ĺ�$_;�_ov|bѴb|b;v�;m7;7��b|_�-m�-ulbv|b1;�Ƒƕ���Ѵ��ƐƖƔƒĺ��m;�-m7�-�
half million soldiers and civilians are believed to have been killed and 
another two and a half million mutilated or wounded.

uol� ��Ѵ�� ƐƖƔƐŋ�o�;l0;u� ƐƖƔƓ��ou�-�� r-u|b1br-|;7� bm� |_;�&��
�ul���b|_� -���"�� v;u�bm]� ƐƔŋƒƏ�hl� 0;_bm7� |_;� 1ol0-|� �om;ĺ�$_;�
��"�v��;u;�7;vb]m;7�|o�_-�;�-�1-r-1b|��o=�ѵƏ�bmŊ�0;7�r-|b;m|v�-m7�=o�u�
operation tables. The purpose was to give war causalities quick and de-
=bmb|b�;� |u;-|l;m|ĺ��ou�-��7b7�mo|�_-�;�-m�-ul��m�uv;�1ourv�-m7�7;-
pended on civilian nurses to staff the field hospital. The nurses served 
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bm� v;�;m� 1om|bm];m|vķ� ;-1_�ѵ�lom|_ĺ��� |o|-Ѵ� o=�ƖѵƏƏ�or;u-|bomv��;u;�
r;u=oul;7�-|���!��"�ĺ��ѴѴ�bm�-ѴѴķ�o�;u�ƖƏķƏƏƏ�r-|b;m|v��;u;�u;1;b�;7�
-m7�|u;-|;7�Ő	-Ѵ;ķ�ƐƖƔƔőĺ�$_;��ou;-m�)-u�bv�|_;�Ѵ-u];v|��-u��om;�lbv-
vbom�;�;u�1-uub;7�o�|�0��$_;��ul;7�ou1;v��;7b1-Ѵ�";u�b1;v�o=��ou�-��
Ő�-Ѵlķ�ƐƖƔƐőĺ

$_;�m�uv;v��;u;�mb1hm-l;7�ľ$_;��ou;-�"bv|;uvĿ�Ő�;||��ş�!pmm-�]ķ�
ƐƖƔƐőĺ�	�ubm]�|_;��-uķ��ou;-�"bv|;uv��;u;�bm|;u�b;�;7�bm�0o|_�m;�v-
r-r;uv� Ő�=|;mrov|;mķ�ƐƖƔƑő�-m7�r-ubv_�m;�v� Ő�-ll-up�ķ�ƐƖƔƒő�-m7�
|_;bu� _�l-mb|-ub-m� ;m]-];l;m|� bm��ou;-��-v��;ѴѴ� hmo�mĺ��=|;u� |_;�
�-uķ�|_;�m�uv;v�=-7;7�=uol�|_;�r�0Ѵb1�;�;�-m7�|_;bu�;==ou|v�-u;�-|�ru;v-
;m|�-Ѵlov|�=ou]o||;mĺ�$_;��_-�;�mo|�0;;m�-�|orb1�=ou��ou�;]b-m�m�uv;�
_bv|oub-mv�Ő-�v;�ş��b1-;Ѵv;mķ�ƑƏƏƐĸ��-|_bv;mķ�ƑƏƏѵĸ�)�ѴѴ;uķ�ƐƖƖƏőĺ�
��|�-lom]�oѴ7�m�uv;vķ�|_;��-u;�v|bѴѴ�u;l;l0;u;7�-m7�vol;|bl;v�l;m-
|bom;7ķ�-v��_;m�om;�m�uv;�v-b7Ĺ�ľ"bv|;u�!-]m_bѴ7�Œ"|u-m7œ��-v�-�vhbѴѴ;7�
|_;-|u;�m�uv;ķ�v_;�_-7�0;;m�bm��ou;-Ŀ�Ő�o1h;Ѵb;ķ�ƑƏƏƖőĺ

�m�|_bv�-u|b1Ѵ;ķ���u-bv;�|_bv�t�;v|bomĹ�)_;|_;u�-m7�bm��_-|��-��ľ$_;�
�ou;-� "bv|;uvĿ� ;�r;ub;m1;v� bm� �ou;-� _-7� -m�� blr-1|� om� �ou�;]b-m�
m�uvbm]ķ� -=|;u� |_;��-uĵ��m7ķ� 7b7� |_;��ou;-�"bv|;uv�_�l-mb|-ub-m� ;m-
]-];l;m|�bm��ou;-mķ�;m7��_;m�|_;��ou�;]b-m�b;Ѵ7��ovrb|-Ѵ��-v�|;u-
lbm-|;7�bm��1|o0;u�ƐƖƔƓĵ

I will highlight the nurses’ educational background and their pre-
r-u;7m;vv�=ou�m�uvbm]�bm�-��-u��om;�bm�-�1o�m|u��=-u�-�-��=uol��ou�-�ķ�
while investigating outcome of their wartime nursing. Did their war-
time nursing act as a catalyst for identifiable changes in education and 
|u-bmbm]�o=��ou�;]b-m�m�uv;vĵ

ƑՊ |Պ��$��	"

��uvbm]�_bv|ou���v;v�v;�;u-Ѵ�l;|_o7v�bm�u;v;-u1_bm]�_bv|oub1-Ѵ�t�;v-
|bomvĺ� �m� |_bv� v|�7�ķ� -u1_b�-Ѵ� v;-u1_ķ� l;lobu� 0oohvķ� 1om|;lrou-u��
fo�um-Ѵvķ�m�uvbm]�r;ubo7b1-Ѵvķ�m�uvbm]�|;�|�0oohv�-m7�ou-Ѵ�_bv|ou�ķ�_-�;�
been used to identify participating nurses and research the impact of 
|_;bu�ru-1|b1;�om��ou�;]b-m�rov|Ŋ��ou;-m�)-u�m�uvbm]�Ő�;�;mvom�-m7�
�;uul-mm�ŐƑƏƏѶőĸ�	�==bmķ�ƑƏƐƏőĺ

$�o� l;lobu� 0oohv� _-�;� 0;;m� �ub||;m� -0o�|� |_;� �ou�;]b-m�
b;Ѵ7��ovrb|-Ѵ�-m7��ou�;]b-m�;==ou|v�7�ubm]�|_;��ou;-m�)-u�Ő�-hh;ķ�
ƑƏƐƏĸ��;7;uv;mķ�ƐƖƖƐőĺ�$_;v;�0oohv��;u;��ub||;m�0��voѴ7b;uv�-m7�mo|�
0��m�uv;v� Ő-m�;�1;ur|� =uol�&mmb�ovvĽ�7b-u�� bv� bm1Ѵ�7;7� bm��;7;uv;m�
ŐƐƖƖƐĹƓƖŋƔƑőĺ��11ou7bm]�|o��;u7�";l0ķ�ovvĽv�7b-u���-v�]b�;m�|o�-�l�-
v;�lķ�0�|���_-�;�mo|�0;;m�-0Ѵ;�|o�Ѵo1-|;�b|Ō=uol�bm|;u�b;���b|_��;u7�
";l0ķ�1om7�1|;7�0���-mŊ�$_ou;��o1h;u|v;mķ�Ő�pu;mvho]ķ�ƑƏ�";r|;l0;u�
ƑƏƐƐőĺ��m7u;v;mķ� !�|_Ľv� 1_-r|;u� ľ�ouvh� =;Ѵ|v�h;_�v� b� �ou;-Ŀķ� bmĹ�Fra 
norsk sanitets historie: sjefssøster forteller om kvinners innsats i militær 
sykepleieķ��"��Ĺ���"Ŋ�=ouѴ-];|ķ�ƐƖѶѵĹƐƏƒŋƐƏѶķ�bv�-m�o�;u�b;��1_-r|;u�
about the service in Korea). The two books include the names of all 
ѵƖѶ�r;uvomm;Ѵ� -|���!��"��-m7�m-l;v� -ѴѴ� r-u|b1br-|bm]�m�uv;vĺ� �m�
ƐƖѵƏķ�-m�;m1�1Ѵor-;7b-ķ�Norske sykepleiereķ��-v�r�0Ѵbv_;7ķ�Ѵbv|bm]�lov|�
o=�|_;�u;]bv|;u;7�m�uv;v� bm��ou�-��-m7�|_;bu�;7�1-|bom�-m7�ru-1|b1;�
Ő"|u-�l;ķ�ƐƖѵƏőĺ�$_bv�;m1�1Ѵor-;7b-�Ѵbv|v�m;-uѴ��;�;u���ou;-�"bv|;uķ�-v�
well as their practice before and the first decade after the Korean War. 
To identify changes in practice related to the service during the Korean 
)-uķ�|_;��ou�;]b-m���uvbm]��vvo1b-|bomĽv�Ő���ő�r;ubo7b1-Ѵ�Sykepleien 

has been searched for topics related to theatre-  and anaesthetist nurs-
bm]ķ��ou;-�-m7�|_;�;�ru;vvbom��ou;-�"bv|;u�=ou�|_;�r;ubo7�ƐƖƔƐŋƐƖѶƏĺ

Oral history is considered the most effective way to collect tes-
|blomb;v� =uol� ;�;�b|m;vv;v� Ő$_olrvomķ� ƑƏƏƏĸ� �ov1_l-ķ� "1-b-ķ�
�omb=-1boķ�ş�!o0;u|vķ�ƑƏƏѶőĺ�$_;��ou;-m�)-u�;m7;7�o�;u�ѵƏ��;-uv�-]oĺ�
(;u��=;��o=�|_;�m�uv;v�-u;�v|bѴѴ�-Ѵb�;ĺ�"b��m�uv;v�-m7�om;�v�u];omķ�-ѴѴ�
bm�|_;bu�mbm;|b;vķ�_-�;�0;;m�b7;m|b=b;7�-m7�bm|;u�b;�;7�=ou�|_bv�ruof;1|ĺ�
They have all been interviewed in their own homes in an open form. 
$_uo�]_�|_;bu�v|oub;vķ�|_;bu�o�m�-m7�o|_;u�m�uv;vĽ�ru-1|b1;v�_-�;�0;;m�
identified.

$_;v;�vo�u1;v�_-�;�bmvrbu;7�0���bm7v;|_�-m7��ou0;u]�ŐƑƏƏƓőķ�0;;m�
condensed and interpreted into these themes: Pre- Korean War: edu-
cational background. Post- Korean War: general nursing; establishing 
a uniform theatre nurse education; theatre nursing evolves into two 
disciplines and humanitarian aid.

�u1_b�;�v;-u1_�-|� |_;��-|bom-Ѵ��u1_b�;v�o=��ou�-�� Ő!bhv-uhb�;|őķ�
�vѴo� -m7� �mmo� ��v;�lķ� �-l-uķ� �b|_� 7;-1om� -m7� m�uv;� �o|=u;7�
!;hh;0oĽv� ŐƐƖƐƐŋƐƖƖƒő� rub�-|;� -u1_b�;vķ� _-�;� 0;;m� 1om7�1|;7ĺ�
Rekkebo served in contingent one in 1951 and did methodical pro-
duce scrapbooks before and after The Korean War. Those two ar-
chives are not holding any material related to nursing after The Korean 
War. They have still been useful for sure identification of names of the 
m�uv;vĺ��0b|�-ub;v�-m7�omѴbm;�u;1o�uv;v�_-�;�0;;m�v;-u1_;7ķ�_;Ѵrbm]�
illuminating nursing practices relevant for this project. The project has 
0;;m�;|_b1-Ѵ�-rruo�;7�0���"	Ō�ou�;]b-m��;m|u;�=ou�!;v;-u1_�	-|-ĺ

ƑĺƐՊ|Պ$_;�ruo=;vvbom-Ѵ�0-1h]uo�m7�o=�|_;�m�uv;v

��!��"���-v�-�v�u]b1-Ѵ�_ovrb|-Ѵĺ�$_;�lov|�7;l-m7;7��;u;�m�uv;v�
trained as theatre nurses. Criterions for selection of nurses was edu-
cation and training and newer practice from surgical hospital. Other 
1ub|;ubomv��;u;�Ѵ-m]�-];�hmo�Ѵ;7];�-m7�0;_-�bo�u�Ő�m7u;v;mķ�ƐƖƔƐőĺ�
Their staffing plan was: one matron (head nurse) for the hospital 
and one head nurse for the operating theatre; seven theatre nurses 
cross- trained as nurse anaesthetists; two x- ray nurses; one laboratory 
m�uv;vĺ�bm-ѴѴ�ķ�|_;u;��;u;�vb��rovb|bomv�=ou��-u7�m�uv;vĺ�$_bv�7b-]u-l�

Matrons; 8; 7%

Ward nurses; 23; 
21%

X-ray and 
laboratory nurses; 

14; 13%

Theatre nurses; 66; 
59%

Numbers of nurses distributed after 
Speciality and function

 ��&!� �ƐՊThis diagram illustrates the number of nurses 
7bv|ub0�|;7�-11ou7bm]�|o�vr;1b-Ѵb|��-m7�=�m1|bom�-|���!��"�
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illustrates the number of nurses distributed according to speciality and 
=�m1|bom�-|���!��"��Őb]�u;�Ɛőĺ

�ov|� o=� |_;� m�uv;v� �;u;� |u-bm;7� -v� |_;-|u;� m�uv;vĺ� "b�|�Ŋ�vb��
m�uv;vķ�ƔƖѷķ��ouh;7�bm�|_;�or;u-|bm]�|_;-|u;ĺ�$�;m|�Ŋ�|_u;;�u;]bv|;u;7�
nurses filled positions as ward nurses. Twenty- two deacons served at 
��!��"�� |o];|_;u��b|_� |_;� u;]bv|;u;7�m�uv;v� bm� =b�;� 1om|bm];m|vĺ�
	;-1omv��;u;� |u-bm;7�l-Ѵ;� m�uv;vķ� 0�|� |_;bu� ;7�1-|bom��-v�l-bmѴ��
7bu;1|;7� |o�-u7v� 1om]u;]-|bom-Ѵ� -m7� vo1b-Ѵ� �ouhĺ� ��uv;� |u-bmbm]�
�-v�lov|Ѵ��v;;m�-v�-��-��bm|o�-7lbmbv|u-|bom�-m7�vo1b-Ѵ��ouh�Ő"|-�;ķ�
1990:269). The service at the x- ray department laid the foundation for 
further surgical intervention. Positions as x- ray nurses and laboratory 
nurses were never filled according to the staffing plan.

The Korea Sisters were all educated in a 3- year programme during 
|_;��;-uv�0;|�;;m�ƐƖƒƏŋƐƖƓƕĺ��ѴѴ�o=�|_;l�_-7�|_;u;=ou;�;�r;ub;m1;7�
|_;� ";1om7�)ouѴ7�)-u� -m7� |_;�o11�r-|bom�o=��ou�-��0���;ul-m��
ŐƐƖƓƏŋƐƖƓƔőķ�;b|_;u�-v�ru-1|bvbm]�m�uv;v�ou�-v�r�rbѴvĺ�$_;-|u;�m�uv;vĽ�
training consisted of a 1- year apprenticeships at municipal hospitals 
or 2- year apprenticeships at Red Cross hospitals after nurse educa-
|bom� Ő�u7uorķ�ƐƖƔƒĹƐƒőĺ�$_;�-�;u-];�-];��_;m�v;u�bm]� bm��ou;-��-v�
ƒƓ��;-uvĺ

Considering the education and training of the two senior nurses 
bm�1om|bm];m|�om;ķ� u;�;-Ѵv� bm|;u;v|bm]� bm=oul-|bom�-0o�|� |_;� Ѵ;�;Ѵ�o=�
;7�1-|bom� -m7� 1olr;|;m1;� -lom]� |_;� �ou;-� "bv|;uvĺ��-|uom� Ő_;-7�
m�uv;ő�!pmm-�]�)ুѴѴ;u�_-7ķ�-v�r-u|�o=�_;u� |u-bmbm]�-v� |_;-|u;�m�uv;ķ�
v;1om7l;m|v�bm�	;ml-uh�bm�ƐƖƒƖŋƐƖƓƏ�-m7�_-7�1o�uv;v�bm�_ovrb|-Ѵ�
-7lbmbv|u-|bom� =uol�0o|_�	;ml-uh� -m7��m]Ѵ-m7ĺ��;=ou;� _;u� v;u�b1;�
bm��ou;-ķ� v_;�_-7�_;Ѵ7�rovb|bomv�-v�_;-7�m�uv;� bm�0o|_�l;7b1-Ѵ�-m7�
v�u]b1-Ѵ�7;r-u|l;m|vĺ��Ѵvo�_;-7�m�uv;�or;u-|bm]�|_;-|u;ķ��uѴ-�]�"o=b;�
�--u�bh�_-7�=�u|_;u�;7�1-|bom�bm�-7lbmbv|u-|bom�-m7�|;-1_bm]ĺ��m�-7-
7b|bomķ�v_;��-v�;7�1-|;7�-v�-�lbvvbom-u��-m7�_-7�0;;m�_;-7�m�uv;�bm�
-��ou�;]b-m�_ovrb|-Ѵ�bm�1;m|u-Ѵ��_bm-�0;|�;;m�ƐƖƓѵŋƐƖƔƏĺ��m-Ѵ�v;v�
of the background of the other Korea Sisters support the impression 
|_-|�|_;�m�uv;v��;u;�vhbѴѴ;7�-m7�;�r;ub;m1;7�m�uv;v�Ő"|u-�l;ķ�ƐƖѵƏőĺ

$_uo�]_�l;l0;uv_br�bm�|_;��m|;um-|bom-Ѵ��o�m1bѴ�o=���uv;vķ�����
was oriented towards international cooperation between nurses. 
�;l0;uv� �;u;� ;m1o�u-];7� |o� |u-�;Ѵ� -0uo-7� =ou� v;1om7l;m|v� -m7�
=�u|_;u� ;7�1-|bom� Ő��-Ѵ�bhķ� ƑƏƏƔőĺ� ";1om7l;m|v� -0uo-7� |o� v|�7��
v�u]b1-Ѵ�|;1_mbt�;v�-m7�m;��l;|_o7vķ�-v��;ѴѴ�-v�7;vb]m�o=�or;u-|bom�
|_;-|u;vķ��;u;�;m1o�u-];7�-m7�0;1-l;�ror�Ѵ-uĺ�$�;m|�Ŋ�=o�u�o=� |_;�
|_;-|u;�m�uv;v�-|���!��"��-u;�u;rou|;7�|o�_-�;�v|�7b;7�ou�_-7�v;1-
om7l;m|v� bm�_ovrb|-Ѵv�-0uo-7ķ�lov|Ѵ�� bm�or;u-|bom�|_;-|u;v� Ő�v-hv;mķ�
ƑƏƐƑĸ�"|u-�l;ķ�ƐƖѵƏőĺ�"ol;�m�uv;v�-Ѵvo��v;7�|_;�orrou|�mb|��|o��bvb|�
&"�� =ou� |o� v|�7��m�uvbm]�-=|;u� =bmbv_bm]� |_;bu� v;u�b1;� -|���!��"��
Ő�m7u;v;mķ�ƐƖƔƐőĺ

�m�ƐƖƑƔķ�����=o�m7;7�-�v1_ooѴ�=ou�=�u|_;u�;7�1-|bom�bm�m�uvbm]ķ�
where courses in hospital administration and administration of opera-
|bom�|_;-|u;vķ�|;-1_bm]�-m7�r�0Ѵb1�_;-Ѵ|_�m�uvbm]�-m7�vo1b-Ѵ��ouh��;u;�
|-�]_|� Ő�;Ѵ0�ķ�ƑƏƏƏőĺ�$;m��ou;-�"bv|;uv�_-7� =�u|_;u�;7�1-|bom� =uol�
���v� v1_ooѴ� bm� -77b|bom� |o� |_;-|u;� m�uv;� |u-bmbm]ķ� ;b]_|� bm� _ovrb|-Ѵ�
administration and administration of operating theatres and two in 
vo1b-Ѵ��ouhĺ�o�u�o=�|_;�|_;-|u;�m�uv;v�_-7�-Ѵvo��ouh;7�=ou�|_;�)���
as vaccinators in programmes for preventing tuberculosis. Two were 
lb7�b�;vĺ��m�-77b|bom�|o�|_;�|_;-|u;�m�uv;vķ�v;�;m�o=�|_;�o|_;u�m�uv;v�

were trained as specialists in laboratory nursing and seven in x- ray 
m�uvbm]�Ő"|u-�l;ķ�ƐƖѵƏőĺ

�m�ƐƖƓѶķ�|_;-|u;�m�uv;v�bm��vѴo�=oul;7�-m7�ou]-mb�;7�-m�bm|;u;v|�
groups that sought to influence their working conditions. The primary 
goal of the theatre nurses’ interest group was to form a uniformed 
;7�1-|bom�bm�|_;-|u;�m�uvbm]ĺ��m|;u;v|�]uo�rv�Ѵbh;�|_;�|_;-|u;�m�uv;vķ�
�ouvh� "�h;rѴ;b;u=ou0�m7v� �-m7vou]-mbv-vfom� -�� or;u-vfomvv�h;rѴ;b-
;u;�Ő�"��"őķ��;u;��;u��bm=Ѵ�;m|b-Ѵ�bm�|_;������_;m�b|�1-l;�|o�ruo-
=;vvbom-Ѵ�bvv�;v�Ő��m7ķ�ƑƏƐƑőĺ��bm;|;;m�Ѵ-|;u��ou;-�"bv|;uv��;u;�-1|b�;�
bm��"��"�=uol�|_;��;u��v|-u|ĺ��m;�o=�|_;lķ��;ub|�!p;ķ�7;vb]m;7�|_;�
;l0Ѵ;l�v|bѴѴ��v;7�0���"��"�|o7-��Ő�pbѴ-m7ķ�ƐƖƖѵőĺ

�m� �1|o0;u� ƐƖƔƓķ� ��!��"�� v|orr;7� u;1;b�bm]� m;�� r-|b;m|v�
-m7�bm��o�;l0;u�ƐƖƔƓ�b|�1Ѵov;7ĺ�$_;��ou;-�"bv|;uv�_-7�r;u=oul;7�
war surgery and trauma surgery like no countrymen before them. 
$_;��|-�]_|�voѴ7b;uvķ�1_-�==;�uvķ�1oohv�-m7�o|_;uv�bm�0-vb1�m�uvbm]�
techniques and supervised them during rushes when all hands were 
needed in the operation theatre to take care of causalities and had 
experienced wartime nursing in a way unknown to fellow nurses 
Ő�u-mķ�ƑƏƏƓőĺ��=|;u�|_;�-ulbv|b1;ķ���!��"��1-l;�|o�=�m1|bom�-v�
a civilian hospital as much as a military hospital. The Korea Sisters 
also started training Koreans in nursing as part of the reconstruction 
of Korea.

The Korea Sisters was as a group nurse’s eager to form and de-
�;Ѵor�ruo=;vvbom-Ѵ�v|-m7-u7v�=ou�m�uvbm]ĺ��;=ou;�|_;��ou;-m�)-uķ�|_;��
_-7�vo�]_|�0o|_�|u-bmbm]�-m7�;7�1-|bom� bm|;um-|bom-Ѵĺ��-|bom-Ѵķ� |_;��
were engaged in developing the training of theatre nurses to a national 
�mb=oul�;7�1-|bomĺ��-7�|_;�m�uv;Ľv�m;�Ѵ��-1t�bu;7��-u|bl;�m�uvbm]�
ru-1|b1;v� -m�� blr-1|� om� �ou�;]b-m� m�uvbm]� -=|;u� |_;� �ou;-m�)-uĵ�
)-v� |_;bu�_-u7v_br�omѴ��-m� bm|;ul;��o� bm� |_;bu� Ѵb�;v�-m7��ou�;]b-m�
m�uvbm]ĵ�	b7� |_;�� f�v|� ]o�om�0-1h� |o��ou�;]b-m�or;u-|bm]� |_;-|u;v�
ou�o|_;u�0u-m1_;v�o=�m�uvbm]ķ��b|_o�|��vbm]�|_;bu�;�r;ub;m1;v�=ou�|_;�
0;m;=b|�o=��ou�;]b-m�m�uvbm]ĵ

ƒՊ |Պ$�����!���"�"$�!"������$���  
�&!"�����!��$���������!)������  
�&!"���

ƒĺƐՊ|Պ�;m;u-Ѵ�m�uvbm]

$_;���"��1om1;r|ķ��b|_�-�lo�;-0Ѵ;�_ovrb|-Ѵ�1Ѵov;�|o�|_;�0-||Ѵ;=b;Ѵ7ķ�
�-v�=buv|�|ub;7�o�|�bm�|_;��ou;-m�)-uĺ�!-rb7�;�-1�-|bomķ�1Ѵov;m;vv�|o�
the battlefront and the high number of causalities provided much clin-
ical practice in trauma reception and trauma surgery. Infection control 
�b|_�-m|b0bo|b1v��-v�uo�|bm;Ѵ���v;7�om�-ѴѴ�|u-�l-vķ��_b1_�Ѵo�;u;7�|_;�
lou|-Ѵb|��u-|;ĺ���|�-m|b0bo|b1v�1o�Ѵ7�mo|�v�0v|b|�|;�=ou�m�uvbm]�vhbѴѴv�bm�
wound treatment and infection control. The nurses experienced that 
mechanical debridement of wounds and delayed primary closure was 
m;1;vv-u�� Ő�-u|�b]v;mķ� ƐƖƔƓĸ��-�vķƐƖƔƓőĺ� "blbѴ-u� -7�-m|-];v� o=� 7;-
Ѵ-�;7�1Ѵov�u;��;u;� Ѵ-|;u�;�r;ub;m1;7�0����v|u-Ѵb-m�=b;Ѵ7�_ovrb|-Ѵv� bm�
ƐƖѵƕ�7�ubm]�|_;�(b;|m-l�)-u�Ő�b;7;ul-mmķ�ƑƏƏƑĹƒƒƕőĺ

�o0bѴ;�=-1bѴb|b;v�Ѵbh;���"��7;lomv|u-|;7�|_;��-Ѵ�;�o=�;-uѴ��7;=b-
mb|;�1-u;ķ��_b1_�_-v�vbm1;�0;;m�-7or|;7�bm�1b�bѴb-m�_;-Ѵ|_�1-u;�-m7�7b-
v-v|;u�ru;r-u;7m;vv�Ő�-�uomvhbķ�ƑƏƐƔőĺ��m��ou�-�ķ��ou;-�"bv|;uv��;u;�
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a great part of introducing this new knowledge into general nursing. 
Several of them became matrons and head nurses in hospitals and in 
1_-u];� o=� |_;� m�uvbm]� v;u�b1;v� -|� |_;bu� _ovrb|-Ѵv� ou��-u7vĺ��-|uomv�
were also in charge for education and training of nurses at their re-
vr;1|b�;�_ovrb|-Ѵv�Ő�;Ѵ0�ķ�ƑƏƏƏőĺ

"|bѴѴķ� lov|� o=� |_;� �ou;-� "bv|;uv��;u;� -1|b�;� -v� |_;-|u;� m�uv;v�
ou� m�uv;� -m-;v|_;|bv|vĺ� �-m�� o=� |_;l� �;u;� ]-bm=�ѴѴ�� ;lrѴo�;7�
�m|bѴ� |_;� Ѵ-|;� ƐƖƕƏvĺ��ѴѴ� m�uv;� r�rbѴv� -m7� =uol�ƐƖƕѵ� v|�7;m|vķ� bm�
�ou�-�ķ�_-7� Ѵom]�ru-1|b1;�-v�-�r-u|�o=� |_;bu�;7�1-|bom�-|� |_;�or-
;u-|bom�|_;-|u;�-|�Ѵ;-v|��m|bѴ�|_;�ƐƖѶƏvĺ�$_;��l;|��ou;-�"bv|;uv�ou�
o|_;u�m�uv;v��_o�_-7�Ѵ;-um|�l�1_�o=�|_;bu�ru-1|b1;�-|���!��"�ĺ�
Korea Sisters are also known to have given lecturers on military 
m�uvbm]� |o� m�uv;� r�rbѴv� Ő�o_-mv;mķ� ƑƏƏƕő� -m7� u;v1�;� 1ourv� 0-v;7�
om� rubm1brѴ;v� Ѵ;-um|� =uol� v;u�b1;� bm� �ou;-� Ő�-uѴv;mķ� ƑƏƐѵőĺ� &r� |o�
|_;�Ѵ-|;�ƐƖƖƏvķ�l-m��v|�7;m|v�-m7�m�uv;v�-Ѵvo��v;7�|_;�_-m70oohķ�
ľ�uov;7�u;0oh�=ou�v�h;rѴ;b;u;Ŀķ�7u-=|;7�0���ou;-�"bv|;u��;ub|�!p;�;|�
1o�Ő!p;�ş��-u|bmv;mķ�ƐƖѶѵőĺ

$_;-|u;�m�uv;v�-|���!��"���;u;�7;rѴo�;7�=ou�mo�lou;�|_-m�om;�
|;ul�bm��ou;-ĺ��_b;=���uv;�o=�|_;��ul�ķ�-Ѵvo�-��ou;-�"bv|;uķ�!�|_��m7u;v;mķ�
wanted as many nurses as possible to have the experience in case similar 
vb|�-|bomv�-uov;� bm��ou�-�ĺ��-m��o=�|_;��ou;-�"bv|;uv� fobm;7�|_;�-ul��
u;v;u�;�-=|;u�-u7vķ�;mv�ubm]�|_-|��ou�-��_-7�|_;-|u;�m�uv;v��b|_�=buv|Ŋ�
hand experiences in operating mobile hospitals and handling many pa-
|b;m|v�m;;7bm]�v�u]b1-Ѵ�bm|;u�;m|bom�bm�-��-u��om;�Ő"�h;rѴ;b;mķ�ƐƖƕѵőĺ

�m;�o=�|_;��ou;-�"bv|;uvķ��;||���;mub1_v;mķ�-7�-m1;7�=uol�-vvbv-
tant executive secretary to executive secretary and finally leader of 
|_;��ou�;]b-m���uvbm]��vvo1b-|bom� 0;|�;;m�ƐƖѵƔŋƐƖѵƕķ� |_;�lov|�
bm=Ѵ�;m|b-Ѵ�rovb|bom�=ou�-�m�uv;�bm��ou�-��Ő��m7ķ�ƑƏƐƑőĺ�	�ubm]�_;u�r;-
ubo7�-v�Ѵ;-7;uķ�����Ѵ-�m1_;7�|_;�|;�|0ooh�v;ub;v�ľ�/u;0oh�=ou�v�h;-
rѴ;b;vhoѴ;uĿ�bm�|�;Ѵ�;��oѴ�l;v�Ő�;mub1_v;mķ�ƐƖѵƕőĺ

ƒĺƑՊ|Պ�v|-0Ѵbv_bm]�-��mb=oul�|_;-|u;�m�uv;�;7�1-|bom

$_;��ou;-m�)-u��-v�mo|�|_;�=buv|��-u��_;u;�hmo�Ѵ;7];�o=��ou�;]b-m�
|_;-|u;�m�uv;v��-v�vo�]_|ĺ��Ѵu;-7��7�ubm]�|_;�buv|��-Ѵh-m�)-u�Ő�1|ĺ�
ƐƖƐƑŋ�-��ƐƖƐƒőķ�=b�;�|_;-|u;�m�uv;v��;u;�r-u|�o=�-��ou�;]b-m�-l-
bulance. They were selected for this mission because they were thea-
|u;�m�uv;v� Ő�ouvh�"�h;rѴ;b;uvh;Ŋ�ou0�m7ķ�ƐƖƐƑőĺ��ou�;]b-m�|_;-|u;�
m�uv;v� �;u;� -Ѵvo� ;m]-];7� bm� bmѴ-m7� 7�ubm]� |_;� bmmbv_� �b�bѴ� )-u�
ŐƐƖƐƕŋƐƖƐѶő� Ő�-|�b]ķ�ƐƖƐѶő�-m7� bm�bmѴ-m7�-]-bm�7�ubm]� |_;�)bm|;u�
)-u� 0;|�;;m� bmѴ-m7� -m7� |_;� "o�b;|� &mbom� ŐƐƖƒƖŋƐƖƓƏőĺ� $_;-|u;�
m�uvbm]��-v�u;1o]mb�;7�-v�-�vr;1b-Ѵb�-|bomķ�0�|�|_;u;��-v�mo�=oul-Ѵ�
education in theatre nursing.

$_;�ru;r-u-|bom� =ou� |_;��ou�;]b-m���uvbm]��1|�o=�ƐƖƓѶ�v_o�;7�-�
1omv;mv�v�bm��ou�-��=ou�;v|-0Ѵbv_bm]�|_;-|u;�m�uvbm]�-v�-�vr;1b-Ѵb�-|bom�
0�bѴ7bm]�om�ƒŊ��;-u��mb=oul�;7�1-|bom�-v�-�m�uv;� Ő�|ĺrurĺ�muĺ�ƒƐķ�ƐƖƓѶőĺ�
��|�-�1�uub1�Ѵ�l��b|_�-�ruo]u-ll;�bm�|_;-|u;�m�uvbm]�7b7�mo|�;�bv|ķ�omѴ��
-�|u-bmbm]� Ő)�ѴѴ;uķ�ƐƖƔѵőĺ� �|�1omvbv|;7�o=�Ɛ��;-u�o=�|u-bmbm]�ou�Ƒ��;-uv�o=�
bm|;um-Ѵ�|u-bmbm]�bm�-m�or;u-|bom�|_;-|u;�Ő�u7uorķ�ƐƖƔƒĹƐƒőĺ�$_bv��-v�|oo�
_-r_-�-u7�=ou�|_;�|_;-|u;�m�uv;v�|_;lv;Ѵ�;vĺ�$_;��ou;-m�)-u�ruo�b7;v�
;�-lrѴ;v�o=��rŊ�|oŊ�7-|;�|_;-|u;�m�uvbm]ķ�0�|�-Ѵvo�|_;�orrovb|;�1-m�0;�v;;mĺ

There are records of assistance being provided without sterile 
]o�m� -m7� ]Ѵo�;v� -|� ��!��"�ĺ�)_bѴ;� |_bv� v_o�v� _-m7bm;vvķ� v�1_�

practices were also outdated and could pose a potential risk of infec-
|bom�=ou�r-|b;m|vĺ�)b|_o�|�m-|bom-Ѵ�]�b7;Ѵbm;v�-m7�m�uvbm]�bmv|u�1|ouvķ�
old techniques and techniques not brought up to date with the new-
est knowledge might nevertheless end up being standard procedures 
at some hospitals. Establishing a national standard for nursing in op-
;u-|bom� |_;-|u;v��-v� -�ruboub|�ĺ�$_uo�]_� |_;bu� o�m�ruo=;vvbom�]uo�rķ�
�"��"ķ�|_;-|u;�m�uv;v��ouh;7�|o�;v|-0Ѵbv_�-��mb=oul�;7�1-|bom�=ou�
theatre nurses.

�ou;-� "bv|;uv� �;u;� -1|b�;� bm� �"��"� ;==ou|� |o� ;v|-0Ѵbv_� -� �mb-
=oul�;7�1-|bom�=ou�|_;-|u;�m�uv;vĺ��m�-�Ѵ;||;u�7-|;7�ƐƖƔƖ�=uol��;||��
�;mub1_v;mķ� |_;m� |_;� ;�;1�|b�;� v;1u;|-u�� o=� ���ķ� |o� �ou;-� "bv|;u�
�b||��$�vhpķ�b|�bv�v|-|;7�|_-|�v|-|�v�u;]-u7bm]�|_;��ouh��b|_�-�|_;-|u;�
nurse education would be given at the forthcoming national congress 
Ő�;mub1_v;mķ�ƐƖƔƖőĺ����;-u� Ѵ-|;uķ�$�vhp�o�;uv-��|_;�7;�;Ѵorl;m|�o=�
-�1�uub1�Ѵ�l�=ou�|_;-|u;�m�uvbm]�|u-bmbm]�-|�|_;��ovrb|-Ѵ� bm��h;uv_�v�
Ő��ovѴ;=�ş��pu];mv;mķ�ƐƖƕѵőĺ

�o|� -ѴѴ��ouh� bm� -m�or;u-|bm]� |_;-|u;� _-7� |o� 0;�7om;�0��m�uv;vĺ�
The Korea Sisters themselves had good experiences with delegating 
|_;-|u;�m�uv;vĽ� |-vhv� |o�-vvbv|-m|vĺ��-bm|-bmbm]� bmv|u�l;m|vķ�r-1hbm]�
-m7� v|;ubѴb�-|bom��;u;� |-vhv� |_;�� 7;Ѵ;]-|;7� |o� 1b�bѴb-m� �ou;-mv� -m7�
]�-u7�voѴ7b;uv�bm�|_;bu�vr-u;�|bl;Ō-m7��b|_��;u��]oo7�u;v�Ѵ|vķ�-11ou7-
bm]�|o��-ub�!oѴѴ��Ѵ;rv|-7�Ő�Ѵ;rv|-7ķ�ƑƏƐƐőĺ��=|;u�u;|bubm]�=uol�����bm�
ƐƖѵƕķ��;||���;mub1_v;m�0;1-l;�-1|b�;� bm�;v|-0Ѵbv_bm]�-m�;7�1-|bom�
=ou�-��bѴb-u��m�uv;vĺ�!;]-u7bm]�|_;�r-|b;m|Ŋ�u;Ѵ-|;7��ouhķ�|_;�_b]_�m�uv-
ing competence among the Korea Sisters has been taken to be one of 
|_;�l-bm� =-1|ouv� =ou� |_;�]oo7�u;v�Ѵ|v�-1_b;�;7�-|���!��"�� Ő�o;ķ�
1953). The question about substituting theatre nurses with personnel 
�b|_�Ѵ;vv�;7�1-|bomķ�Ѵbh;�-��bѴb-u��m�uv;vķ�bm�uoѴ;�o=�|_;-|u;�m�uv;vķ��-v�
7bv1�vv;7ķ�0�|�m;�;u�v;ubo�v�1omvb7;u;7�Ő�o1h;u|v;mķ�ƑƏƏƖőĺ�$_bv��-v�
probably due to the good experiences with using only competent per-
vomm;Ѵ�-|���!��"�ĺ

The Korea Sisters contributed to various parts of the struggle 
|o�;v|-0Ѵbv_�-��mb=oul�|_;-|u;�m�uv;�;7�1-|bomĺ� �m��ou;-ķ� |_;��_-7�
v_o�m� �_-|� ;7�1-|;7� m�uv;v� 1o�Ѵ7� 7o� bm� -� 1ubvbvĺ� �-1h� _ol;� bm�
�ou�-��|_;��1om|ub0�|;7�|o�7-bѴ���ouh�bm�or;u-|bm]�|_;-|u;vķ�vol;�
o=�|_;l�bm�v;mbou�rovb|bomv�-v�_;-7�m�uv;v�=ou�|_;�or;u-|bm]�|_;-|u;vķ�
where they were responsible for the instruction of theatre nurses. 
�|_;uvķ� Ѵbh;�m�uv;��;ub|�!p;ķ�_-7�lou;�=oul-Ѵ�|u-bmbm]�-v�|;-1_;uvĺ�
Several hospitals developed curricula and employed teaching man-
-];uvķ�l-hbm]�|_;�;7�1-|bom�o=�|_;-|u;�m�uv;v�lou;�v|u�1|�u;7�-m7�
formal.

)b|_� v�1_� ;==ou|v� 0;bm]� l-7;� bm� l-m�� _ovrb|-Ѵvķ� b|� �-v� omѴ�� -�
t�;v|bom�o=�|bl;�0;=ou;��"��"Ľv�1�uub1�Ѵ-�0;1-l;�|_;�v|-u|�o=�;7-
�1-|bom�-=|;u�m-|bom-Ѵ�]�b7;Ѵbm;vĺ����ƐƖƕƒķ�1�uub1�Ѵ-�=uol�|_;�|_;-|u;�
m�uv;v��;u;��v;7�=uol��o7p�bm�|_;�mou|_�o=��ou�-��|o��u;m7-Ѵ�bm�|_;�
vo�|_� Ő�f;m7;lķ�ƐƖƕƓőĺ����ƐƖƕƔķ�-ѴѴ�l-bm�_ovrb|-Ѵv� bm��ou�-��;7�-
cated theatre nurses following national guidelines that ensured a uni-
form programme of education.

ƒĺƒՊ|Պ$_;-|u;�m�uvbm]�;�oѴ�;v�bm|o�|�o�7bv1brѴbm;v

�ou�-��]o|�|_;�=buv|�vr;1b-Ѵbv|�bm�-m-;v|_;vboѴo]��bm�ƐƖƓƕ�Ő"h-];v|-7ķ�
ƐƖƖƖőĺ�)b|_o�|�-m-;v|_;vboѴo]bv|ķ�|_;�v|-m7-u7�ruo1;7�u;�bm��ou�-��
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was that the surgeon had the responsibility for anaesthesia and a 
theatre nurse conducted anaesthesia. This solution was continued 
-|���!��"�ĺ� �|��ouh;7� =ou� bmf�ub;v� bm� |_;�;�|u;lb|b;v�-m7�;�;m� bm�
|_;�-07ol;mĺ���|� b|�0;1-l;��;u��1Ѵ;-u�|_-|��-u�v�u];u�ķ�7;l-m7;7�
lou;�hmo�Ѵ;7];ĺ�ou� |_ou-1b1� v�u];u�ķ�lou;�;�r;u|bv;��-v�m;;7;7ĺ�
�;b|_;u�|_;�|_;-|u;�m�uv;v�mou�|_;�v�u];omv�-|���!��"��_-7�v�=-
ficient knowledge in anaesthesiology for surgical procedures on se-
�;u;Ѵ���o�m7;7�r-|b;m|v��b|_�|_ou-1b1�-m7�1_;v|�|u-�l-v�Ő�bm7ķ�ƑƏƐƔőĺ�
uol�|_;�v;1om7�1om|bm];m|�omķ�;b]_|�o=�|_;�|;m�ru-1|bvbm]�-m-;v|_;-
vboѴo]bv|v�bm��ou�-�ķ�v;u�;7�-|���!��"�ķ��ouhbm]�1Ѵov;Ѵ���b|_�|_;�
theatre nurses forming standards for wartime anaesthetist nursing 
Ő�bm7ķ�ƐƖƔƒőĺ

Theatre nurses were aware that their profession needed more spe-
1b-Ѵb�;7�hmo�Ѵ;7];�o=�-m-;v|_;vboѴo]�ķ� |_-m�1uovvŊ�|u-bmbm]� bm�-m-;v-
|_;|bv|�m�uvbm]ĺ��m�|_;��;-uv�0;|�;;m�ƐƖƓƔŋƐƖƔƏ�|u-�;Ѵv�|o�	;ml-uh�
|o�-||;m7�1o�uv;v�ou�_-�;�v;1om7l;m|v� bm�-m-;v|_;|bv|�m�uvbm]ķ��-v�
mo|��m1ollomĺ��lom]�|_;��ou;-�"bv|;uvķ�|b|Ѵ;v�Ѵbh;�ľ|_;-|u;�m�uv;�-m7�
m�uv;�-m-;v|_;|bv|Ŀ�1-m�0;�=o�m7�-m7�bm�|_;�=buv|�=;���;-uv�-=|;u��ou;-ķ�
v;�;u-Ѵ��ou;-�"bv|;uv��v;7�omѴ��ľm�uv;�-m-;v|_;|bv|Ŀ�Ő"|u-�l;ķ�ƐƖѵƏőĺ�
This might indicate that theatre nurses themselves defined it as a sep-
-u-|;�vr;1b-Ѵb�-|bom�-m7�|_;u;0��v|-u|;7�|o�7b�b7;�|_;-|u;�m�uvbm]�bm|o�
two specialities.

�m�|_;�ƐƖƔƏvķ�omѴ��0ub;=�1o�uv;v�=ou�m�uv;�-m-;v|_;|bv|�;�bv|;7ķ�bm�
�ou�-�ĺ�$_;v;�1o�uv;v��;u;�7bv1om|bm�;7�0;1-�v;�1uovvŊ�|u-bm;7�|_;-
atre nurses were given too much responsibility and were in some hos-
rb|-Ѵv�;�r;1|;7�|o�=bѴѴ�|_;�rovb|bom�o=�-�r_�vb1b-m��_o�_-7�vr;1b-Ѵb�;7�
bm�-m-;v|_;vboѴo]��Ő�bm7ķ�ƐƖѵƔőĺ�$_;�-m-;v|_;vboѴo]bv|v��;u;�|oo�=;��
|o�v;u�;�-ѴѴ�_ovrb|-Ѵv�bm��ou�-�ĺ��v�-m�;�-lrѴ;ķ��ou;-�"bv|;u�!-]m_bѴ7�
"|u-m7�-|�$uolvp��ovrb|-Ѵ��-v�u;vromvb0Ѵ;�=ou�|u-bmbm]�|_;-|u;�m�uv;v�
and cross- training in anaesthesia from 1955–1965 with no anaesthe-
siologist at the hospital.

The Korea Sisters participated in the development of an educa-
|bom� =ou�m�uv;�-m-;v|_;|bv|vĺ��ou;-�"bv|;u�!�|_��ou70���-v� |_;� =buv|�
chairman and one of the founding members of the interest group for 
nurse anaesthetists in 1957. The primary goal for this group was es-
|-0Ѵbv_bm]�o=�-��mb=oul;7�;7�1-|bom� =ou�m�uv;�-m-;v|_;|bv|v� Ő�or;mķ�
�-mv;mķ��m];�bhķ�ş��Ѵv;mķ�ƑƏƐƒőĺ��|�|_;��ovrb|-Ѵ� bm��h;uv_�vķ��ou;-�
"bv|;u��-u���;mv;m�o�;uv-��7;�;Ѵorbm]� -� 1�uub1�Ѵ�l� -m7� ;7�1-|bom�
ruo]u-ll;� =ou� m�uv;� -m-;v|_;|bv|v� Ő��ovѴ;=�ş� �pu];mv;mķ� ƐƖƕѵőĺ� �m�
ƐƖѵƔķ�|_;�����-rruo�;7���uv;��m-;v|_;|bv|�-v�-�v;r-u-|;�vr;1b-Ѵb|�ķ�
u-|_;u�|_-m�-�0u-m1_�o=�|_;-|u;�m�uvbm]ĺ�"|bѴѴķ�lov|�|_;-|u;�m�uv;v��;u;�
cross- trained in anaesthesia until a nationwide education programme 
=oѴѴo�bm]�m-|bom-Ѵ�]�b7;Ѵbm;v��-v�;v|-0Ѵbv_;7�bm�ƐƖƕƓŋƐƖƕƔĺ

ou�7;1-7;vķ�m�uv;v�_-7�|u-�;ѴѴ;7�-0uo-7�|o�v;;h�v;1om7l;m|v�
as part of their training. Other countries’ nursing knowledge be-
1-l;�hmo�m�|o�-m7�v|�7b;7�0���ou�;]b-m�m�uv;vĺ�$_;��ou;-m�)-u�
was a meeting point with nursing traditions of other countries. 
��!��"�� �-v� bm� l-m�� �-�v� -� �_oѴ;� _ovrb|-Ѵ� bm� v;1om7l;m|ĺ�
�m-;v|_;vboѴo]���-v�mo|�ruor;uѴ��1o�;u;7�0��vr;1b-Ѵbv|v�-m7� |_;-
atre nurses were unable to provide the anaesthesia needed. The 
Korean War accelerated the separation of anaesthetist nursing from 
theatre nursing and development of a formal education for nurse 
anaesthetists.

ƒĺƓՊ|Պ��l-mb|-ub-m�-b7

$_;�;m7�o=���!��"���-v�mo|�|_;�;m7�o=�|_;��ou;-�"bv|;uvĽ�;m]-];-
l;m|�om�0;_-Ѵ=�o=��ou;-ĺ��Ѵu;-7��bm�ƐƖƔƐķ�b|��-v�ru;Ѵblbm-u��7;1b7;7�
|_-|� -� fobm|� "1-m7bm-�b-m� _ovrb|-Ѵ� v_o�Ѵ7� 0;� ;v|-0Ѵbv_;7ĺ� �m� ƐƖƔѵķ�
"�;7;mķ��ou�-�ķ�	;ml-uhķ�$_;�!;r�0Ѵb1�o=��ou;-�-m7�|_;�&��-]u;;7�
in establishing a medical centre for training health personnel (United 
�-|bomv��ou;-m�!;1omv|u�1|bom��];m1�ķ�ƐƖƔѵőĺ��m�Ƒ��1|o0;u�ƐƖƔѶķ�
|_;��-|bom-Ѵ��;7b1-Ѵ��;m|u;�Ő���ő�bm�";o�Ѵ��-v�or;m;7�-m7�b|��-v�
run by the three Scandinavian countries for 10 years before being 
|u-mv=;uu;7�|o�|_;��ou;-mv�bm�ƐƖѵѶĺ

	�ubm]� |_-|� 7;1-7;ķ� ƑƐѵ� "1-m7bm-�b-m� m�uv;v� v;u�;7� -|� |_;�
���� -m7� mbm;� o=� |_;� ƔѶ��ou�;]b-m� m�uv;v� _-7� ru;�bo�vѴ���ouh;7�
-|���!��"�� Ő�-hh;ķ�ƑƏƐƏőĺ�$_;� blr-1|�o=�"1-m7bm-�b-m�m�uvbm]� bv�
u;1o]mb�;7�0��m�uv;v�bm��ou;-Ĺ�ľ$_o�]_�mo|�1-Ѵ1�Ѵ-|;7�0��-�v1b;m|b=b1�
l;-v�u;ķ�b|�bv�ru;v�l;7�|_-|�|_;�	-mbv_ķ��ou�;]b-m�-m7�"�;7bv_�bm-
=Ѵ�;m1;�om�m�uvbm]�ruo=;vvbom�bm��ou;-�bv� bll;mv;Ŀ�Ő�-Ѵlķ��blķ��;;ķ�
ş��-uhķ� ƐƖƖѶőĺ����� bv� v|bѴѴ� -��ouhbm]� _ovrb|-Ѵ� bm� ";o�Ѵķ� �ou;-ĺ�$_;�
nurses who contributed to the reconstruction of South Korean health 
1-u;�0��v;u�bm]�-v�_;-7�m�uv;v�-m7�m�uvbm]�bmv|u�1|ouv�-|�����l�v|ķ�
bm�-�0uo-7;u�v;mv;ķ�0;�m-l;7��ou;-�"bv|;uvĺ�$_uo�]_�1oor;u-|bom��b|_�
nurses from Denmark and Sweden they gained experiences that they 
Ѵ-|;u�0uo�]_|�_ol;�|o��ou�-�ĺ

$_;������-v�-�_�l-mb|-ub-m�ruof;1|��b|_�|_;�r�urov;�o=�1om-
tributing to reconstructing Korean health care after a war. Inga 
ܲu7-Ѵv0-hh;� v;u�;7�0o|_� -|���!��"��-m7� -|����ĺ� "_;� 1omvb7-
;u;7�����|o�0;�-�1om|bm�-|bom�o=���!��"��Őܲu7-Ѵv0-hh;ķ�ƑƏƐƒőĺ�
(b-�|_;��ou;-m�)-u�|_;�����ruo�b7;7�|_;�b]mb|bom�=ou��ou�;]b-m�
m�uv;v� |o� r-u|b1br-|;� bm� ou]-mb�;7� _�l-mb|-ub-m��ouh� om� -� Ѵ-u];u�
v1-Ѵ;� |_-m�lbvvbom-u�� m�uvbm]ĺ� �m� =-1|ķ��ou�;]b-m� v|�7b;v� bm7b1-|;�
|_-|�m�uv;v�r-u|b1br-|bm]�bm�lbvvbomv�bm��-u��om;v�-=|;u�|_;��ou;-m�
War primarily view themselves as participating in humanitarian aid 
Ő$fo=Ѵ|ķ�ƐƖƖѵőĺ�ou��ou�-��-v�-�m-|bomķ�|_;�����bv�u;1om7�-v�-�r-u|�
o=� |_;�v|-u|�o=�;v|-0Ѵbv_bm]��ou�-��-v�-�_�l-mb|-ub-m�v�r;uro�;u�
Ő�;u]ķ�ƑƏƐѵĹƐƓƒőĺ

ƓՊ |Պ�����&"���

�b�bѴb-m�m�uv;v�r-u|b1br-|;7� bm� |_bv� =buv|��ou�;]b-m� =ou;b]m��-u�lbv-
vbom�-=|;u� |_;�";1om7�)ouѴ7�)-uĺ���1Ѵov;u� Ѵooh�-|� |_;�ruo=;vvbom-Ѵ�
background of the nurses indicates that they were highly compe-
tent regarding serving in a field hospital in a war. The success of 
��!��"��-v�-�_ovrb|-Ѵ�bm�-��-u�bm7b1-|;v�|_;�v-l;ĺ�)-u|bl;�m�uvbm]�
-|���!��"��1-m�lov|�ruo0-0Ѵ��0;�-||ub0�|-0Ѵ;�-v�|_;�1-|-Ѵ�v|� =ou�
b7;m|b=b-0Ѵ;� 1_-m];v� bm��ou�;]b-m�m�uvbm]�-m7�;7�1-|bom�o=�m�uv;vĺ�
$_;�m�uv;vĽ� blr-1|�om��ou�;]b-m�m�uvbm]� -m7�;7�1-|bom�o=�m�uv;vķ�
may be identified in four fields:

buv|Ĺ� $_;� �ou;-� "bv|;uvĽ� 1Ѵbmb1-Ѵ� ru-1|b1;� -m7� v�u]b1-Ѵ� |;1_mbt�;v�
�;u;� |u-mv=;uu;7� |o� �ou�;]b-m� m�uvbm]� |_uo�]_� 7-bѴ�� �ouh� -m7�
lectures. Principles of treatment learnt in Korea were probably in-
|uo7�1;7� bm|o��ou�;]b-m�m�uvbm]�0;=ou;�|_;���;u;� bm|uo7�1;7�|o�
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nursing in other countries since nurses went back to work at civilian 
hospitals.
";1om7Ĺ��ou�;]b-m�|_;-|u;�m�uvbm]�ruo�;7�|o�0;�blrou|-m|�ru-1|b1;�
=ou��-u|bl;�m�uvbm]�bm��ou;-ĺ�"|bѴѴķ�|_;�m�uv;v�|_;lv;Ѵ�;v�u;-Ѵb�;7�
that 1 or 2 years of internal training at a hospital’s operation the-
-|u;��-v� bmv�==b1b;m|ĺ�$_;���-m|;7� -� m-|bom�b7;ķ� �mb=oul� ;7�1--
|bom��b|_�-m�-�|_oub�-|bomĺ�$_uo�]_�|_;-|u;�m�uv;Ľv�o�m�ruo=;vvbom�
]uo�rķ�|_;��ou;-�"bv|;uv�-Ѵvo�|ooh�r-u|�bm�7u-�bm]��r�-�1�uub1�Ѵ�l�
and working out a nationwide uniform education for theatre nurses. 
$_bv� ruo]u-ll;�0;1-l;� -� u;-Ѵb|�� bm��ou�-�� bm� ƐƖƕƓŋƐƖƕƔĺ�$_;�
Korean War had shown that well-educated theatre nurses were es-
sential in the operating team. Their experiences also showed that 
|-vhv�mo|�u;Ѵ-|;7�|o�r-|b;m|v�0�|�u-|_;u�|o�Ѵo]bv|b1vķ�v�1_�-v�ru;r--
u-|bom�-m7�v|;ubѴb�-|bom�o=�v�u]b1-Ѵ�bmv|u�l;m|vķ�1o�Ѵ7�0;�7;Ѵ;]-|;7�
to non-nurses.
$_bu7Ĺ���uv;�-m-;v|_;vb-��-v�r;u=oul;7�0��|_;-|u;�m�uv;v�1uovvŊ
|u-bm;7�bm�-m-;v|_;vb-�-m7�=ou�vol;�m�uv;vķ�-77b|bom-Ѵ�v_ou|�1o�uv;ĺ�
The service in Korea revealed weaknesses in this area of nursing. 
Complicated cases required both anaesthesiologists and educated 
nurse anaesthetists. Theatre nurses with an interest in anaesthetist 
m�uvbm]��;u;ķ�-=|;u��ou;-ķ�bm�oѴ�;7�bm�7b�b7bm]�|_;-|u;�m�uvbm]�bm|o�
two disciplines and establishing a nurse anaesthetist education in 
�ou�-�ĺ
o�u|_Ĺ��ou�;]b-m�m�uvbm]�7�ubm]�|_;��ou;-m�)-u�Ѵ;7�|o�-1|b�;�r-u-
ticipation in reconstruction and rebuilding of Korean health care. 
"�;7;mķ�	;ml-uh�-m7��ou�-��1om|bm�;7�|_;bu�momŊ1ol0-|-m|�uoѴ;v�
�b|_�|_;�;v|-0Ѵbv_l;m|�o=�|_;��-|bom-Ѵ��;7b1-Ѵ��;m|u;ķ��b|_�|_;�r�u-
pose of educating nurses and physicians. Still more research is needed.

�����)��	�����$"

ľ$_;�r�0Ѵb1-|bom�1_-u];v�=ou�|_bv�-u|b1Ѵ;�_-�;�0;;m�=�m7;7�0��-�]u-m|�
=uol�|_;�r�0Ѵb1-|bom�=�m7�o=�&b$�$_;��u1|b1�&mb�;uvb|��o=��ou�-�Ŀĺ
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Appendix 1 



Forespørsel om deltakelse i forskningsprosjektet:  

Norske sykepleieres virke under Koreakrigen, 1951 – 1954, og ved Det 
skandinaviske undervisningssykehuset i Seoul, 1958 – 1968. 
	

Jeg	er	operasjonssykepleier	og	master	i	helsefag	fra	Universitet	i	Tromsø.	Jeg	
driver	for	tiden	et	forskningsprosjekt,	som	etter	planen	skal	gjennomføres som en 
del av min doktorgrad. 	

• Forskningsprosjektet hovedformål er å undersøke, dokumentere og beskrive 
sykepleien, spesielt den perioperative1 sykepleie, ved Det norske feltsykehuset 
i Korea 1951-1954-og Det skandinaviske undervisningssykehuset i Seoul 1958-
1968. 

Deltakelse 
All deltakelse i dette forskningsprosjektet er frivillig.  Du kan når som helst i løpet av 

prosjekttiden trekke deg fra forskningsprosjektet uten begrunnelse. Jeg vil i denne 

oppgaven benytte intervju. I et slikt intervju er det din historie som er det sentrale. 

Intervjuguide vil benyttes som en overordnet samling av tema relatert til studien. Jeg 

vil i hovedsak stille spørsmål om sykepleien og dagliglivet ved NORMASH og Det 

skandinaviske undervisningssykehuset. Det vil bli benyttet opptaker. Opptakene og det 

øvrige datamaterialet oppbevares konfidensielt. Det vil kun være jeg og min veileder 

som har tilgang til personopplysninger, og vi er underlagt taushetsplikt.  I publikasjoner 

ønsker jeg i utgangspunktet å bruke navn på informantene. Hvis du gir samtykke til 

dette, vil du få lese gjennom avsnittene som omhandler deg for å godkjenne at disse 

offentliggjøres. Ønsker du derimot å være anonym i publikasjoner, krysser du av for 

dette alternativet i samtykkeerklæringen. Prosjektet vil være avsluttet 31.12.2014. 

Innen denne datoen vil lydopptakene være slettet og alt datamateriale anonymisert, med 

unntak av de opplysninger som eventuelt publiseres etter samtykke fra deg.  

Veileder og ansvarlig for prosjektet 
Universitetet	i	Tromsø	er	behandlingsansvarlig	institusjon	for	prosjektet.		

Daglig	 ansvarlig	 og	 veileder	 for	 denne	 studien	 er	 Professor	 Ingunn	 Elstad,	
Universitet	 i	 Tromsø,	 Det	 helsevitenskapelige	 fakultet,	 IHO.	 Epost	
Ingunn.Elstad@uit.no		telefon	77	66	02	73.	

	
1	Perioperativsykepleie	omfatter	forløpet	fra	mottak	av	pasient	,	operasjon	og	
postoperativsykepleie	og	vil	derfor	også	dekke	spesialitetetene	vi	i	dag	kjenner	som	anestesi-	og	
intensivsykepleie	som	på	denne	tiden	ikke	var	egne	spesialiteter.	



Prosjektmedarbeider	 er	 Jan-Thore	 Lockertsen,	 Universitet	 i	 Tromsø,	 Det	
helsevitenskapelige	fakultet,		IHO.	Epost	Jan-Thore.Lockertsen@uit.no	telefon	900	
60	669	

	

Prosjektet	 er	 meldt	 til	 Personvernombudet	 for	 forskning,	 Norsk	
samfunnsvitenskapelig	datatjeneste	AS.	

Behandling av data 
Intervju	og	behandling	av	data	vil	bli	utført	av	meg.	

	

Hilsen	

	

Jan-Thore	Lockertsen	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	



TILLATELSE  
	

Jeg	er	gitt	skriftlig	og	muntlig	informasjon	om	studien:	

	

Norske sykepleieres virke under Koreakrigen, 1951 – 1954, og ved Det 
skandinaviske undervisningssykehuset i Seoul, 1958 – 1968. 
	

 

Jeg ønsker å delta i prosjektet og tillater at mitt navn offentliggjøres i 
publikasjoner: 

 

Sted: ………………………………….     Dato: …………………. 

 

Navn: ……………………………………………………………………. 

 

Jeg er villig til å delta, men jeg ønsker å være anonym i publikasjoner: 

 

Sted: …………………………………….     Dato: ……………………. 

 

Navn : ……………………………………………………………………. 

 

Veileder	 og	 ansvarlig	 for	 prosjektet:	 Professor	 Ingunn	 Elstad,	 Universitet	 i	
Tromsø.	 Det	 helsevitenskapelige	 fakultet,	 IHO.	 9037	 TROMSØ.	 Epost	
Ingunn.Elstad@uit.no	telefon	77	66	02	73.	

Prosjektmedarbeider	 Jan-Thore	 Lockertsen,	 Universitet	 i	 Tromsø.	 Det	
helsevitenskapelige	 fakultet,	 IHO.	 9037	 TROMSØ.	 Epost	 Jan-
Thore.Lockertsen@uit.no	telefon	900	60	669	
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INTERVJUGUIDE 
Spørsmål om utdanning og sykepleiefaglig bakgrunn 

• Når og hvor utdannet du deg til sykepleier? 

• Har du en spesialutdannelse i sykepleie? 

o Når og hvor tok du den? 

Spørsmål om bakgrunn for ønsket om å reise til Korea med NORMASH 

• Hvilken kontingent tilhørte du? 

• Hadde du noen militærerfaring før du reiste til Korea? 

• Hva var grunnen til at du ønsket å reise til Korea? 

Spørsmål om forberedelsene til oppholdet i Korea ved NORMASH 

• Hva lærte dere om virksomheten ved NORMASH før dere reiste dit? 

• Lærte dere noe fra tidligere kontingenter? 

• Fikk dere noen militær opplæring før dere ankom Korea? 

Spørsmålet om livet ved NORMASH 

• Er det en opplevelse som sitter igjen sterkere enn noen annen etter NORMASH? 

• Daglig livet – hvilket oppgaver hadde du? 

• Hva var din oppgave under operasjoner? 

o Blodbank 

o Annet 

• Hvordan ble utstyr sterilisert og oppbevart? 

• Hvordan ble hygienen ivaretatt? 

• Lærte dere nye sykepleieteknikker under tjenesten ved NORMASH? 

o Ble dere kjent med nye medisiner? 

• Hvem var pasientene? 

• Hvordan var samarbeidet med: 

o Andre sykepleiergrupper  

o Kirurger 

o Yrkes militære 

o Andre nasjoner 
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o Forsyninger/logistikk 

o Kunne dere reise bort på perm? 

Spørsmål om tiden etter NORMASH 

• Hvordan ble deres erfaringer benyttet av det Norske forsvaret? 

• Har det Norske forsvaret ivaretatt deg etter NORMASH? 

• Lærte du noen nye sykepleieteknikker som du tok i bruk i Norge i tiden etter 

NORMASH? 

• Har du hatt kontakt med andre veteraner fra NORMASH i ettertid? 
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INTERVIEW GUIDE 
 
Question about education and practice as a nurse 

• When and where did you train as a nurse? 

• Do you have further training as a specialist nurse (theatre nurse or something else)? 

o If, where and when did you do it? 

 

Question about motive for wanting to go to Korea with NORMASH 

• Which contingent did you belong to? 

• Did you have any military experience before you went to Korea? 

• Was there any particular reason for your wish to go to Korea? 

 

Question about preparation for the stay in Korea at NORMASH 

• What did you learn about the daily operation at NORMASH? 

• Did you learn anything about previous contingents experiences? 

• Did you get any military training before you went to Korea? 

 

Question about the stay at NORMASH 

• Is there any particular experience you remember from the service with NORMASH? 

• The daily life at the hospital – which chores (nursing) did you have? 

• Did you have any tasks during surgical operations? 

o Blood bank 

o Other things 

• How were surgical instruments sterilized and stored? 

• How was the hygiene maintained? 

• Did you learn any new nursing procedures during the service at NORMASH? 

o Were you introduced to any new medicines during the service at NORMASH? 

• Who was the patients? 

• How was the colloboration with: 

o Nurses with other tasks 

o Surgeons 

o Servicemen 

o Personnel from other nations  
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o Logistic 

o Could you go on leave? 

 

Question about the time after NORMASH 

• How did the Norwegian Armed Forces use your experiences? 

•  Has the Norwegian Armed Forces given you any support after NORMASH? 

• Did you learn any nursing practices at NORMASH that you later have used in nursing 

at home in Norway? 

• Have you had any contact with other veterans from NORMASH subsequently? 
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